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[24] 196 his labour capacity. Once his labour really starts, it ceases
from that moment to belong to him. Hence he can no longer sell
j t 51) a 197

Owing to the peculiar nature of this specific commodity, labour
capacity, it does not really pass into the hands of the buyer as a
use value on the conclusion of the contract between buyer and
seller. T h e exchange value of this commodity, like that of all
others, is determined before it enters into circulation, because it is
sold as a capacity, as a power, and a specific amount of labour
time was required to produce this capacity, this power. The
exchange value of this commodity therefore existed before its sale,
but its use value only begins to exist with the exercise of that
power subsequently. Hence the alienation of that power does not
coincide in time with its real manifestation, i.e. its existence as a
use value. The situation is the same as it is with a house, the use of
which has been sold to me for a month. Here I only receive the
use value after I have inhabited the house for a month. In the
same way, I only receive the use value of the labour capacity after
I have consumed it, in fact after I have had it work for me. But in
use values of this kind, where the formal alienation by sale of the
commodity does not coincide with the real transfer of its use value
to the buyer, the money of the buyer usually serves as means of
payment, as we have seen before. b The labour capacity is sold for a
day, a week, etc., but it is only paid for after it has been consumed
a
Here and below, the note numbers followed by a bracket indicate notes by
Marx. See editorial Note 197.— Ed.
b
See present edition, Vol. 29, p. 375.— Ed.
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throughout a day, a week, etc. In all countries where the
capital-relation is fully developed, labour capacity is only paid for
after it has performed its function. 48 ' 198 In all cases, therefore, the
worker advances the use of his commodity to the capitalist; he lets
the buyer consume it before he receives payment of its exchange
value; he provides it on credit This constant allowance of credit by
the workers to the capitalists, arising from the special nature of
the use value that is sold, is no mere figure of speech, as is shown
in times of crisis and even in cases of individual bankruptcy. 52 '
However, the nature of the exchange of commodities is not
altered by whether money functions as means of purchase or
means of payment. The price of the labour capacity is contractually fixed in the sale, although it is not realised until later. Nor does
52) "The worker lends his industry" (Storch, Cours d'économie politique, Vol. II,
St. Petersburg edition, 1815, p. 36). But, Storch adds slyly, he "risks nothing" except
"the loss ... o\ his wages... The worker does not hand over anything of a material nature"
(I.e., [pp. 36]37). a '
* "All labour is paid after it has ceased" * (An Inquiry into those Principles,
respecting the Nature of Demand etc., London, 1821, [p.] 104). Other practical
consequences which emerge from this mode of payment, based, incidentally, on the
nature of the relation, are not relevant to our investigation. However, one example
may be appropriate here. There are in London two sorts of bakers, the
"FULL-PRICED", who sell the bread at its full price, and the " UNDERSELLERS", who sell
it below that price. The latter class comprises more than 3 / 4 of the total number of
bakers (see p. XXXII in the report of H. S. Tremenheere, the government
commissioner appointed to examine the Grievances Complained of by the Journeymen
Bakers etc}; London, 1862). These "UNDERSELLERS" for the most part adulterate the
bread by mixing it with alum, soap, pearl-ash, chalk, Derbyshire stone flour, etc.
(See the BLUE BOOK cited above, as well as the report of the Committee of 1855 on
the Adulteration of Bread' and Dr. Hassall's book Adulterations Detected, 2ND EDITION,
London, 1861). Sir John Gordon stated before the Committee of 1855 that as a
result of these adulterations * "the poor men who lived on 2 lbs of bread a day did
not take in one fourth of that amount of nutrition",* quite apart from the
*"injurious effects on [their] health".* Tremenheere says (I.e., p. XLVIII) that one
reason why "a very large proportion of the labouring class" are prepared to put up
with the alum, stone flour, etc., despite being aware of the adulteration, is that it is
* "a matter of necessity" * for them * "to take from their baker, or from the
chandler's shop, whatever bread may be offered to them",* because, receiving their
wages only at the end of the week, they * "only pay for the week's supply to the
family at the week's end".* He adds, supporting this with statements by witnesses,
that * "it is notorious that bread composed of those mixtures is made expressly for sale in
this manner".*
a

Marx quotes partly in French and partly in German.— Ed.
Report Addressed to Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State jor the Home
Department Relative to the Grievances Complained of by Xhe Journeymen Bakers...,
London, 1862.— Ed.
' First Report from the Select Committee on Adulteration oj Food, etc., 27 July 1855
[London, 1855].— Ed.
h
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this form of payment change the fact that this price determination
is related to the value of the labour capacity, and not to the value of
the product or to the value of labour, which is not a commodity as
such at all.
As has been shown, 199 the exchange value of labour capacity is
paid when the price of the means of subsistence is paid; these
means of subsistence are those customarily necessary at a given
state of society for the worker to be able to maintain the level of
strength, health, and general vitality needed to exert his labour
capacity, as well as to perpetuate himself through his human
replacements. 53 ' If man is distinguished from all other animals by
the boundless extension of which his needs are capable, there is,
inversely, no other animal able to contract its needs to the same
53) 200 peity determines the value of the daily wages as the value of the amount
of "DAILY FOOD" sufficient for the worker "TO LIVE, LABOUR, AND GENERATE"
(Political Anatomy of Ireland (1672), London, 1691 EDITION, [p.] 64. Quote Dureau
de la Malle as well a ).
* " T he price of labour is always constituted of the price of necessaries." * The
worker does not receive proper wages * "whenever the price of necessaries is such,
that the labouring man's wages will not, suitably to his low rank and station, as a
labouring man, support such a family as is often the lot of many of them to have" *
(Jacob Vanderlint, Money Answers All Things, London, 1734, p. 15).
"The simple worker, who possesses nothing but his arms and his industry, has
nothing unless he manages to sell his labour to others... In every kind of labour, it
must happen, and it does in fact happen, that the wage of the worker is limited to what
he needs to secure his own subsistence" (Turgot, Réflexions sur la formation et la
distribution des richesses (1766). In: Oeuvres, éd. Daire, Vol. I, Paris, 1844, p. 10).b
* " T he price of the necessaries of life is, in fact, the cost of producing labour" *
(Malthus, Inquiry into etc., Rent, London, 1815, [p.] 48, note). "From a comparative
review of corn prices and wages since the reign of Edward III we may draw the
inference that during the course of 500 years, the earnings of a day's labour in this
country have been more frequently below than above a peck" ( = 1/4 BUSHEL) "of
wheat; that a peck of wheat may be considered as something like a middle point, or
a point rather above the middle, about which the corn wages of labour, varying
according to the demand and supply, have oscillated" (Malthus, Principles of
Political Economy, 2ND EDITION, London, 1836, p[p. 240,] 254).
* " T he natural price of any article is that ... bestowed upon its production... Its
(labour's) natural price ... consists in such a quantity of the necessaries and
comforts of life as from the nature of the climate and the habits of the country are
necessary to support the labourer, and to enable him to rear such a family as may
preserve, in the market, an undiminished supply of labour... T h e natural price of
labour ... though it varies under different climates, and with the different stages of
national improvement, may, in any given time and place, be regarded as very
nearly stationary"* (R. Torrens, An Essay on the External Corn Trade, London, 1815,
., „.

.

. 20 I

pp. o5-oo
passim).
•' [A. J. C. A.] Dureau de la Malle, Economie politique des Romains, Vol, I, Paris,
1840, pp. 127-34.—Ed.
h
Marx quotes in French.— Ed.
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unbelievable degree, or to restrict itself to the same minimum level
of living conditions; in a word, there exists no animal with the
same talent for making itself Irish. One cannot however speak of a
physical minimum of existence of this kind [25] when the value of
labour capacity is involved. With labour capacity, as with every
commodity, its price can rise above its value, or fall below it, hence
the value can diverge in one direction or the other from the price,
which is merely the monetary expression of value itself. The level
of the necessaries of life, the total value of which constitutes the
value of labour capacity, may itself rise or fall. But the analysis of
these variations belongs not to this discussion but to the theory of
wages. 90 It will emerge in the course of this investigation that for
the analysis of capital it is entirely irrelevant whether the level of
the worker's needs is presupposed to be high or low.a As in theory,
so in any case in practice, the value of labour capacity is regarded
as a given magnitude. E.g., a money owner who wants to convert his
money into capital, e.g. into the entrepreneurial capital of a cotton
factory, enquires first and foremost about the average level of
wages in the place where he intends to set up the factory. He
knows that wages, like the price of cotton, constantly diverge from
the average, but also that these variations cancel each other out.
Hence wages enter into his provisional calculations as a value of a
given magnitude. On the other hand, the value of labour capacity
forms the conscious and explicit basis of the TRADES ' UNIONS, the
importance of which for the English working class can hardly be
exaggerated. The aim of the TRADES' UNIONS is nothing other than
to prevent wages from falling below the level that is traditional in
the different branches of industry. Their aim is to prevent the
price of labour capacity from being forced down below its value.
They are of course aware that a change in the relation of supply
and demand brings about a change in the market price. On the
one hand, however, the actual occurrence of such a change is
something very different from the unilateral assertion of the buyer,
in this case the capitalist, that it has occurred. On the other hand,
there is
"a wide difference between the demand and supply rate of wages, or the rate
which the FAIR1' operation of commodity exchange would give, ij the buyer and seller
of it were on equal terms, and that which the seller, the worker, is compelled to accept
if the employer deals with each man singly, and dictates a reduction, taking
advantage of the individual workman's accidental needs" (which do not depend on

Ed.

a

See K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Part VII, Ch. XXV (present edition, Vol. 35).—

b

Marx gives the English word in brackets after the German equivalent.— Ed.
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the general relation of supply and demand). " T h e workmen combine to p u t
themselves on something like equality in the bargain for the sale of their labour with the
capitalist. This is the rationale" (the logical basis) "of TRADES' UNIONS." 54>

Their purpose is to make sure that
"the workman's present necessities do not compel him to take less than the
wages which the demand and supply of labour in the trade have previously
adjusted", 55 )

thereby forcing down the value of labour capacity below its
customary level in a particular sphere. This value of labour
capacity is "regarded by the workmen themselves as a minimum
rate, and by the capitalists as a uniform rate for all workmen in a
particular enterprise". 56 ' T h e UNIONS therefore never allow their
members to work at less than this minimum rate.""' They are
insurance associations founded by the workers themselves for this
purpose. An example may explain the aim of these combinations
formed among the workers for the protection of the value of
54
' T. J. Dunning (* Secretary to the London Consolidated Society of
Bookbinders*), 1 0 2 Trades' Unions and Strikes: Their Philosophy and Intention, London,
I860, pp. 6, 7.
55
> L.c, p . 7.
5fi
> L.c, p. 17.
57
> It goes without saying that the capitalists denounce this " UNIFORM RATE OF
LABOUR" as an encroachment on the personal freedom of the worker, and an
obstacle which hinders the capitalist from following the impulses of his heart and
giving special remuneration to people of special talents, etc. Mr. Dunning, in the
pamphlet we have just quoted, not only gets to the heart of the matter but treats
the issue with pleasing irony; his reply is that the TRADES' UNIONS allow the

capitalist " T O PAY FOR SUPERIOR SKILL, OR WORKING ABILITY, AS MUCH MORE AS HE

PLEASES", but prevent him from forcing down 99 /ioo O I t n e wages, i.e. the wages of
the "COMMON RUN OF MEN", of the average worker in every business, below the
"minimum wage", i.e. below the customary value of the average labour capacity. It

is in order for an EDINBURGH REVIEWER ("Concerning the COMBINATIONS OF T R A D E ",

I860') to denounce as slavery the combinations of workers against the despotism
of capital which these FREE-BORN BRITONS voluntarily submit to out of an
incomprehensible delusion. In time of war one always wants the enemy army to
refuse to submit to the despotism of discipline. But the REVIEWER, in his moral
indignation, discovers something still worse. T h e TRADES' UNIONS are sacrilegious,
because they infringe the laws of FREE TRADE! Quelle horreur!b Mr. Dunning replies,
inter alia: * "It would not be a free exchange of blows if one of the parties were to
have one arm disabled or tied down while the other had the free use of both ... the
employer wishes to deal with his men singly, so that whenever he pleases he may
give the 'sweaters' price for their labour; their right arm as bargainers being tied
down by their necessities in its sale. This he calls free trade, but the freedom is all on
his own side. Call it trade, if you will, it is not free exchange"* (I.e., [p.] 48).
a
"Secret Organisation of Trade", The Edinburgh Review, No. 224, October 1859.
Marx put "1860" by mistake.— Ed.
b
What horror! — Ed.
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labour capacity. In all the London businesses there are so-called
"SWEATERS"

.a

"A SWEATER is one who takes out work to do, at the usual rate of wages, and
who gets it done by others at a lower price; the difference, which is his profit,
being sweated out of those who execute the work." 5 8 )

It represents nothing but the difference between the value of
the labour capacity, which is paid for by the first entrepreneur,
and the price paid by the sweater to the actual workers, which
stands below the value of the labour capacity.59' It is, incidentally, a
highly characteristic [...]
[259] The form of piece wages is used e.g. in the English POTTERIES
to engage young APPRENTICES (who have reached the age of 13) at a
low piece wage, with the result that they overwork themselves
exactly in the period of their development, "to the great
advantage of their masters". This is officially stated to be one of
the causes of the degeneration of the population in the pottery
factories.41 '
An increase in the total wage (e.g. the total weekly wage) in
58

> L . c, p. 6.
"A philanthropic association has been set up in London, the purpose of
which is to undertake the contracts for military clothing on the same terms now
given by the Government to contractors, and yet to pay the starving needlewomen
an advance of 30 p.c. on their present wages. This result is simply obtained by
getting rid of the 'MIDDLEMAN', and applying his profits to the benefit of the human
material out of which they have been hitherto made. With every advantage the
society can give, a needlewoman cannot earn more than Is. for 10 hours' incessant
labour at soldiers' shirts (viz. 2 shirts a day), and at cloth work not more than Is.
6d. a day, for 12 hours' work. At contract work her wages now vary from 5d. to
8d. per 10 hours' work and she has in addition to provide the yarn, etc." (The
Times, March 13, 1862 [p. 10]).b
41)* "There are. in the employ of the manufacturer, many youths who are taken
as apprentices at the early age of 13 and 14 as flat-[ware] pressers and hollow-ware
pressers. For the first two years they are paid weekly wages of 2s. to 3s. 6d. per
week. After that they begin to work on the piece-work system, earning journeymen's
wages. 'The practice,' Mr. Longue says, 'of employing a great number of
apprentices and taking them at the age of 13 and 14 is very common in a certain
class of manufactories, a practice which is not only very prejudicial to the interests
of the trade, but is probably another great cause to which the bad constitution of the
potters is to be attributed. This system, so advantageous to the employer, who requires
quantity rather than quality of goods, tends directly to encourage the young potter
greatly to overwork himself during the 4 or 5 years during which he is employed on
the piece-work system but at low wages.' Th e consequences of overwork in the hot
stoves at that early age may readily be anticipated"* (Children's Employment
Commission. First Report, London, 1863, [p.] XIII).
59)

3
b

Marx gives the German equivalent in brackets after the English word.— Ed.
Cf. this volume, p. 121. and Vol. 33 of the present edition, p. 350.— Ed.
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branches of labour where TASK WORK has been freshly introduced—
an increase resulting, say, from a higher intensity of labour—is
regarded by the MASTERS as a ground in itself for a reduction in
wages, once they reach a certain level, since the masters consider
them now to be higher than is good for the worker. TASK WORK as a
means of forcing down wages is thus directly denounced. 42 '
It should be clear in itself that the mode in which wages are paid
in itself changes nothing in their nature, although the mode of
payment—which incidentally may sometimes be restricted to one
or the other method by the technical nature of the labour in
question—may favour the development of the capitalist production process to a greater or lesser degree.
It is clear that individual differences in wages, which have more
room for development with piece wages than with time wages, are
only deviations from the [average] level of wages. But piece wages
have a tendency to force down the level of wages itself, unless this
effect is paralysed by other circumstances.
T h e wage, as the overall price of daily average labour,
contradicts the concept of value. Every price must be reducible to
a value, since the price is in and for itself only the monetary
expression of value, and the fact that actual prices stand above or
below the price which corresponds to their value does not alter
anything in the situation that they are a quantitatively incongruent
expression of the value of the commodity, even if they are too
large or too small quantitatively in the case that has been
presupposed. But here, in the price of labour there would be a
qualitative incongruence.
Note 16. To add to p. 244.
* "When corn forms a part of the subsistence of the labourer, an increase in its
natural price necessarily occasions an increase in the natural price of labour; or, in
other words, when it requires a greater quantity of labour to procure subsistence, a
greater quantity of labour, or of its produce, must remain with the labourer, as his
wages. But, as a greater quantity of his labour, or (what is the same thing) of the
produce of his labour, becomes necessary to the subsistence of the labouring
manufacturer, and is consumed by him while at work, a smaller quantity of the
productions of labour will remain with the employer" * (R. Torrens, An Essay on the
External Corn Trade, [London,] 1815, [pp.] 235, 236). a

42) * "Indeed, the main objection in different trades to working by the piece is the
complaint that, when the men are found to earn good wages at it, the employer
wishes to reduce the price of the work, and that it is so often made use of as a means for
reducing wages" * (Dunning, I.e., p. 22).
Cf. this volume, p. 318.— Ed.
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[260] Since the value of a commodity=the necessary labour
contained in it, the value of a day's labour—performed under
otherwise adequate conditions of production and with the average,
customary social degree of intensity and skill—would be equal to
the day of labour contained in it. This is nonsense and does not
begin to provide a definition. Hence the value of labour—i.e. the
price of labour (qualitatively) stripped of its monetary expression—is an irrational expression and in fact merely a converted
and inverted form for the value of labour capacity. (Price, which is
not reducible to value, whether directly or through a series of
intermediate steps, expresses a merely accidental exchange of
something for money. And thus things which are in the nature of
the case not commodities and are therefore in this sense extra
commercium hominum* can be converted into commodities by being
exchanged for money. Hence the connection between venality and
corruption and the money relation. Since money is the converted
shape of the commodity, it is not evident from looking at it where
it comes from, what has been converted into it, whether this may
be conscience or virginity or potatoes.)
But piece wages, when they have to serve directly as the
expression of a value relation, are just as irrational as time wages,
the most direct form of wages. Say, for example, that an hour of
labour,=6d., has been objectified in an item of a commodity
(disregarding the constant capital contained in it). The worker
receives 3d., or, in other words, the value of this item with regard
to the worker is not determined by the value contained in it, as
measured by the labour time. This wage therefore does not in fact
directly express a value relation. What is involved here is not the
measurement of the value of the item according to the labour time
contained in it, but rather the reverse, the measurement of the
necessary labour time the worker has performed with reference to
the item. T h e wage he receives is therefore a time wage, since the item
only has the task of measuring the time for which he receives the
wage, and of serving as a guarantee that he has only employed
necessary labour time, hence has worked with the appropriate
intensity, and apart from this, that his labour (as a use value) is of
the appropriate quality. Piece wages are therefore nothing but a
particular form of time wages, which for their part are only the
converted form of the value of labour capacity, or respectively the
prices of labour capacity which correspond quantitatively to that
value or diverge from it. If piece wages have a tendency to allow a
a

Outside the sphere of human commerce.— Ed.
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great room of manoeuvre for the worker's individuality, hence to
raise the wages of some workers above the general level to a
greater or lesser extent, they equally force the wages of other
workers below that level, and reduce the level itself, owing to the
extreme intensity of the competition to which the workers are
spurred on under such a system. 3
In so far as the intensity of labour—other things being
equal—is measured by the amount of product delivered by the
worker in a given time, one must, when comparing time wages
(e.g. the wage for a working day of a given length) in different
countries, compare at the same time the way in which these wages
are related to each other when expressed by the piece. Only in
that way can one arrive at the true proportion between necessary
and surplus labour, or between wages and surplus value. It will
then often occur that although time wages are apparently higher
in rich countries, piece wages are higher in poor countries, and
the worker in fact requires a greater portion of his working day to
reproduce his wage in the latter, so that the rate of surplus value
is lower here than there, and wages are therefore relatively
speaking higher. Hence the real price of labour is in fact higher in
poor countries than in rich ones. When one considers a number of
countries, one finds that apart from duration, and productivity
which is independent of the individual worker, intensity matters as
much as does the length of the working day. The more intensive
working day in a given country=the less intensive+x If one takes
the working day of the gold and silver producing countries as the
measure of the international working day, the more intensive
English working day of 12 hours, e.g., will be expressed in more
gold than the less intensive Spanish day; i.e. it will stand higher in
proportion to the average working day realised in gold and silver.
A high national wage, if we consider an overall day of a given
length, will stand higher not only from the point of view of use
value, but also from that of exchange value, and therefore in its
monetary expression as well. (If a given value of gold and silver is
presupposed, a higher monetary expression must always express
more value, and a lower, less value; if the money wages of workers
of different countries are considered simultaneously the value of
gold and silver is always presupposed as given, since even a change in
this value occurs simultaneously in different countries, so that no
change takes place as far as their reciprocal ratio is concerned.) A
a
Cf. K. Marx,
Vol. 35).— Ed.
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higher national wage, therefore, does not in fact imply a higher
price of labour, seen as the price of a given quantity of labour. If
the working day is longer, or, and internationally this amounts to
the same thing, if the labour is more intensive, wages in one
country may be higher than in another, but, firstly, they may still
constitute a smaller portion of the overall day, hence may still be
relatively smaller, and, secon.dly, they may even represent a
smaller price of labour. If, for example, the worker receives 3s. a
day for 12 hours, this is less than if his day's wage amounted to
2V2S. for 11 hours. For the one hour of surplus labour includes a
much greater amount of wear and tear, hence a much more rapid
reproduction of labour capacity. The difference would be even
greater if the 2V2S. were paid for 10 and the 3 for [...]
[263] i.e. to receive back from production a higher value than
the total amount of values the capitalist advanced in and for the
production process. The production of the commodities themselves only appears as a means to this end, just as the labour
process in general only appears as a means of the valorisation
process. T h e term "valorisation process" is not to be taken in its
previous sense as a process of the formation of value, but as a
process of the formation of surplus value.
This result is however brought about to the extent that the
amount of living labour which the worker has to perform, and
which therefore is objectified in the product of his labour, is
greater than the amount of labour contained in the variable capital
or laid out in wages, or, and this is the same thing, is greater than
the amount of labour required for the reproduction of labour
capacity. In so far as the value advanced becomes capital through
the production of surplus value alone, the origin of capital itself,
like the capitalist production process, depends above all on 2
moments:
Firstly, the sale and purchase of labour capacity, an act which falls
within the sphere of circulation, but from the point of view of the
capitalist production process as a whole constitutes not only a moment
and a presupposition, but also the constant result of the process.
This sale and purchase of labour capacity implies the separation of
the objective conditions of labour—hence of the means of
subsistence and the means of production—from living labour capacity
itself, so that the latter forms the only property which the worker
has at his disposal, and the only commodity he "has to sell. This
separation proceeds so far that the conditions of labour confront
the worker as independent persons, for the capitalist, as owner of the
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conditions of labour, is only their personification in opposition to
the worker as the mere owner of labour capacity. This separation
and this achievement of an independent position by the conditions
of labour is presupposed before the sale and purchase of labour
capacity can take place, hence before living labour can be
incorporated into dead labour as means for the latter's selfpreservation and self-multiplication, hence its self-valorisation.
Without the exchange of variable capital for labour capacity, no
self-valorisation of capital as a whole could take place, and
therefore no capital formation or conversion of means of
production and means of subsistence into capital. T h e second
moment is the real production process, i.e. the real consumption
process of the labour capacity purchased by the owner of money
or commodities.*'
[264] In the real production process, the objective conditions of
labour—material and means of labour—not only serve to allow
living labour to objectify itself, but also to allow more labour to be
objectified than was contained in the variable capital. They
therefore serve as means for absorbing and squeezing out surplus
labour, which is expressed in surplus value (and SURPLUS PRODUCE).
Hence if one considers both moments together, firstly the
exchange of labour capacity for variable capital, and secondly the
real production process (in which living labour is incorporated into
capital as an agens*), the process as a whole appears as one in
*> ["The employer is interested in keeping down the price of labour; but while
that price remains the same, while at a given expense he gets a given amount of
work done, his situation remains unaltered. If a farmer can get a field trenched for
£12 it is indifferent to him whether he pays the whole of the sum] *to three capital
workmen or to 4 ordinary ones... If the three could be hired at £ 3 10s. a piece,
while the 4 required £ 3 a piece, though the wages of the three would be higher,
the price of the work done by them would be lower. It is true that the causes which
raise the amount of the labourer's wages often raise the rate of the capitalist's
profits. If, by increased industry, one man performs the work of two, both the
amount of wages and the rate of profits will generally be raised; not by the rise of
wages, but in consequence of the additional supply of labour having diminished its price,
or having diminished the period for which it has previously been necessary to
advance that price. T h e labourer, on the other hand, is principally interested in the
amount of wages. T h e amount of his wages being given, it is certainly his interest
that the price of labour should be high, for on that depends the degree of exertion
imposed on h i m " * (I.e. [N. W. Senior, Three Lectures on the Rate of Wages...,
London, 1830, pp.] 14, 15). From the same work:
* " T h e labourer's situation does not depend on the amount which he receives at
any one time, but on his average receipts during a given period ... the longer the
period taken, the more accurate will be the estimate" * (I.e., [p.] 7)."The year the
best period to take. Includes summer and winter wages" (I.e., [p.] 7). 202
a

Agent.— Ed.
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which 1) less objectified labour is exchanged for more living
labour, in that what the capitalist in reality receives in return for
the wage is living labour; and 2) the objective forms which directly
represent capital in the labour process, the means of production
(hence objectified labour once again), serve as means for
squeezing out and absorbing this living labour. The whole thing
appears as a process taking place between objectified and living
labour, a process which not only converts living into objectified
labour, but also at the same time converts objectified labour, and
therefore living labour as well, into capital. It is therefore a
process in which not only a commodity is produced, but also
surplus value, and therefore capital (cf. [pp.] 96-108).3
Here the means of production appear not only as means of
realisation of labour, but also, to the same degree, as means of
exploitation of alien labour.
[379] Ad b)20S: Different Forms of Centralisation of the Means
of Production Among Different Peoples
* "Although skill and mechanical science may do much, the preponderance of
the vital element is essential in the extension of manufactures. T h e system of
morcellement, in preventing a rapid development of the population, has thus tended
indirectly to retard the extension of manufactures. It has also had that effect in a
direct manner. It has retained a large population attached to and occupied upon
the soil. T he cultivation of the soil is their primary occupation—that which is
followed with pride and contentment—their employment in spinning, weaving,
and the like is but a subsidiary one necessary for their support. Their savings are
hoarded for the purpose of increasing their inheritance and they are not prone to
wander from home in search of fresh occupation or new habits" * [Reports of the
Inspectors of Factories ... 31st October 1855, London, 1856, p. 67].

//Hence it is precisely here, where * saving ( = hoarding) still
exists to a relatively high degree, and is able to exist under the
given circumstances, [that] the formation of capital, relatively
speaking, and the development of capitalist production, is prevented,
in comparison to England, by the very same economical conditions
that are favourable to the hoarding, etc.//
" T h e position of a proprietor, the possession of a house, of a plot of ground, is
the chief object also of the factory operative, and of almost every poor man who
has not already a property; in fact, all look to the land... From this description of
the character and occupations of a very numerous class of the French people, it will
be readily inferred that, unlike that of England, the manufacturing industry of
France is represented by small establishments," * [I.e.]

//this shows how necessary the expropriation of the land is for
the development of large-scale industry//
a

See this volume, pp. 403-24.— Ed.
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* "some moved by steam and water, many dependent for the moving power
upon animal labour and many factories still entirely employing manual labour
only."
This characteristic of French industry is well described by Baron C. Dupin, as
consequent upon the system of the tenure of land. He says:
"As France is the country of divided properties, that of small holdings, so it is
the country of the division of industry, and of small workshops" * (Reports of the Inspectors
of Factories ... 31st October 1855, [pp.] 67-68).
T h e s a m e FACTORY INSPECTOR [as w r o t e this r e p o r t ] (A. R e d g r a v e )
p r o v i d e s a survey of F r e n c h TEXTILE MANUFACTURES OF WHATEVER
IMPORTANCE, for 1852, f r o m which it a p p e a r s t h a t [the s o u r c e s of
p o w e r t h e r e w e r e steam 2 , 0 5 3 ( h o r s e p o w e r ) , water 9 5 9 a n d other
mechanical power 2 , 0 5 7 ] a (I.e., p . 69). a ) H e c o m p a r e s this RETURN with
t h e * r e t u r n of t h e n u m b e r of factories, etc., p r e s e n t e d to t h e H o u s e
of C o m m o n s i n * 1850, a n d shows o n t h a t basis * " t h e followi n g r e m a r k a b l e difference b e t w e e n t h e system of textile m a n u f a c t u r e of E n g l a n d a n d t h a t of F r a n c e " , * the result b e i n g as
follows:
[380] * "The number of factories in France is 3 times as large as those in
England, while the number of persons employed in them is only '/^ greater; but
the very different proportions of machinery and moving power will be best shown
by the following comparison:
France
Number of factories
Number of persons employed *

12,986
706,450

England
4,330
596,082" T h e French figures in
fact include FACTORIES
which would not be
counted
under
this
category
at
all in
England.

a
* What appears as preliminary (primitive) accumulation of capital is in fact only
the taking up of an independent position by the conditions of production—their
separation from the SELF-EMPLOYING PRODUCER and his transformation into a wage
labourer. This is shown in the text using the example of manufacture. But it is
clear that it also applies e.g. to the relation between the FARMING CAPITALIST and the
peasant, etc. "Large-scale cultivation does not require a greater amount of capital
than small or medium cultivation; on the contrary, it requires less, but in these
different systems capitals must be distributed differently. In large-scale cultivation
the capitals applied to agriculture must be available in the hands of a small number
of men who pay the wages of the labourers they employ" (Mathieu de Dombasle,
Annales agricoles de Rovüle, 2nd instalment, [Paris,] 1825, p. 217).'3
2
b

T h e passage in square brackets was crossed out by Marx.— Ed.
Marx quotes partly in French and partly in German.— Ed.
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* "Average number of
persons in each factory

54

137

Average no. of spindles
to
each
person employed *
* "Average no. of persons to each loom

43"

2
(power* and
* handloom)

2

Hence 6 times as many
in England as in France.
(powerloom only)" *

A c c o r d i n g t o this , t h e n , more p e o p l e a r e EMPLOYED in F r a n c e t h a n
in E n g l a n d , b u t only b e c a u s e all HANDLOOM WEAVING is e x c l u d e d from
t h e E n g l i sh RETURN; b u t t h e AVERAGE ESTABLISHMENT e m p l o y s m o r e
than
twice
as
many
people
in
England
as
in
France
( 5 4 /i36 = 2 7 /68 = 1 3 /s4=almost 'A), h e n c e t h e r e is a g r e a t e r AGGLOMERATION
of p e o p l e u n d e r t h e d i r e c t i o n of t h e s a m e capital. I n F r a n c e t h e r e
a r e 3 times as m a n y factories, b u t only '/s m o r e p e o p l e e m p l o y e d
in t h e m ; h e n c e fewer p e o p l e a r e e m p l o y e d in p r o p o r t i o n to t h e
number of ESTABLISHMENTS. F u r t h e r m o r e , with r e g a r d to t h e MASS OF
MACHINERY COMING UPON EACH PERSON, t h e r e a r e 6 time s as m a n y SPINDLES in
E n g l a n d as in F r a n c e . If all t h e p e r s o n s e m p l o y e d w e r e s p i n n e r s ,
t h e r e w o u l d b e 4 , 9 4 5 , 1 5 0 SPINDLES in F r a n c e , a n d '/a fewer in E n g l a n d .
T h u s in E n g l a n d , t h e r e is 1 POWERLOOM to 2 PERSONS, in F r a n c e 1 POWER OR
1 HANDLOOM.
In England there are 25,631,526 [spindles]. Furthermore, * "the steam power employed in the factories of Great Britain= 108,113 horses; the proportion of persons employed [is] about 5 ' / 2 persons to
1,788,246
each horsepower of steam; the proportion of
23,843,28
France upon this estimate should give a steam
25,631,526
power= 128,409 hordes, whereas the whole of the
steam power of France was in 1852 only=75,518 horses, produced by 6,080 steam
engines, of the average power of less than I2V2 horses to each; while the number
of steam engines employed in the textile factories of France appears to have been
in 1852, 2,053, and the power of these engines to [have been] equal to 20,282
horses, distributed as follows:
Factories
Power, in horses
1,438
16,494
Employed in spinning only
weaving only
1,738
101
finishing, etc.
242
612
other processes
272
1,438
PERSONS

596,082
43

2,053 a
a
b

20,282"
(I.e., p. 70). b

T h e source has 2,033. Marx corrects the error.— Ed.
Reports of the Inspectors of Factories ... 31st October 1855, London, 1856.- Ed.
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" T h e absence, in France, of the bones and sinews of manufactures, coal and
iron, must ever retard her progress as a manufacturing country" * (I.e.).

There is far more working machinery, and prime-moving
machinery (MECHANIC POWER), per one worker in an English factory,
COMPARED TO THE FRENCHMEN; and he therefore works u p far more raw
material in the same time. * The productive power of his labour is,
therefore, much greater, as is the capital that employs him. The
number of establishments [is] much smaller in England than in
France. The number of workingmen employed on the average, in
one single establishment, [is] much greater in England than in
France, although the total number employed in France [is] greater
than in England, although in a small proportion only, compared
to the number of establishments.*
This shows that as a result of historical, etc., circumstances,
which have had a varying impact upon the relative degree of
concentration of the means of production, corresponding to the greater
or lesser expropriation of the mass of the direct producers, there
have been very different levels of development of the productive
forces and of the capitalist mode of production altogether. But this
stands in a precisely inverse relation to the "SAVING" and "HOARDING"
of the direct producer himself, which is very great in France as
compared with England. The scale on which the SURPLUS LABOUR of
the * producers can be "saved" and "hoarded" and "accumulated" and brought together in great masses, i.e. concentrated, can
be used as capital, corresponds exactly to the degree in which their
surplus labour is hoarded, etc., by their employers instead of by
themselves; corresponds, therefore, to the degree in which the
great mass of the real producers is precluded from the capacity
and the conditions of "saving", "hoarding", "accumulating", is in
one word precluded from all power of appropriating its own
surplus labour to any important degree, because of their more or
less complete expropriation from their means of production. Capitalistic
accumulation and concentration are based upon, and correspond
to, the facility of appropriating other people's surplus labour in great
masses, and the corresponding inability of these people themselves
to lay any claim to their own surplus labour. It is, therefore, the
most ludicrous delusion, fallacy, or imposture, to explain, and
account for, this capitalistic accumulation, by confounding it with,
and, as far as phraseology goes, converting it into, a process quite
its opposite, exclusive of it, and corresponding to a mode of
production upon whose ruins capitalistic production can alone be
reared. This is one of the delusions carefully entertained by
political economy. The truth is this, that in this bourgeois society,
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every workman, if he is an exceedingly clever and shrewd fellow,
and gifted with bourgeois instincts, and favoured by an exceptional fortune, can possibly be converted himself into an exploiteur
du
travail
d'autrui?
But where there was no travail to be exploité,
there would be no capitalists] nor [would there be] capitalistic
production.*

Exploiter of the labour of other people.— Ed.
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[441] CHAPTER SIX. RESULTS OF T H E DIRECT PRODUCTION PROCESS

Three points need to be considered in this chapter:
1) Commodities as the product of capital, of capitalist production;
2) Capitalist production is the production of surplus value;
3) Finally, it is the production and reproduction of the whole relation
through which this direct production process is characterised as
specifically capitalist.
Of these 3 headings, No. 1 should be placed last, not first, in the
final revision before printing, since it forms the transition to the
second book—the circulation process of capital. But for the sake
of convenience we shall begin with it here.
AD 1) COMMODITIES AS T H E PRODUCT OF CAPITAL

T h e commodity, as the elementary form of bourgeois wealth, was
our starting point, the presupposition for the emergence of
capital. On the other hand, commodities now appear as the product
of capital.
This circular course taken by our presentation, on the one hand,
corresponds to the historical development of capital, one of the
conditions for the emergence of which is the exchange of commodities,
trade in commodities; but this condition itself is formed on the basis
provided by a number of different stages of production, which all
have in common a situation in which capitalist production either
does not as yet exist at all or exists only sporadically. On the other
hand, the exchange of commodities in its full development and
the form of the commodity as the universally necessary social form of
the product first emerge as a result of the capitalist mode of
production.
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If, in contrast, we consider societies where capitalist production is
fully developed, the commodity appears there as both the constant
elementary presupposition of capital and, on the other hand, as
the direct result of the capitalist production process.
Both commodities and money are the elementary presuppositions of capital, but they only develop into capital under certain
conditions. Capital formation cannot occur except on the basis of
the circulation of commodities (which includes the circulation of
money), hence at an already given stage of development of trade
in which the latter has achieved a certain extension. The
production and circulation of commodities, however, do not
conversely presuppose the capitalist mode of production for their
existence; on the contrary, as I have already demonstrated, 1 ' they
also "exist in pre-bourgeois social formations". They are the
historical presupposition of the capitalist mode of production. [442]
On the other hand, however, it is only on the basis of capitalist
production that the commodity becomes the general form of the
product, that every product must take on the commodity form, that
sale and purchase seize control not only of the surplus of
production but of its very substance, and that the various
conditions of production themselves emerge in their totality as
commodities which go into the production process from circulation.
Hence if the commodity appears on the one hand as the
presupposition for the formation of capital, the commodity also
appears, on the other hand, as essentially the product and result
of the capitalist production process, in so far as it is the universal
elementary form of the product. At earlier stages of production,
products assume the commodity form in part. Capital, in contrast,
necessarily produces its product as a commodity.2* Therefore, to the
degree that capitalist production, i.e. capital, develops, the general
laws developed with regard to the commodity—for example, the
laws concerning value—are also realised in the different forms of
money circulation.
Here, it is apparent how even economic categories which belong
to earlier epochs of production take on a specifically different,

'• [K. Marx.] Zur Kritik der politischen Oekonomie [Erstes Heft], Berlin. 1859,
p. 74. a
2
> Sismondi. b
a

See present edition, Vol. 29, p. 331.— Ed.
J. C. L. Simonde de Sismondi, Etudes sur l'économie politique. Vol. 2, Brussels,
1838, p. 161. See present edition, Vol. 29, p. 235.— Ed.
b
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historical, character on the basis of the capitalist mode of
production. 3
The conversion of money, which is itself only a converted form
of the commodity, into capital only takes place once labour capacity has been converted into a commodity for the worker himself; hence once the category of commodity trade has taken control
of a sphere which was previously excluded from it, or only
sporadically included in it. Only when the working population has
ceased either to form part of the objective conditions of labour, or
to enter the market as a producer of commodities, selling its
labour itself—or more precisely its labour capacity—instead of the
product of its labour, does production become the production of
commodities to its complete extent, over the whole of its length and
breadth. Only then are all products converted into commodities,
and only then do the objective conditions of each individual
sphere of production enter into production as' commodities
themselves. Only on the basis of capitalist production does the
commodity in fact become the universal elementary form of wealth.h
If, e.g., capital has not yet taken control of agriculture, a large
part of the product is still produced directly as means of
subsistence, not as commodities; a large part of the working
population will not yet have been converted into wage labourers,
nor will a large part of the conditions of labour have been
converted into capital. This implies that the developed division of
labour, as it appears accidentally within society, and the capitalist
division of labour within the workshop, condition and produce
each other. For the commodity as the necessary form of the
product, and therefore the alienation of the product as the
necessary form of its appropriation, imply a fully developed
division of social labour, while on the other hand it is only on the
basis of capitalist production, hence also of the capitalist division of
labour within the workshop, that' all products necessarily assume
the commodity form, and all producers are therefore necessarily
commodity producers. It is therefore only with the coming of
capitalist production that use value is first generally mediated
through exchange value.
3 points.
1) Capitalist production is the first to make the commodity the
universal form of all products.
:l

See present edition, Vol. 28, pp. 39-44.— Ed.
'' Ibid., Vol. 30, p. 69. -Ed.
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2) Commodity production necessarily leads to capitalist production, once the worker has ceased to be a part of the conditions of
production (slavery, serfdom) or the naturally evolved community
no longer remains the basis [of production] (India). From the
moment at which labour power itself in general becomes a
commodity.
3) Capitalist production annihilates the [original] basis of
commodity production, isolated, independent production and
exchange between the owners of commodities, or the exchange of
equivalents. T h e exchange between capital and labour power
becomes formal: [...]a
From this point of view the form in which the conditions of
production themselves enter into the labour process is also entirely
irrelevant. E.g. it is a matter of indifference whether they only
give u p their value to the product gradually, as in the case of a
part of the constant capital, machinery, etc., or enter into it
materially, as with the raw material; whether, as in the case of the
seed in agriculture, a part [443] of the product is directly
re-employed by the producer himself as a means of labour, or is
first sold and then converted afresh into a means of labour.
Whatever their role as use values in the production process, all the
means of labour that have been produced now function at the
same time as elements in the valorisation process. T o the extent that
they are not converted into real money, they are converted into
money of account, they are treated as exchange values, and the
value element they add to the product in one way or another is
precisely calculated. In the same measure as e.g. agriculture becomes a branch of industry carried on in the capitalist fashion— as capitalist production settles itself down in the country —
in the same measure as agriculture produces for the market,
produces commodities, articles for sale and not for its own direct
consumption, in that measure does it calculate its expenditure,
treat each ITEM of it as a commodity (whether it buys from another
or from itself, i.e. from production), and therefore—to the extent
that the commodity is treated as independent exchange value—as
money. Therefore since wheat, hay, cattle, seed of all kinds, etc.,
are sold as commodities—and without being sold they do not
count as products at all—they enter into production as commodities, or, respectively, as money. The conditions of production, the
elements of products, naturally become commodities in the same
a

This later insertion was left unfinished by Marx.— Ed.
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measure as the products do—for they are identical with the
products—and in so far as the valorisation process comes into
consideration they are calculated in the independent form of
exchange value, as monetary magnitudes. T h e direct production
process is here always and inseparably a labour process and a
valorisation process, just as the product is a unity of use value and
exchange value, i.e. a commodity. Leaving aside this formal aspect, we
can say that in the same measure as e.g. the FARMER'S purchases of
what he has to lay out expand, so also does the trade in seed, in
manure, in breeding cattle, etc.—whereas he sells his income.
Thus for the individual FARMER these conditions of production also
pass in actuality out of circulation and enter into his production
process; circulation becomes in effect the presupposition of his
production, since the conditions of production increasingly become commodities really bought (or purchaseable). In any case, for
him they are already commodities, as articles, means of labour,
which form at the same time parts of the value of his capital.
(Hence if he returns them in natura to production he reckons
them as having been sold to him qua the producer.) And indeed this
develops in the same proportion as the capitalist mode of
production develops in agriculture; hence in proportion as it is
carried on increasingly in a factory-like fashion.
The character of the commodity as the universally necessary form of
the product, as the specific peculiarity of the capitalist mode of
production, is palpably demonstrated in the large scale of
production, the one-sidedness and the massive nature oj the product
brought about with the development of capitalist production. This
mode of production imposes on the product a character which is
social and is firmly bound u p with the social context, while making
its direct relation as use value to the satisfaction of the producer's
needs appear, in contrast, as something wholly accidental, irrelevant and inessential. This mass product must be realised as
exchange value, it must pass through the metamorphosis of the
commodity, not only as a necessity for the subsistence of the
producer who produces as a capitalist, but also as a necessity for
the renewal and continuity of the production process itself. And
this is why it passes into the sphere of trade. Its buyer is not [444]
the direct consumer but the merchant, who effects the metamorphosis of the commodity as a business in its own right. 31 T h e
3

' Sismondi. a

a
J.C.L. Simonde de Sismondi, Nouveaux principes d'économie politique..., 2nd ed.,
Vol. I, Paris, 1827, pp. 81-82.— Ed.
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product finally develops its character as a commodity, and hence
its character as exchange value, because under capitalist production the number of different spheres of production, hence the
spheres of the product's exchangeability, are constantly multiplied.41
//We proceed from the commodity, this specific social form of
the product, as the basis and the presupposition of capitalist
production. We take the individual product into our hands and
analyse the formal determinations it contains as a commodity,
which mark it out as a commodity. Before capitalist production, a
large part of the products was not produced as commodities, not
to serve as commodities; while, conversely, a large part of the
products which entered production did not do so as commodities,
did not enter the production process as commodities. The
conversion of products into commodities only occurs at individual
points, is limited only to the surplus of production, or only to
individual spheres of production (the products of manufacture),
etc. T h e whole range of products neither enters into the process
as articles of trade, nor does it emerge from it as such.5)
Nevertheless, commodity circulation, and money circulation within
certain limits, hence a certain degree of development of trade, are
the presupposition, the starting point, of capital formation and the
capitalist mode of production. It is as such a presupposition that
we treat the commodity, since we proceed from it as the simplest
element in capitalist production. On the other hand, the commodity
is the product, the result of capitalist production. What appears
first as its element is later revealed to be its own product. Only on
the basis of capitalist production does the commodity become the
universal form of the product, and the more this production
develops, the more do all the ingredients of production enter into
the production process as commodities.//
T h e commodity as it emerges from capitalist production is
determined differently from the commodity as it was at the
starting point, as the element, the presupposition, of capitalist
4
* Cf. [K. Marx,] Zur Kritik der politischen Oekonomie [Erstes Heft], p. 17.a See also
Wakefield.b
5
> See the French work of ABOUT 1752 in which it is asserted that corn was never
regarded as an article of trade in France before [1660]. 204
:1

See present edition. Vol. 29, p. 281.— Ed.
E. G. Wakefield's commentary to Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations. In:
A. Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, Vol. I,
London, 1835, p. 64. See also present edition, Vol. 29, p. 163, and Vol. 32,
pp. 388, 422.— Ed.
h
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production. We started with the individual commodity as an
independent article in which a specific quantity of labour time was
objectified, and which therefore had an exchange value of a given
magnitude/
Henceforth the commodity appears in a dual determination:
1) What is objectified in it, apart from its use value, is a specific
quantity of socially necessary labour, but whereas in the commodity as such it remains entirely undetermined (and is in fact a matter
of indifference) from whom this objectified labour derives, etc.,
the commodity as the product of capital contains in part paid, and in
part unpaid, labour. It has already been remarked b that this
expression is not correct in so far as the labour itself is not bought
and sold directly. But a certain total amount of labour is objectified
in the commodity. Part of this objectified labour (leaving aside
constant capital, for which an equivalent has been paid) is received
in exchange for the equivalent of the wage; another part is
appropriated by the capitalist without any equivalent. Both parts
are objectified, and are therefore present as parts of the value of
the commodity. And to characterise the one as paid, the other as
unpaid, labour, serves the purposes of abbreviation.
[445] 2) T h e individual commodity not only appears materially
as a part of the total product of the capital, as an aliquot part of
the amount produced by it. Now we no longer have in front of us
the individual, independent commodity, the individual product. It
is not individual commodities which appear as the result of the
process, but a mass of commodities in which the value of the capital
advanced+the surplus value, the appropriated surplus labour, has
been reproduced. Each of these individual commodities is a
repository of the value of the capital and the surplus value
produced by it. The labour applied to the individual commodity
can no longer be calculated at all—if only because this would be a
calculation of the average, hence a notional estimate, which covers
the part of the constant capital which enters into the value of the
total product merely as depreciation, and also the conditions of
production that are consumed communally, and finally because it
is the directly social labour, which is balanced out and estimated as
the average labour of the many cooperating individuals. T h e
labour applied to the individual commodity counts only as the
aliquot part of the total labour which falls to this commodity and is
estimated notionally. In the determination of the price of the
••' See present edition, Vol. 32, pp. 300-01.—Ed.
h
See this volume, p. 359.— Ed.
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individual commodity this labour appears as a merely notional
part of the total product in which the capital is reproduced.
3) The commodity now reveals itself as such—as the repository
of the total value of the capital + the surplus value, as opposed to
the commodity which originally appeared to us as independent—
as the product of capital, in reality as the converted form of the
capital which has now been valorised—in the scale and the
dimensions of the sale which must take place in order that the old
capital value may be realised, along with the surplus value it has
created. To achieve this it is by no means enough for the
individual commodities or part of the individual commodities to be
sold at their value.
We saw earlier 3 that the commodity must acquire a double
mode of existence in order to be made fit for circulation. Not only
must it confront the buyer as an article with particular useful
qualities, as a particular use value which satisfies particular needs,
whether of individual or of productive consumption. Its exchange
value must have acquired a form different and distinct from its use
value, independent of it, although only notionally. It must appear
as the unity of use value and exchange value, but at the same time
it must appear as this duality. Its exchange value acquires this
independent form, a form entirely independent of its use value, as
the pure existence of materialised social labour time, in its price,
that expression in which exchange value is expressed as exchange
value, i.e. as money; and indeed it is expressed in this way in money
of account.

There are in fact individual commodities, as for example
railways, large buildings, etc., which are on the one hand so
continuous in their nature, and on the other hand so extensive,
that the entire product of the capital advanced appears as one
single commodity. In this field, therefore, the law demonstrated in
relation to single commodities b would apply, namely that their
price is nothing but their value expressed in money. The total
value of the capital + the surplus value would be contained in the
single commodity, and could be expressed in money of account.
T h e price determination of a commodity of this kind would not
differ from that given earlier for the single commodity, because
here the total product of the capital would really be present as a
single commodity. It is therefore unnecessary to discuss this point
any further.
•' See present edition, Vol. 29, p. 307.— Ed.
Ibid.. Vol. 28, pp. 74, 124. - Ed.
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The majority of commodities, however, are discrete in nature
(and even the continuous ones can in most cases be treated
notionally as discrete magnitudes), i.e., considered as amounts of a
given article, they are divisible according to the measures customarily applied to them as specific use values, [446] e.g. a QUARTERS of
wheat, b centners of coffee, c yards of linen, x dozens of
knives-—in this case the individual commodity itself counts as the
unit of measurement, etc.
We now have to look at the total product of the capital, which can
always be considered as a single commodity, whatever its scale, and
whether it is discrete or continuous; it can be considered as a
single use value, and its exchange value therefore also appears in
the total price as the expression of the total value of this total
product.
When the valorisation process was examined, a it was shown that a
part of the constant capital advanced, such as buildings, machines,
etc., gives u p to the product only the specific quantities of value it
loses in the labour process as means of labour, and that it never
enters into the product materially, in the form of its own use
value. It was also shown that it continues to serve in the labour
process over a long period, and that the part of the value that it
gives u p over a particular period of time to the product produced
during that period can be estimated according to the ratio between
that particular period and the total period during which it is used
u p as a means of labour, thereby losing its total value and
transferring its total value to the product. E.g. if it serves for 10
years, a calculation of the average will show that it gives u p Vio of
its value to the product in one year, and adds Vio of its value to
the annual product of the capital. In so far as this part of the
constant capital continues to serve as a means of labour, after
disposing of a given quantity of products, and to represent a
definite value, according to the average estimate indicated above,
it does not enter into the formation of the value of the products
that have been disposed of. In general, its total value is only a
determinant of the value of the products disposed of, the products
for the production of which it has already served, in so far as the
value given u p by it during a particular period of time is estimated
as an aliquot part of its total value, determined by the ratio
between the period of time during which it has served and given
up a part of its value and the total period of time during which it
a
This refers to a lost section of the manuscript of 1863-64. Cf. present edition,
Vol. 30, pp. 73-76, and this volume, pp. 187-90.— Ed.
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serves a n d gives u p its total value to t h e p r o d u c t . F o r t h e rest, t h e
value it c o n t i n u e s to have d o e s not c o m e into consideration w h e n
the value of t h e a m o u n t of c o m m o d i t i e s already disposed of is
estimated. It can t h e r e f o r e b e set at n o t h i n g in relation to this
a m o u n t . O r , a n d this c o m e s to t h e same t h i n g , t h e m a t t e r can be
r e g a r d e d , for t h e sake of simplification, for the p r e s e n t p u r p o s e ,
as if t h e total capital, i n c l u d i n g t h e p a r t of t h e c o n s t a n t capital
which only e n t e r s completely into t h e p r o d u c t over l o n g p e r i o d s of
p r o d u c t i o n , w e re entirely c o n t a i n e d , dissolved, in the p r o d u c t of
t h e total capital which we a r e a b o u t to consider.
Let us a s s u m e that t h e total p r o d u c t = 1,200 yards of linen. Let
t h e capital a d v a n c e d b e = £ 1 0 0 , of which £ 8 0 r e p r e s e n t s constant
capital, a n d £ 2 0 variable capital, a n d let t h e r a t e of s u r p l u s value
b e = 1 0 0 % , so that t h e w o r k e r works half t h e w o r k i n g d a y for
himself, a n d t h e o t h e r half for t h e capitalist, without receiving
p a y m e n t . I n this case, t h e s u r p l u s value t h a t has b e e n
p r o d u c e d = £ 2 0 , a n d t h e total value of the 1,200 y a r d s = £ 1 2 0 , £ 8 0
of which r e p r e s e n t s value a d d e d by the c o n s t a n t capital, a n d £ 4 0
newly a d d e d l a b o u r . Half of t h e latter replaces t h e wage, t h e o t h e r
half r e p r e s e n t s s u r p l u s l a b o u r [447] or forms s u r p l u s value.
Since t h e e l e m e n t s of capitalist p r o d u c t i o n , only e x c e p t i n g t h e
newly a d d e d labour , already e n t e r i n t o t h e p r o d u c t i o n process as
commodities, h e n c e with specific prices, t h e value a d d e d by the
c o n s t a n t capital is already given as a price, e.g. in the above
e x a m p l e it is £ 8 0 for flax, m a c h i n e s , etc. B u t as r e g a r d s t h e newly
a d d e d labour, if t h e wage d e t e r m i n e d by t h e necessary m e a n s of
s u b s i s t e n c e = £ 2 0 , a n d the s u r p l u s l a b o u r is of t h e same a m o u n t as
t h e p a i d l a b o u r , it m u s t b e e x p r e s s e d in a p r i c e of £ 4 0 , since t h e
value in which t h e [newly] a d d e d l a b o u r is e x p r e s s e d d e p e n d s o n
its q u a n t i ty b u t not by any m e a n s on t h e situation in which it is
paid. T h e total price of t h e 1,200 y a r d s p r o d u c e d by t h e capital of
£100 therefore=£120.
H o w in this case is t h e value of t h e individual c o m m o d i t y to b e
d e t e r m i n e d , h e r e t h e value of a y a r d of linen? Evidently by
dividing t h e total price of t h e total p r o d u c t by the n u m b e r of
individual p r o d u c t s as they result from a division of t h e p r o d u c t
into aliquot p a r t s a c c o r d i n g to m e a s u r e m e n t s which a r e given. T h e
total price of t h e p r o d u c t m u s t be divided by t h e number of
p r o d u c t s ; t h e r e use value provides t h e yardstick, h e n c e in this case
. •
£120
.
.
. . .
it is
T h i s gives a price of 2s. for t h e individual y a r d
1.200 yards

of linen. If the yard which serves as the measure of the linen is
now further developed as a yardstick, by subdividing it into
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smaller aliquot portions, this will make it possible to g o further,
and to determine the price of half a yard, and so o n . T h u s the
price of the individual commodity is determined by calculating its
use value as an aliquot part of the total product and its price as a
corresponding aliquot part of the total value brought forth by the
capital.
W e have s e e n a that in accordance with the different levels of
productivity or productive power of labour the same labour time will
be expressed in very diverse amounts of produce, or an exchange
value of equal magnitude will be expressed in entirely different
quantities of use value. In the case under consideration, assume
that the productivity of linen weaving increases fourfold. T h e
constant capital, flax, machines, etc., that was set in motion by the
labour expressed in £ 4 0 w a s = £ 8 0 . If the productivity of weaving
labour were to increase fourfold, it would set in motion 4 times as
much constant capital; t h u s £ 3 2 0 ' s w o r t h of flax, etc. A n d
t h e n u m b e r of yards would increase fourfold, it would grow
from 1,200 to 4,800. T h e newly a d d e d weaving labour, however,
would c o n t i n u e to b e e x p r e s s ed in £ 4 0 , since t h e quantity of
labour would have r e m a i n e d u n c h a n g e d . T h e total price of t h e
4,800 y a r ds t h e r e f o r e now = £ 3 6 0 , a n d t h e price of a single
£360
vard=--—
- = 1 ,'.,s. T h e price ol a single yard would have
f
"
4.800 yards
fallen by V4, from 2s., or 24d., to 1V2S. or 18d., because the
constant capital contained in the yard would have absorbed V4 less
additional living labour during its conversion into linen, or the
same quantity of weaving labour would have been distributed over
a greater quantity of product. 2 0 5 Even so, our present purpose is
still better served if we take an example in which the total capital
advanced remains the same, but the productive power of labour is
expressed in very diverse quantities of the same [448] use value,
e.g. wheat, merely as a result of natural conditions, e.g. seasonable
or unseasonable weather. Let us assume that the quantity of
labour SPENT UPON AN ACRE OF LAND, e.g.

IN THE PRODUCTION OF WHEAT, is

expressed in £ 7 , of which £ 4 is newly added labour, and £ 3
represents labour already objectified in constant capital. Let £ 2 of
the £ 4 be wages and £ 2 surplus labour, in line with the ratio
.
,
. . .
surplus labour
100
_
,
,
a l r e a d y p r e s u p p o s e d 01

— .

necessary labour 100
VARY according to the variations in the seasons.
a

See present edition. Vol. 29, pp. 2/H-82.— Kd.

But let the CROP
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Total in qrs
HEN H t HAS 5

4>/ 2
4
3'/2
3
2'/2
2

ONE
HE CAN SELL
ABOUT

qr
28s.
31
35
40
46s. 8d.
56
70

Value or price of
the total product

£7

ditto

"
«•»()

The value or the price of the total product of the capital of £5
advanced for 1 ACRE always remains the same here, £ 7 , since the
amount of objectified and newly added living labour advanced
remains constant. But this same labour is expressed in very
different numbers of quarters, and the single quarter, the same
aliquot part of the total product, therefore has very diverse prices.
This variation in the prices of the individual commodities
produced with the same capital does not however lead to any
change at all in the rate of surplus value, in the ratio of surplus
value to variable capital, or in the proportion in which the total
working day is divided into paid and unpaid labour. The total
value in which the newly added labour is expressed remains the
same, because the same quantity of living labour as before is
added to the constant capital, and the proportion between the
surplus value and the wage, or between the paid and the unpaid
labour, remains the same whether the yard, owing to differences
in the productivity of labour, costs 2s. or 1 V2S. What has altered in
regard to the individual yard is the total quantity of weaving
labour added to it; but the proportion in which this total quantity
is divided into paid and unpaid labour remains the same for each
aliquot part—whether larger or smaller—of this total quantity
which is contained in the individual yard. Similarly, under the
given presupposition, in the second case—with a decline in the
productivity of labour—a rise in the price of the quarter [of
wheat], the fact that the newly added labour is distributed over
fewer quarters, with a greater quantity of newly added labour
therefore falling to the share of the individual quarter, [449]
would make absolutely no difference to the proportion in which
this larger or smaller quantity of labour absorbed by the individual
quarter is divided between paid and unpaid labour. Nor does it
make any difference, either to the total surplus value the capital
has produced, or to the aliquot part of the surplus value contained
6)
[J. Arbuthnot,] An Inquiry into the Connection etc. By a Farmer, London, 1773,
p. 108.
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in the value of the individual quarter, in relation to the value
newly added to it. If under the given presuppositions more living
labour is added to a specific quantity of the means of labour, more
paid and more unpaid labour is added to it in identical
proportions; if less living labour is added, less paid and less
unpaid labour is added, again in identical proportions, but the
ratio between these two components of the newly added labour
remains unchanged.
Leaving aside a number of distorting influences, which it is not
relevant to consider for the present purpose, it is the tendency
and the result of the capitalist mode of production continuously to
raise the productivity of labour, hence continuously to increase the
amount of the means of production converted into products with
the same additional labour, continuously to distribute the newly
added labour over a greater quantity of products, so to speak, and
therefore to reduce the price of the individual commodity, or to
cheapen commodity prices in general. But in and for itself this
cheapening of commodity prices involves absolutely no change,
either in the amount of surplus value produced by the same
variable capital, or in the proportional division of the newly added
labour contained in the individual commodity into paid and
unpaid, or in the rate of surplus value realised in the individual
commodity. If the conversion of a specific quantity of flax,
spindles, etc., into a yard of linen absorbs less of the weaver's
labour than before, this does not in the least alter the proportional
division of this greater or lesser amount of labour into paid and
unpaid. The absolute quantity of living labour added afresh to a
given quantity of already objectified labour does not affect the
proportion in which this amount, which can be larger or smaller
according to the particular commodity, is divided into paid and
unpaid labour. In spite of the variation in commodity prices
arising out of a variation in the productive power of labour, i.e. a
reduction in these commodity prices and a cheapening of the
commodity, the proportion between paid and unpaid labour, and
altogether the rate of surplus value realised by capital, may
therefore remain constant. If a variation occurs, not in the
productive power of the labour newly added to the means of
labour, but in the productive power of the labour that creates the
means of labour, the price of which will accordingly rise or fall, it
is equally clear that the variation thus effected in the prices of the
commodities would not alter the unchanging division of the
additional living labour contained in them into paid and unpaid
labour.
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Conversely. If variation in the prices of commodities does not
exclude a constant rate of surplus value, an unchanging division of
the additional labour into paid and unpaid, constancy in the prices of
commodities does not exclude variation in the rate of surplus value,
changes in the proportional division of the newly added labour
into paid and unpaid. In order to simplify matters let us assume
that, in the branch of labour under discussion, n o variation takes
place in the productive power of any of the labour contained in it, hence
in the above case, for example, there is n o variation in the
productivity of weaving labour or the labour that provides the
flax, the spindles, etc. O n the above assumption, £ 8 0 is laid out in
constant capital, £ 2 0 in variable capital. This £ 2 0 is supposed to
express the 20 days (e.g. weekdays) of 20 weavers. According to
our presupposition, they produced £ 4 0 , hence worked half a day
for themselves and half a day for the capitalist. But it is further
[450] posited that the working day w a s = 1 0 hours, and is now
extended to 12, so that the surplus labour is increased by 2 hours
per man. T h e total working day would have grown by Vs, from 10
hours to 12. Since 1 0 : 1 2 = 1 6 2 / 3 : 2 0 , n o more than 16 2 / 3 weavers
would now be necessary to set in motion the same constant capital
of £ 8 0 , hence to produce 1,200 yards of linen. (For 20 m e n
working 10 hours account for a total of 200 hours, and 1 6 2 / 3 m en
working 12 hours also account for 200 hours.) Or, if we keep the
20 workers as before, they will now add 240 hours of labour
instead of the previous 200 hours. A n d since the value of
2 0 0 hours per day per week is expressed in £ 4 0 , the value of
'240 hours per day per week would be expressed in £ 4 8 . But since
the productive power of labour, etc., has remained the same, and
since there are £ 8 0 of constant capital for £ 4 0 [of variable], there
would be £ 9 6 of constant capital for £ 4 8 [of variable]. T h e capital
a d v a n c e d would t h e r e f o r e a m o u n t to £ 1 1 6 , a n d t h e c o m m o dity
value
produced
by
it
would=£144.
But
since
£ 1 2 0 2 0 6 = 1,200 yards, £ 1 2 8 = 1 , 2 8 0 yards. A single yard would
£128
therefore cost
= £ ' / i o = 2s. T h e price of t h e single yard
would be unchanged, because it would still cost the same total
quantity of weaving labour newly added and labour objectified in
the means of labour. T h e surplus value contained in each yard,
however, would h a v e g r o w n . Previously t h e r e was £ 2 0 of surplus value
for
1,200
yards, h e n c e 4d.
for o n e
yard
( I ^ ) = [£] 2 /,2o=£ , /™='/: f s. = 4d.).

Now

there

is £ 2 8

[of

surplus

value] for 1,280 yards, [and o n e y a r d] now [contains] o'Ad. [of
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surplus value], since 5 'Ad. x 1,280=£28, which is the actual total of
the surplus value contained in the 1,280 yards. Similarly, the
additional £ 8 of surplus value are=80 yards (at 2s. per yard), and
in fact the number of yards has risen from 1,200 to 1,280.
Here, then, the price of the commodity remains the same; the
productive power of labour remains the same. The amount of
capital laid out in wages remains the same. Nevertheless, the total
amount of surplus value rises from 20 to 28, or by 8, which is 2A
of 20; since 8x 5 / 2 = 4 0 / 2 =20, it has risen by 40%. This is the
percentage by which the total surplus value has grown. But as far
as the rate of surplus value is concerned, it was originally 100% and
is now 140%.
These blasted figures can be corrected later. For the moment it
is enough to say that surplus value grows where commodity prices
remain constant [451] because the same amount of variable capital
sets in motion more labour, and therefore produces not only more
commodities of the same price, but more commodities containing
more unpaid labour.
The correct calculation is shown in the following comparison. But
first certain additional prefatory remarks need to be made:
If 20 v originally=20 ten-hour days (which one can multiply by 6
to arrive at weeks, without changing matters) and if the working
day=10 hours, the total amount of labour=200 hours.
If the day is prolonged from 10 to 12 hours (and surplus labour
from 5 to 7) the total labour of the 20 = 240 hours.
If 200 hours of labour are represented in £40, 240 are
represented in £48.
If 200 hours set a constant capital of £80 in motion, 240 will set
in motion a capital of £96.
If 200 hours produce 1,200 yards, 240 hours, in contrast, will
produce 1,440 yards.
And now the comparison follows:
c

v

s

I) £80 £20 £20
II) £96 £20 £28

Value Rate of Total Yards Price Amount Surplus
of total surplus surplus
per of
labour
product value value
yard weaving
labour
per
yard

£120
£144

100%
140%

Rate of surplus labour

20
1,200 2s. 8d.
4d.
4:4=100%
28
1,440 2s. 8d.
4 2/ 3 d.4 2/ 3 :3i/ 3 = 140%
5:7 = the number of hours rose from 5 to 7.
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As a result of the increase in absolute surplus value, i.e. the
prolongation of the working day, the ratio [between the paid and
unpaid parts] in the total amount of labour applied has risen from
5:5 to 5:7, a rise from 100% to 140%; this ratio is equally reflected
in the single yard. But the total amount of surplus value is
determined by the number of workers employed at this higher
rate. If the number of workers had fallen as a result of the longer
working day—only the same quantity of labour being performed
as before, but a smaller number of workers being employed owing to the longer working day — the rate of surplus value
would increase to the same extent, but its absolute amount would
not.
Let us now assume the opposite, that the working day remains the
same, = 10 hours, but that as a result of an increase in the productivity
of labour, an increase which takes place not in the constant capital
that employs the weaving labour, nor in this labour itself, but
rather in other branches of industry, the products of which enter
into the wage, necessary labour is reduced from 5 to 4 hours.
Then the workers would work 6 hours for the capitalist instead of
5 as before, and 4 for themselves instead of 5. [452] The ratio of
surplus labour to necessary labour was 5:5 = 10%oo> 100%; but now
it is 6:4=150:100=150%.
20 men continue to be employed for 10 hours, = 200 hours
[altogether]; they continue to set in motion the same constant
capital of £80. The value of the total product continues to be
£120, the number of yards= 1,200, the price of the yard = 2s. The
reason is that nothing at all has changed in the prices of
production. The total product (in value) of 1 [worker] was £2, and
of 20 was [£]40..But if at 5 hours a day the week = [£]20, 4 = [£]16,
and he buys the same quantity of means of subsistence with the
£16 as previously [with £20]. The 20 men, who now only perform
4 hours of neressarv labour, are paid £16 instead of [£]20, as
previously. Variable capital has fallen from 20 to 16, but continues
to set in motion the same absolute quantity of labour. However,
this quantity is now divided differently. Previously V2 was paid, V2
unpaid. Now 4 hours of the 10 are paid and 6 unpaid, hence 2/5
paid and l/-, unpaid; in other words the ratio is now 6:4 instead
of 5:5; thus the rate of surplus value is 150% instead of 100%.
The rate of surplus value has risen by 50%. There would be
3 / s d. oi paid and 4 4 / s d. of unpaid weaving labour in each
yard; this is L>4/-,:"75 or 24:16, as above. We should therefore
have:
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c

v

III) 80

s Value Rate of Total Yards Price Amount
of total surplus surplus
per of
product value value
yard weaving
labour

16

24

£120

150%

24

1,200

2s.

8d.

Surplus
labour

Rate of
surplus
labour

4 4 / 5 d. 41/5:3'/,=
24:16=150%

It will b e n o t e d h e r e t h a t t h e total a m o u n t of s u r p l u s value is
only 24, not 28 as in I I . B u t if in I I I t h e same a m o u n t of variable
capital (20) w e r e to be laid out, t h e total amount of l a b o u r
e m p l o y e d w o u l d h a v e risen, since it r e m a i n s t h e same if a variable
capital of 16 is laid o u t . In fact it would have risen by V4, since 20
is V4 m o r e t h a n 16. There would have been a rise in the total quantity
of labour employed, not just in the proportion of surplus labour to paid
labour. Since 16 yields £ 4 0 at this new rate , 20 yields [£]50, [£]30
of which is s u r p l u s value. If £ 4 0 = 200 h o u r s , [ £ ] 5 0 = 2 5 0 h o u r s .
A n d if 2 0 0 set in m o t i o n 80c, 250 h o u r s set in m o t i o n 100c.
Finally, if 200 h o u r s p r o d u c e 1,200 yards, 250 h o u r s p r o d u c e
1,500. T h e calculation w o u l d b e as follows:
c

v

Ilia) 100 20

s

30

Total
value

Rate of
surplus
value

150

150%

Total Yards Price
surplus
per
value
yard
30

1,500 2s.

Amount Surplus Rate [of
oj
labour surplus
weaving
labour]
labour
8d.

4 4 / 5 d.

150%

It s h o u l d in g e n e r a l be n o t e d t h a t if, as a result of a fall in
wages (which is a result h e r e of an increase in p r o d u c t i v e power),
less variable capital is n e e d e d to e m p l o y t h e same a m o u n t of
labour, this amount of labour is employed with a greater a d v a n t a g e for
capital, in t h a t t h e paid p a r t of this a m o u n t falls in c o m p a r i s o n
with the u n p a i d part. F u r t h e r m o r e , if t h e capitalist c o n t i n u e s to
lay o u t the same a m o u n t of variable capital, h e m a k e s a twofold
gain, because h e n o t only achieves a higher rate of surplus value on
t h e sam e total quantity , b u t exploits a greater quantity of labour at
this higher rate of surplus value, * a l t h o u g h his variable capital has
n o t increase d in m a g n i t u d e . *
[453] W e h a v e t h e r e f o r e seen that:
1) t h e r a t e a n d quantity of s u r p l u s value may remain constant
with changing commodity prices;
2) t h e rate a n d quantity of s u r p l u s value m a y vary with constant
commodity prices.
As was d e v e l o p e d in o u r e x a m i n a t i o n of t h e p r o d u c t i o n of
s u r p l u s value, c o m m o d i t y prices as such only influence s u r p l u s
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value in so far as they enter into the reproduction costs of labour
capacity, thereby affecting the latter's own value; this effect may
over short periods be cancelled out by countervailing influences.
It follows from 1) that the fall in commodity prices which arises
from the development of the productive power of labour, the
resultant cheapening of commodities—leaving aside the group of
commodities which make labour capacity itself cheaper when they
become cheaper (just as, inversely, their increased dearness makes
labour capacity more expensive)—admittedly implies that less
labour is materialised in the individual commodities, or that the
same labour is represented by a greater quantity of commodities,
for which reason a smaller aliquot part of the labour falls to the
share of each individual commodity, but it does not in itself imply
any change in the proportional division of the labour contained in
each individual commodity into paid and unpaid The two laws
developed here are universally valid for all commodities, including
therefore those that do not enter directly or indirectly into the
reproduction of labour capacity, and the prices of which are
therefore irrelevant to the determination of the value of labour
capacity itself, whether they have risen or fallen.
It follows from 2) — see remarks ad III) and Ilia) — that
although the commodity prices remain the same, and the productive
power of the living labour employed directly in the branch of
production which results in the commodity remains the same, the
rate and the amount of surplus value may rise. //It would have been
equally possible to demonstrate the obverse of this phenomenon,
namely that prices may fall either if the total working day is
reduced, or if the necessary labour time increases owing to an
increase in the prices of other commodities, while the working day
remains constant.// This is the case because a variable capital of a
given magnitude may employ very u n e q u a l quantities of labour of
a given productive power (and the prices of the commodities remain
the same as long as the productive power of labour does not alter)
or a variable capital of varying magnitude employs e q u a l quantities
of labour of a given productive power. In short, a variable capital
of a given magnitude of value does not by any means always set in
motion the same amount of living labour, and therefore, in so far
as it is regarded as a mere symbol for the quantities of labour it
sets in motion, it is a symbol of variable magnitude.
This last remark—ad 2) and law No. 2—shows how the
commodity as a product of capital, as an aliquot constituent of capital,
and as a repository of capital which has valorised itself and
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therefore contains an aliquot part of the surplus value created by
capital, must be considered differently from the way we viewed it
previously, at the beginning of our examination of the individual,
independent commodity. 3
(When we speak of the prices of commodities, we always assume
that the overall price of the mass of commodities produced by
capital=the overall value of this mass of commodities, and
therefore that the price of the aliquot part, of the individual
commodity, = the aliquot part of that overall value. Price here is in
general only the monetary expression of value. Prices as distinct
from values are not as yet present at all in our treatment of the
question.)
[454] (// Transition f r o m S e c t i o n s 2 a n d 3 of t h i s c h a p t e r t o
3) which is first treated here as 1 (cf. p. 444)h
We have seen 2 0 ' that capitalist production is the production of
surplus value, and as such (in accumulation) it is at the same time the
production of capital and the production and reproduction of the
whole capital-relation on an ever more extensive scale. Surplus value,
however, is only produced as a part of the commodity's value, just as
it is then expressed in a specific quantity of a commodity or in SURPLUS
PRODUCE. Only as a producer of commodities does capital produce surplus
value and reproduce itself. Therefore what we have again to concern
ourselves with next is the commodity as its direct product. As we have
seen,c however, commodities are incomplete results from the point of
view of their form (according to their formal economic determination). They have to pass through certain changes of form—they
must re-enter the process of exchange, in which they undergo these
changes of form —before they can again function as wealth, whether
in the form of money or as use values. We therefore have now to
examine the commodity more closely as the immediate result of the
capitalist production process, and following that the further
processes it has to pass through.//) (Commodities arc the elements
of capitalist production, and they arc its product; they are the
form in which capital reappears at the end of the production
process.)
'•' See this volume, pp. 362-63. See also K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Part I,
Ch. I.—Ed.
h
See this volume, p. 362.— Ed.
' See present edition. Vol. 29. p. 307.— Ed.
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The individual commodity — as the product of capital, in fact as the
elementary constituent of reproduced and valorised capital —
displays the difference between it and the individual commodity
from which we started out as the presupposition of capital
formation, the commodity considered in its independence. One point
of difference — apart from the point considered previously, relating
to the determination of the price — is that when the commodity is
sold at its price the value of the capital advanced to produce it is not
realised, still less the surplus value created by that capital. Indeed,
considered merely as the repositories of capital, not only materially,
as parts of the use value of which the capital consists, but also as
repositories of the value of which the capital consists, commodities
can be sold at the price which corresponds to their value and
nevertheless be sold below their value as products of capital and as
constituents of the overall product in which the capital that has been valorised
exists initially.
In the example above, a capital of £100 was reproduced in 1,200
yards of linen, at a price of £120. In view of our earlier discussion,
where we had c=80, u = 2 0 , 5=20, we can express matters like this:
the £80 of constant capital is represented by 800 yards, or 2/3 of the
overall product, the £20 of variable capital, or wages, is represented
by 200 yards, or '/« of the overall product, and the £20 of surplus
value is similarly represented by 200 yards, or a further '/R of the
overall product. If now 800 yards, for example, rather than 1 yard,
were sold at their price,=£80, and if the other 2 parts [of the
product] could not be sold, the original capital value of 100 would
only be reproduced to an extent of 4/5. T h e 800 yards, in their
capacity as repositories of the total capital of 100, i.e. as the sole actual
product of this total capital, would be sold below their value, in fact V3
below their value, since the value of the overall product=120, and
80=only 2/3 of the overall product. The missing value, £40, is equal
to the remaining third of that product. The 800 yards mentioned
above could also be sold above their value, if we look at them in
isolation, and they would then nevertheless be sold at their value as
repositories of the total capital, if, for example, they were themselves
sold at 90, and the remaining 400 yards were sold at only £30. But
here we shall disregard entirely the sale of separate portions of the
overall quantity of commodities above or below their value, since
according to our original presupposition commodities are in general
sold at their value.
[455] What is involved here is not only the sale of the commodity at
its value, as in the case of the independent commodity, but its sale as
repository of the capital advanced for its production and therefore
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its sale at its value (price) as an aliquot part of the capital's overall
product. If only 800 o u t of this overall p r o d u c t of 1,200 y a r d s = £ 1 2 0
a r e sold, t h e 8 0 0 d o n o t r e p r e s e n t 2 / 3 aliquot p a r t s of t h e total value,
b u t t h e total value itself; they t h e r e f o r e r e p r e s e n t a value of
120 a n d n o t o n e of 80, a n d t h e individual c o m m o d i t y is
not = [£T7Hoo= 8 /8«= 4 /4o= 2 / 2 o=2s., but= l 2 0 / 8 oo= 1 2 /8o= 3 / 2 o=3s. According to this, t h e individual c o m m o d i t y would b e sold 5 0 % too d e a r , if
it were sold at 3s. instead of two. T h e individual c o m m o d i t y , as an
aliquot p a r t of t h e total value p r o d u c e d , must b e sold at its price, a n d
t h e r e f o r e m u s t b e sold as a n aliquot part of t h e overall p r o d u c t b e i n g
sold. It must b e sold, n o t as a n i n d e p e n d e n t c o m m o d i t y , b u t as e.g.
V 1,200 °f t h e overall p r o d u c t , as t h e c o m p l e m e n t , t h e r e f o r e , of t h e
o t h e r 1199/1,200- W h a t is i m p o r t a n t is that t h e individual c o m m o d i t y
s h o u l d b e sold at its priceX t h e number which is its d e n o m i n a t o r as an
aliquot p a r t [of t h e overall p r o d u c t ] .
//Needless to say, t h e result of this is that with t h e development of
capitalist production a n d t h e c h e a p e n i n g of t h e c o m m o d i t y corres p o n d i n g to t h a t d e v e l o p m e n t the quantity of comtnodities grows, the
number of c o m m o d i t i e s that have to b e sold grows; h e n c e a c o n s t a n t
extension of the market is necessary, is a r e q u i r e m e n t of t h e capitalist
m o d e of p r o d u c t i o n . B u t THIS POINT b e l o n g s BETTER TO THE SUBSEQUENT

BOOK.// / / T h i s also explains why t h e capitalist is u n a b l e to deliver
1,300 y a r d s at 2s. apiece, w h e r e a s h e could deliver 1,200 at that
price. T h e reason is that t h e additional 100 yards m i g h t p e r h a p s
r e q u i r e a n additiona l provision of c o n s t a nt capital, etc., which could
p r o v i d e a n additional p r o d u c t i o n of 1,200 yards at that price b u t not
100, etc.//
F r o m this it c a n be seen h o w t h e c o m m o d i t y as product of capital is
distinguished from t h e individual commodidy, treated independently; this
distinction will b e m o r e a n d m o r e a p p a r e n t , a n d will affect t h e real
price d e t e r m i n a t i o n of t h e c o m m o d i t y , etc., in ever increasing
m e a s u r e , t h e f u r t h e r we trace t h e c o u r s e of t h e capitalist p r o d u c t i o n
a n d circulation process.
But t h e point I want to d r a w p a r t i c u l ar attention to is this:
W e saw in CHAPTER I I , Section 3, of this First B o o k 2 0 8 h o w t h e
different value c o m p o n e n t s of t h e p r o d u c t of capital — t h e value of
c o n s t a n t capital, t h e value of variable capital a n d s u r p l u s value — o n
t h e o n e h a n d a r e r e p r e s e n t e d , r e p e a t themselves, in their proportional
parts in each individual c o m m o d i t y , which itself r e p r e s e n t s an aliquot
p a r t of t h e total amount of use value that has b e e n p r o d u c e d , as well as
an aliquot p a r t of the total amount of value that has been produced; a n d
h o w o n t h e o t h e r h a n d t h e overall p r o d u c t can b e divided u p into
certain p o r t i o n s, quotients , of t h e use value, t h e article, that has b e e n
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produced, one part of which represents the value of the constant
capital alone, a second part the value of the variable capital alone,
and finally the third part the surplus value alone. These two
presentations, although they are identical in substance, as shown
earlier, are contradictory in their mode of expression. For in the
second one the individual commodities which belong to LOT 1, which
merely reproduces the value of the constant capital, appear as if they
represented labour objectified only before the production process.
Hence e.g. the 800 yards=£80 = the value of the constant capital
advanced only represent the value of the cotton yarn, oil, coal,
machinery, etc., that has been consumed, but not one particle of the
value of the newly added weaving labour; whereas viewed as use value
every yard of linen contains in addition to the flax, etc., a definite
quantity of weaving labour, which has indeed given it the form of
linen, and the price of each yard, 2s., contains 16d. as reproduction
of the constant capital consumed in it, 4d. for wages, and 4d. for
unpaid labour materialised in it. This apparent contradiction — the
failure to solve which has given rise to fundamental analytical
a
BLUNDERS, as we shall see later —is AT FIRST VIEW just as confusing for the
person who only considers the price of the individual commodity as is
perhaps the proposition put forward shortly before b to the effect
that the individual commodity, or a particular portion of the overall
product, can be sold at its price below its price; above its price at its
price; and even above its price below its price. Proudhon is an example
of this confusion (vertec).
(The price of the yard in the above example is not determined in
isolation but as an aliquot part of the overall product.)
[456] (Earlier d I gave a presentation of what had been developed
previously concerning the determination of prices, as follows (certain
elements of this should perhaps be inserted into the foregoing
discussion):
Originally we considered the individual commodity independently, as
the result and direct product of a particular quantity of labour. Now
it is the result'of capital, and the situation alters formally (later on it
alters really, in the production prices) in this way: The amount of use
values produced represents a quantity of labour which is=the value of
the constant capital contained and consumed in the product (the value of
a

See this volume, pp. 381-83.— Ed.
Ibid., pp. 376-77.— Ed.
' See overleaf (this volume, pp. 381-82).— Ed.
d
See this volume, pp. 363-64.— Ed.
c
Marx wrote "product" above this word.— Ed.
b
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the quantity of materialised labour transferred by it to the product) + the
quantity of labour received in exchange for the variable capital, part of
which replaces the value of the variable capital, the other part
forming surplus value. If the labour time contained in the capital,
expressed in money, = £100, £40 of which is variable capital, and if
the rate of surplus value=50%, the total amount of labour contained
in the product is represented by £120. Before the commodity can
circulate, its exchange value must first be converted into price. Hence
if the overall product is not a single continuous item, so that the
whole of capital cannot be reproduced in an individual commodity,
as e.g. a house, the capital must calculate the price of the individual
commodity, i.e. it must express the exchange value of the individual
commodity in money of account. T h e overall value of £120 will now
be divided between a larger or smaller number of products according
to the varying productivity of labour, and the price of the individual
commodity will therefore be in an inverse proportion to the total
number of commodities, will represent per piece a larger or smaller
aliquot part of the £120. If the overall product=e.g. 60 tons of coal,
120
the 60 t o n s = £ 1 2 0 = £ 2 per ton = £ ~—: if the product = 75 tons,
the ton will= 120 / 7 5=£l 12s.; if the product=240 tons, the ton
will=120/24o='2/24 = £ l /2, and so on. The price of the individual comtVie total price of the product
.
modity therefore =
> the total price diviihe total number ol products

ded by the total number of products, which are measured in the
various units of measurement appropriate to the use value of the
product.
Thus if the price of the individual commodity = the total price of
the quantity of commodities (number of tons) produced by the
capital of 100 divided by the total number of commodities (here
tons), the total price of the overall product, on the other
hand, = the price of the individual commodity multiplied by the
total number of commodities produced. If the quantity of
commodities has risen, owing to a rise in productivity, their
number has too, while the price of the individual commodity has
fallen. T h e inverse is the case if productivity has fallen: one factor,
the price, will rise, while the other FACTOR, the number, will fall. As
long as the amount of labour laid out is the same, it will be expressed
in the same total price of £120, whatever proportion of this falls to
the account of the individual commodity, with its varying
quantities, which vary in proportion to the productivity of labour.
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If the part of the price which falls to the individual product—
the aliquot part of the overall value—is smaller, owing to the
larger [total] number of products, i.e. owing to the greater
productivity of labour, the part of the surplus value that falls to it
is also smaller, [i.e.] the aliquot part of the total price in which the
surplus value of £20 is expressed, and which attaches to the
product, is smaller. But this does not alter the ratio of the part of
the price of the individual commodity that expresses surplus value
to the part of the price of the commodity that represents wages or
paid labour.
It was admittedly shown, when we considered the capitalist
production process, that, if we disregard any lengthening of the
working day, the cheapening of the commodities which determine
the value of labour capacity, i.e. enter into the worker's necessary
consumption, has a tendency to cheapen labour capacity itself, and
therefore simultaneously to reduce the paid part of the labour and
to prolong the unpaid part, the overall length of the working day
remaining the same.
So whereas on the previous presupposition the price of the
individual commodity participates in the surplus value in the same
proportion as it formed an aliquot part of the overall value, and in
the same proportion as it participated in the total price, the part
of this price which represents surplus value will now rise, in spite
of the falling price of the product. This is, however, only the case
because the surplus value takes u p a greater proportional place in
the total price of the product, as a result of the increased
productivity of labour. The same cause—the increased productivity of labour //the reverse would occur with declining productivity//—which leads the same quantity of labour, the same
value of £120, to be expressed in a greater quantity of products,
therefore reduces the price of the individual commodity, lessens
the value of labour capacity. Although the price of the individual
commodity therefore falls, although the total quantity of labour
contained in it falls, and therefore also its value falls, the
proportional component of this price which consists of surplus
value rises, or, in other words, a greater quantity of unpaid labour is
contained in the smaller total quantity of labour contained in the
individual commodity, e.g. in a single ton, than previously, where
the labour was less productive, the amount of product was smaller,
and the price of the individual commodity was higher. Now more
unpaid labour is contained in the total price of £120, and therefore
in each aliquot part of that £120.
[457] It is PUZZLES of this kind which confuse Proudhon, because
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he looks only at the price of the individual, independent
commodity, and does not view the commodity as the product of the
total capital, hence does not consider the proportions in which
the overall product with its respective prices is divided conceptually.
"It is impossible, with interest on capital" (this is only the name for one
particular part of surplus value) "being added in commerce to the worker's wages to
make up the price of the commodity, for the worker to be able to buy back what he
himself has produced. Living by working is a principle which, under the rule of
interest, is implicitly self-contradictory" (Gratuité du crédit. Discussion entre
M. Fr. Bastiat et M. Proudhon, Paris, 1850, [p.] 105).a

This is quite correct. In order to make matters clear, let us
assume that the worker, "l'ouvrier" involved here, is the whole
working class. The weekly money which the class receives, and
with which it has now to buy the means of subsistence, etc., is
expended on a mass of commodities of which the price, viewing
them individually and all together, contains in addition to a part
which=wages, another part, which = surplus value, of which the
interest referred to by Proudhon only forms a single part, and
perhaps a small proportional part relatively speaking. How then
is it possible for the working class, with its weekly income,
which only = wages, to buy a quantity of commodities
which=wages+surplus value? Since the weekly wage, seen from
the point of view of the class as a whole, only=the weekly amount
of the means of subsistence, it follows, as night follows day, that
the worker is unable to buy the necessary means of subsistence
with the sum of money he has received. For the sum of money he
has received=the weekly wage, the weekly price of his labour
which has been paid to him, while the price of the weekly
necessary means of subsistence=the weekly price of the labour
contained in them + the price in which the unpaid surplus labour is
expressed. Ergo: "it is impossible for the worker to be able to buy
back what he himself has produced. To live by working", given these
presuppositions,
is, therefore,
implicitly
"self-contradictory" .b
Proudhon is entirely right, as far as appearances are concerned. But if
he were to view the commodity as the product of capital, instead of
independently, he would find that the weekly product can be divided
into one part, the price of which,=the wage,=the variable capital laid
out during the week, contains no surplus value, etc., and another part,
a
Marx quotes in French.— Ed.
'' Marx quotes in French. — Ed.
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the price of which only = the surplus value, etc.; although the price of
the commodity includes all these elements, etc. But it is precisely, and
only, the first part, which the worker buys back. (Whereby it is
irrelevant for the present purpose that he may be, and is, swindled
by the épicier/' etc., w h e n b u y i n g back.)

This is the usual position with Proudhon's apparently deep and
inextricable economic paradoxes. They consist in the fact that he
expresses the confusion created in his brain by economic
phenomena as the law governing these phenomena.
(Proudhon's argument is in fact even worse, because implicit in
it is the presupposition that the true price of the commodity=the
wage contained in it=the quantity of paid labour contained in it,
and the surplus value, interest, etc., is only a supplementary
charge, arbitrarily made, over and above the true price of the
commodity.)
But worse still is the criticism made of him by the vulgar
economists. Mr. Forcade for example (the passage should be
quoted here 1 ') not only points out that Proudhon's argument, on
the one hand, proves too much, in that the working class would
not be able to survive at all on this argument, but also, on the
other hand, that he does not go far enough in expressing the
paradox, in that the price of the commodities the worker buys
includes, in addition to wages+interest, etc., raw material, etc. (in
short, it includes the elements of the price of constant capital).
Quite correct, Forcade. BUT WHAT NEXT? He shows that the problem
is in fact still more difficult than it is in Proudhon's formulation;
and this is a reason for him not to solve it, not even to the extent
of Proudhon's presentation, sliding over it instead with a hollow
phrase (see No. 1).
[458] In fact the good thing about Proudhon's approach is that
he frankly expresses the confusion inherent in the economic
phenomena, with sophistical self-satisfaction, unlike the vulgar
economists, who endeavour to conceal it but are incapable of
grasping these questions, laying bare the poverty of their
theoretical understanding. Thus Mr. W. Thucydides Roscher210
describes Proudhon's Qu'est-ce que la propriété? as "confused and
1

a

Forcade. 1 '

Grocer.— Ed.
E. Forcade. La guene du socialisme. Part Two: L'économie politique révolutionnaire et
sociale. In: Revue des Deux Mondes, New Séries, Vol. XXIV, Paris, 1848, pp. 998-99.
See also present edition, Vol. 30, pp. 345-46, 416.— Ed.
b
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confusing". 3 T h e word "confusing" expresses the feeling of
powerlessness experienced by vulgar political economy when faced
with this confusion. It is incapable of solving the contradictions of
capitalist production, even in the confused, superficial and
sophistical form in which Proudhon formulates and thrusts them
upon it. There is nothing left for it to do except appeal from
[Proudhon's] sophistry, which it is unable to overcome theoretically, to "ordinary" common sense, and to point out that things still
work out despite all this. A fine consolation for self-styled
"theorists"!
//N.B. T h e whole of this passage on Proudhon would be better
placed in Chapter III of Book II, or even later. b //
With this, the problem presented in CHAPTER I 211 is solved at the
same time. If the commodities which form the product of capital
are sold at prices determined by their values, hence if the whole
capitalist class sells the commodities at their value, each capitalist
will realise a surplus value, i.e. he will sell a part of the value of
the commodity which has cost him nothing, which he has not paid
for. T h e gain the capitalists make in dealing with each other is
thus not attained by reciprocal fraud—this can only relate to the
case where one snaps u p a piece of the surplus value which was
destined for another—nor is it attained by their selling each other
their commodities above their value. It is attained instead by their
selling them to each other at their value. This presupposition, that
commodities are sold at prices which correspond to their values,
also forms the basis of the investigations contained in the next
book.
The immediate result of the direct capitalist production process,
its product, is the commodity. Not only does its price replace the
value of the capital advanced, and consumed during the commodity's production, it also, and at the same time, materialises as surplus
value, objectifies, the surplus labour consumed during that
production. As a commodity, the product of capital must enter into
the process of the exchange of commodities, thereby not only
entering into the real metabolic process but also at the same time
passing through those changes of form we have presented as the
metamorphosis of the commodities. In so far as this is merely a
matter of formal changes—the conversion of these commodities
a
W. Roscher, System der Volkswirtschaft, Vol. I: Die Grundlagen der
Nationalökonomie, Stuttgart and Augsburg, 1858, p. 133.— Ed.
b
See K. Marx. Capital, Vol. Ill, Part VII, Ch. XLIX (present edition,
Vol. 37).— Ed.
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into money, and their reconversion into commodities—the process
has already been presented in what we called "simple circulation"—the circulation of commodities as such. 3 But these commodities are now at the same time the repositories of capital; they
are capital itself, valorised, pregnant with surplus value. And in
this connection their circulation, which is now at the same time the
reproduction process of capital, implies further determinations,
which were alien to commodity circulation when it was considered
in abstraction. We have now to consider, therefore, the circulation
of commodities as the circulation process of capital. This will be done
in the next book.212
[459] AD 2: '• CAPITALIST PRODUCTION AS THE PRODUCTION
OF SURPLUS VALUE

In so far as capital only steps forth in its elementary forms, as
commodity or money, the capitalist steps forth in the character,
already known to us, of commodity owner or money owner. But
the commodity owner and money owner are no more capitalists for this reason than commodity and money are in themselves capital. Just as the latter may be converted into capital only
under definite conditions, so the owners of commodities and
money are only converted into capitalists under the same conditions.
Originally capital stepped forth as money, which needed to be
converted into capital, or was only capital Svivdjiei, .c
Just as on the one hand the political economists commit the
BLUNDER of identifying these elementary forms of capital —
commodity and money—as such with capital, so on the other
hand do they commit the BLUNDER of asserting that capital's mode
of existence as a use value—the means of labour—is as such capital.d
In its first provisional (so to speak) form as money (as the point
of departure for the formation of capital), capital still exists as
money alone, hence as a quantity of exchange values in the
independent form of exchange value, its monetary expression. But this
money has to be valorised. Exchange value has to serve for the

a
b
c
d

See present edition, Vol. 29, pp. 303-14.— Ed.
See this volume, p. 355.— Ed.
Potentially.— Ed.
See present edition, Vol. 30, pp. 12, 94-99, 139-42, 150-53.— Ed.
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creation of more exchange value. The magnitude of value has to
grow, i.e. the existing value has not only to maintain itself but to
posit an INCREMENT, A value, a surplus value, with the result that the
given value—the given sum of money—represents a fluens, and
the increment a fluxion.213 We shall return to this independent
monetary expression of capital when we consider its circulation
process. Here, where we are still only concerned with money as
the point of departure of the direct production process, one remark will
be sufficient: Capital still exists here only as a given quantity of
value,= M (money), in which all use value has been extinguished,
hence in the form of money. The magnitude of this quantity of
value is limited by the level or quantity of the sum of money which is
to be converted into capital. This quantity of value therefore
becomes capital through increasing its magnitude, through its
'conversion into a variable magnitude, through its being, from the
outset, a fluens, which has to produce a fluxion. In itself, i.e.
according to its determination, this sum of money is only capital
because it is to be employed, expended, in a way which has as its
purpose the magnification of this sum, because it is expended for
the purpose of its own magnification. If this appears, with regard to
the existing sum of value or money, as its determination, its inner
driving force, its tendency, so also, with regard to the capitalist, i.e.
the owner of this sum of money, in whose hands it is to perform
this function, it appears as his intention, his purpose. In this
originally simple money or value expression of capital (or what is
to become capital), an expression in which abstraction is made
from any relation to use value, in which this falls aside, all the
disturbing interposition and potentially confusing indications of
the real production process (commodity production, etc.) fall away,
and the characteristic, specific nature of the capitalist production
process appears in just as abstract and simple a form. If the
original capital is a. quantity of value = x, the purpose is for this
x—and this is what makes it into capital—to become converted
into x + Ax, i.e. into a sum of money or a quantity of value = the
original quantity of value+an excess amount over and above
the original quantity of value, into the given magnitude of
money 4- additional money, into the given value + surplus value. The
production of surplus value—which implies the preservation of the
value originally advanced—thus appears as the determining
purpose, the driving concern, and the final result of the capitalist
production process, as the means whereby the original value is
converted into capital. How this is achieved, the real procedure
followed in converting x into x+Ax, does not change in any way
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the purpose and result of the process, x can of course also be
converted into x + Ax without the capitalist production process, but
[firstly] not under the condition and the presupposition which has
been given, namely that the competing members of the society
should confront each other as persons who stand vis-à-vis each
other as commodity owners alone and only enter into contact with
each other as such (this excludes slavery, etc.); and, secondly, not
under the other condition, namely that the social product is
produced as a commodity. (This excludes all forms in which use
value is the primary purpose for the direct producers, and in
which at most the excess product, etc., is converted into a
commodity.)
[460] This purpose of the process, the conversion of x into
x+Ax, further shows the course the investigation has to take. The
expression must be the function of a variable magnitude, or be
converted into such during the process. As a given sum of money, x
is at the outset a constant magnitude, the increment of which is
therefore=0. It must therefore be converted in the process into
another magnitude, which contains a variable element. And what
is needed is to discover this component, and at the same time to
demonstrate the kind of mediations through which an originally
constant magnitude becomes variable. Since a part of x is in turn
reconverted into a constant magnitude (this emerges from further
consideration of the real production process 104 )—namely into the
means of labour, because a part of the value of x exists only in the
form of particular use values, instead of in its monetary form, a
CHANGE which does not alter in any way the constant nature of the
value magnitude, and indeed does not alter this part in any way,
in so far as it is exchange value—x is expressed in the process as c
(constant magnitude)-!- v (variable magnitude)=c + v. But the difference, A(c+v)=c + (v + Av), and, since the difference of c=0,
it—(v+Av).'/"'i What originally appears as Ax is therefore really Av.
And the ratio of this INCREMENT of the original magnitude x to the
part of x of which it is really the increment must be (Aw = Ax
(since Ax=Av)),

— = — , which is in fact the formula for the rate
v

v

of surplus value.
Since the total capital C=c+v, of which c is constant and v
variable, C can be regarded as a function of v. If v grows by Av,
C becomes =C
One therefore has:
1) C=c+v.
2) C' = c + (v+Av).
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If one subtracts equation 1) from equation 2), one obtains the
difference C' — C, the increment of C = AC.
3) C -C = c +
v+Av-c—v=àv.
Hence 4) AC=An.
One therefore has 3); and therefore 4) A C = A u But C ' - C = the
magnitude by which C has changed,=the increment of C or AC
( = AC), hence 4). Or the increment of the total capital=the
INCREMENT of the variable part of the capital, so that AC or the
CHANGE in the constant part of the capital=0. In this investigation of
AC or Av, therefore, the constant capital must be set=0, i.e. it
must be left out of consideration.
The proportion by which v has grown = —(the rate of surplus
Av Au
value). T h e proportion by which C has grown = —=
(the rate
C c+v
of profit).
The actual, specific function of capital as capital is therefore the
production of surplus value, which, it later appears, is nothing but
the production of surplus labour, the appropriation of unpaid labour in
the real production process, which expresses itself as, is objectified
as, surplus value.
A further result is that it is necessary for the conversion of x
into capital, into x + Ax, that the value or sum of money x should
be converted into the factors of the production process, above all into
the factors of the real labour process. It is possible in particular
branches of industry for a part of the means of production—the
object of labour—to have no value, not to be a commodity, despite
being a use value. In this case a part of x is converted solely into
means of production, and, in so far as the conversion of x comes
into consideration, i.e. the purchase by x of commodities which
enter into the labour process, the object of labour [does not figure
at all, the operation] is restricted to the purchase of means of
production. One factor of the labour process, the object of labour,
is here=0, in so far as its value comes into consideration. But we
are considering the matter in its complete form, in which the
object of labour too=a commodity. For the cases in which this is
not so, this factor, AS FAR AS VALUE IS CONCERNED, should be set=0, in
order to rectify the calculation.
T h e commodity is a direct unity of use value and exchange
value; in the same way, the production process, which is a process
of the production of commodities, is a direct unity of the labour and
valorisation processes. Commodities, i.e. use value and exchange
value directly united, emerge from the process as result, as
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product; similarly, they enter into it as constituent elements. But
nothing at all can ever emerge from a production process without first entering into it in the form of the conditions of production.
T h e conversion of the sum of money advanced, the sum of
money which is to be valorised and converted into capital, into the
factors of the production process is an act of commodity circulation, of
the process of exchange, and is reducible to a series of purchases.
This act therefore still falls outside the direct production process.
It only introduces it, but it is its necessary presupposition, and if we
consider, instead of the direct production process, capitalist
production in its totality and continuity, this conversion of money
into the factors of the production process, the purchase of means of
production and labour capacity, itself forms an immanent moment of
the process as a whole.
[461] If we look now at the shape of capital within the direct
production process, capital has, like the simple commodity, the
dual shape of use value and exchange value. But further determinations enter in both forms, and these determinations are different
from those of the simple commodity viewed independently, they
have undergone further development.
As far as use value is concerned, first of all, its specific content,
its further determination, was completely irrelevant to determining
the concept of the commodity. The article which was to be a
commodity, and therefore a repository of exchange value, had to
satisfy some social need; it therefore had to possess some useful
qualities. Voilà tout" It is different with the use value of the
commodities which perform a function in the production process.
T h e nature of the labour process first dirempts the means of
production into object of labour and means of labour, or, determined
more precisely, raw material on the one hand, instruments, accessory
materials, etc., on the other. These are determinations of the form of
the use value which arise from the very nature of the labour
process, and thus use value is determined further—in relation to
the means of production. The determination of the form of the use
valuel)2K is itself essential here for the development of the
economic relation, the economic category.
But the use values which enter into the labour process are
further divided into two moments and contraries, strictly separated conceptually (in the same way as the objective means of
production are divided, as we have just said)—on the one hand
a
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there are the objective means of production, the objective
conditions of production, on the other hand there are the working
labour capacities, labour power exerting itself to a given purpose,
the subjective condition of production. This is a further determination of the form of capital, in so far as it appears sub specie" of use
value within the direct production process. In the simple
commodity, particular kinds of purposeful labour, spinning,
weaving, etc., are incorporated, objectified, in the spun yarn, the
woven cloth. The form of the product, appropriate to its purpose,
is the sole trace left behind by the purposeful labour which made
it, and this trace can itself be extinguished, if the product has a
natural form, as do cattle, wheat, etc. Use value appears in the
commodity as what is present, what is available; whereas in the
labour process it appears only as product. The single commodity is
in fact a finished product, the result of the process by which it
arose; this process, through which a particular kind of useful
labour has been embodied, objectified, in the product, is in fact
contained within, and superseded by, the latter. The commodity
comes into existence in the production process. It is constantly
ejected from the process as product, in such a way that the
product itself appears as only a moment of the process. One part
of the use value in which capital appears within the production
process is living labour capacity itself, but this is labour capacity of a
particular specificity corresponding to the particular use value of
the means of production, and it is self-activating labour capacity,
labour power which expresses itself purposefully, makes the means of
production the objective moments of its activity and therefore
converts them from the original form of their use value into the
new form of the product. Therefore in the labour processes the
use values themselves undergo a real conversion process, either of a
mechanical, chemical or physical nature. Whereas in the commodity the use value is a given thing with particular qualities, now the
use values, things which function as raw material and means of
labour, are converted by means of living labour which is active in
and through them, living labour which is precisely labour capacity
actu,h into a use value of a changed shape the product. Thus the
shape capital assumes in the labour process, the shape of use value,
is now divided into firstly the means of production, conceptually
dirempted and related to each other; and secondly [462] the
conceptual diremption, which springs from the nature of the
a
b
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labour process, between the objective conditions of labour (the
means of production) and the subjective condition of labour, labour
capacity acting for a purpose, i.e. labour itself. Thirdly, however,
considering the process as a whole, the use value of capital
appears here as a process of the production of use value, in which
the means of production, according to this specific determination,
function as means of production of the purposefully active specific
labour capacity corresponding to their particular nature. Or, the
whole of the labour process as such appears in the living interaction
of its objective and subjective moments as the overall shape of
the use value, i.e. the real shape of capital in the production process.
T h e production process of capital, seen from the point of view
of reality—or seen as a process which by applying useful labour to
use values constitutes new use values—is above all a real labour
process. As such, its moments, its conceptually determined components, are those of the labour process in general, of any labour
process, whatever the level of economic development and whatever
mode of production forms the basis of this process. Hence, since
the real shape of capital, or the shape of the objective use values
of which capital consists, its material substratum, is necessarily the
shape of the means of production—means of labour and object of
labour—which serve to produce new products; and since, further,
these use values are already available (on the market) in the
circulation process, in the form of commodities, hence in the
possession of the capitalist as a commodity owner, before they
begin to function in the labour process in accordance with their
specific purpose; hence because capital—in so far as it is
expressed in objective conditions of labour—consists from the point
of view of use value of means of production, raw materials, accessory
materials and means of labour, tools, buildings, machines, etc., the
conclusion is drawn from this that all the means of production are
SvvdfJEi a and, in so far as they function as means of production,
actu c a p i t a l . Capital is therefore regarded as a necessary
moment of the human labour process in general, irrespective of any
historical form this process may assume, and is therefore seen as
something eternal, something conditioned by the nature of human
labour. Similarly, it is assumed that because the production process
of capital in general is a labour process, the labour process as such, the
labour process in all social forms, is necessarily a labour process of
capital. Capital is thus regarded as a thing, which plays a certain
a
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thing-like role, a role appertaining to it as a thing, in the
production process. This is the same logic which concludes that
because money is gold, gold is in and for itself money, that
because wage labour is labour, all labour is necessarily wage
labour. An identity is thus proved by concentrating on what is
identical in all production processes, as opposed to the specific
differences between production processes. Identity is proved by
abstracting from difference. We shall return in more detail in the
course of this section to this point, which is of decisive
importance. 3 For the present, we shall only say this:
Firstly: T h e commodities the capitalist has bought in order to
consume them in the production process or labour process as
means of production are his property. They are in fact only his
money converted into commodities, and his capital exists just as
much in them as it did in the money; indeed it exists more
intensely, to the extent that they are available in the shape in
which they really function as capital, i.e. as means for the creation
of value, for the valorisation of value, i.e. for its increase. These
means of production are therefore capital. On the other hand, the
capitalist has bought labour capacity with the other part of the
sum of money he has advanced; he has bought workers, or, as was
developed in CHAPTER IV, 216 it appears that he has bought living
labour. This therefore belongs to him just as much as do the
objective conditions of the labour process. There is, however, the
following specific distinction to be pointed out here: Real labour is
what the worker really gives to the capitalist as equivalent for the
part of the capital that has been converted into wages, for the
[463] purchasing price of labour. It is the expenditure of his life
force, the realisation of his productive capacities, his movement,
not the capitalist's. Viewed as a personal function, in its reality^
labour is the function of the worker and not of the capitalist.
Viewed from' the point of view of exchange, the worker is what
the capitalist receives from him in the labour process, not what the
capitalist represents towards him in the same process. This
therefore stands in contrast to the way the objective conditions of
labour, as capital, and to that extent as the existence of the
capitalist, confront the subjective condition of labour, labour itself,
or rather the worker who works, within the labour process itself.
T h u s it comes about that both from the standpoint of the capitalist
and from that of the worker the means of production, as existence of
capital, as EMINENTLY capital, confront labour, hence confront the
a
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other element into which the capital advanced has been converted,
and therefore appear ôuvâuei as the specific mode of existence of
capital outside the production process as well. This development
proceeds further, as will be shown, partly through the general
nature of the capitalist valorisation process (the role played in this
by the means of production as devourers of living labour) and
partly through the development of the specifically capitalist mode
of production (in which machinery, etc., becomes the real ruler
over living labour). Hence where the capitalist production process
is the basis the use values in which capital exists in the form of
means of production are inseparably welded to the function of those
means of production, the character of these things as capital, which
is a particular social relation of production; just as to those caught
up in this mode of production the product counts as in and for
itself a commodity. This is the basis for the fetishism of the political
economists.
Secondly: T h e means of production proceed from circulation
into the labour process as particular commodities, e.g. as cotton,
coal, spindles, etc. They enter in the shape of the use value they
possessed as long as they were still circulating as commodities.
Having entered the process, they then function with the characteristics appropriate to their use values, with the qualities which
belong to them materially as things, e.g. cotton as cotton, etc. But
it is different with the part of capital which we call variable, but
which is only really converted into the variable part of capital by its
exchange for labour capacity. Viewed from the point of view of its
real shape, money—that part of capital which the capitalist expends
for the purchase of labour capacity—represents nothing but the
means of subsistence available on the market (or thrown onto the
market over CERTAIN periods) which enter into the worker's
individual consumption. Money is only the converted form of
these means of subsistence, and the worker converts the money
back into means of subsistence as soon as he has received it. Both
this conversion and then the consumption of these commodities as
use values is a process which has no direct connection with the
direct production process, more precisely the labour process; it
rather falls outside the latter. One part of the capital, and thereby
the capital as a whole, becomes converted into a variable magnitude
precisely because what is obtained in the exchange is not money, a
constant magnitude of value, nor means of subsistence, similarly
constant magnitudes of value, in which the money can be
expressed, but rather living labour capacity, an element which
creates value and, as a value-creating element, may be larger or
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smaller, may be expressed as a variable magnitude, and in all
circumstances, as a factor in the production process, is a fluid
magnitude, in the process of becoming—and therefore contained
WITHIN DIFFERENT LIMITS—instead of having become. Now it is true that
in reality the consumption of the means of subsistence by the
workers may itself be as much implied by the labour process
(included by it) as the consumption of matières instrumentales" by
machines is e.g. included in the machines, with the result that the
worker appears as only an instrument bought by capital, which
needs to consume, needs the addition of a certain portion of
means of subsistence as its matières instrumentales so that it may
perform its function in the labour process. This occurs to a
greater or lesser degree according to the extent and brutality of
the exploitation of the worker. However, this phenomenon is not
contained conceptually in the capital-relation, not in this narrow
sense (we shall examine this matter further in Section 3,b on the
reproduction of the whole relation). The usual situation is more
that the worker consumes his means of subsistence during pauses
in the direct labour process, whereas the machine consumes
what it requires while functioning. (Animals?) But then again,
from the point of view of the whole working class, part of these
means of subsistence are consumed by family members who are
not yet, or no longer, working. In practice, the difference between
a worker and a machine can be reduced to the difference between
an animal and a machine, quoadc matières instrumentales and their
consumption. But this is not necessarily so, and therefore does not
belong among the conceptual determinants of capital. In any case,
the part of the capital laid out in wages appears formally as no
longer belonging to the capitalist, but rather to the worker, once it
has assumed its real shape, the shape of the means of subsistence
which enter into the worker's consumption. The use value shape
this part of the capital has as a commodity before its entry into the
production process—as means of subsistence—is therefore entirely
different from the shape it assumes within that process, which is
that of labour power expressing itself in working activity, hence of
living labour itself. This part of the capital is therefore specifically
distinguished by this from the [464] part available in the shape of
means of production, and this is one more reason why under the
capitalist mode of production the means of production appear in an
a
b
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eminent sense, in distinction from, and in opposition to, the means
of subsistence, as capital in and for themselves. If we disregard
points to be developed later, this appearance is dispelled simply by
the fact that the form of the use value in which the capital exists at
the end of the production process is that of the product, and this
product exists in the form of both means of production and means
of subsistence; both are therefore equally present as capital, and
are therefore also present in opposition to living labour capacity.
Let us now proceed to the valorisation process.
With regard to exchange value there is once more a distinction
between the commodity and the capital involved in the valorisation
process.
The exchange value of the capital that enters into the production
process is smaller than the exchange value of the capital that was
thrown onto the market or advanced. For it is only the value of the
commodities which enter into the process as means of production —
i.e. the value of the constant part of the capital—that enters into
the production process as value. We now have, instead of the value
of the variable part of capital, valorisation as a process, with the
labour involved constantly realising itself as value, but also flowing
beyond the already posited values, proceeding to the creation of
new values.
As far as the preservation of the old value is concerned, the
preservation of the value portion of the constant part [of the
capital], this depends on the following: that the value of the means
of production which enter into the process should not be greater
than is necessary, hence that the commodities of which they consist
should only contain, objectified, the labour time socially necessary for
the purpose of production. This should be the case e.g. with the
buildings, the machinery, etc., and it is the capitalist's business to
make sure of this when purchasing these means of production; to
make sure that they have the appropriate AVERAGE quality as use
values needed for the formation of the product, whether as raw
material or as machinery, etc., hence that they function AVERAGELY
well, and do not oppose any unusual obstacles to labour, the living
factor, e.g. through the quality of the raw material; and, also to be
included here, the machinery, etc., employed should not pass on
more than the AVERAGE depreciation to the commodities, etc. All this
is the capitalist's affair. But the preservation of the value of the
constant capital also depends on its being consumed as far as
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possible only productively , on its not being s q u a n d e r e d , because
otherwise a g r e a t er portion of objectified l a b o u r w o u l d be
c o n t a i n e d in the p r o d u c t t h a n is socially necessary. T h i s d e p e n d s in
p a r t on the workers themselves, a n d t h e r e the supervision of the
capitalist begins. ( H e can m a k e sure of this by i n t r o d u c i n g TASK
WORK, by d e d u c t i o ns from wages.) I t is necessary, further, t h a t the
work should be performed properly, should serve its p u r p o s e , t h a t
the conversion of the m e a n s of p r o d u c t i o n into p r o d u c t should
proceed in a m e t h o d i c a l fashion, t h a t the use value envisaged as
the a i m of the process should really e m e r g e in the right form as its
result. T h e capitalist's functions of supervision a n d [ m a i n t a i n i n g ]
discipline enter the p i c t u r e once again here. It is necessary, finally,
t h a t t h e p r o d u c t i o n process should not b e disturbed, or interr u p t e d , a n d t h a t it really proceed to p r o d u c e the- p r o d u c t within
the time limit imposed by the n a t u r e of the l a b o u r process a n d its
objective conditions. ( T i m e period.) T h i s d e p e n d s in p a r t on the
continuity of labour, which is a feature of capitalist p r o d u c t i o n . But
it also d e p e n d s in p a r t on external a n d u n c o n t r o l l a b l e accidents.
T o t h a t extent, every p r o d u c t i o n process involves a risk for the
values w h i c h e n t e r into it; b u t 1) the values a r e subject to risk
outside the p r o d u c t i o n process as well, a n d 2) risk is a feature of
every p r o d u c t i o n process; it is not peculiar to capital's p r o d u c t i o n
process alone. ( C a p i t a l protects itself against risks b y association.
T h e direct p r o d u c e r w o r k i n g with his own m e a n s of p r o d u c t i o n is
subject to the same risks. T h i s is not peculiar to the capitalist
p r o d u c t i o n process. If, in capitalist p r o d u c t i o n , the risks fall u p o n
the capitalist, t h a t is only because he has u s u r p ed possession of the
m e a n s of p r o d u c t i o n .)
But now, as far as the living factor of the valorisation process is
c o n c e r n e d , 1) the value of the v a r i a b le capital must be preserved
by being replaced, r e p r o d u c e d , i.e. by the additio n to the m e a n s of
p r o d u c t i o n of as large a q u a n t i t y of l a b o u r as the value of
the v a r i a b l e capital or of wages a m o u n t e d to; 2) a n increment
of its value, a surplus value, must be created, by the objectification in the p r o d u c t of a surplus q u a n t i t y of l a b o u r over a n d
a b o v e t h a t c o n t a i n e d in the wage, of a n additional quantity of
labour.
Accordingly, the distinction betwee n the use value of the capital
a d v a n c e d , or of the commodities in w h i c h it existed, a n d the use
value shape of the capital in the [465] l a b o u r process correspond s to
the distinction between the exchange value of the capital a d v a n c e d
a n d the a p p e a r a n c e of the exchange value of the capital in the
valorisation process. In the former case the m e a n s of p r o d u c t i o n ,
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the constant capital, enters into the process in the same use value
form as was previously possessed by the commodities of which it
consists, whereas the finished use values of which the variable
capital consisted are replaced by the living factor of labour power,
real labour, valorising itself in new use values. In the latter case, the
value of the means of production, the constant capital, enters as
such into the valorisation process, whereas the value of the
variable capital does not enter into it at all, but is replaced by the
value-creating activity of the living factor, an activity which exists
as the valorisation process.
For the worker's labour time to posit value in proportion to its
duration, it must be socially necessary labour time. I.e. the worker
must perform the socially normal quantity of purposeful labour
within a given time, and the capitalist therefore forces him to
ensure that his labour possesses at least the socially normal average
degree of intensity. He will try to raise it as much as possible above
this minimum, and extract from him over a given period as much
labour as possible, for every [increase in the] intensity of labour
over the average degree creates surplus value for him. He will also
try to prolong the labour process as much as possible beyond the
boundary of what has to be worked in order to replace the value
of variable capital, of wages. If the intensity of the labour process
is given, he will try to increase its duration as much as possible; if
the duration is given, he will try to increase its intensity as much as
possible. The capitalist compels the worker to give his labour the
normal degree of intensity, and where possible a higher degree,
and he compels him to prolong his labour process as much
as possible beyond the period of time needed to replace his
wages.
This peculiar character of the capitalist valorisation process gives
rise to a further modification of the real shape of capital in the
production process, its shape as a use value. Firstly the means of
production must be available in a quantity sufficient not only for
the absorption of necessary labour, but also for that of surplus
labour. Secondly there are changes in the intensity and extension
of the real labour process.
To be sure, the means of production the worker employs in the
real labour process are the property of the capitalist, and, as
previously explained, 217 they confront the worker's labour, which is
the expression of his own life, as capital. But on the other hand it
is the worker who employs the means of production in his labour.
In the real labour process, he utilises the means of labour as the
conductor of his labour, and the object of labour as the material in
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which his labour is expressed. It is precisely through this that he
converts the means of production into a form of the product
appropriate to the purpose. T h e matter assumes a different aspect
if considered from the angle of the valorisation process. It is not
the worker who employs the means of production, but the means
of production that employ the worker. It is not a matter of living
labour being realised in objective labour as its objective organ, but
of objective labour being preserved and increased by the
absorption of living labour, thereby becoming self-valorising value,
capital, and functioning as such. The means of production now
appear only as absorbers of the largest possible quantity of living
labour. Living labour now appears only as a means for the
valorisation and therefore capitalisation of existing values. And,
leaving aside our previous analysis, the means of production again
appear, precisely for that reason, as éminemment the presence of
capital vis-à-vis living labour, and indeed they now appear as the
rule of past, dead labour over living labour. Living labour,
precisely in its value-creating function, is constantly incorporated
into the valorisation process of objectified labour. Labour, as the
exertion, the expenditure of vital forces, is the personal activity of
the worker. But as value-creating, as engaged in its own objectification process, the labour of the worker itself becomes a mode of
existence of the value of the capital, incorporated into the value of
the capital, once he enters into the production process. This power
of preserving value and creating new value is therefore capital's
power, and the process appears as one of capital's self-valorisation,
while the worker who creates the value—value alien to him—is on
the contrary impoverished.
[466] This ability of objectified labour to convert itself into
capital, i.e. to convert the means of production into means of
command over, and exploitation of, living labour, appears under
capitalist production as an inherent characteristic of the means of
production (and it is indeed ot>vctu.ei bound u p with them on this
basis); it appears as inseparable from them, hence as a quality
which falls to them as things, as use values, as means of production.
They therefore appear to be in and for themselves capital, and
capital, which expresses a particular relation of production, a
particular social relation, in which the owners of the conditions of
production confront living labour capacities within production,
therefore appears as a thing, just as value appeared as the quality
of a thing and the economic determination of the thing as a
commodity appeared as its quality as a thing; and just as the social
form assumed by labour in money expressed itself as the qualities
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of a thing.2)2i8 In fact the rule of the capitalists over the workers is
only the rule over the workers themselves of the conditions of labour
in their independence, in the independent position they have
taken on vis-à-vis the workers (apart from the objective conditions
of the production process—the means of production—the conditions of labour include the objective conditions for the preservation and effective functioning of labour power, i.e. the means of
subsistence), although this relation only comes to realisation in the
real production process, which, as we have seen, is essentially a process
of the production of surplus value, which includes the preservation of
the old value; it is a process of the self-valorisation of the capital
advanced. In circulation, capitalist and worker only stand vis-à-vis
each other as sellers of commodities, but owing to the specific
polarity of the kinds of commodity they sell to each other, the
worker necessarily enters into the production process as a
constituent in the use value, the real existence and the value existence
of capital, although this relation is first brought to realisation
within the production process, and the capitalist, who as a buyer
of labour only exists ôuvàixei, first becomes a real capitalist when
the worker, who is eventualiterA
converted into a wage labourer
through the sale of his labour capacity, first really falls under the
command of capital in that process. The functions performed by the
capitalist are only the functions of capital itself performed with
consciousness and will—the functions of value valorising itself
through the absorption of living labour. The capitalist functions only
as capital personijied, capital as a person, just as the worker
only functions as the personification of labour, which belongs to
him as torment, as exertion, while it belongs to the capitalist as the
substance that creates and increases wealth; and in fact it appears
as such an element incorporated into capital in the production
process, as its living, variable, factor. T h e rule of the capitalist over
the worker is therefore the rule of the object over the human, of
dead labour over living, of the product over the producer, since in
fact the commodities which become means of domination over the
worker (but purely as means of the rule of capital itself) are mere
results of the production process, the products of the production
process. This is exactly the same relation in the sphere of material
production, in the real social life process—for this is the
production process—as is represented by religion in the ideological sphere: the inversion of the subject into the object and vice
versa. Looked at historically this inversion appears as the point of
a
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entry necessary in order to enforce, at the expense of the
majority, the creation of wealth as such, i.e. the ruthless
productive powers of social labour, which alone can form the
material basis for a free human society. It is necessary to pass
through this antagonistic form, just as man had first to shape his
spiritual forces in a religious form, as powers independent of
him. 2)219 It is the alienation process of his own labour. T o that
extent, the worker here stands higher than the capitalist from the
outset, in that the latter is rooted in that alienation process and
finds in it his absolute satisfaction, whereas the worker, as its
victim, stands from the outset in a relation of rebellion towards it
and perceives it as a process of enslavement. T o the extent that
the production process is at the same time a real labour process,
and the capitalist has to perform the function of supervision and
direction in actual production, his activity [467] in fact obtains
thereby a specific, manifold content. But the labour process itself
only appears as a means to the valorisation process, just as the use
value of the product only appears as the vehicle of its exchange
value. T h e self-valorisation of capital—the creation of surplus
value—is therefore the determining, dominating, and overmastering purpose of the capitalist, the absolute driving force and
content of his action, in fact only the rationalised drive and
purpose of the hoarder. This is an utterly miserable and abstract
content, which makes the capitalist appear as just as much under
the yoke of the capital-relation as is the worker at the opposite
extreme, even if from a different angle.
The original relation in which the WOULD-BE capitalist buys labour
(after CHAPTER IV 216 we can say this instead of saying "labour
capacity") from the worker, in order to capitalise a monetary
value, and the worker sells disposition over his labour capacity,
sells his labour, in order to eke out his life, is the necessary
introduction to and condition of—it contains it within itself—the
relation now developed in the real production process, in which
the commodity owner becomes a capitalist, becomes capital
personified, and the worker becomes a mere personification of
labour for capital. The first relation, in which the two sides appear
to confront each other as owners of commodities, is the presupposition for the capitalist production process; similarly, it is also, as we
shall see later on, its result and product. But the two acts must
accordingly be kept separate from each other. The first belongs to
circulation. The second only develops on the basis of the first, in
the real production process.
The production process is the direct unity of the labour process
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and the valorisation process, just as its direct result, the
commodity, is the direct unity of use value and exchange value.
But the labour process is only a means to the valorisation process,
and the valorisation process as such is essentially the production of
surplus value, i.e. the process of the objectification of unpaid labour.
The overall character of the production process is thereby
specifically determined.
Although we view the production process from two distinct
points of view, 1) as a labour process, and 2) as a valorisation process,
it is already implied that it is in fact only one single, indivisible
labour process. Work is not done twice, once to produce a useful
product, a use value, to convert the means of production into
products, and the second time to produce value and surplus value,
to valorise value. Labour is only added in the particular, concrete,
specific form, mode, mode of existence in which it is activity
directed towards a purpose, activity which converts the means of
production into a particular product, converting, e.g., spindles and
cotton into yarn. Only spinning labour, etc., is added, and as it
continues it produces more and more yarn. This real labour only
posits value in so far as it possesses a normal, definite level of
intensity (or, it only counts to the extent that it possesses this), and
in so far as this real labour of given intensity is materialised in the
product in definite quantities measured by time. / / the labour
process ceased at the point where the quantity of labour added in
the form of spinning, etc., was=the quantity of labour contained
in the wage, no surplus value would be produced. Surplus value is
therefore also expressed in a surplus product, here as the quantity
of yarn which exceeds the quantity the value of which = the value
of the wage. The labour process therefore appears as a
valorisation process through the fact that the concrete labour
added in its course is a quantity of socially necessary labour (by
virtue of its intensity), that it is posited as equal to a certain
quantity of average social labour; and through the fact that this
quantity represents a quantity additional to the amount contained
in the wage. It is the quantitative calculation of the particular
concrete labour as necessary average social labour, a calculation which
corresponds, however, to the real moment, firstly, of the normal
intensity of labour (the fact that only the socially necessary amount
of labour time is employed for the production of a given quantity
of the product) and [secondly,] of the prolongation of the labour
process beyond the length of time necessary for the replacement of
the value of the variable capital.
[468] It follows from our previous discussion that the exprès-
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sion "objectified labour", and the antithesis between capital as objectified labour and living labour, are capable of severe misinterpretation. 220
I have already shown previously 3 ' that the analysis of the
commodity in terms of "labour" by all previous political economists is ambiguous and incomplete." It is not sufficient to reduce it
to "labour"; labour has to be considered in the dual form in which
it is on the one hand represented as concrete labour, in the use value
of the commodities, and on the other hand calculated as socially
necessary labour, in exchange value. From the first point of view,
everything depends on its particular use value, its specific
character, which impresses on the use value it has created a
specific kind of stamp and makes it into one concrete use value in
distinction from others, into this specific article. But its particular
utility, its specific nature and the kind of thing it is are completely
abstracted from when labour enters into calculations as a
value-forming element or the commodity is viewed as its objectification. In this case it is undifferentiated, socially necessary, general
labour, entirely indifferent towards any particular content, for
which reason it receives an expression common to all commodities
and only distinguishable in terms of quantity. This is its
independent expression as money, the expression of the commodity
as price. From the one aspect the thing is expressed in the
particular use value of the commodity, in its particular existence as
an object, from the other aspect it is expressed in money, whether
this exists as actual money, or, in the price of the commodity, as
mere money of account. From the one aspect it is exclusively
quality that is involved; from the other aspect it is merely the
quantity of labour. From the one aspect the distinction between
different kinds of concrete labour is expressed in the division of
labour; from the other aspect in its monetary expression, which is
undifferentiated. Within the production process this distinction
confronts us actively. It is no longer made by us, but is a feature of
the production process itself.
T h e distinction between objectified labour and living labour is
manifested in the real labour process. The means of production,
such as cotton and spindles, etc., are products, use values, in which
3) Without this confusion it would have been altogether impossible for any
dispute to arise as to whether nature does not also contribute to the product, in
addition to labour. This point concerns concrete labour alone.
a

See present edition, Vol. 29, pp. 292-302.— Ed.
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definite useful, concrete kinds of labour, machine-making, cotton
growing, etc., are embodied whereas the labour of spinning appears
in the process as a kind of labour not only specifically distinct
from the kinds of labour contained in the means of production,
but also as living labour, labour which is still in process of being
realised and which constantly ejects its product from itself, in
contrast to the kinds of labour which have already been objectified
in their own characteristic products. From this standpoint too, an
antithesis emerges between one side, which is the immediate
presence of capital, and the other, which is living labour, the
direct expenditure of the worker's life. Furthermore, objectified
labour steps forth in the labour process as the objective moment,
element, in the realisation of living labour.
T h e situation looks entirely different once one considers the
valorisation process, the formation and creation of new value.
T h e labour contained here in the means of production is a
particular quantity of general social labour, and it is therefore
expressed in a certain magnitude of value or sum of money, IN FACT in
the price of these means of production. T h e labour which is added
is a particular additional quantity of general social labour, and is
expressed as an additional amount of value and sum of money. The
labour already contained in the means of production is the same
as the newly added labour. The only difference between the two is
that the one is objectified in use values, and the other is in the
process of carrying out this objectification, the one is past, the other
present, the one dead, the other living, the one objectified, in the
perfect tense, the other objectifying itself, in the present tense. T o
the extent that past labour sets living labour to work, it itself
becomes a process, it valorises itself, it becomes a fluens that creates
a fluxion. 2 This absorption of additional living labour is past
labour's process of self-valorisation, its real conversion into capital,
[469] into self-valorising value, its conversion from a constant
magnitude of value into a variable magnitude of value, value in
process. This additional labour can admittedly only be added in the
shape of concrete labour, and therefore it can only be added to
the means of production in their specific shape as particular use
values; moreover, the value contained in these means of production is only preserved by their consumption as means of labour by
concrete labour. This is not, however, to deny that the available
value, the labour objectified in the means of production, increases
above its own quantity, and indeed above the quantity of labour
objectified in the variable capital, solely because, and to the degree
that, it absorbs living labour, and to the degree that the latter is
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itself objectified as money, as general social labour. I t is t h e r e f o r e
EMINENTLY in this s e n s e — w h i c h relates t o t h e valorisation process—
t h e actual p u r p o s e of capitalist p r o d u c t i o n — t h a t capital, as
objectified l a b o u r (ACCUMULATED LABOUR, PRE-EXISTENT LABOUR AND SO FORTH),
c o n f r o n t s living l a b o u r (IMMEDIATE LABOUR, etc.) a n d is c o u n t e r p o s e d

to it by t h e political economists. Yet they constantly fall into
c o n t r a d i c t i o n a n d a m b i g u i ty h e r e — e v e n R i c a r d o — b e c a u s e they
h a v e n o t clearly w o r k e d o u t t h e analysis of t h e c o m m o d i t y in
t e r m s of l a b o u r in its d u a l f o r m .
I t results f r o m t h e original process of e x c h a n g e b e t w e e n
capitalist a n d w o r k e r — a s o w n e r s of c o m m o d i t i e s — t h a t only t h e
living factor, l a b o u r capacity, e n t e r s i n t o t h e p r o d u c t i o n process as
a m o m e n t of capital in its real s h a p e . B u t it is only in t h e
p r o d u c t i o n process itself t h a t objectified labour is c o n v e r t e d into
capital t h r o u g h t h e a b s o r p t i o n of living labour , a n d t h a t labour is
therefore converted into capital.
11 Note: T h e passage e n t e r e d in pages 96 to 107 u n d e r t h e
h e a d i n g "The Direct Production Process" b e l o n gs h e r e . It s h o u l d b e
BLENDED with t h e f o r e g o i n g , a n d each passage s h o u l d b e RECTIFIED by
r e f e r e n c e t o t h e o t h e r . Pages 262-64 of this b o o k b e l o n g h e r e as
well. 221 //
[469a] This belongs to p. 469.222
6) The Direct Production

Process

T h e capitalist p r o d u c t i o n process is a unity of t h e l a b o u r process
a n d t h e valorisation process. I n o r d e r t o c o n v e r t m o n e y into
capital, it is c o n v e r t e d into c o m m o d i t i e s, which form the factors of
the labour process. First, labour capacity m u s t b e b o u g h t with t h e
m o n e y . T h e n objects m u s t b e b o u g h t , for w i t h o u t these t h e l a b o u r
capacity c a n n o t b e consumed, i.e. it c a n n o t work. T h e s e objects h a v e
n o m e a n i n g within t h e labour process e x c e p t t o serve as means of
subsistence for labour, use values for labour. I n relation to living
l a b o u r itself t h e y a r e its m a t e r i al a n d m e a n s ; i n relation t o t h e
p r o d u c t of l a b o u r they a r e t h e m e a n s of its p r o d u c t i o n , with
r e g a r d t o t h e fact t h a t these m e a n s of p r o d u c t i o n a r e themselves
a l r e a d y p r o d u c t s , p r o d u c t s as m e a n s of p r o d u c t i o n of a n e w
p r o d u c t . B u t these objects d o n o t play this role in t h e l a b o u r
process b e c a u s e t h e capitalist b u y s t h e m , because they a r e t h e
c o n v e r t e d f o r m of his m o n e y , r a t h e r t h e r e v e r s e : h e buys t h e m
b e c a u s e they play this role in t h e l a b o u r process. F o r t h e s p i n n i n g
process as such, f o r e x a m p l e , it is a m a t t e r of indifference t h a t t h e
cotton a n d t h e spindles represent t h e m o n e y of t h e capitalist, h e n c e
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capital, that the money expended is determined as capital. Cotton
and spindles become the material and means of labour in the
hands of the working spinner alone, and they become these things
because he spins, not because he turns cotton belonging to another
person into yarn for the same person by spinning with a spindle
belonging to the same person. The utilisation or productive
consumption of commodities in the labour process does not make
them capital, it makes them rather elements in the labour process.
In so far as these objective elements of the labour process are
bought by the capitalist, they represent his capital. But this is also
true of labour. It also represents his capital, for labour belongs to
the buyer of labour capacity just as much as do the objective
conditions of labour that he has bought. And it is not just the
individual elements of the labour process that belong to him; the
whole labour process does. Capital, which previously existed in the
form of money, now exists in the form of the labour process.
Because capital has taken control of the labour process, and the
worker therefore works for the capitalist instead of working for
himself, the labour process does not for all that change its general
nature. Just because money, when converted into capital, is
converted into the factors of the labour process, hence necessarily
takes on the shape of the material of labour and the means of
labour, the material of labour and the means of labour do not by
nature become capital, any more than gold and silver by nature
become money because money is represented among other things
by gold and silver. But the same modern political economists who
laugh over the naïveté of the Monetary System which, when asked
"What is money?" replies "Gold and silver", are not ashamed,
when asked "What is capital?" to reply "Capital is cotton". This is
precisely what they are saying when they declare that the material
and means of labour, the means of production or the products
which are employed in further production, in short the objective
conditions of labour, are by nature capital, in so far as, and because,
they serve through their material characteristics as use values in
the labour process. It is in order for other people to add: capital is
meat and bread, for although the capitalist buys labour capacity
with money, this money in fact only represents the bread, [469b]
the meat, in short the means of subsistence of the worker. 127 ' A
127; * "Capital is that part of the wealth of a country which is employed in
production, and consists of food, clothing, tools, raw materials, machinery, etc.,
necessary to give effect to labour"* (Ricardo, I.e. [On the Principles of Political
Economy, and Taxation, p.] 89). *" Capital is a portion of the national wealth,
employed or meant to be employed, in favouring reproduction"* (G. Ramsay, I.e.
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chair with four legs and a velvet cover represents a throne in
certain situations; but this chair, a thing that is there for people to
sit upon, is not a throne by the nature of its use value. The most
essential factor of the labour process is the worker himself, and in
the ancient production process this worker was a slave. It does not
follow from this that the worker is by nature a slave (although
Aristotle is not very far removed from holding this opinion11), any
more than it follows that spindles and cotton are by their nature
capital because they are at present consumed in the labour process
by wage labourers. The stupidity of this procedure, whereby a
definite social relation of production, which is expressed in things, is
taken as the material and natural quality of these things, strikes us
forcibly when we open the nearest textbook of political economy,
and read on the very first page that the elements of the
production process, reduced to their most general form, are land,
capital and labour. 128 ' It might just as well be said that they are
landed property, knives, scissors, spindles, cotton, corn, in short the
[An Essay on the Distribution of Wealth, p.] 21). * "Capital ... a particular species of
wealth ... destined ... to the obtaining of other articles of utility"* (Torrens, I.e.
[An Essay on the Production of Wealth, p.] 5). "Capital ... produces ... as the means of
a new production" (Senior, I.e. [Principes fondamentaux de l'économie politique..., Paris,
1836], p. 318). a "When a fund is devoted to material production, it takes the name
of capital" (Storch, Cours d'économie politique, Vol. I, Paris edition of 1823,
[p.] 207). a "Capital is that portion of the wealth produced which is destined for
reproduction" (Rossi, Cours d'économie politique. [Année] 1836-1837, Brussels
edition, 1843, p. 364). a Rossi torments himself over the "difficult question" of
whether the "raw material" can be counted as part of the capital too. One can
admittedly make a distinction between "capital as material" and "capital as
instrument", but "is it (the raw material) really an instrument of production there?
Is it not rather an object which is acted upon by the instrument of production?"
(p. 367). a He does not see that once he has confused capital with its material form
of appearance and therefore called the objective conditions of labour simply capital
it does not matter that they can be divided as regards labour itself into material
and means of labour, for as regards the product they are equally means of
production. And he does, in fact, call capital simply "means of production" 3
(p. 372). "There is no difference between capital and any other part of wealth: a
thing only becomes capital by the use that is made of it, that is to say, when it is
employed in a productive operation, as raw material, as instrument, or as means of
subsistence" (Cherbuliez, Riche[sse] ou pauvre[té], Paris, 1841, p. 18).a
128
* See e.g. John St. Mill, Principles of Political Economy, Vol. I, [London, 1848,]
Book 1 [p. IX].
a

Marx quotes in French.— Ed.
See Aristoteles, De republica. Libri VIII. In: Aristotelis opera ex recensione
Immanuelis Bekkeri, Vol. X, Oxford, 1837; Aristoteles, Ethica Nicomachea.
In: Aristotelis opera ex recensione Immanuelis Bekkeri, Vol. IX, Oxford,
1837.—Ed.
b
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material of labour and the means of labour, and — wage labour. On one
side we name the elements of the labour process enmeshed with
the specific social characteristics they possess at a particular historical
stage of development; and on the other side we add an element
which is attributable to the labour process, independently of all
specific social formations, as an eternal process between man and
nature in general. //We shall see further on that this illusion of the
political economists, by which the appropriation of the labour
process by capital is confused with the labour process itself, and
the objective elements of the labour process are therefore simply
converted into capital, because capital is converted among other
things into the objective elements of the labour process — that this
illusion, which among the classical political economists lasts only as
long as they view the capitalist production process exclusively from
the point of view of the labour process, and is therefore corrected
in their later analysis, arises from the nature of the capitalist
production process itself. But it can be stated immediately that this
is a very convenient method of demonstrating the eternal
character of the capitalist mode of production, or of showing that
capital is a permanent natural element of human production in
general. Labour is the eternal natural condition for human
existence. The labour process is nothing but labour itself, viewed
at the instant of its creative functioning. The general moments of
the labour process are therefore independent of all particular
social developments. The means of labour and the material of
labour, a -part of which are already the products of previous
labour, play their role in every labour process in all epochs and
under all circumstances. If I therefore attach to them the name of
capital in the conviction that "semper aliquid haeret" ,22i I have
proved that the existence of capital is an eternal natural law of
human production, and that the Kirghiz who cuts down rushes
with a knife he has stolen from a Russian and weaves these rushes
together to make a boat is just as much a capitalist as Hei r von
Rothschild. I might just as well prove that the Greeks and Romans
took communion because they drank wine and ate bread, or that
the Turks sprinkled themselves every day with Roman Catholic
holy water because they washed every day. One finds impertinent
and shallow phrase-making of this kind spewed forth with
self-satisfied self-importance not only by such people as F. Bastiat,
or in the wretched economic tracts of the SOCIETY FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE,224 or in the nursery stories of
MOTHER Martineau, but even [469c] by genuine authorities. Their
intention is to prove in this manner the eternal natural necessity
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for capital; but instead of this, it is rather the opposite that is
proved. Capital's necessity even for a particular historical stage of
development of the social production process is thereby negated,
for the assertion that capital is nothing but the material and means
of labour, or that the objective elements of the labour process are
by their nature capital, rightly meets with the reply that this
proves a need for capital but not for capitalists, or that capital is
nothing but a name invented to defraud the masses. 129'//
This inability to grasp the labour process as independent and
yet at the same time as one side of the capitalist production
process is still more strikingly evident when Mr. F. Wayland for
example informs us that raw material is capital, and that it
becomes a product by being treated. Thus leather is the product of
the currier and the capital of the shoemaker. To be raw material
and to be product are both determinations which a thing possesses
in relation to the labour process, and they both have nothing to do
with its determination of being capital, although both of them, raw
material and product, constitute capital once the labour process
129) " \ v e a r e told t hat labour cannot move one step without capital—that the
shovel is just as necessary to a man who digs as is his labour 2 —that capital is just
as necessary to production as labour itself is. The working man knows all this, for
its truth is daily brought home to him; but this mutual dependency between capital
and labour has nothing to do with the relative position of the capitalist and the
working man; nor does it show that the former should be maintained by the latter.
Capital is but so much unconsumed produce; and that which is at this moment in
being, exists now independent of, and is in no way identified with, any particular
individual or class. And were every capitalist and every rich man in the United
Kingdom to be annihilated in one moment, not a single particle of wealth or capital
would disappear with them; nor would the nation itself be less wealthy, even to the
amount of the FARTHING. It is the capital, and not the capitalist, that is essential to
the operations of the producer; and there is as much difference between the two,
as there is between the actual cargo and the bill of lading" (J. F. Bray, Labour's
Wrongs and Labour's Remedy etc., Leeds, 1839, [p.] 59).
*" Capital is a sort of cabalistic word like church or state, or any other of those
general terms which are invented by those who fleece the rest of mankind to
conceal the hand that shears them" * {Labour Defended against the Claims of Capital
etc., London, 1825, [p.] 17). The author of this anonymous pamphlet is
Th. Hodgskin, one of the most significant modern English political economists. T he
pamphlet we have cited, the importance of which is still recognised (see e.g.
John Lalor, Money and Morals etc., London, 1852 [p. XXIV]), called forth an anonymous reply from Lord Brougham some years after it first appeared, a reply
which is as superficial as all the other economic achievements of that notorious
windbag. b225
a
b

Bray has: "that capital is as a shovel to a man who digs".— Ed.
[H. P. Brougham,] The Rights of Industry..., 2nd ed., London, 1831.— Ed.
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has been appropriated by the capitalist.130' //Mr. Proudhon has
exploited this with his customary "depth".
"What causes the sudden transformation of the notion of product into that of
capital"! It is the idea of value. This means that the product, in order to become
capital, must have passed through an authentic valuation, must have been bought
or sold, its price discussed and fixed by a kind of legal convention. Hides, for
instance, coming from the butcher's shop, are the product of the butcher. Have these
hides been bought by a currier? At once he adds either them or their value to his
working capital. By the work of the currier this capital becomes a product again"
[Gratuité du crédit. Discussion entre M. Fr. Bastiat et M. Proudhon, pp. 178-80].

Mr. Proudhon stands out by the apparatus of incorrect
metaphysics with which he first enters the most conventional and
elementary notions into his "exploitation fund" as capital,
subsequently selling them to the public as a high-flown "product".
T h e question of how the product is converted into capital is in and
for itself nonsense, but the answer is on a level with the question.
Mr. Proudhon in fact only informs us of two fairly well-known
facts, firstly that products are sometimes worked up as raw
material, and secondly that products are at the same time
commodities, i.e. possess a value, which before being realised must
pass the acid test of the debate between buyer and seller. The
same "philosopher" remarks:
"For society, the difference between capital and product does not exist. This
difference is an entirely subjective one, according to the individual" [ibid., p. 182]. a

He calls the abstract social form "subjective", and his subjective
abstraction "society".//
If the political economist, as long as he is looking at the
capitalist production process purely from the point of view of the
labour process, declares capital to be a mere thing, raw material,
instrument, etc., it then again occurs to him that the production
process is after all also a valorisation process, and in relation to the
valorisation process those things only come into consideration as
value.
130) *"The material which ... we obtain for the purpose of combining it with our
own" (!) "industry, and forming it into a product, is called capital; and, after the
labour has been exerted, and the value created, it is called a product. Thus, the
same article may be product to one, and capital to another. Leather is the product
of the currier, and the capital of the shoemaker" * (F. Wayland, I.e. [The Elements of
Political Economy, Boston, 1843], p. 25). (There now follows the above-quoted shit
from Proudhon, the citations coming from Gratuité du crédit. Discussion entre M. Fr.
Bastiat et M. Proudhon. Paris, 1850, pp. 179, 180 and 182.)
a

Marx quotes in French.— Ed.
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"The same capital exists now in the form of a sum of money, now in the form
of raw material, an instrument, a finished commodity. These things are not actually
capital; that resides in the value they have." 131>

In so far as this value
"maintains itself, continues to exist, multiplies itself, tears itself away from the
commodity [469d] that created it, always remains in the possession of the same
producer (i.e. the capitalist) like a metaphysical and insubstantial quality", 132 '.

what was immediately beforehand proclaimed a thing is now
declared to be a "commercial idea".133>
T h e product of the capitalist production process is neither a
mere product (a use value) nor is it a mere commodity, i.e. a product
that has an exchange value. T h e specific product of this process is
rather surplus value. T h e product is commodities which possess
more exchange value, i.e. represent more labour, than was
advanced to produce them, in the form of money or commodities.
T h e labour process appears in the capitalist production process
merely as a means, while the valorisation process, or the production of
surplus value, appears as the goal. As soon as the political
economist becomes aware of this, capital starts to be defined as
wealth which is employed in production in order to make a
"profit". 134 '
We have seen 226 that the conversion of money into capital can
be divided into two independent processes, which belong to quite
distinct spheres and exist in isolation from each other. T h e first
process belongs to the sphere of the circulation of commodities and
therefore takes place on the commodity market. It is the sale and
purchase of labour capacity. T h e second process is the consumption of
l31
> J. B. Say, I.e. [Traité d'économie politique..., 3rd ed., Paris, 1817], Vol. II,
p. 429, note. When Carey says *" Capital ... all articles possessing exchangeable
value" * (H. C. Carey, Principles of Political Economy, PART I, Philadelphia, 1837,
p. 294), this is to fall back into the explanation of capital already mentioned in
Chapter I a : *"Capital—is commodities",* 11 an explanation which refers only to the
way capital appears in the circulation process.
132
> Sismondi, Nouveaux principes etc., Vol. I, p. 89.
133) "Capital is a commercial idea" (Sismondi, Etudes etc., Vol. 2, p. 273). c
134) *" Capital. That portion of the stock of a country which is kept or employed
with a view to profit in the production and distribution of wealth" * (T. R. Malthus, Definitions in Political Economy. NEW EDITION etc. BY John Cazenove, London,
1853, p. 10). "Capital is that part of WEALTH which is EMPLOYED in production and
* generally for the purpose of obtaining profit" * (Th. Chalmers, On Political Economy
etc., 2nd ed., Glasgow, 1832, [p.] 75).
a
This refers to a part of the 1863-64 manuscript which has not reached us. Cf.
K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Part II, Ch. IV (present edition, Vol. 35).— Ed.
b
J. Mill, Elements of Political Economy, London, 1821, p. 74.— Ed.
1
Marx quotes in French.— Ed.
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the labour capacity that has been purchased, or the production process
itself. In the first process, the capitalist and the worker confront
each other only as money and commodity owners, and their
transaction, like all transactions between buyers and sellers, is an
exchange of equivalents. In the second process, the worker
appears pro tempore
as a living component of capital itself,
and the category of exchange is entirely excluded here, since the
capitalist has appropriated for himself by purchase all the factors
of the production process, material as well as personal, before the
start of that process. But although the two processes exist alongside
each other independently, they condition each other. The first
introduces the second, and the second implements the first.
The first process, the sale and purchase of labour capacity, shows us
the worker and the capitalist solely as seller and buyer of the
commodity. What distinguishes the worker from other sellers of
commodities is only the specific nature, the specific use value of the
commodity he sells. But the particular use value of the commodities alters absolutely nothing in the determination of the
economic form of the transaction, it does not alter the fact that the
buyer represents money, and the seller a commodity. Hence in
order to prove that the relation between the capitalist and the
worker is nothing but a relation between commodity owners who
exchange money and commodities with each other for their
mutual advantage and by virtue of a free contract, it is sufficient
to isolate the first process and keep holding onto its formal
character. This simple conjuring trick is hardly witchcraft, but it
forms the whole of vulgar political economy's stock of wisdom.
We have seen 227 that the capitalist must convert his money not
just into labour capacity but into the objective factors of the labour
process, the means of production. But if we look at capital as a
whole, on one side, i.e. the totality of buyers of labour capacity, on
one side, and the totality of sellers of labour capacity, the totality
of workers, on the other, we see that the worker' is compelled to
sell, instead of a commodity, his own labour capacity as a
commodity, because he is confronted on the other side by the
whole of the means of production, by the whole of the objective
conditions of labour, as well as by the whole of the means of
subsistence, money, means of production and [469e] means of
subsistence as alien property, hence because the worker is
confronted by all the objective wealth as the property of the owners of
commodities. It is presupposed that he works as a non-owner and
that the conditions of his labour confront him as alien property. The
fact that capitalist No. I_ is a money owner, and buys means of
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production from capitalist No. II, who owns means of production,
while the worker buys means of subsistence from capitalist No. I l l
with money received from capitalist No. I, makes absolutely no
change in the circumstance that capitalists Nos. I, II and III are,
taken together, in exclusive possession of money, means of
production, and means of subsistence. Human beings can only live
in so far as they produce their means of subsistence, and they can
only produce means of subsistence, in so far as they find
themselves in possession of means of production, in possession of
the objective conditions of labour. It is therefore apparent from
the outset that the worker, who is denuded of the means of
production, is denuded of the means of subsistence, just as,
conversely, a person who is denuded of means of subsistence will
be unable to create any means of production. Hence what stamps
money or commodities with the character of capital from the outset,
even in the first process, before they have actually been converted
into capital, is neither their nature as money nor their nature as
commodities, nor is it the material use value these commodities
have of serving as means of subsistence and means of production,
but the circumstance that this money and these commodities, these
means of production and subsistence, confront labour capacity
which has been denuded of all objective wealth as independent
powers, personified in those who own them. T h e material
conditions necessary for the realisation of labour are therefore
themselves alienated from the worker, and appear rather as fetishes
endowed with a will and a soul of their own, and commodities
figure as the buyers of persons. T h e buyer of labour capacity is only
the personification of objectified labour, which gives up part of
itself to the worker, in the form of means of subsistence, in order
to incorporate living labour capacity into its other part, and
through this incorporation to preserve itself as a whole and grow
beyond its original measure. It is not a case of the worker buying
means of subsistence and means of production, but of the means
of subsistence buying the worker, in order to incorporate him into
the means of production.
The means of subsistence are a particular material form of
existence in which capital confronts the worker before he
appropriates them through the sale of his labour capacity. But
when the production process begins, labour capacity has already
been sold, and the means of subsistence have therefore been
transferred, at least de jure, into the worker's consumption fund.
These means of subsistence do not form an element in the labour
process, for apart from working labour capacity the labour process
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presupposes nothing more than the material and means of labour.
T h e worker must in reality preserve his labour capacity through
his means of subsistence, but this private consumption of his,
which is at the same time the reproduction of his labour capacity,
falls outside the commodity's production process. It is possible in
capitalist production for the whole of the worker's disposable time
to be in fact absorbed by capital, and hence for the consumption
of the means of subsistence in fact to appear as a mere incident of
the labour process itself, just as does the consumption of coal by a
steam engine, of oil by a wheel or of hay by a horse; or the whole
private consumption of a working slave. It is in this sense that e.g.
Ricardo (see above, note 127 a ) enumerates "food and clothing"
alongside raw materials, tools, etc., as things which give "EFFECT TO
LABOUR" and therefore serve as "capital" in the labour process. But
[469f] however things may turn out in fact, when the free worker
consumes the means of subsistence they are commodities he has
bought. As soon as they pass into his hands, and therefore all the
more so as soon as they have been consumed by him, they cease to
be capital. They therefore do not constitute any part of the
material elements in which capital appears in the direct production
process, although they do constitute the material form of existence of
the variable capital which figures on the market, within the sphere of
circulation, as the buyer of labour capacity.135'
When a capitalist converts 400 thalers out of 500 into means of
production and lays out 100 for the purchase of labour capacity,
those 100 thalers form his variable capital. With them the workers
buy means of subsistence, either from the same capitalist or from
others. T h e 100 thalers are only the monetary form of these means
of subsistence, which therefore in fact form the material content of
the variable capital. T h e variable capital no longer exists within the
direct production process in the monetary form or the commodity
form; it exists in the form of the living labour which it has
appropriated by buying labour capacity. And it is only through
this conversion of variable capital into labour that the quantity of
value advanced in money or commodities is converted at all into
135) This is the correct point which lies at the basis of Rossi's polemic against
including the means of subsistence among the components of productive capital.
But we shall see in a later chapter how incorrectly he conceives the matter, and the
degree of confusion he argues himself into in consequence of this.
a

See this volume, pp. 404-05.—Ed.
P. [L. E.] Rossi, Cours d'économie politique. Année 1836-1837. In: Cours d'économie
politique, Brussels, 1843. See also present edition, Vol. 28, pp. 510-14, Vol. 30,
pp. 141, 145-51,and Vol. 31, pp. 189-95.— Ed.
b
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capital. Hence although the sale and purchase of labour capacity, by
which the conversion of a part of the capital into variable capital is
conditioned, is a process which precedes the direct production process,
and is separate from and independent of it, it forms the absolute
foundation for the capitalist production process and it forms a
moment of this production process itself, when we consider the
latter as a whole and not only at the moment of the direct
production of commodities. Objective wealth is converted into
capital solely because the worker sells his labour capacity in order
to live. T h e objects which are the objective conditions of labour,
hence the means of production, and the objects which are the
objective conditions for the preservation of the worker himself,
hence the means of subsistence, only become capital when faced with
wage labour. Capital is no more a thing than money is. In capital, as
in money, definite social relations of production between persons are
expressed as the relations of things to persons, or definite social
connections appear as social characteristics belonging naturally to
things. As soon as the individuals confront each other as free
persons, there is no production of surplus value without a wage
system. Without the production of surplus value there is no
capitalist production, hence no capital and no capitalist! Capital
arid wage labour (this is what we call the labour of the worker who
sells his own labour capacity) merely express two factors in the
same relation. Money cannot become capital without being
exchanged for labour capacity as a commodity sold by the worker
himself. Labour, on the other hand, can only appear as wage
labour when its own objective conditions meet it as egoistical
powers, as alien property, value existing for itself and holding fast
to itself, in short as capital. So if capital can only consist from the
material point of view—or from the point of view of the use
values in which it exists—of the objective conditions of labour
itself, these objective conditions must from the formal point of
view confront labour as alien, independent powers, as value—
objectified labour—to which living labour is the mere means of its
own preservation and expansion. Wage labour, or the wage
system, is therefore a necessary social form of labour for capitalist
production, just as capital, potentiated value, is a necessary social
form which the objective conditions of labour must assume for the
labour to be wage labour. Wage labour is therefore a necessary
condition for the formation of capital, and it remains the
constantly necessary presupposition for capitalist production. So
although the first process, the exchange of money for labour
capacity, or the sale of labour capacity, does not enter as such into
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the direct production process, it does in contrast enter into the
production of the relation as a whole.136'
The first process, the sale and purchase of labour capacity,
presupposes that the means of production and the means of
subsistence have achieved independence vis-à-vis the real worker,
and therefore presupposes personified means of production and
subsistence, which conclude contracts as buyers with the workers as
sellers. If we now pass from this process, which occurs in the sphere
of circulation, on the commodity market, to the direct production process
itself, we find that the latter is above all a labour process. In the
labour process the worker enters as worker into a normal, active
relation to the means of production, determined by the nature
and purpose of the labour itself. He appropriates the means of
production and treats them merely as the means and material of
his labour. The independent existence of these means of
production, to which [469g] they held fast, and their self-willed
character, their separation from labour, are now in fact superseded.
The objective conditions of labour step forth in their normal unity
with labour, as the mere material for, and the organs of, labour's
creative functioning. T h e worker treats the hide he is tanning as
merely the object on which his creative activity is exerted, not as
capital. He does not tan the capitalist's hide. 137 ' T o the extent that
the production process is simply a labour process, the worker
136) One can therefore conclude from this what an F. Bastiat understands of
the essence of capitalist production when he declares the wage system to be a
formality, external to capitalist production and irrelevant to it, and makes the
discovery "that it is not the form of the remuneration which creates this dependence
for him" (for the worker) (Harmonies économiques, Paris, 1851, [p.] 378). a This is a
discovery—as well as being a misunderstood piece of plagiarism from genuine
political economists—worthy of the eloquent ignoramus who also discovered, in the
same work, hence in 1851, that "what is still more decisive and unmistakable is the
disappearance of the great industrial crises in England" ([p.] 396). a Although F. Bastiat
had decreed the removal of great crises from England in 1851, that country again
enjoyed a great crisis in 1857, and only avoided another industrial crisis of
previously unimagined extent in 1861 because of the outbreak of the American
Civil War; one can read this even in the official reports of the English Chambers of
Commerce. 2 2 8
137) "We see further from the explanations of the economist himself that, in the
process of production, capital, the result of labour, is immediately transformed again
into the substratum, into the material of labour; and that therefore the
momentarily postulated separation of capital from labour is immediately superseded by
the unity of both" (F. Engels, [Outlines of a Critique of Political Economy. In:]
Deulsch-l''mtizö.u.sr/ie Jahrbücher, c l c |Paris. 1844,] p. 99'].''
a
b

Marx quotes in French.— Ed.
See present edition, Vol. 3, p. 430.— Ed.
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consumes the means of production in this process simply as means
of subsistence of labour. But to the extent that the production
process is at the same time a valorisation process, the capitalist
consumes the worker's labour capacity in it, or appropriates living
labour as the life-blood of capital. The raw material, the object of
labour, in general, serves only to soak up alien labour, and the
instrument of labour serves only as a duct, a conduit, for this
process of absorption. Through the incorporation of living labour
capacity into the objective components of capital, the latter
becomes a monster endowed with life, and begins to function "as
though it had love in its bosom". 3 Since labour creates value solely
in a particular useful form, and since every specific useful kind of
labour requires material and means of labour which possess a
specific use value, [e.g.] spindles and cotton, etc., for the labour of
spinning, anvil, hammer and iron for the labour of the smith, and
so on, the labour can only be absorbed in so far as capital takes on
the shape of the specific means of production required for
particular labour processes, and only in this shape can capital
absorb living labour. Here, therefore, one sees why the material
elements of the labour process are seen as capital on account of
their material characteristics by the capitalist, the worker and the
political economist, the last-mentioned being capable of thinking of
the labour process only as a labour process appropriated by
capital. One also sees why the political economist is incapable of
separating their material existence, as simply factors of the labour
process, from the social quality attaching to them, which makes
them into capital. He cannot do this because in reality the same
identical labour process which the means of production serve
through their material characteristics as mere means of subsistence
of labour, converts those means of production into mere means
for the absorption of labour. The worker makes use of the means
of production in the labour process, considered in isolation. But in
the labour process which is at the same time a capitalist production
process the means of production make use of the worker, with the
result that labour appears only as a means whereby a certain
amount of value, hence a certain amount of objectified labour,
absorbs living labour in order to preserve and increase itself. Thus
the labour process appears as a process of the self-valorisation of
objectified labour by means of living labour. 138 ' Capital employs the
138) «"Labour is the agency by which c a p i t a l is made productive of ...
profit"* (John Wade, I.e. [History of the Middle and Working Classes...], p. 161). "In
a

Goethe, Faust, Part I, "Auerbach's Cellar in Leipzig".— Ed.
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worker, not the worker capital, and it is only things which employ the
worker and therefore, in the shape of the capitalist, possess
selfhood, and a consciousness and will of their own, which are
capital.139) In so far as the labour process is merely the means and
the real form of the valorisation process, hence in so far as it is a
process which consists in the objectification in commodities of a
surplus of unpaid labour, surplus value, over and above the labour
which was objectified in wages, hence in the production of surplus
value, the essential point of this whole process is the exchange of
objectified labour with living labour, the exchange of less objectified
labour for more living labour. In the process of exchange itself, a
quantity of labour objectified in money as a commodity is
exchanged for a quantity of labour of equal magnitude, objectified
in living labour capacity. [469h] In line with the law of value
governing the exchange of commodities, equivalents are exchanged, equal quantities of objectified labour, although one
quantity is objectified in a thing, the other in a living person.
However, this exchange only introduces the production process, by
means of which more labour is in fact obtained in living form than
was expended in objectified form. T h e great merit of classical
bourgeois society, living labour is but a means to increase accumulated labour"
([K. Marx and F. Engels,] Manifest der Kommunistischen Partei, 1848, p. 12 a ).
J 39) T h e particular economic character of the means of subsistence, that they buy
workers, or the character of the means of production, such as leather and lasts, that
they employ journeymen cobblers, this inverted relation between thing and person,
hence their capitalist character, is so inseparably bound up with the material
character of the elements of production in the system of capitalist production, and
therefore in the imagination of the political economists, that Ricardo, for example,
despite regarding it as necessary to give a more precise characterisation of the
material elements of capital, employs without further reservations or further
remarks, as self-evident, the economically correct expressions "CAPITAL, OR THE
MEANS OF EMPLOYING

LABOUR"

( h e n c e n o t "MEANS

EMPLOYED BY LABOUR" b u t "MEANS

OF EMPLOYING LABOUR") (I.e. [On the Principles of Political Economy, and Taxation],
p. 92), "QUANTITY OF LABOUR EMPLOYED BY A CAPITAL" (ibid., p. 419), and
"THE
FUND WHICH IS T O EMPLOY T H E M " ( T H E LABOURERS) ( p . 2 5 2 ) , e t c . H o w c o u l d o n e

have explained to an ancient Greek or Roman such expressions as "THOUGH THE
EXISTING

MASS OF COMMODITIES

SHOULD

COMMAND

LESS LABOUR

T H A N BEFORE, e t c . "

(An Inquiry into those Principles, respecting the Nature of Demand etc., p. 60), where the
commodity's command over labour is directly referred to? In the present-day
German language, too, the capitalist, the personification of the things which take
labour, is called "the giver of labour" [Arbeitsgeber] and the actual worker, who gives
labour, is called "the taker of labour" [Arbeitsnehmer]. "In bourgeois society capital is
independent and has individuality, while the living person is dependent and has no
individuality" ([K. Marx and F. Engels,] Manifest der Kommunistischen Partei, l.c.a).
a

See present edition, Vol. 6, p. 499.— Ed.
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political economy is therefore that it presented the whole
production process as a process of this kind between objectified
labour and living labour, and hence it presented capital, as opposed
to living labour, solely as objectified labour, i.e. as value which
valorises itself by means of living labour. Classical political
economy's deficiencies here are firstly that it was incapable of
demonstrating how this exchange of more living labour for less
objectified labour fits in with the law of the exchange of commodities,
the determination of the values of commodities by labour time,
and secondly, therefore, that it directly lumped together the
exchange of a definite quantity of objectified labour for labour
capacity in the circulation process with the absorption of living
labour in the production process by the objectified labour which is
present in the shape of means of production. It lumps together
the process of exchange between variable capital and labour capacity
with the process of the absorption of living labour by constant
capital. This deficiency too arises from classical political economy's
"capitalist" prejudices, because the capitalist himself, who only
pays for labour after it has been performed, regards the exchange
of a small quantity of objectified labour for a large quantity of
living labour as one single unmediated process. Hence if the modern
political economist counterposes capital, as objectified labour, to
living labour, he understands by objectified labour not the products
of labour in the sense in which they possess a use value and are the
embodiment of particular useful acts of labour, but in the sense in
which they are the material expression of a particular quantity of
general social labour, hence are value, money, which valorises itself
by appropriating alien living labour. This appropriation is
mediated by the exchange between variable capital and labour
capacity, which takes place on the commodity market, but is only
completed in the real production process. 140 '
140
> Direct labour and objectified labour, present and past labour, living and
hoarded labour, etc., are therefore forms in which the political economists express
the relation between capital and labour.
*"Labour and Capital ... the one immediate labour, ... the other hoarded
labour"* (James Mill, Elements of Political Economy, London, 1821, p. 75).
*"Antecedent labour (capital) ... present labour"* (E. G. Wakefield, in his edition of
Adam Smith [An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations], Vol. I,
London, 1835, p. 231, note). *"Accumulated labour (capital) ... immediate labour"*
(Torrens, I.e. [An Essay on the Production of Wealth..., London, 1821], C H . I [p. 31]).
* *'Labour and Capital, that is, accumulated labour"* (Ricardo, I.e. [On the
Principles of Political Economy, and Taxation], p. 499).
* "The specific advances of the capitalists do not consist of cloth"* (or of any
use values at all), * "but of labour" * (Malthus, The Measure of Value etc., London,
1823, p. 17).
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T h e subordination of the labour process to capital does not at
first change the real mode of production in any way, and its only
practical effect is as follows: the worker comes under the
command, the direction, and the overall supervision of the
capitalist, only in relation to his labour which belongs to capital, of
course. The capitalist takes care that the worker wastes no time,
and e.g. produces every hour the product of an hour's labour,
employing only the average amount of labour time necessary to
produce the product. To the extent that the capital-relation
dominates production, and the worker therefore constantly
appears on the market as a seller and the capitalist as a buyer, the
labour process is itself by and large continuous and not interrupted, as it would be if the worker, as an independent producer
of commodities, depended on the sale [469i] of his commodities to
individual customers, since the minimum amount of capital must
be large enough to employ the worker continuously and wait for
the sale of the commodities.141* Finally, the capitalist compels the
"Just as everyone is forced to consume before he produces, the poor worker
finds himself dependent upon the rich man, and can neither live nor work without
obtaining from him existing produce and commodities, in exchange for those he
promises to produce by his own labour... To make him" // i.e. the rich man //
"consent to this, it was necessary to agree that whenever labour already performed
was exchanged for labour yet to be done, the latter would have a higher value than
the former" (Sismondi, De la richesse commerciale, Vol. I, Geneva, 1803, pp. 36,
37). a
Mr. W. Roscher, who evidently has no idea of what the English political
economists are saying, and apart from this inopportunely recalls that Senior has
baptised capital "ABSTINENCE",
makes the following grammatically "acute" professorial observation: " T he school of Ricardo is also accustomed to subsume capital
under the concept of labour, as 'hoarded labour'. This is clumsy, because after all (!)
the owner of capital has even so (!) done more (!) than merely (!) produce (!) and
preserve it (!); namely he has abstained from enjoying it himself, in return for which
he demands e.g. interest" (W. Roscher, I.e. [Die Grundlagen der Nationalökonomie...,
1858, p. 82]). b
141) * "jf ; n t n e p r o g r e s s 0 f time a change takes place in their economical
position" * (i.e. the * workmen's), "if they become the workmen of a capitalist who
advances their wages beforehand, two things take place. First, they can now labour
continuously; and, secondly, an agent is provided, whose office and whose interest
it will be, to see that they do labour continuously... Here, then, is an increased
continuity in the labour of all this class of persons. They labour daily from
morning to night, and are not interrupted by waiting for or seeking the customer...
But the continuity of labour, thus made possible, is secured and improved by the
superintendence of the capitalist. He has advanced their wages; he is to receive the
products of their labour. It is his interest and his privilege to see that they do not
a
b

Marx quotes in French.— Ed.
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worker to prolong the duration of the labour process as far as
possible beyond the limits of the labour time necessary for the
reproduction of the wage, for this surplus of labour is precisely
what provides the capitalist with surplus valued
Just as the owner of commodities is only interested in the use
value of the commodity as the vehicle of its exchange value, so the
capitalist is only interested in the labour process as the vehicle and
instrument of the valorisation process. Within the production
process top—in so far as it is a valorisation process—the means of
production continue to be simply monetary values, for which the
particular material shape, the particular use value, in which this
exchange value is expressed is a matter of indifference, just as
labour itself does not count within the production process as
productive activity of a particular useful character, but as the
substance that creates value, as social labour in general which is
being objectified, and of which the only interesting aspect is its
quantity. For capital, therefore, every particular sphere of production counts only as a particular sphere in which money is invested
in order to make more money, in order to preserve and increase
existing value or to appropriate surplus labour. The labour process
is different, and therefore the factors of the labour process are
different, in every individual sphere of production. One cannot
make any boots with spindles, cotton, and spinners. But the
investment of capital in one or the other sphere of production, the
division of the total capital of society between the various spheres
labour interruptedly or dilatorily"* (R.Jones, I.e. [Text-book of Lectures on the
Political Economy of Nations..., Hertford, 1852], p. 38 sqq. passim).
142
> "An axiom generally admitted by economists is that all labour must leave a
surplus. In my opinion this proposition is universally and absolutely true: it is the
corollary of the law of proportion" (!), "which may be regarded as the summary of
the whole of economic science. But, if the economists will permit me to say so, the
principle that all labour must leave a surplus is meaningless according to their theory,
and is not susceptible of any demonstration" (Proudhon, [Système des contradictions
économiques, ou] Philosophie de la misère [Vol. I, Paris, 1846, p. 73]). a I have shown
in my work Misère de la philosophie. Réponse à la philosophie de la misère de
M. Proudhon, Paris, 1847, pp. 76-9 l, b that Mr. Proudhon does not have the
slightest idea of the nature of this "surplus of labour", which is in fact the surplus
product in which the surplus labour or unpaid labour of the worker is expressed.
Since he finds that all labour in fact produces a "surplus" of this kind in capitalist
production, he endeavours to explain this fact by calling upon some sort of
mysterious natural quality in labour, and to escape from his embarrassment by
using such sesquepedalia verba0 as "corollary of the law of proportion", etc. 229
Ed.

a

Here and further in this passage Marx quotes from Proudhon in French.—

b

See present edition, Vol. 6, pp. 152-60.— Ed.
Bombastic, meaningless and long-winded expressions.— Ed.
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of production, and finally the degree to which capital migrates
from one sphere of production to another, are all determined by
the changing proportions in which society requires the products of
these particular spheres of production, i.e. the use value of the
commodities they produce; for although only the exchange value
of a commodity is paid, it is never bought for any other reason
than its use value.
But capital is in and for itself indifferent towards the specificity
of every sphere of production, and where it is invested, how it is
invested, and to what extent it passes from one sphere of
production into another, or its distribution between the various
spheres of production alters, is determined solely by the greater or
lesser difficulty experienced in selling the commodities produced
by one or the other sphere of production. In reality this fluidity of
capital is slowed down by frictions, which we do not need to
consider here any further. But on the one hand, as we shall see
later, it creates means of overcoming these frictions, in so far as
they arise solely from the nature of the relation of production
itself, and on the other hand the development of the mode of
production peculiar to capital removes all legal and extraeconomic obstacles to its free movement in the various spheres of
production. Above all it overturns all the 'legal or traditional
barriers preventing it from buying whatever kind of labour
capacity it thinks fit, or appropriating any kind of labour at all at
its good pleasure. Furthermore, although labour capacity possesses
a particular shape in every particular sphere of production, as the
capacity for spinning, shoemaking, blacksmithing, etc., although,
in short, every particular sphere of production requires a labour
capacity which has developed in a particular direction, a specialised
labour capacity, that fluidity of capital, its indifference towards the
particular character of the labour [469k] process it is appropriating, presupposes the same fluidity or versatility in labour, hence in
the ability of the worker to employ his labour capacity. We shall
see that the capitalist mode of production itself creates these
economic obstacles to its own tendency, but it removes all legal
and extra-economic obstacles to the versatility we are discussing. 43)
Just as capital, as self-valorising value, is indifferent to the
particular material shape in which it appears in the labour process,
whether as steam engine, manure heap or silk, so the worker is
indifferent to the particular content of his labour. His labour
143) * "Every man, if not restrained by law, would pass from one employment
to another, as the various turns in trade should require"* (Considerations
Concerning Taking Off the Bounty on Corn Exported etc., London, 1753, [p.] 4).
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belongs to capital, it is merely the use value of the commodity he
has sold, and he has only sold it in order to appropriate to himself
money, and, with that money, the means of subsistence. He is only
interested in changes in the kind of labour [needed] because every
particular kind of labour demands a different development of
labour capacity. While his indifference towards the particular
content of his labour does not provide him with the ability to
change his labour capacity to order, he shows this indifference by
throwing his replacements, the succeeding generation, from one
branch of labour to the other according to the requirements of the
market. T h e higher the development of capitalist production in
a country, the greater the demand for versatility in labour
capacity, the more indifferent the worker is towards the particular
content of his labour, and the greater the fluidity of capital's
movement from one sphere of production to another. Classical
political economy presupposes as axioms the versatility of labour
capacity and the fluidity of capital, and justifiably so to the extent
that this is the tendency of the capitalist mode of production,
which asserts itself ruthlessly despite all obstacles, which are for
the most part created by capitalist production itself. In order to
present the laws of political economy in their purity, abstraction is
made from these frictions, just as in pure mechanics abstraction is
made from particular frictions which have to be overcome in each
particular case of its application. 144 '
Although the capitalist and the worker only confront each other
144
> Nowhere is the fluidity of capital, the versatility of labour and the
indifference of the worker towards the content of his labour more clearly apparent
than in the United States of North America. In Europe, and even in England,
capitalist production continues to be haunted and falsified by feudal reminiscences.
T h e fact that e.g. baking, shoemaking, etc., are only now starting to be carried on
in the capitalist fashion in England, is entirely due to the circumstance that English
capital had feudal prejudices about "respectability". It was "respectable" to sell
Negroes into slavery, but it wasn't "respectable" to make sausages, boots or bread.
All the machinery which subordinates the "disreputable" European branches of
business to the capitalist mode of production therefore originates from the United
States. On the other hand, people are nowhere as indifferent to the kind of labour
they perform as in the United States; nowhere else are people so aware that their
labour always delivers the same product, money, and nowhere else do people pass
with the same nonchalance through the most disparate branches of labour. This
"versatility" of labour capacity therefore appears here as a completely distinct
quality of the free worker in contrast to the working slave, whose labour capacity is
fixed, and can only be employed in the locally traditional manner. * "Slave labour
is eminently defective in point of versatility... if tobacco be cultivated, tobacco
becomes the sole staple, and tobacco is produced whatever be the state of the
market, and whatever be the condition of the soil" * (Cairnes, I.e., [The Slave Power:
Its Character, Career, and Probable Designs..., London, 1862, pp.] 46, 47).
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on the market as buyer, money, and seller, commodity, this relation
has from the outset a characteristic coloration owing to the
peculiar content of the transaction; the more so, in that the
capitalist mode of production presupposes that the presence of
both sides on the market in the same antithetical determination is
constantly repeated, or is a constant one. If we consider the
relation of commodity owners as such on the market, we see the
same commodity owner appear alternately as seller and buyer of
commodities. The fact that two commodity owners are distinguished from each other as buyers and sellers is only a constantly
disappearing difference, in that all alternately play the same roles
towards each other in the sphere of circulation. Admittedly, the
worker too becomes a buyer, after he has sold his labour capacity,
converted it into money, and he is now confronted by the
capitalists as mere sellers of commodities. But in his hands the
money is only a means of circulation. On the actual commodity
market the worker is in fact only distinguished as a buyer from the
commodity owner as a seller, just like everyone else who possesses
money. But on the labour market it is different: here money always
confronts him as the money form of capital, and therefore the
money owner confronts him as capital personified, a capitalist, just
as for his part the worker confronts the money owner as [4691]
merely the personification of labour capacity, and therefore of
labour, as a worker.
" T h e relation of the manufacturer to his operatives is ... purely economic. T h e
manufacturer is 'Capital', the operative 'Labour'." 145>

It is not a mere buyer and a mere seller who face each other, it
is a capitalist and a worker, who face each other in the sphere of
circulation, on the market, as buyer and seller. Their relation as
capitalist and worker is the presupposition for their relation as
buyer and seller. This is not, as with other sellers of commodities, a
relation that arises absolutely from the nature of the commodity
itself, such as that no one directly produces products for his own
needs, but rather that everyone produces a particular product as a
commodity, and then through selling it appropriates the products
of others. What we are dealing with here is not the social division
of labour and independent position of the different branches of
labour vis-à-vis each other which makes e.g. the shoemaker into a
seller of boots and a buyer of leather or bread. It is rather the
145

> F. Engels, [Die] Lage der arbeitenden Klasse etc., [Leipzig, 1845,] p. 329. a

a

See present edition, Vol. 4,> p. 563.— Ed.
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division of the associated elements of the production process themselves, and their achievement of an independent position vis-à-vis each
other, which proceeds as far as their reciprocal personification.
This is what makes money, as the general form of objectified labour,
into a buyer of labour capacity, of the living source of exchange
value and therefore of wealth. Real wealth, which is money, if seen
from the point of view of exchange value, and the means of
subsistence and the means of production, if seen from the point of
view of use value, confronts the worker, the potentiality of wealth,
i.e. labour capacity, as one person confronting another person.
[469m] Since surplus value is the specific product of the
production process, its product is not only the commodity but
capital. Labour is converted into capital within the production
process. T h e functioning of labour capacity, i.e. labour, objectifies
itself in the production process, and thus becomes value, but since
the labour ceases to belong to the worker even before it starts,
what is objectified for the worker is the objectification of alien labour,
and therefore value independently confronting labour capacity,
capital. T h e product belongs to the capitalist, and it represents
capital vis-à-vis the worker just as much as the elements of
production do. On the other hand, existing value—or money—
only genuinely becomes capital, firstly, by presenting itself as
self-valorising value, value in process (and it does present itself as
such in that the functioning of labour capacity, labour, takes effect
within the production process as energy incorporated into it, and
belonging to it), and, secondly, by distinguishing itself as surplus
value from itself as value originally pre-posited, which is in turn a
result of the objectification of surplus labour.
In the production process, labour becomes objectified labour as
opposed to living labour capacity, i.e. it becomes capital; a second
result of this absorption and appropriation of labour in the
production process is that the value pre-posited becomes value in
process, and therefore value which creates a surplus value distinct
from itself. Only through the conversion of labour into capital
during the production process is the pre-posited quantity of value,
which was only cVuvctpxi a capital, realised as actual capital.146*
146) "They" (the workers) "exchange their labour" (this should read "their
labour capacity") "for corn" // i.e. the means of subsistence //. "This becomes their
income" //i.e. falls to their share as individual consumption// "...whereas their
labour has become capital for their master" (Sismondi, Nouveaux principes
[d'économie politique...], Vol. I, p. 90). " T h e workers, giving their labour in exchange,
convert it [the product] into capital" (I.e., p. 105).
a

Potentially.— Ed.
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[469] There is one further remark to be made about value or
money as objectification of general average social labour: the
labour of spinning, for example, may in itself stand above or below
the level of average social labour. I.e. a given quantity of spinning
labour may be equal to, greater than, or less than, the same
quantity of average social labour, e.g. labour time of the same
magnitude (length), objectified in a given quantity of money. But
if the labour of spinning is performed with the degree of intensity
normal in its sphere, hence if the amount of labour employed in
yarn manufactured in the course of an hour = the normal quantity
of yarn an hour of spinning labour provides on an average under
the given social conditions, the labour objectified in the yarn will
be socially necessary labour. As such it has a quantitatively
determined relation to the average social labour in general which
serves as a yardstick, representing accordingly a quantity of the
latter, which can be the same, greater or smaller. It therefore itself
expresses a definite quantity of average social labour.
Formal Subsumption of Labour under Capital
T h e labour process becomes the instrument of the valorisation
process, of the process of capital's self-valorisation—the process of
the creation of surplus value. The labour process is subsumed
under capital (it is capital's own process) and the capitalist enters
the process as its conductor, its director; for him it is at the same
time directly a process of the exploitation of alien labour. I call
this the formal subsumption of labour under capital. It is the general
form of any capitalist production process; but at the same time it
is a particular form alongside the developed mode of production
which is specifically capitalist, because the second involves the first,
but the first by no means necessarily involves the second.
[470] T h e production process has become the process of capital
itself. It is a process which proceeds with the factors of the labour
process, into which the capitalist's money has been converted, and
which proceeds under his direction, and with the purpose of using
money to make more money.
When the peasant who previously produced independently for
himself becomes a day labourer working for a farmer; when the
hierarchical structure valid for the mode of production of the
guild type disappears, to be replaced by the simple antithesis
between the capitalist and the handicraftsman who is set to work
for him as a wage labourer; when the man who was previously a
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slaveholder employs his former slaves as wage labourers, etc.,
production processes with a different social determination are
thereby converted into the production process of capital. With
this, there occur the changes discussed earlier. T h e previously
independent peasant becomes, as a factor in the production
process, dependent on the capitalist, who directs that process; his
very employment depends on a contract he has concluded in
advance as a commodity owner (an owner of labour power) with
the capitalist as a money owner. T h e slave ceases to be an
instrument of production belonging to the employer of that
instrument. The relation between master and journeyman vanishes. T h e master stood towards the journeyman in the relation of
master of the craft. Now he relates to him merely as the owner of
capital, just as the journeyman now only confronts the master as a
seller of labour. Before the production process they all confront
each other as owners of commodities, having only a monetary
relation in common; within the production process, as personified
agents of the factors of that process. T h e capitalist functions as
"capital", the direct producer as "labour", and their relation is
determined by labour, as a mere factor in self-valorising capital.
Furthermore, the capitalist takes care that the labour possesses
the normal level of quality and intensity, and he prolongs the
labour process as much as possible, since the amount of surplus
value produced by it thereby increases. There is a growth in the
continuity of labour when the producers, instead of being
dependent as previously on individual customers, no longer have
any commodities to sell, but possess a permanent paymaster in the
shape of the capitalist.
T h e mystification inherent in the capital-relation also enters the
picture. Labour's power of preserving value appears as capital's
power of self-preservation, labour's power of creating value
appears as capital's power of self-valorisation, and altogether, in
line with the concept, objectified labour appears as the employer of
living labour.
Despite all this, the CHANGE indicated does not mean that an
essential change takes place from the outset in the real way in
which the labour process is carried on, in the real production
process. On the contrary, it is in the nature of the matter that
where a subsumption of the labour process under capital takes
place it occurs on the basis of an existing labour process, which was
there before its subsumption under capital, and was formed on
the basis of various earlier processes of production and other
conditions of production. Capital thus subsumes under itself a
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given, existing labour process, such as handicraft labour, the mode of
agriculture corresponding to small-scale independent peasant
farming. If changes take place in these traditional labour processes
which have been brought under the command of capital, these
modifications can only be the gradual consequences of the
subsumption of given, traditional labour processes under capital,
which has already occurred. T h e fact that the labour becomes
more intensive, or the duration of the labour process is prolonged,
that the labour becomes more continuous and more systematic
under the eyes of the interested capitalist, etc., none of these
things changes the character of the real labour process itself, the
real mode of labour. This therefore forms a great contrast to the
specifically capitalist mode of production (labour on a large scale,
etc.) which, as has been shown, takes shape as capitalist production
progresses, and which revolutionises the kind of labour done and
the real mode of the entire labour process, simultaneously with the
relations between the various agents of production. It is in order
to mark the contrast with the latter mode of the labour process
that we call the subsumption of the labour process under capital
examined so far 230 —which is the subsumption under capital of a
mode of labour already developed before the emergence of the
capital-relation — the formal subsumption of labour under capital. The
capital-relation is a relation of compulsion, the aim of which is to
extract surplus labour by prolonging labour time—it is a relation
of compulsion which does not rest on any personal relations of
domination and dependence, but simply arises out of the
difference in economic functions. This capital-relation as a relation
of compulsion is common to both modes of production, but the
specifically capitalist mode of production also possesses other ways
of extracting surplus value. If, in contrast to this, the basis is an
existing mode of labour, hence a given level of development of the
productive power of labour and a mode of labour which
corresponds to this productive power, surplus value can only be
created by prolonging labour time, hence in the manner of absolute
surplus value. Therefore, where this is the sole form of production
of surplus value, we have the formal subsumption of labour under
capital.
[471] T h e general moments of the labour process, as presented
in CHAPTER II, 231 thus e.g. the diremption placing the objective
conditions of labour—the material and means of labour—on one
side, and the living activity of the worker himself, etc., on the
other, are determinations independent of whatever is the historical
and specifically the social character of the production process, and
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they remain equally true for all possible forms of development of
the latter; they are in fact the unalterable natural conditions of
human labour. This is strikingly demonstrated straight away by
the fact that they are valid for human beings working independently, producing, not in an exchange with society, but only in an
exchange with nature, such as Robinson Crusoe, etc. They are
therefore in fact absolute determinants of human labour altogether, once human beings have worked their way out of their
purely animal character.
What from the outset distinguishes the labour process subsumed
under capital, even when it is only formally subsumed, and what
distinguishes it more and more, even on the basis of the old,
traditional mode of labour, is the scale on which it is carried on,
hence on the one hand the extent of the means of production
advanced, and on the other hand the number of workers under
the control of the same EMPLOYER. What appears as a maximum on
the basis of e.g. the handicraft mode of production (e.g. with
regard to the number of journeymen) hardly even forms a
minimum for the capital-relation. For in fact the latter can hardly
enter the picture more than nominally unless the capitalist
employs at least enough workers for the surplus value produced
by them to be sufficient to serve as income for his own private
consumption, and as a fund for accumulation, so that he himself is
exempted from direct labour and only works now as a capitalist, as
the overseer and director of the process, performing as it were the
function of capital engaged in its valorisation process and virtually
endowed with will and consciousness. And this expansion of the
scale of production forms the real basis on which the specifically
capitalist mode of production emerges, under otherwise favourable historical circumstances, such as those of the 16th century,
although it of course may appear sporadically at isolated points, not
as dominating over society, within earlier forms of society.
The distinguishing character of the formal subsumption of labour
under capital can be made most plain by comparison with situations
in which capital already exists in particular subordinate functions,
but not yet in its ruling function, the function in which it
determines the general form of society, as directly buying labour
and directly appropriating the production process. Usurers' capital,
for example, in so far as it advances raw material, instrument of
labour or even both, in the form of money, to the direct producer,
as e.g. in India. T h e immense interest it charges, the interest
payments in general it thus extorts from the direct producer,
irrespective of their size, are only another name for surplus value.
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In fact it converts its money into capital by extorting unpaid
labour, surplus labour, from the direct producer. But it does not
become involved in the production process itself; this continues
alongside it in its traditional manner. Usurers' capital springs up
in part because of the stunted development of this mode of
production, and in part it is a means of keeping it stunted, and
making it continue to vegetate in the most unfavourable conditions. Here the formal subsumption of labour under capital does
not yet take place. Another example is merchants' capital, in so far as
it gives out orders to a number of direct producers, then collects
and sells their products, in which connection it may also advance
raw material, etc., or also make monetary advances, etc. This is the
form out of which the modern capital-relation in part developed,
and it still forms here and there the transition to the capitalrelation proper. Here too no formal subsumption of labour under
capital has yet taken place. T h e direct producer continues to be
both a seller of commodities and an employer of his own labour.
But the transition is already present here to a greater extent than
in the relation of usurers' capital. Both of these forms, to which
we shall return at some later point, are reproduced as parallel and
transitional forms within the capitalist mode of production.
[472] The Real Subsumption of Labour under Capital
or the Specifically Capitalist Mode of Production
In CHAPTER III232 we exhaustively analysed how the whole real
shape of the mode of production changes with the production of
relative surplus value //in the case of the individual capitalist, in so far
as he seizes the initiative, it is spurred on by the fact that value=the
socially necessary labour time objectified in the product, and
therefore surplus value begins to be created for him once the
individual value of his product stands below its social value, and can
as a result be sold above its individual value// and how a specifically
capitalist mode of production arises (technologically as well), on the
basis of which, and with which, there also begins a simultaneous
development of the relations of production corresponding to the
capitalist production process—relations between the different
agents of production, in particular between the capitalist and the
wage labourer.
The social productive powers of labour, or the productive
powers of directly social, socialised (common) labour, are developed
through cooperation, through the division of labour within the
workshop, the employment of machinery, and in general through
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the transformation of the production process into a conscious
application of the natural sciences, mechanics, chemistry, etc., for
particular purposes, technology, etc., as well as by working on a large
scale, which corresponds to all these advances, etc. //This socialised
labour alone is capable of applying the general products of human
development, such as mathematics, etc., to the direct production
process, just as, conversely, the development of the sciences
presupposes that the material production process has attained a
certain level.// This development of the productive power of
socialised labour, as opposed to the more or less isolated labour of
the individual, etc., and, alongside it, the application of science, that
general product of social development, to the direct production
process, has the appearance of a productive power of capital, not of
labour, or it only appears as a productive power of labour in so
far as the latter is identical with capital, and in any case it does not
appear as the productive power either of the individual worker or
of the workers combined together in the production process. T h e
mystification which lies in the capital-relation in general is now
much more developed than it was, or could be, in the case of the
merely formal subsumption of labour under capital. On the other
hand, the historical significance of capitalist production first
emerges here in striking fashion (and specifically), precisely
through the transformation of the direct production process itself,
and the development of the social productive powers of labour.
It was demonstrated in CHAPTER III that the "social character",
etc., of the worker's labour confronts him, both "notionally" and
"in fact", as not only alien, but hostile and antagonistic, and as
objectified and personified in capital.
Just as the production of absolute surplus value can be regarded
as the material expression of the formal subsumption of labour
under capital, so the production of relative surplus value can be
regarded as that of the real subsumption of labour under capital.
In any case, if each of the two forms of surplus value—absolute
and relative—is considered for itself, in its separate existence—
and absolute surplus value always precedes relative—we can say
that two separate forms of the subsumption of labour under
capital, or two separate forms of capitalist production, correspond
to the two forms of surplus value. The first form of production
always constitutes the predecessor of the second, although the
second, which is the further developed form, can in turn form the
basis for the introduction of the first in new branches of
production. 3
a

See this volume, p. 95.— Ed.
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[473] //Supplementary Remarks on the Formal Subsumption of Labour
under Capital
Before we proceed any further in considering the real
subsumption of labour under capital, the following supplementary
remarks are taken from my notebooks.6D
I call the form which rests on absolute surplus value the formal
subsumption of labour under capital because it is distinguished only
formally from the earlier modes of production on the basis of
which it directly originates (is introduced), modes in which either
the producers are SELF-EMPLOYING, or the direct producers have to
provide surplus labour for others. The compulsion exerted there,
i.e. the method of extracting surplus labour, is of a different kind.
T h e essential features of formal subsumption are these: 1) the
purely money relation between the person who is appropriating
the surplus labour and the person who provides it; to the extent
that subordination arises, it arises from the particular content of the
sale, not from a subordination pre-posited to the sale, which might
have placed the producer in a relation other than the money
relation (the relation of one commodity owner to another) towards
the exploiter of his labour, as a consequence of political
conditions, etc. It is only as owner of the conditions of labour that
the buyer brings the seller into a condition of economic dependency; it is not any kind of political and socially fixed relation of
domination and subordination.
2) Something implied by the first relation—for otherwise the
worker would not have to sell his labour capacity—namely the fact
that the objective conditions of his labour (the means of production)
and the subjective conditions of his labour (the means of subsistence)
confront him as capital, as monopolised by the buyer of his labour
capacity. The more completely these conditions of labour confront
him as alien property, the more completely does the relation of
capital and wage labour occur formally, hence the formal subsumption of labour under capital, which is the condition and
presupposition of its real subsumption.
As yet there is no difference in' the mode of production itself.
T h e labour process, seen from the technological point of view,
continues exactly as it did before, except that now it is a labour
process subordinated to capital. Nevertheless, there develops within
the production process itself, as previously demonstrated, 1) an
economic relation of domination and subordination, in that the
consumption of labour capacity is done by the capitalist, and is
therefore supervised and directed by him; and 2) a great
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continuity and intensity of labour and a greater economy in the
employment of the conditions of labour, in that every effort is
made to ensure that the product only represents socially necessary
labour time (or RATHER, less than that). This applies both with
regard to the living labour employed to produce the product, and
with regard to the objectified labour which, as the value of the
means of production employed, enters as a constituent element
into the value of the product.
With the formal subsumption of labour under capital, the
compulsion to do surplus labour—and' therewith on the one hand to
create needs and the means to satisfy those needs, and on the
other hand to produce in quantities which go beyond the measure
of the worker's traditional needs—and the creation of free time for
development, independently of material production, merely take
on a different form from that of earlier modes of production, but it
is a form which heightens the continuity and intensity of labour,
increases production, is more favourable to the development of
variations in labour capacity and accordingly to the differentiation
of modes of labour and gaining a living, and finally dissolves the
very relation between the owner of the conditions of labour and
the worker into a pure relation of purchase and sale, or a money
relation, and eliminates from the relation of exploitation all
patriarchal, political or even religious admixtures. To be sure, the
relation of production itself creates a new relation of domination and
subordination (and this also produces political, etc., expressions of
itself). The less capitalist production goes beyond the formal
relation, the less is the formal relation itself developed, since it
presupposes small capitalists alone, who are only marginally
distinct from the workers themselves in their training and mode of
employment.
[474] T h e difference in the kind of relation of domination and
subordination, when the mode of production is not yet affected, is
most apparent where rural and domestic subsidiary occupations,
carried on just for the needs of the family, are transformed into
independent capitalist branches of labour.
T h e difference between labour formally subsumed by capital and
the previous way of employing labour emerges to the same extent
as the growth in the magnitude of the capital employed by the
individual capitalist, hence in the number of workers simultaneously
employed by him. The capitalist requires a certain minimum amount
of capital to be able to stop being a worker himself and to confine
himself entirely to the direction of the labour process and the
conduct of trade with the commodities that have been produced.
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The real subsumption of labour under capital, the capitalist mode of
production proper, only takes place when capitalists of a certain
importance have directly taken control of production, whether
because the merchant becomes an industrial capitalist or because
large-scale industrial capitalists have come into existence on the
basis of the formal subsumption.**
If the relation of domination and subordination replaces those
of slavery, serfdom, vassalage, patriarchal, etc., relations of
subordination, there takes place only a change in their form. The
a)

[474a] This note is not related to the last passage but to the preceding one. 2 3 3
* "A free labourer has generally the liberty of changing his master: this liberty
distinguishes a slave from a free labourer, as much as an English man-of-war sailor
is distinguished from a merchant sailor... T h e condition of a labourer is superior to
that of a slave, because a labourer thinks himself free; and this conviction, however erroneous, has no small influence on the character of a population"*
(Th. R. Edmonds, Practical Moral and Political Economy, London, 1828, [pp. 56-]57).
" T h e motive which impels a free man to labour is much more violent than the
motive impelling a slave: * a free man has to choose between hard labour and
"starvation" * //check this passage//, * "a slave between ... and a good whipping" (I.e.,
[p.] 56). " T he difference between the conditions of a slave and a labourer under
the money system is very inconsiderable; ... the master of the slave understands too
well his own interest to weaken his slaves by stinting them in their food; but the
master of a free man gives him as little food as possible, because the injury done to
the labourer does not fall on himself alone, but on the whole class of masters" * (I.e.).
"In the old world, * to make mankind laborious beyond their wants, to make one part
of a state work, to maintain the other part gratuitously* could only be brought about
by slavery, and slavery was therefore introduced universally. * Slavery was then as
necessary towards multiplication, as it would now be destructive of it. T h e reason is
plain. / / mankind be not forced to labour, they will only labour for themselves; and if they
have few wants, there will be few [who] labour. But when states come to be formed
and have occasion for idle hands to defend them against the violence of their
enemies, food at any rate must be procured for those who do' not labour; and as by
the supposition, the wants of the labourers are small, a method must be found to
increase their labour above the proportion of their wants. For this purpose slavery was
calculated... The slaves were forced to labour the soil which fed both them and the
idle freemen, as was the case in Sparta; or they filled all the servile places which
freemen fill now, and they were likewise employed, as in Greece and in Rome, in
supplying with manufactures those whose service was necessary for the state. Here
then was a violent method of making mankind laborious in raising food... Men were
then forced to labour, because they were slaves to others; men are now forced to
labour because they are slaves of their own wants" * (J. Steuart, [An Inquiry into the
Principles of Political Oeconômy...,] VOL. I, Dublin EDITION, [1770,] pp. 38-40).
"In the 16th century," says the same Steuart, "while on the one hand the LORDS
were dismissing their RETAINERS, the FARMERS", who were turning themselves into
industrial capitalists, "were dismissing the IDLE MOUTHS. Agriculture was converted
from a MEANS OF SUBSISTENCE into a TRADE." The consequence was this: * "The
withdrawing ... [of] a number of hands from a trifling agriculture forces, in a
manner, the husbandmen to work harder; and by hard labour upon a small spot, the same
effect is produced as with slight labour upon a great extent" * (I.e., p. 105).
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form becomes freer, because the subordination is now only of an
objective nature; it is formally speaking voluntary, purely economic.
( Verte.")
[475] Or the relation of domination and subordination in the
production process replaces an earlier independence in the production process, as e.g. with all SELF-SUSTAINING PEASANTS, FARMERS who only
had to pay a rent in kind, whether to the state or to the LANDLORD,
with rural-domestic subsidiary industry, or independent handicrafts.
Here, therefore, the loss of a previous independence in the
production process is the situation, and the relation of domination
or subordination is itself the product of the introduction of the
capitalist mode of production.
Finally, the relation of capitalist and wage labourer can replace
the master of the guild type and his journeymen and apprentices, a
transition accomplished in part by urban manufacture at its very
beginnings. The medieval guild relation, which developed in
analogous form in narrow circles in Athens and Rome as well, and
was of such decisive importance in Europe for the formation of
capitalists on the one hand, and of a free estate of workers on the
other, is a limited, not yet adequate, form of the relation of capital
and wage labour. There exists here on the one hand the relation
of buyer and seller. Wages are paid, and master, journeyman, and
apprentice confront each other as free persons. The technological
basis of this relation is the handicraft workshop, in which the more
or less skilled manipulation of the instrument of labour is the
decisive factor of production. Here independent personal labour
and therefore its professional development, which requires a
longer or shorter period of apprenticeship, determines the result
of the labour. T h e master is admittedly in possession of the
conditions of production, the tools of the trade, the material of
labour //although the tools may also belong to the journeyman//,
and the product belongs to him. T o that extent he is a capitalist.
But as a capitalist he is not a master. He is first and foremost a
craftsman himself, and is SUPPOSED to be a master of his cvaft. Within
the production process itself he figures as a craftsman as much as
do his journeymen, and he is the first to initiate his apprentices
into the mysteries of the craft. He has exactly the same relation to
his apprentices as a teacher has to his pupils. His relation to
apprentices and journeymen is therefore not that of the capitalist
as such, but that of the master of a craft, who holds as such a
a
This refers to page 475 of Marx's manuscript (pp. 433-34 of this volume).— Ed.
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hierarchical position in the corporation, and therefore towards
them, which is SUPPOSED to rest on his own mastery in the craft. His
capital is therefore restricted both in its material form and in the
extent of its value; it has not by any means yet attained the free
form of capital. It is not a definite quantity of objectified labour, value
in general, which can take on this or that form of the conditions
of labour, and takes on whatever form it chooses, according to
whether it decides to be exchanged for this or that form of living
labour, in order to appropriate surplus labour. Only after he has
passed through the prescribed stages of apprentice and journeyman, etc., himself produced his masterpiece, can he put money
to work in this particular branch of labour, in his own craft, partly
by turning it into the objective conditions of the craft, partly by
buying journeymen and keeping apprentices. Only in his own
craft can he convert his money into capital, i.e. use it not only as
the means of his own labour but also as a means of exploiting
alien labour. His capital is tied to a particular form of use value,
and therefore does not confront his workers as capital. The
methods of work he employs are not only acquired by experience
but prescribed by guild regulations—they count as the necessary
methods, and thus from this angle too it is not exchange value but
the use value of the labour which appears as the ultimate purpose.
T h e delivery of work of this or that quality does not depend on
his own discretion; the whole guild system is rather directed
towards the delivery of work of a specific quality. T h e price of
labour 6 9 is just as little subject to his arbitrary will as the method
of work. T h e restricted form, which prevents his wealth from
functioning as capital, is further shown by the fact that a maximum
is in fact prescribed for the extent of the value of his capital. He is
not allowed to keep more than a certain number of journeymen, since
the guild is supposed to ensure for all masters a proportional
share in the receipts of their craft. Finally there is the relation of
the master to other masters as a member of the same guild; as
such he belongs to a corporation, which has certain communal
conditions of production (guild order, 70 etc.), political rights,
participation in the city administration, etc. He works to order—
with the exception of his work for merchants—for immediate use
value, and so the number of masters is regulated accordingly. He
does not confront his workers as a mere merchant. Still less can the
merchant convert his money into productive capital; he can only
"transfer" the commodities, he cannot produce them himself. An
existence of the estate type—the purpose and result of the exploitation of alien labour is here not exchange value as such, not
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enrichment as such. What is decisive here is the instrument. The
raw material is in many branches of labour (e.g. tailoring)
delivered to the master himself by his customers. The barrier to
production within the whole range of the available consumption is
here a law. It is therefore by no means regulated by the barriers
of capital itself. In the capitalist relation the barriers disappear
along with the politico-social bonds in which capital still moves
here, hence not yet appearing as capital.
[476] T h e merely formal conversion of the handicraft trade into
a capitalist enterprise, in which case the technological process
therefore initially remains the same as before, consists in the
removal of all these barriers—whereby the relation of domination
and subordination also alters. The master is now no longer a
capitalist because he is a master, but a master because he is a
capitalist. T h e barrier of his production is no longer conditioned
by the barrier of his capital. Capital (money) can be exchanged for
any kind of labour at will, and therefore for any conditions of
labour too. T h e capitalist can cease to be a handicraftsman
himself. With the sudden expansion of trade, and the resultant
demand for commodities from the merchant estate, the guild-type
enterprise was driven to go beyond its own barriers, and to turn
itself formally into a capitalist enterprise.
In comparison with the independent craftsman, who works for
STRAY CUSTOMERS, the continuity [of labour] of the worker, who works
for the capitalist, is naturally greater, for his work is not limited by
the accidental needs of individual CUSTOMERS, but only by the
exploitation requirements of the capital that employs him. In
comparison with that of the slave, this work is more productive,
because more intensive, for the slave only works under the
impulse of external fear, but not for his own existence, which does
not belong to him, and yet it is guaranteed. T h e free worker, in
contrast, is driven by his WANTS. T h e consciousness (or rather the
notion) of free self-determination, of freedom, makes the one a
much better worker than the other, as well as the FEELING (consciousness) OF RESPONSIBILITY bound up with this; for, like every seller of a commodity, he is RESPONSIBLE for the commodity he provides, and he must provide it at a certain quality, if he is not to be
swept from the field by other sellers of commodities of the same
SPECIES. T h e continuity of the relation between slave and slave
holder is preserved by the direct compulsion exerted upon the
slave. T h e free worker, on the other hand, must preserve it himself, since his existence and that of his family depend upon his
constantly renewing the sale of his labour capacity to the capitalist.
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In the case of the slave the minimum wage appears as a constant
magnitude, independent of his own labour. In the case of the free
worker, the value of his labour capacity, and the average wage
corresponding to it, does not present itself as confined within this
predestined limit, independent of his own labour and determined
by his purely physical needs. T h e average for the class is more or
less constant here, as is the value of all commodities; but it does
not exist in this immediate reality for the individual worker, whose
wage may stand either above or below this minimum. The price of
labour sometimes falls below the value of labour capacity, and
sometimes rises above it. Furthermore, there is room for
manoeuvre (WITHIN NARROW LIMITS) for the worker's individuality, as a
result of which there are differences in wages, partly between
different branches of labour, and partly in the same branch of labour,
according to the industriousness, skill, strength, etc., of the
worker, and indeed these differences are in part determined by
the measure of his own personal performance. Thus the level of
the wage appears to vary according to the worker's own labour
and its individual quality. This is particularly strongly developed
where a piece wage is paid. Although the latter, as we have
shown, 234 does not change in any way the general relation between
capital and labour, surplus labour and necessary labour, it
nevertheless expresses the relation for each individual worker
differently, according to the measure of his own personal
performance. Great strength or special skills may increase the
purchase value of the slave as a person, but this is of no concern to
the slave himself. It is different with the free worker, who is
himself the proprietor of his labour capacity.
[477] T h e higher value of this labour capacity must be paid to
the worker himself, and it is expressed in a higher wage. Great
differences in wages are therefore found, according to whether
the specific kind of labour requires a more highly developed
labour capacity, necessitating greater production costs, or not, and
this on the one hand opens u p an area of free movement for
individual differences, while on the other hand it provides a spur
to the development of the individual's own labour capacity.
Certain as it is that the mass of labour must consist of more or less
UNSKILLED LABOUR, and therefore that the mass of wages must be
determined by the value of simple labour capacity, it remains possible
for isolated individuals to make their way upwards into higher
spheres of labour by particular energy, talent, etc., just as there
remains the abstract possibility that this or that worker could
himself become a capitalist and an EXPLOITER of alien labour. T h e
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slave belongs to a particular MASTER; it is true that the worker must
sell himself to capital, but not to a particular capitalist, and thus he
has a choice, within a particular sphere, as to who he sells himself
to, and can change MASTERS. All these differences in the relation
make the activity of the free worker more intensive, more
continuous, more agile, and more dexterous than that of the slave,
quite apart from the fact that they fit the worker himself to
undertake historical actions of an entirely different nature. T h e
slave receives the means of subsistence necessary for his maintenance in a natural form, which is as fixed in kind as in extent—in
use values. The free worker receives them in the form of money, of
exchange value, of the abstract social form of wealth. However
much the wage is now in fact nothing but the silver or gold or
copper or paper form of the necessary means of subsistence, into
which it must constantly be resolved — money functioning here as
the merely transitory form of exchange value, as mere means of
circulation—abstract wealth, exchange value, and not a specific
traditionally and locally limited use value, still remains for the
worker the purpose and result of his labour. It is the worker
himself who turns the money into whatever use values he wants,
buys the commodities he wants with it, and as an owner of money, as
a buyer of commodities, he stands in exactly the same relation to
the sellers of commodities as any other buyer. The conditions of
his existence—and also the limited extent of the value of the
money he has acquired—naturally compel him to spend it on a
rather restricted range of means of subsistence. Nevertheless,
some degree of variation is possible here, such as e.g. newspapers,
which form part of the necessary means of subsistence of the
English urban worker. He can save something, form a hoard. He
can also waste his wages on spirits, etc. But in acting this way he
acts as a free agent, he must pay his own way; he is himself
responsible for the way in which HE SPENDS HIS WAGES. He learns to
master himself, in contrast to the slave, who needs a master. To be
sure, this only applies when one considers the transformation of a
serf or slave into a free wage labourer. The capitalist relation
appears here as a step u p the social scale. It is the opposite when
an independent peasant or craftsman is transformed into a wage
labourer. What a difference there is between the PROUD YEOMANRY OF
73
ENGLAND, of whom Shakespeare speaks, and the English agricultural day labourers! Since the purpose of labour is for the wage
labourer wages alone, money, a definite quantity of exchange
value, in which any specific characteristics of use value have been
extinguished, he is completely indifferent to the content of his
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labour, and therefore to the specific character of his activity. In
the guild or caste system, on the other hand, this activity was
regarded as the exercise of a vocation, whereas with the slave, as
with the beast of burden, it is only a particular kind of activity, of
exertion of his labour capacity, imposed on him and handed down
from the past. Hence in so far as the division of labour has not
made his labour capacity entirely one-sided, the free worker is in
principle receptive to, and ready for, any variation in his labour
capacity and his working activity which promises better wages (as is
indeed demonstrated in the case of the surplus POPULATION of the
countryside, which constantly transfers to the towns). If the
developed worker is more or less incapable of this variation, he
still regards it as always open to the next generation, and the
emerging generation of workers can always be distributed
among, and is constantly at the disposal of, new branches of
labour or particularly prosperous branches of labour. In North
America, where the development of wage labour has least of all
been affected by reminiscences of the old guild system, etc., this
variability, this complete indifference to the specific content of
labour, this ability to transfer from one branch to another, is
shown particularly strongly. Hence the contrast between this
variability and the uniform, traditional character of slave labour,
which does not vary according to the requirements of production,
but rather the reverse, requiring that production should itself be
adapted to the mode of labour introduced originally and handed
down by tradition, is emphasised by all United States writers as the
grand characteristic of the free wage labour of the North as
against the slave labour of the South. (See Cairnes?) The constant
creation of new kinds of labour, this continuous variation—which
results in a multiplicity of use values and therefore is also a real
development of exchange value—this continuing division of
labour in the whole of the society—first becomes possible with the
capitalist mode of production. It begins with the free handicraftguild system, where it does not meet with a barrier in the
ossification of each particular branch of the craft itself.//
[478] After these supplementary remarks on the formal subsumption of labour under capital we come now to:
The Real Subsumption of Labour under Capital
What is generally characteristic of formal subsumption remains
valid in this case too, i.e. the direct subordination to capital of the
J . E. C a i r n e s ,
p. 4 4 . — Ed.
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labour process, in whatever way the latter may be conducted
technologically. But on this basis there arises a mode of production—
the capitalist mode of production— which is specific technologically
and in other ways, and transforms the real nature of the labour process
and its real conditions. Only when this enters the picture does the
real subsumption of labour under capital take place.
*"Agriculture for subsistence ... changed for agriculture for trade ... the
improvement of the national territory ... proportioned to this change" * (A. Young,
Political Arithmetic, London, 1774, [p.] 49, note).

The real subsumption of labour under capital is developed in all
the forms which develop relative, as distinct from absolute, surplus
value.
With the real subsumption of labour under capital there takes
place a complete //and a constant, continuous, and repeated 1 "//
revolution in the mode of production itself, in the productivity of
labour and in the relation between capitalist and worker.
In the case of the real subsumption of labour under capital, all
the CHANGES in the labour process itself, analysed by us previously,1"
actually take effect. Labour's social powers of production are
developed, and with labour on a large scale the application of
science and machinery to direct production takes place. On the
one hand, the capitalist mode of production, which now takes shape
as a mode of production sui generis," changes the shape of material
production. On the other hand, this alteration of production's
material shape forms the basis for the development of the
capital-relation, which in its adequate shape therefore corresponds
to a specific level of development of the productive powers of
labour.
We have already seen d that a definite and constantly growing
minimum of capital in the hands of the individual capitalist is on
the one hand a necessary presupposition, and on the other hand a
constant result, of the specifically capitalist mode of production.
The capitalist has to be the proprietor or possessor of means of
production on a social scale, of an amount of value which has lost
any relation to the possible production of the individual or his
a
> [K. Marx and F. Engels,] Manifest der Kommunistischen Partei, [London,] 1848
[pp. 5-6].»
a

See present edition, Vol. 6, p. 487.— Ed.
See this volume, pp. 424-27.— Ed.
' In its own right.— Ed.
à
See this volume, pp. 427-28. See also K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Part VII,
Ch. XXIV, Sect. 1; Ch. XXV, Sect. 2 (present edition, Vol. 35).—Erf.
h
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family. This minimum amount of capital is the greater in any
branch of business the more capitalistically it is conducted, the
higher the development of the social productivity of labour in it.
T o the same degree, the capital must increase in value and assume
social dimensions; hence it must shed any individual character.
The capitalist mode of production develops the productivity of
labour, the amount of production, the size of the population, and
the size of the surplus population. With the capital and labour
thus released, new branches of business are constantly called into
existence, and in these capital can again work on a small scale and
again pass through the different developments outlined until these
new branches of business are also conducted on a social scale. This
is a constant process. At the same time capitalist production tends to
conquer all branches of industry it has not yet [479] taken control of,
where there is as yet only formal subsumption. Once it has taken
control of agriculture, the mining industry, the manufacture of
the main materials for clothing, etc., it seizes on the other spheres,
where the subsumption is as yet only formal or there are still even
independent handicraftsmen. We already noted when considering
machinery 235 how its introduction into one branch brings about its
introduction into others, and at the same time into other varieties
of the same branch. Mechanical spinning, for example, leads to
mechanical weaving; mechanical spinning in the cotton industry
leads to mechanical spinning in wool, linen, silk, etc. The wider
employment of machinery in coal mines, cotton manufactures, etc.,
made necessary the introduction of the large-scale method of
production into machine manufacture itself. Leaving aside the
growth in the means of transport required by this mode of
production on a large scale, it is on the other hand only the
introduction of machinery into machine manufacture itself—
particularly the cyclical PRIME MOTOR—which has made possible the
introduction of steamships and railways, and revolutionised the
whole of shipbuilding. Large-scale industry throws as large a mass
of human beings into the branches not yet subjected to it, or
creates in these branches as large a relative surplus POPULATION, as is
required for the conversion of handicrafts or of the small,
formally capitalist business into a large-scale industry. See in this
context the following Tory Jeremiad:
* "In the good old times, when 'Live and let live' was the general motto, every
man was contented with one avocation. In the cotton trade, there were weavers,
cotton spinners, blanchers, dyers, and several other independent branches, all
living upon the profits of their respective trades, and all, as might be expected,
contented and happy. By and by, however, when the downward course of trade
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had proceeded to some extent, first one branch was adopted by the capitalist, and
then another, till in time the whole of the people were ousted, and thrown upon
the market of labour, to find out a livelihood in the best manner they could. Thus,
although no charter secures to these men the right to be cotton-spinners,
manufacturers, printers, etc., yet the course of events has invested them with a
monopoly of all.. They have become Jack-of-all trades, and as far as the country is
concerned in the business, it is to be feared, they are masters of none" * (Public
Economy Concentrated etc., Carlisle, 1833, [p.] 56). a

T h e material result of capitalist production, apart from the
development of the social productive powers of labour, is to raise the
quantity of production and to increase and multiply the spheres of
production and their subdivisions. Only when this has occurred is
the exchange value of the products developed correspondingly—the
sphere in which they function, or are realised, as exchange value.
Admittedly, "production for production's sake"—production as an
end in itself—already enters the picture with the formal subsumption of labour under capital; it does this as soon as it generally
becomes the direct purpose of production to produce as much
surplus value, and as large a surplus value, as possible, as soon as,
in general, the exchange value of the product becomes the decisive
purpose. And yet this tendency, which is immanent in the
capital-relation, is first realised in an adequate manner—and itself
becomes a necessary condition, even technologically—when the
specifically capitalist mode of production has developed, and with it
the real subsumption of labour under capital.
[480] We have already analysed the essence of this latter mode
of production so exhaustively
that we can be very brief here. It
is production which is not limited by any predetermining or
predetermined barriers set by needs. (Its antagonistic character
implies barriers to production, which it constantly wants to go
beyond. Hence crises, overproduction, etc.) This is one side, one
distinction from the earlier mode of production; the positive side,
IF YOU LIKE. The other side is the negative, or antagonistic one:
production in opposition to, and without concerning itself about,
the producer. T h e real producer as mere means of production,
objective wealth as an end in itself. And therefore the development of this objective wealth in opposition to, and at the cost of,
the human individual. The productivity of labour in general = the
maximum of product with the minimum of labour, hence the greatest
possible cheapening of the commodities. This becomes- a law in
the capitalist mode of production, independently of the will of the
individual capitalist. And this law is only realised because it implies
a

Cf. this volume, p. 121.— Ed.
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another one, namely that the scale of production is not determined according to given needs but rather the reverse: the
number of products is determined by the constantly increasing
scale of production, which is prescribed by the mode of
production itself. Its purpose is that the individual product, etc.,
should contain as much unpaid labour as possible, and this is only
attained by engaging in production for production's sake. On the one
hand this appears as a law, to the extent that the capitalist who
produces on too small a scale would embody in his products more
than the quantity of labour socially necessary. It therefore appears
as the adequate implementation of the law of value, which first
develops completely on the basis of the capitalist mode of
production. On the other hand, however, it appears as the drive of
the individual capitalist, who endeavours to reduce the individual
value of his commodity below its socially determined value in order
to break through this law, or to cheat it to gain an advantage for
himself.
What all these forms of production (of relative surplus value)
have in common, apart from the increase in the minimum amount of
capital required for production, is that the common conditions for the
labour of many directly cooperating workers as such permit
economies, in contrast to the fragmentation of these conditions
which occurs with production on a small scale, in that the operation
of these common conditions of production does not condition a
proportionally equal increase in their mass and their value. Their
common, simultaneous use allows their relative value to fall (in
relation to the product), however much their absolute value grows.
Productive and Unproductive Labour237
Here we should like briefly to anticipate our results, before we
consider any further the changed shape of capital which emerges as
a result of the capitalist mode of production.
Since the direct purpose and the actual product of capitalist
production is surplus value, only such labour is productive, and only
such an exerter of labour capacity is a productive worker, as directly
produces surplus value. Hence only such labour is productive as is
consumed directly in the production process for the purpose of
valorising capital.
From the simple standpoint of the labour process in general, such
labour appeared to us to be productive as was realised in a product,
or more precisely in a commodity. But from the standpoint of the
capitalist production process, this element has to be added to the
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definition: such labour is productive as directly valorises capital, or
produces surplus value, hence is realised, without any equivalent for
the worker, for the performer of the labour, in a SURPLUS VALUE,

expressed in a
commodities

for

SURPLUS PRODUCE, hence in an excess increment of
the MONOPOLISER of the MEANS OF LABOUR, for the

capitalist; only such labour is productive as posits the variable
capital, and therefore the total capital, as C + AC = C + Av. It is
therefore labour which directly serves capital as the AGENCY of its
self-valorisation, as a means to the production of surplus value.
The capitalist labour process does not abolish the general
determinations of the labour process. It produces products and
commodities. T o that extent, such labour remains productive as is
objectified in commodities, as a unity of use value and exchange
value. But the labour process is only a means to capital's
valorisation process. Hence such labour is productive as is
represented in commodities. But if we consider the individual
commodity, such labour is productive as represents unpaid labour
in an aliquot part of the commodity, or, if we consider the total
product, such labour is productive as represents nothing but
unpaid labour in an aliquot part of the total quantity of commodities,
hence represents a product which costs the capitalist nothing.
That worker is productive who performs productive labour, and
that labour is productive which directly creates surplus value, i.e.
valorises capital.
[481] Only the narrow-minded bourgeois, who regards the
capitalist form of production as its absolute form, hence as the sole
natural form of production, can confuse the question of what are
productive labour and productive workers from the standpoint of
capital with the question of what productive labour is in general,
and can therefore be satisfied with the tautological answer that all
that labour is productive which produces, which results in a
product, or any kind of use value, which has any result at all.
That worker alone is productive whose labour process=the
process of the productive consumption of labour capacity—the vehicle
of the labour—by capital or the capitalist.
Two things immediately follow from this:
Firstly: Since with the development of the real subsumption of
labour under capital or the specifically capitalist mode of production it
is not the individual worker but rather a socially combined labour
capacity that is more and more the real executor of the labour
process as a whole, and since the different labour capacities which
cooperate together to form the productive machine as a whole
contribute in very different ways to the direct process by which the
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commodity, or, more appropriate here, the product, is formed,
one working more with his hands, another more with his brain,
one as a MANAGER, ENGINEER- or technician, etc., another as an
OVERLOOKER, the third directly as a manual worker, or even a mere
assistant, more and more of the functions of labour capacity are
included under the direct concept of productive labour, and their
repositories under the concept of productive workers, workers
directly exploited by capital and altogether subordinated to its
valorisation and production process. If one considers the total
worker constituting the workshop, his combined activity is directly
realised matérialité^ in a total product which is at the same time a
total quantity of commodities, and in this connection it is a matter of
complete indifference whether the function of the individual
worker, who is only a constituent element of this total worker,
stands close to direct manual labour or is far away from it. But
then: T h e activity of this total labour capacity is its direct productive
consumption by capital, i.e. it is capital's process of self-valorisation,
the direct production of surplus value, and therefore—a point we
shall develop further later on—the direct conversion of surplus value
into capital.
Secondly: The more detailed determinations of productive
labour follow automatically from the given characteristic features
of the capitalist production process. Firstly, in confronting capital
or the capitalist, the owner of labour capacity figures as its
seller—irrationally expressed, as we have seen,238 as the direct
seller of living labour, not of a commodity. He is a wage labourer. This
is the first presupposition. Secondly, however, this preliminary
process, which belongs to circulation, introduces a stage by which
the worker's labour capacity and his labour are directly incorporated into capital's production process as a living factor. Labour
capacity itself becomes one of capital's components, its • variable
component in fact, which not only preserves in part and
reproduces in part the capital values that have been advanced, but
at the same time increases them, and therefore converts them into
self-valorising value, into capital, for the first time, through the
creation of surplus value. This labour directly objectifies itself
during the production process as a quantity of value in flux.
T h e first condition may occur without the second. A worker may be
a wage labourer, a day labourer, etc. This always takes place, [even]
if the second moment is absent. Every productive worker is a wage
labourer; but this does not mean that every wage labourer is a
a

In material

form.—Ed.
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productive worker. In all cases where labour is bought in order to
be consumed as use value, as a service, and not in order to replace
the value of the variable capital as a living factor and to be
incorporated into the capitalist production process, this labour is
not productive labour, and the wage labourer is not a -productive
worker. His labour is then consumed on account of its use value,
not as positing exchange value, it is consumed unproductively, not
productively. T h e capitalist therefore does not confront labour as
a capitalist, as the representative of capital. ' He exchanges his
money for labour as income, not as capital The consumption of the
labour does not constitute M—C—M', but C—M—C (the last
symbol represents the labour, or the service itself). Money functions
here only as means of circulation, not as capital.
[482] T h e commodities the capitalist buys for his private
consumption are not consumed productively, they do not become
factors of capital; just as little do the services he buys for his
consumption, voluntarily or through compulsion (from the state,
etc.), for the sake of their use value. They do not become a factor
of capital. They are therefore not productive kinds of labour, and
those who perform them are not productive workers.
The more production in general develops into the production of
commodities, the more does everyone have to become, and want
to become, a dealer in commodities, a maker of money, whether out
of his product, or his services, if the product only exists in the
form of services, owing to the way it is naturally constituted. This
money making appears as the ultimate purpose of every kind of
activity. (See Aristotle.^) In capitalist production, the production of
products as commodities, on the one hand, and the form of labour
as wage labour, on the other, become absolute. A large number of
functions and activities which were surrounded with a halo,
regarded as ends in themselves, and done for nothing or paid for
in an indirect way (so that PROFESSIONALS, such as PHYSICIANS and
BARRISTERS in England, could not or cannot sue for payment), are on
the one hand converted directly into wage labour, however their
content or their mode of payment may differ.b) On the other
hand, they become subject—that is, the estimation of their value,
a

> Aristotle."
> [K. Marx and F. Engels,] Manifest der Kommunistischen Partei.b

b

a
See Aristoteles, De republica. Libri VIII. In: Aristotelis opera ex recensione
Immanuelis Bekkeri, Vol. X. See also present edition, Vol. 29, p. 269, and Vol. 30,
p. 19.—Ed.
b
See present edition, Vol. 0, p. 487.— Ed.
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the price of these various activities, from the prostitute's to the
king's, becomes subject—to the laws that regulate the price of wage
labour. T h e analysis of this latter- point belongs to a special
discussion of wage labour and wages, rather than to this section.
This phenomenon, that with the development of capitalist
production all services are converted into wage labour, and all those
who perform these services are converted into wage labourers,
hence that they have this characteristic in common with productive
workers, gives even more grounds for confusing the two in that it
is a phenomenon which characterises, and is created by, capitalist
production itself. On the other hand, it gives the apologists [of
capitalism] an opportunity to convert the productive worker,
because he is a wage labourer, into a worker who merely
exchanges his services (i.e. his labour as a use value) for money.
This makes it easy to pass over in silence the differentia specifica of
this "productive worker", and of capitalist production—as the
production of surplus value, as the process of the self-valorisation
of capital, which incorporates living labour as merely its AGENCY. A
soldier is a wage labourer, a mercenary, but he is not for that
reason a productive worker.
A further error has two sources.
Firstly: Some of the labour which produces commodities in
capitalist production is performed in a manner which belongs to
earlier modes of production, where the relation of capital and wage
labour does not yet exist in practice, and therefore the category of
productive and unproductive labour, which corresponds to the
capitalist standpoint, is entirely inapplicable.. But in accordance
with the ruling mode of production even those relations which
have not yet been subsumed under it in fact are subsumed under
it notionally. T h e SELF-EMPLOYED LABOURER, for example, is his own
wage labourer, and his own means of production confront him in
his own mind as capital. As his own capitalist, he employs himself
as a wage labourer. Anomalies of this type then offer a favourable
field for outpourings of drivel about productive and unproductive
labour.
[483] Secondly: Certain unproductive kinds of labour may incidentaliter be connected with the production process, and their price
may even enter into the price of the commodity, hence the money
laid out for them may so FAR form a part of the capital advanced, and
their labour may therefore appear as labour which is exchanged
not for income but directly for capital.
Let us straight away take the last case, taxes, the price of
government services, etc. But this belongs to the faux frais
de
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production*
and is a form accidental to the capitalist production
process in and for itself, and in no way conditioned by it, or
necessary to or immanent in it. If for example all indirect taxes
were converted into direct ones, taxes would continue to be paid,
but would no longer form a capital advance, rather an expenditure
of income. The possibility of this change in the form shows its
external character, its indifference to, and contingency for, the
capitalist production process. With a change in the form of
productive labour, in contrast, the income of capital would dry up
and capital itself would cease to exist.
Further examples are legal proceedings, contracts, etc. All these
relate only to conditions made between the owners of commodities
as buyers and sellers of commodities; they have nothing to do with
the relation of capital and labour. Those who perform these
functions may thereby become the wage labourers of capital; this
does not make them productive workers.
Productive labour is only an abbreviated expression for the whole
relation, and the manner in which labour capacity and labour
figure in the capitalist production process. Hence if we speak of
productive labour, we speak of socially determined labour, labour
which implies a very definite relation between its buyer and its
seller. Productive labour is exchanged directly for money as capital,
i.e. for money which is in itself capital, has the quality of functioning as capital, and confronts labour capacity as capital. Productive labour is therefore labour which for the worker only reproduces the previously posited value of his labour capacity; but
as value-creating activity it valorises capital, and counterposes the
values created by labour to the worker himself as capital. The
specific relation between objectified and living labour, which makes
the former capital, makes the latter productive labour.
The specific product of the capitalist production process,
surplus value, is only created through exchange with productive
labour. What forms its specific use value for capital is not its
particular useful character, any more than it is the particular
useful qualities of the product in which it is objectified, but its
character as the element that creates exchange value (surplus
value).
T h e capitalist production process is not merely a process of the
production of commodities. It is a process which absorbs unpaid
labour, making the means of production into means for the
absorption of unpaid labour.
a

Overhead costs of production.— Ed.
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It emerges from what has been said so far that to be productive
labour is a quality of labour which in and for itself has absolutely
nothing to do with the particular content of the labour, its
particular usefulness or the specific use value in which it is
expressed.
[484] Labour with the same content can therefore be both
productive and unproductive.
Milton, for example, WHO DID Paradise Lost, was an unproductive
worker. In contrast to this, the writer who delivers hackwork for
his publisher is a productive worker. Milton produced Paradise
Lost in the way that a silkworm produces silk, as the expression of
his own nature. Later on he sold the product for £5 and to that
extent became a dealer in a commodity. But the Leipzig literary
proletarian who produces books, e.g. compendia on political
economy, at the instructions of his publisher is roughly speaking a
productive worker, in so far as his production is subsumed under
capital and only takes place for the purpose of the latter's
valorisation. A singer who sings like a bird is an unproductive
worker. If she sells her singing for money, she is to that extent a
wage labourer or a commodity dealer. But the same singer, when
engaged by an entrepreneur who has her sing in order to make
money, is a productive worker, for she directly produces capital. A
schoolmaster who educates others is not a productive worker. But
a schoolmaster who is engaged as a wage labourer in an institution
along with others, in order through his labour to valorise the
money of the entrepreneur of the KNOWLEDGE-MONGERING INSTITUTION, is
a productive worker. Yet most of these kinds of work, from the
formal point of view, are hardly subsumed formally under capital.
They belong rather among the transitional forms.
On the whole, the kinds of work which are only enjoyed as
services, and yet are capable of being exploited directly in the
capitalist way, even though they cannot be converted into products
separable from the workers themselves and therefore existing
outside them as independent commodities, only constitute infinitesimal magnitudes in comparison with the mass of products
under capitalist production. They should therefore be left out of
account entirely, and treated only under wage labour, under the
category of wage labour which is not at the same time productive
labour.*
The same kind of labour (e.g. GARDENING, TAILORING, etc.) can be
performed by the same WORKING MAN in the service of an industrial
capitalist, or of the immediate consumer. In both cases the worker
is a wage labourer or a day labourer, but in the first case he is a
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productive worker, in the second an unproductive one, because in
the first case he produces capital, in the second case he does not;
because in the first case his labour forms a moment in capital's
process of self-valorisation, in the second case it does not.
A large part of the annual product, the part consumed as
income and no longer re-entering production afresh as a means of
production, consists of extremely paltry products (use values),
serving to satisfy the most miserable appetites, FANCIES, etc. But
content is entirely irrelevant to whether the labour is determined
to be productive or not //although the development of wealth
would of course be checked if a disproportionate part were
reproduced in this way, instead of being reconverted into means
of production and means of subsistence, which enter anew into
reproduction, whether that of the commodities or that of the
labour capacities themselves—which are, in short, consumed
productively//. This kind of productive labour produces use
values, is objectified in products, which are only destined for
unproductive consumption. These products have in reality, as
articles, no use value for the reproduction process. //They can only
obtain this through an interchange of matter, through an exchange
with reproductive use values; but that is only a change of place.
SOMEWHERE they must be consumed as unreproductive. Other
articles of the same kind which fall into the unproductive
consumption process might also in case of necessity again function
as capital. A more detailed discussion of this belongs to CHAPTER III
of Book II, on the reproduction process. 104 Only one anticipatory
remark needs to be made here: It is impossible for conventional
political economy to say anything sensible about the barriers to
luxury production, from the standpoint of capitalist production
itself. But the matter is quite simple if the moments of the
reproduction process are properly analysed. If the reproduction
process is hindered, or if its progress, in so far as it is already
conditioned by the natural increase of the POPULATION, is prevented
by the disproportionate employment of the kind of productive
labour which is expressed in unreproductive articles, with the
result that too few necessary means of subsistence, or too few
means of production, etc., are reproduced, luxury must be
condemned from the standpoint of capitalist production. Apart
from that, luxury is an absolute necessity for a mode of
production which produces wealth for the non-producers, hence
must give wealth the necessary forms in which it can be
appropriated by the wealthy simply for their enjoyment.// For the
worker himself, this productive labour, like all other labour, is
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merely a means to the reproduction of his necessary means of
subsistence; for the capitalist, to whom the nature of the use value
and the character of the concrete labour employed are in
themselves matters of complete indifference, it is merely a moyen
de battre monnaie, de produire la survalue.1
[485] T h e obsession with defining productive and unproductive
labour in terms of its material content derives from 3 sources:
1) the fetishistic notion, peculiar to the capitalist mode of
production and arising from its essence, that the formal economic
determinations, such as that of being a commodity, or being
productive labour, etc., are qualities belonging to the material
repositories of these formal determinations or categories in and
for themselves;
2) the idea that, considering the labour process as such, only
such labour is productive as results in a product (a material product,
since here it is only a question of material wealth);
3) the fact that in the real reproduction process—considered
from the point of view of its real moments—there is a great
difference, with regard to the formation, etc., of wealth, between
labour which is expressed in reproductive articles and labour
which is expressed in mere LUXURIES.
(An example: Whether I buy trousers, or I buy cloth and invite a
journeyman tailor into my house, paying him for his service (i.e.
his tailoring labour), is to me a matter of complete indifference. I
buy the trousers from the MERCHANT TAILOR because they are cheaper
that way. In both cases I convert the money I expend into a use
value which is to fall to the share of my individual consumption, to
satisfy my individual requirements; I do not convert it into capital.
The journeyman tailor performs the same service for me, whether
he works for me in my house, or under the MERCHANT TAILOR. But
the service rendered by the same journeyman tailor, when
employed by a MERCHANT TAILOR, to that capitalist, consists in the fact
that he works for 12 hours and only receives payment for 6, etc.
The service he performs for the capitalist therefore consists in his
working 6 hours for nothing. T h e fact that this occurs in the form
ot the making of trousers only hides the real transaction. As soon
as the MERCHANT TAILOR is able to do so, he endeavours to reconvert
the trousers into money, i.e. into a form in which the particular
character of the labour of tailoring has disappeared completely,
and the service performed is expressed in the fact that one thaler
has become two.
a

Means of coining money, of producing surplus value.— Ed.
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Service is in general only an expression for the particular use
value of labour, in so far as this is useful not as a material object
but as an activity. Do ut facias, facio ut facias, facio ut des, do ut
des"—here these are all entirely indifferent forms of the same
relation, whereas in capitalist production the do ut facias expresses
a very specific relation between objective wealth and living labour.
Hence because the specific relation of labour and capital is not
contained at all in this buying of services, being either completely
extinguished or not present at all, it is naturally the favourite way
for Say, Bastiat and their associates to express the relation of capital
and labour.)
T h e worker too buys services with his money, which is a kind of
expenditure, but nö way to convert money into capital.
No one buys medical or legal "services" as a means of
converting the money expended in this way into capital.
Many of the services belong to the consumption costs of
commodities, as in the case of cooks, etc.
The difference between productive and unproductive labour
consists merely in whether labour is exchanged for money as money
or for money as capital. Where I buy the commodity, as e.g. in the
case of the SELF-EMPLOYED LABOURER, ARTISAN, etc., the category does not
come into consideration at all, because there is no direct exchange
between money and labour of any kind at all, but rather between
money and a commodity.
[486] (With non-material production, even if it is conducted
purely for the purpose of exchange, purely produces commodities,
two things are possible:
1) it results in commodities which exist separately from the
producer, hence can circulate in the interval between production
and consumption as commodities; this applies to books, paintings,
and all the products of artistic creation which are distinct from the
actual performance of the executant artist. Here capitalist production is applicable on a very restricted scale. In so far as these
people do not employ assistants, etc., in the manner of SCULPTORS,
etc., they mostly work (if they are not independent) for merchant
capital, e.g. for booksellers; this is a relation which itself constitutes
merely a form transitional to a mode of production capitalist only in
form. The fact that it is precisely in these transitional forms that
the exploitation of labour reaches its highest level does not alter
the situation at all;
a
"I give that you may make", "I make that you may make", "I make that you
may give", "I give that you may give"—contractual formulas in Roman law (Corpus
iuris civilis, Digesta XIX, 5.5). Cf. present edition, Vol. 28, p. 393.— Ed.
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2) the product is inseparable from the act of producing it.
Here too there is only a restricted field for the capitalist
mode of production, and it can in the nature of things only take
place in a few spheres. (I need the doctor, not his errand boy.) In
educational institutions, for example, teachers may well be merely
wage labourers for the entrepreneur who owns the teaching
factory. But similar cases do not need to be considered when
dealing with capitalist production as a whole.)
" T h e PRODUCTIVE LABOURER he that DIRECTLY increases HIS MASTER'S

WEALTH"

(Malthus, Principles of Political Economy, 2ND ED., London, 1836 [p. 47, note]). 93

The difference between productive and unproductive labour is
important as regards accumulation, since one of the conditions for
the reconversion of surplus value into capital is that the exchange
should be with productive labour alone.
T h e capitalist, as representative of capital engaged in its
valorisation process — productive capital—performs
a productive
function, which consists precisely in directing and exploiting
productive labour. T h e capitalist class, in contrast to the other
consumers of surplus VALUE, who do not stand in a direct and active
relation to its production, is the productive class par excellence.^ (As
director of the labour process the capitalist can perform productive
labour in the sense that his labour is included in the overall labour
process which is embodied in the product.) As yet, we are only
acquainted with capital within the direct production process. T h e
situation with the other functions of capital—and with the agents
used by capital to perform these functions—can only be examined
later.
T h e productive (and therefore also its opposite, the unproductive)
character of labour therefore depends on this, that the production
of capital is the production of surplus value, and the labour
employed by capital is labour that produces surplus value.
[487] Gross and Net Product
(This is perhaps better placed in CHAPTER III of Book III. 239 )
Since the purpose of capitalist production (and therefore of
productive labour) is not the existence of the producer but the
b

> See Ricardo.*

a

D. Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy, and Taxation, p. 127. See
also present edition, Vol. 28, p. 235, Vol. 32, pp. 55-56, 96-97 and 397-99.— Ed.
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production of surplus value, all necessary labour which produces
no surplus labour is superfluous and worthless to capitalist
production. T h e same is true for a nation of capitalists. All gross
product which only reproduces the worker, i.e. produces no net
product (surplus PRODUCE), is just as superfluous as that worker
himself [who produces no surplus value]. Or, if certain workers
were necessary for the production of net product at a given stage
of the development of production, they become superfluous at a
more advanced stage of production, which no longer requires
them. Or, in other words, only the number of people profitable to
capital is necessary. T h e same is true for a nation of capitalists.
"Is not the real interest of a nation similar" to that of a private capitalist, for
whom it would be a matter quite indifferent whether his capital would "employ
100 or 1,000 men" provided his profits on a capital of 20,000 "were not
diminished in all cases below 2,000? Provided its net real income, its RENTS and
PROFITS be the same, it is of no importance whether the nation consists of 10 or of
12 millions of inhabitants... If 5 millions of men could produce as much food and
clothing as was necessary for 10 millions, food and clothing for 5 millions would be
the net revenue. Would it be of any advantage to the country, that to produce this
same net revenue, 7 millions of men should be required, that is to say, that
7 millions should be employed to produce food and clothing sufficient for
12 millions? T h e food and clothing of 5 millions would be still the net revenue"
[D. Ricardo, De principes de l'économie politique et de l'impôt, Paris, 1819]. a

Even the philanthropists can have no objection to bring forward
against this statement by Ricardo. For it is always better that out of
10 million people only 50% should vegetate as pure production
machines for 5 million, than that out of 12 million 7 million, or
587s[%]> should do so.
* "Of what use in a modern kingdom would be a whole province thus divided" *
//between * self-sustaining little farmers * as in the * first times of ancient Rome//,
"however well cultivated, except for the mere purpose of breeding men, which,
singly taken, is a most useless purpose" * (Arthur Young, Political Arithmetic etc.,
London, 1774, [p.] 47). b

T h e circumstance that the purpose of capitalist production is NET
which in fact merely takes the form of the surplus PRODUCE,
in which surplus VALUE is expressed, implies that capitalist production is essentially the production of surplus value.
This runs counter to e.g. the antiquated point of view,
corresponding to earlier modes of production, in accordance with
PRODUCE,

a
Marx quotes Ricardo, partly in German and partly in French, from the book
by Ch. Ganilh, Des systèmes d'économie politique..., pp. 214-15. Here the original
English is reproduced, due account being taken of the changes made by Marx. Cf.
D. Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy, and Taxation, pp. 416-17.— Ed.
b
Cf. this volume, p. 105.— Ed.
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which the urban authorities, etc., for example, prohibited the use
of inventions in order not to deprive workers of their subsistence,
since the worker as such counted as an end in himself, and the
livelihood he earned in his station counted as his privilege, which
the whole of the old order was concerned to maintain. It also runs
counter to the point of view, still tinged with nationalism, of the
protectionist system (as opposed to FREE TRADE), that industries, etc.,
should be protected nationally against foreign competition, etc., as
being the sources for the existence of a large number of human
beings. But it also runs counter to Adam Smith's view that e.g. the
investment of capital in agriculture is "more productive" because
the same amount of capital sets more hands to work.3 For the
developed capitalist mode of production, these are all outdated,
and untrue, false, notions. A large gross product (AS FAR AS THE
VARIABLE PART OF CAPITAL is CONCERNED) in proportion to a small net
product is=a small productive power of labour, and therefore of
capital.
[488] There is nevertheless a whole range of confused conceptions traditionally associated with this distinction between gross
and net product. These derive in part from the Physiocrats (see
Book IV ) and in part from Adam Smith, who continues on
occasion to confuse capitalist production with production for the
direct producers.
If an individual capitalist sends money abroad, where he gets
INTEREST at 10%, whereas at home he might be able to employ a
large number of surplus PEOPLE, from the capitalist standpoint he
deserves an award for good citizenship, for this virtuous burgher
is putting into effect the law that distributes capital within the
world market, as also within the confines of a given society,
according to the rate of profit provided by each particular sphere
of production, and precisely in this way brings the various spheres
of production into equilibrium and proportion. (Whether the
money is delivered e.g. to the Emperor of Russia for wars against
Turkey, etc., is irrelevant.) In acting in this way, the individual
capitalist is only following the immanent law and therefore the
morality of capital TO PRODUCE AS MUCH SURPLUS VALUE AS POSSIBLE. But
these issues have nothing to do with the examination of the direct
production process.
Furthermore, capitalist production often has non-capitalist production counterposed to it, e.g. AGRICULTURE FOR SUBSISTENCE, in which
a

A. Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, Vol. II,
London, 1843, pp. 452, 454.— Ed.
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hands are employed, is counterposed to AGRICULTURE FOR TRADE, which
provides a much bigger product for the market, and therefore
permits a net PRODUCE to be extracted in manufacturing from
people previously employed in agriculture. This contrast, however,
is not a subdivision within the capitalist mode of production itself.
On the whole, as we have seen, the law of capitalist production
is to increase constant capital as against variable capital and
surplus value, the NET PRODUCE; and secondly to increase the NET
PRODUCE in proportion to the part of the product which replaces
variable capital, i.e. wages. At present these 2 things are confused.
If the total product is called the gross product, it increases in
capitalist production as against the net product; if the part of the
product which can be reduced to wages+NET PRODUCE is called the
gross product, the net product increases as against the gross
product. Only in agriculture (through the conversion of tilled
fields into pastureland, etc.) does the net product often grow at
the expense of the gross product (the total amount of product) as
a result of certain characteristics peculiar to rent, which do not
belong here.
Otherwise, the doctrine that the net product is the final and
highest goal of production is only a brutal, but correct expression
of the fact that the valorisation of capital, and therefore the creation
of surplus value, without any concern for the worker, is the
driving force and the essence of capitalist production.
T h e highest ideal of capitalist production—corresponding to the
relative growth of the net product—is the greatest possible
reduction in the number of people living on wages, and the
greatest possible increase in the number of people living off the
net product.
[489] Mystification of Capital, etc.
Since living labour is already—within the production process—
incorporated into capital, the social productive powers of labour all
present themselves as productive forces, as properties inherent in
capital, just as in money the general character of labour, in so far
as it functioned to create value, appeared as the property of a
thing. This is even more true for the following reasons.
1) Although labour is objectified in the product as something
that belongs to the capitalist, it belongs to the individual worker as
the expression of labour capacity, as exertion (it is what the worker
really pays the capitalist, what he gives him). However the social
combination of the individual labour capacities, in which the latter
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only function as particular organs of the total labour capacity
constituting the workshop as a whole, does not belong to the
workers, but rather confronts them as a capitalist arrangement; it is
inflicted upon them.
2) These social productive powers of labour, or productive powers of
social labour, first develop historically with the specifically capitalist
mode of production, hence appear as something immanent in the
capital-relation and inseparable from it.
3) T h e objective conditions of labour assume a changed shape with
the development of the capitalist mode of production, through the
dimensions in which, and the economy with which, they are
employed (even leaving aside the form of machinery, etc.). They
undergo further development as concentrated means of production, representing social wealth, and their extent and their effect is
that of the conditions of production of socially combined labour, this
last expression in fact summarising the whole development. Even
if we leave aside the combination of labour, the social character of
the conditions of labour—which includes among other things their
form as machinery, and fixed capital in all its forms—appears as
something entirely autonomous, which exists independently of the
worker as a mode of capital's existence, and therefore also as
something arranged by the capitalists independently of the
workers. Like the social character of their own labour, only even
more so, the social character the conditions of production acquire
as communal conditions of production of combined labour appears
as capitalist, as a character possessed by those conditions of
production as such, independently of the workers.
Ad 3) a we should like to add here the following remarks, which
in part anticipate what comes later:
(Profit, as distinct from surplus value, may rise owing to the
economical utilisation of communal conditions of labour. Savings
may be made e.g. on building costs, heating, lighting, etc., the
value of the PRIME MOTOR may not grow in the same proportion as its
power increases, there may be economies in the prices of raw
materials, re-use of waste products, reductions in administration
costs, reductions in the cost of storage with production on a larger
scale, etc. All this relative cheapening of constant capital combined
with an absolute increase in its value rests on the fact that these
means of production, means of labour as also material of labour,
are employed communally, and this communal utilisation has as its
absolute presupposition the communal cooperation of the congloma

See this volume, pp. 355, 461-66.— Ed.
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erated workers; it is itself therefore only the objective expression of
the social character of labour, and of the resultant social productive
power, just as the particular shape those conditions take, e.g. as
machinery, usually rules out their employment except by combined labour. But towards the worker who moves within them
they appear as given conditions independent of him, as the shape of
capital. The economical use of those conditions (and the resultant
increase in profit and cheapening of commodities) therefore also
appears as something quite different from the surplus labour of the
worker; it appears as the direct deed and accomplishment of the
capitalist, who functions here altogether as the personification of
the social character of labour, of the total workshop as such. Science,
the general intellectual product of social development, equally
appears here as directly incorporated into capital (the application
of science as science, separated from the knowledge and skill of
the individual worker, to the material process of production), and
the general development of society, because it is exploited by
capital against labour, because it acts as a productive power of
capital over against labour, appears as the development of capital,
and the more so because for the great majority [of workers] the
emptying of labour capacity [of all content] proceeds at the same
pace.)
[490] The capitalist himself only holds power as the personification of capital. (This is why in double-entry book-keeping he
constantly figures twice, e.g. as DEBTOR to his own capital.)
T h e productivity of capital consists first of all, when formal
subsumption is considered, merely in the compulsion to perform
surplus labour; a compulsion that the capitalist mode of production
shares with previous modes of production, but exerts in a form
more favourable to production.
Even from the point of view of the merely formal relation—the
general form of capitalist production, which has its less developed
mode in common with the more developed—the means of
production, the objective conditions of labour, do not appear as
subsumed under the worker; rather, he appears as subsumed
under them, CAPITAL EMPLOYS LABOUR.85 Even this relation in its
simplicity is a personification of things and a reification of
persons.
But the relation becomes still more complex—and apparently
more mysterious—in that, with the development of the specifically
capitalist mode of production, not only do these things—these products of labour, both as use values and as exchange values —
stand on their hind legs vis-à-vis the worker and confront him as
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"capital"—but also the social forms of labour appear as forms of
the development of capital, _ and therefore the productive powers of
social labour, thus developed, appear as productive powers of capital.
As such social forces they are "capitalised" vis-à-vis labour. In fact,
communal unity in cooperation, combination in the division of
labour, the application of the forces of nature and science, as well
as the products of labour in the shape of machinery, are all things
which confront the individual workers as alien, objective, and present
in advance, without their assistance, and often against them,
independent of them, as mere forms of existence of the means of
labour which are independent of them and rule over them, in so
far as they are objective; while the intelligence and volition of the
total workshop, incarnated in the capitalist or his UNDERSTRAPPERS
(representatives), in so far as the workshop is formed by the
combination of the means of labour, confront the workers as
functions of capital, which lives in the person of the capitalist. T h e
social forms of their own labour—the subjective as well as the
objective forms—or the form of their own social labour, are
relations constituted quite independently of the individual workers; the workers as subsumed under capital become elements of
these social constructions, but these social constructions do not
belong to them. They therefore confront the workers as shapes of
capital itself, as combinations which, unlike their isolated labour
capacities, belong to capital, originate from it and are incorporated
within it. And this assumes a form which is the more real the
more, on the one hand, their labour capacity is itself modified by
these forms, so that it becomes powerless when it stands alone, i.e.
outside this context of capitalism, and its capacity for independent
production is destroyed, while on the other hand the development
of machinery causes the conditions of labour to appear as ruling
labour technologically too, and at the same time to replace it,
suppress it, and render it superfluous in its independent forms. In
this process, in which the social characteristics of their labour
confront them as capitalised to a certain extent—in the way that
e.g. in machinery the visible products of labour appear as ruling
over labour—the same thing of course takes place for the forces
of nature and science, the product of general historical development in its abstract quintessence: they confront the workers as
powers of capital. They become in fact separated from the skill and
knowledge of the individual worker, and although—if we look at
them from the point of view of their source—they are in turn the
product of labour, they appear as incorporated into capital
wherever they enter the labour process. The capitalist who
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employs a machine does not need to understand it (see Ure a ). But
vis-à-vis the workers, realised science appears in the machine as
capital. And in fact all these applications of science, of the forces
of nature and of large masses of products of labour—applications
based on social labour—appear only as means of exploitation of
labour, means of appropriating surplus labour, hence, vis-à-vis
labour, as forces belonging to capital. Capital naturally employs all
these means only to exploit labour, but in order to exploit labour,
it must employ them in production. And thus the development of
the social productive powers of labour and the conditions for this
development appear as the work of capital, and not only does the
individual worker relate passively to this work, it also takes place
in antagonism to him.
Capital itself is dual, since it consists of commodities.
Exchange value (money), but self - valorising value, value which
creates value, grows as value, obtains an increment, through the
fact that it is value. This can be reduced to the exchange of a given
quantity of objectified labour for a greater quantity of living
labour.
Use value, and here capital appears according to its particular
situation in the labour process. But precisely here it does not just
remain material of labour, means of labour to which labour
belongs, and which have incorporated labour, but involves also,
along with labour, its social combinations and the development of
the means of labour which corresponds to these social combinations. Capitalist production first develops the conditions of the
labour process on a large scale—first develops them separately
from the single independent worker—developing both its objective and its subjective conditions, but developing them as powers
which dominate the individual worker and are alien to him.
Thus capital becomes a very mysterious being.
[491] T h e conditions of labour are heaped up vis-à-vis the
worker as social powers, and in this form they become capitalised.
Capital is therefore productive:
1) as the compulsion to do surplus labour. Labour is productive
precisely as the performer of this surplus labour, through the
difference between the value of labour capacity and its valorisation;
2) as the personification and representative, the reified shape of the
"social productive powers of labour" or the productive powers of
social labour. T h e way in which the law of capitalist production—
a

A. lire, The Philosophy of Manufactures..., p. 43.— Ed.
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the creation of surplus value, etc.—enforces this has already been
discussed.241 It appears as inflicted by the capitalists upon each
other and upon the workers—hence it in fact appears as a law of
capital operating against both capital and labour. The natural
social powers of labour do not develop in the valorisation process as
such but in the real labour process. They therefore appear as
properties which belong to capital as a thing, they appear as its use
value. Productive labour—as value producing—always confronts
capital as the labour of isolated workers, whatever social combinations those workers may enter into in the production process.
Thus whereas capital represents the social productive power of
labour towards the workers, productive labour always represents
towards capital only the labour of the isolated workers.
We saw in dealing with the accumulation process242 how past
labour, in the form of the forces and conditions of production that
have already been produced, raises reproduction, in terms of both
use value and exchange value—both the amount of value a
particular quantity of living labour preserves, and the quantity of use
values it produces anew—and how the moment through which it
does this appears as a force immanent in capital, because objectified
labour always functions vis-à-vis the "worker in capitalised form.
"Capital is the democratic, philanthropic and egalitarian power par excellence"
(Fr. Bastiat, Gratuité du crédit etc., Paris, 1850, [p.] 29). a
* "Stock cultivates land; stock employs labour" (A. Smith, I.e. [An Inquiry into
the .Sature and Causes of the Wealth ojWations], Book V, Ch. II, Buchanan EDITION.
Vol. I l l , [Edinburgh, London,] 1814, p. 309).
"Capital is ... collective force" * (John Wade, History of the Middle and Working
Classes etc., 3rd ED., London, 1835, [p.] 162). "Capital is only another name for
civilisation" (I.e., [p.] 164).
"The class of capitalists, considered as a whole, finds itself in a normal situation
when its well-being keeps pace with the march of social progress" (Cherbuliez,
Riche[sse] ou pauvre[té], [p.] 75). "The capitalist is social man par excellence: he
represents civilisation" (I.e., [p.] 76). a

Superficial:
"The PRODUCTIVE POWER OF CAPITAL can only mean the quantity of real
PRODUCTIVE POWER which the capitalist, by means of his capital, can command"
(J. St. Mill, Essays on Some Unsettled Questions of Political Economy, London, 1844,
p. 91).
* "The accumulation of capital, o r the means of employing labour ... must in all
cases depend on the productive powers of labour"* (Ricardo, [On the] Principles [of
Political Economy, and Taxation], 3rd ED., [London,] 1821, [p.] 92).

A commentator on Ricardo remarks as follows on this:
*"If the productive powers of labour mean the smallness of that aliquot part of any
produce that goes to those whose manual labour produced it, the sentence is nearly
a

Marx quotes in French.— Ed.
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identical"* (Observations on Certain Verbal Disputes in Political Economy, London,
1821, p. 71).

T h e constant transposition of labour into capital is well
expressed in the following naive statements by Destutt de Tracy:
"They who live on profits" (the industrial capitalists) "maintain all the others
and alone augment the public fortune and create all our means of enjoyment. That
must be so, because labour is the source of all wealth and because they alone give a
useful direction to current labour, by making a useful application of accumulated
labour" (Destutt dc Tracy, I.e. [Elémens l'idéologie, Paris, 1826, p.] 242).'

Because labour is the source of all wealth, capital serves to
increase all wealth.
"Our faculties are our only original wealth; our labour produces all other
wealth, and all labour properly directed is productive" (I.e., [p.] 243). a

Our faculties are our only original wealth. Therefore labour
capacity is not wealth. Labour produces all other wealth, that
means: it produces wealth for all others except for itself, and it
itself is not wealth, but only its product is wealth. All labour
properly directed is productive; that means: all productive labour,
all labour which yields profit to the capitalist, is properly directed. b
The transposition of the social productive powers of labour into
material attributes of capital is so strongly rooted in people's
minds that the advantages of machinery, of the application of
science, inventions, etc., in this alienated form are conceived of as
the necessary form, and therefore all these things are regarded as
attributes of capital. What serves here as the basis is 1) the form in
which the matter appears on the basis of capitalist production, and
therefore also in the consciousness of those whose ideas are
confined within that mode of production; 2) the historical fact that
this development first took place in the capitalist mode of
production, as distinct from earlier modes of production, and that
the antagonistic character of this development therefore appears to
be immanent in it.
[492] AD 3 ) c T H E PRODUCT OF CAPITALIST PRODUCTION
IS N O T ONLY SURPLUS VALUE, IT IS CAPITAL

As we have seen, 243 capital is M—C—Af, self-valorising value,
value that gives birth to value.
a
b
1

Marx quotes in French.— Ed.
Cf. present edition, Vol. 31, pp. 177-78.— Ed.
See this volume, pp. 355, 384.— Ed.
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Initially, the sum of money or of value advanced is only capital
&uvd|Jiei,a only capital in itself, even after it has been converted into
the factors of the labour process—means of production, constant
capital—and into labour capacity, into which the variable capital has
been converted. This mere potentiality was even more the case
before its conversion into the factors of the real production
process. Only within the latter, through the real incorporation of
living labour into the objective forms of existence of capital, only
through the real absorption of additional labour, is this labour
converted into capital; and not only this labour is converted, but
the sum of value advanced is converted from possible capital,
value earmarked as capital, into effective and actual capital. What
took place during the process as a whole? The worker sold the
right to dispose of his labour capacity in order to secure the
necessary means of subsistence, for a given value, determined by
the value of his labour capacity. What, therefore, is the result from
his point of view? Simplement and purement0 the reproduction of
his labour capacity. So what did he give away? He gave
value-preserving, value-creating and value-increasing activity, his
labour. He therefore comes out of the process as he entered it, if
we leave aside the wearing down of his labour power. He emerges
as merely subjective labour power, which must pass through the
same process again, in order to preserve itself.
Capital, in contrast, does not come out of the process as it
entered it. It is in the process that it is first converted into actual
capital, into self-valorising value. T h e total product is now the
form in which capital exists as realised capital, and as such it again
confronts labour as the property of the capitalist, as a power which
is independent and has been created by labour itself. Hence the
production process was not only its reproduction process, but its
process of production as capital. Previously the conditions of
production confronted the worker as capital in so far as he found
them to be present over against him in independence. Now it is the
product of his own labour that he finds' confronting him as
conditions of production that have been converted into capital.
What started as a presupposition is now the result of the
production process.
Saying that the production process creates capital is only
another way of saying that it has created surplus value.
But the matter does not rest here. T h e surplus value is
a
b

Potentially.— Ed.
Simply and purely.— Ed.
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reconverted into additional capital, is manifested in the formation
of new capital or capital of greater size. T h u s capital has created
capital; it has not just realised itself as capital. T h e accumulation
process is itself an immanent moment of the capitalist production
process. It includes the creation of new wage labourers, who are
means to the realisation and augmentation of the existing capital,
whether because sections of the population not previously seized
on by capitalist production, such as women and children, are now
subsumed under it, or because a greater number of workers,
resulting from the natural increase of the POPULATION, are subjected
to it. It emerges from a closer examination that capital itself
regulates this production of labour power, the production of the
mass of human beings it intends to exploit, in accordance with its
requirements for this exploitation. Capital therefore does not just
produce capital, it produces a growing mass of workers, the
material which alone enables it to function as additional capital.
Hence not only does labour produce the conditions of labour on
an ever increasing scale as capital, in opposition to itself; capital,
for its part, produces on an ever increasing scale the productive
wage labourers it requires. Labour produces its conditions of
production as capital, and capital produces labour as the means of
its realisation as capital, as wage labour. Capitalist production is
not only the reproduction of the relation, it is its reproduction on
an ever growing scale; and in the same proportion as the social
productive power of labour develops, along with the capitalist
mode of production, the pile of wealth confronting the worker
grows, as wealth ruling over him, as capital, and the world of wealth
expands vis-à-vis the worker as an alien and dominating world. At
the opposite pole, and in the same proportion, the worker's
subjective poverty, neediness and dependency develop. The
deprivation of the worker and the abundance of capital correspond
with each other, they keep in step. At the same time the numbers
of the working proletariat, these living means for the production of
capital, increase.
[493] The growth of capital and the increase of the proletariat
therefore appear as associated products of the same process, even if
they are polar opposites.
T h e relation is not only reproduced, not only produced on an
ever more massive scale, it not only creates more workers for itself
and constantly seizes upon branches of production previously not
subjected to it, it is also reproduced under circumstances which
are more and more favourable to one side, the capitalists, and
more and more unfavourable to the other, the wage labourers.
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This was demonstrated in our presentation of the specifically
capitalist mode of production. 242
From the point of view of the continuity of the production
process, the wage is only the part of the product constantly
produced by the worker which is converted into means of
subsistence for him, and therefore into the means of preserving
and increasing the labour capacities capital requires for its own
self-valorisation, for its vital process. This preservation and
increase of labour capacities, as the result of the process, therefore
itself appears as nothing but the reproduction and extension of
capital's own conditions of reproduction and accumulation. (See
the Yankee.) 3 ' 244
With this there also disappears the superficial appearance the
relation originally possessed, that commodity owners with equal
rights met each other in circulation, on the commodity market,
distinguished from each other, like all other commodity owners, only
by the material content of their commodities, the particular use
value of the commodities they had to sell to each other. Or, this
original form of the relation only remains behind as the superficial
appearance of the capitalist relation that underlies it.
Two aspects need to be distinguished here, through which the
reproduction of the relation itself on an ever increasing scale as a
result of the capitalist production process is distinguished from the
first form, as it on the one hand emerges historically and on the
other hand constantly presents itself anew on the surface of
developed capitalist society.
1) F i r s t l y , with regard to the initial process which occurs within
circulation, the sale and purchase of labour capacity.
The capitalist production process is not only the conversion into
capital of the value or the commodities the capitalist in part brings
to market and in part retains for himself within the labour
process; these products converted into capital are not the capitalist's
products, they are the worker's. The former repeatedly sells the
latter a part of his product—the necessary means of subsistence—
for labour, in order to preserve and increase labour capacity, the
buyer himself, and he repeatedly lends him another part of his
product, the objective conditions of labour, as a means for the
self-valorisation of capital, as capital. While the worker thus
reproduces his products as capital, the capitalist reproduces the
worker as a wage labourer, and therefore as a seller of his own
labour. T h e relation between mere commodity sellers implies that
they exchange their own 4abour, as incorporated in different use
values. T h e sale and purchase of labour capacity, as the constant
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result of the capitalist production process, implies that the worker
must constandy buy back a part of his own product by selling his
living labour. With this, the superficial appearance of a simple
relation between commodity owners' fades away. This constant sale
and purchase of labour capacity, and the constant confrontation
between the worker and the commodity produced by the worker
himself, as buyer of his labour capacity and as constant capital,
appears only as the form mediating his subjugation to capital, the
subjugation of living labour as a mere means to the preservation
and increase of the objective labour which has achieved an
independent position vis-à-vis it. This perpetuation of the relation
of capital as buyer and the worker as seller of labour is a form of
mediation which is immanent in this mode of production; but it is
a form which is only distinct in a formal sense from other, more
direct, forms of the enslavement of labour and property in labour
on the part of the owner of the conditions of production. It glosses
over as a mere money relation the real transaction and the
perpetual dependence, which is constantly renewed through this
mediation of sale and purchase. Not only are the conditions of this
commerce constantly reproduced; in addition to this, what one buys
with, and what the other is obliged to sell, is the result [494] of the
process. The constant renewal of this relation of sale and purchase
only mediates the permanence of the specific relation of dependence, giving it the deceptive semblance of a transaction, a contract,
between commodity owners who have equal rights and confront each
other equally freely. This initial relation now appears as itself an
immanent moment of the domination, produced in capitalist
production, of objective labour over living labour.
Hence both these groups are mistaken:
those who regard wage labour, the sale of labour to capital, and
therefore the form of the wage system, as external to capitalist
production; it is an essential form of mediation of the capitalist
production relation, constantly produced anew by this relation
itself;
and those who find the essence of the capital-relation in this
superficial relation, in this essential formality, this semblance of the
capital-relation, and therefore pretend to characterise the relation
by subsuming workers and capitalists together under the general
relation of commodity owners, thereby engaging in apologetics and
extinguishing the differentia specifica of the capital-relation.
2) For the capital-relation to occur at all, a definite historical
stage and form of social production is presupposed. Means of
communication and production, and needs, have first to develop
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within an earlier mode of production which go beyond the old
relations of production and enforce their transformation into the
capital-relation. But they only need to be sufficiently developed to
allow the formal subsumption of labour under capital to take
place. On the basis of this altered relation, however, specific
changes in the mode of production develop, creating new material
forces of production, on the basis of which the new mode of
production first develops and therewith in fact creates new real
conditions for itself. A complete economic revolution thus takes
place. On the one hand it creates, for the first time, the real
conditions for the domination of capital over labour, completing
them, giving them an appropriate form, and on the other hand, in
the productive powers of labour developed by it in opposition to
the worker, in the conditions of production and relations of
communication, it creates the real conditions for a new mode of
production, superseding the antagonistic form of the capitalist
mode of production, and thus lays the material basis for a newly
shaped social life process and therewith a new social formation.
This is an essentially different conception from that of the
bourgeois political economists, themselves imprisoned in capitalist
preconceptions, who are admittedly able to see how production is
carried on within the capital-relation, but not how this relation is
itself produced, and how at the same time the material conditions
for its dissolution are produced within it, thereby removing its
historical justification as a necessary form of economic development,
of the production of social wealth.
In contrast to this, we have seen not only how capital procjuces,
but how it is itself produced, and how it emerges from the
production process in a form essentially different from that in
which it entered the process. On the one hand it transforms the
mode of production; on the other hand this altered shape of the
mode of production and this particular stage of the development
of the material forces of production is the basis and the
condition—the presupposition—of its own formation.
[495] Result of the Direct Production Process245
Not only do the objective conditions of the production process
appear as its result; their specific social character also appears in
this way. T h e social relations, and therefore the social position, of
the agents of production towards each other—the relations of
production themselves—are produced, and are the constantly
renewed result of the process. 246
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[UNPLACED FOOTNOTES]
73)

The

COLLIERS.

T h e effects of this d e p e n d e n c e of t h e COLLIERS

o n t h e exploiters for t h e i r dwellings a r e shown w h e n e v e r t h e r e is a
STRIKE. I n

November

1 8 6 3 , for

example,

there

was a STRIKE in

D u r h a m . T h e p e o p l e w e re evicted in t h e severest w e a t h e r , with
wives a n d c h i l d r e n , a n d t h e i r f u r n i t u r e , etc., was t h r o w n into t h e
street. W h a t was t h e n i m p o r t a n t above all was to find shelter
d u r i n g t h e cold nights. A large p r o p o r t i o n of t h e m slept in t h e
open

air;

s o m e b r o k e i n t o t h e i r EVACUATED DWELLINGS a n d OCCUPIED

them d u r i n g the night. T h e next day the mineownèrs h a d the
d o o r s a n d windows nailed u p a n d b a r r e d , in o r d e r t o c u t off from
those w h o h a d b e e n ejected t h e l u x u r y of sleeping o n t h e b a r e
floors of t h e e m p t y COTTAGES d u r i n g t h e freezing nights. T h e
p e o p l e t h e n r e s o r t e d t o b u i l d i n g w o o d e n CABINS, a n d wigwams of
turf, b u t these w e r e a g a in t o r n d o w n by t h e o w n e r s of t h e fields.
A l a r g e n u m b e r of c h i l d r e n d i e d o r h a d t h e i r h e a l t h r u i n e d
d u r i n g this c a m p a i g n of l a b o u r against capital (Reynolds's Newspaper, N o v e m b e r 2 9 , 1863). a
75)

Ricardo actually c o m f o r ts t h e w o r k e r s by saying that as a
result of t h e increasin g p r o d u c t i v e p o w e r of l a b o u r a n d t h e
increase in t h e total capital as against t h e variable c o m p o n e n t of
capital, t h e p o r t i o n of s u r p l u s value c o n s u m e d as i n c o m e will also
i n c r e a s e , h e n c e a n INCREASED DEMAND FOR MENIAL SERVANTS! ( R i c a r d o ,

the] Principles

[of Political Economy,

and Taxation,]

[On

p. 475).

76) * " p r 0 p e r t y ... j s essential to preserve the common unskilled labourer from
falling into the condition of a piece of machinery, bought at the minimum market
price at which it can be produced, that is at which labourers can be got to exist and
propagate their species, to which he is invariably reduced sooner or later, when the
interests of capital and labour are quite distinct, and are left to adjust themselves
under the sole operation of the law of supply and demand" * (Samuel Laing,
National Distress, London, 1844, p[p. 45-]46).
77)
Ireland. Emigration. I n so far as t h e real increase o r r e d u c t i o n
in t h e w o r k i n g POPULATION d u r i n g t h e ten-year industrial cycle c a n
e x e r t a perceptibl e influence o n t h e l a b o u r m a r k e t , this could only
b e in E n g l a n d , a n d we take it as a m o d e l , because h e r e t h e
capitalist m o d e of p r o d u c t i o n is [highly] d e v e l o p e d , a n d d o e s n o t ,
unlike o n t h e E u r o p e a n c o n t i n e n t , o p e r a t e largely o n t h e basis of

a

" T h e Colliery Strike in Durham", Reynolds's Newspaper, No. 694, November
29, 1863, p. 8.— Ed.
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a peasant economy which does not correspond to it. Here we can
only speak of the impact of capital's need for valorisation on the
extension or contraction of emigration. It should first be remarked
that the emigration of capital, i.e. the part of the annual income
which is invested abroad as capital, particularly in the colonies and
in the UNITED STATES of America, is far larger in proportion to the
annual fund for accumulation than the number of emigrants in
proportion to the annual increase in population. Some- of these
emigrants are in fact merely following capital abroad. Furthermore, the emigration from England, if we consider its main
component, the agricultural one, consists for the most part not of
workers but of tenant farmers' sons, etc. This has so far been
more than replaced by immigration from Ireland. The periods of
stagnation and crisis, when the pressure to emigrate is at its
strongest, are the same periods as those during which more excess
capital is sent abroad, and the periods of declining emigration are
the same as those of declining emigration of superfluous capital.
The absolute proportion between capital employed in the country
and labour power is therefore little affected by the fluctuations of
emigration. If emigration from England were to take on serious
dimensions, in relation to the annual increase of the population, it
would lose its position on the world market. The Irish emigration
since 1848 has given the lie to all the expectations and prophecies
of the Malthusians. First of all, they had declared an emigration
exceeding the increase of population to be an impossibility. The
Irish solved that problem despite their poverty. Those who have
emigrated send back every year most of the resources needed to
finance the emigration of those left behind. Secondly, however,
the same gentlemen had made the prophecy that the FAMINE which
swept away one million people, and the subsequent exodus, 247
would have the same effect in Ireland as the BLACK DEATH 248 had
had in England in the mid-14th century. Precisely the opposite has
occurred. Production has fallen more quickly than the population,
and the decline in the means of employing the agricultural
workers has been quicker too, although their wages are no higher
today, taking into account the changes in the price of the means of
subsistence, than in 1847. The population has fallen in 15 years
from 8 million to approximately 4 V2 million. To be sure, cattle
production has increased to a certain extent, and Lord Dufferin,
who wants to convert Ireland into a mere sheep pasture, is quite
right to say that the population is still far too high. 3 In the
a
Cf. K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Part VII, Ch. XXV, Sect. 5, e. (present edition,
Vol. 35).—Ed.
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meantime, the Irish have taken not only their bones but
themselves to America, and the cry "exoriare aliquis ultor"3
resounds threateningly on the other side of the Atlantic.
If we look at the last two years, 1864 and 1865, we find the
following figures for the main CROPS:

Wheat
Oats
Barley
here

*1864
qrs

1865
qrs

Decrease

875,782
7,826,332
761,909
15,160

826,783
7,659,727
732,017
13,989

48,999
166,605
29,892
1,171

1864
Tons

1865
Tons

Decrease

Potatoes
4,312,388
3,865,990
446,398
Turnips
3,467,659
3,301,683
165,976
Flax
64,506
39,561
24,945*
(The OFFICIAL Agricultural Statistics, Ireland, Dublin, 1866,
p. 4).b

This does not prevent individual persons from 'enriching
themselves during the rapid ruin of the country as a whole. Thus
e.g.
T h e number of people who had an annual income of from £900 to £1,000 in
1864 was 59, and in 1865: 66. The number with an annual income between £1,000
and £2,000 was 315 in 1864 and 342 in 1865. (VerteS)

INCOMES between

3,000- 4,000:
4,000- 5,000:
5,000-10,000:
0,000-50,000:

1864

1865

46
19
30
23

50
28
44
25

And: 3 people each of whom had £87,606 in 1864, and 3 people each of whom
had £91,509 in 1863 (Income and Property Tax Return, August 7, 1866).

Lord Dufferin, who is himself one of these "supernumeraries",
notes correctly that Ireland still has far too many inhabitants.
79)

Thus e.g. the talk of shifting present burdens onto future
generations by means of government debts. A can give B, who
J

"Rise some avenger" (Virgil, Aeneid IV, 902).— Ed.
Cf. K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Part VII, Ch. XXV, Sect. 5, f. (present edition,
Vol. 35).— Ed.
c
This refers to the text that follows immediately.— Ed.
b
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lends him commodities either in reality or in appearance, a
promissory note on future products, just as indeed there exist poets
and musicians of the future. But A and B together never consume
an atom of the future product. Every epoch pays for its own wars.
A worker, on the other hand, can expend the labour of the three
following years in a single year.
* "In pretending to stave off the expenses of the present hour to a future day,
in pretending that you can burthen posterity to supply the wants of the existing
generation" * the absurd statement is made * "that you can consume what does not
yet exist, that you can feed on provisions before their seeds have been sown in the
earth,.. All the wisdom of our statesmen will have ended in a great transfer of
property from one class of persons to another, in creating an enormous fund for
the rewards of jobs and peculation" * (Percy Ravenstone, M. A., Thoughts on the
Funding System, and Its Effects, London, 1824, [pp.] 8-9).

Although the formation of capital and the capitalist mode of
production rest essentially on both the ending of the feudal mode
of production and the expropriation of the peasants, handicraftsmen, and in general on the ending of the mode of production
which rests on the private property of the direct producer in his
conditions of production; although the capitalist mode of production,
once it is introduced, develops in the same proportion as that
form of private property is done away with, along with the mode
of production founded on it, hence to the degree that those direct
producers are expropriated in the name of the concentration of
capital (centralisation); although that process of expropriation, which
is later repeated systematically in the CLEARING OF ESTATES, in part
introduces, as an act of violence, the capitalist mode of production,
both the theory of the capitalist mode of production (political economy,
the philosophy of law, etc.) and the capitalist himself in his
conception of the matter like to confuse the capitalist's form of
property and appropriation, which rests on the appropriation of
alien labour in its progress and, essentially, on the expropriation
of the direct producer, with the above-mentioned mode of
production, which on the contrary presupposes the private property of
the direct producer in his conditions of production—a presupposition
under which the capitalist mode of production in agriculture and
manufacture, etc., would be impossible—and therefore also like to
present every attack on the capitalist form of appropriation as an
attack on the other kind of property, the property that has been
worked for, indeed an attack on all property. Of course they always
experience great difficulty in presenting the expropriation of the
mass of working people from their property as the vital condition
for property which rests on labour. //By the way, private property
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of t h a t f o r m always implies at least slavery for t h e m e m b e r s of t h e
family, w h o a r e u s e d a n d e x p l o i t e d t o t h e full by t h e h e a d of t h e
family.// T h e g e n e r a l legal c o n c e p t i o n , f r o m L o c k e to R i c a r d o , is
t h e r e f o r e t h a t of petty-bourgeois property, while t h e r e l a t i o n s of
p r o d u c t i o n t h e y actually d e s c r i b e b e l o n g to t h e capitalist mode of
production. W h a t m a k e s this possible is t h e r e l a t i o n of buyer and
seller, w h i c h r e m a i n s t h e s a m e formally in b o t h f o r m s . W i t h all
t h e s e w r i t e r s o n e finds t h e following duality:
1) economically t h e y o p p o s e private property resting on labour, a n d
s h o w t h e a d v a n t a g e s of t h e expropriation of the mass [of workers] a n d
t h e capitalist mode of production;
2) b u t ideologically a n d legally t h e ideology of private
property
resting on labour is t r a n s f e r r e d w i t h o u t f u r t h e r a d o to p r o p e r t y
r e s t i n g o n t h e expropriation of the direct producer.
"It was under Frederick II that subjects" (peasants) "were first granted
hereditary tenure and property rights in most of the provinces of the Kingdom of
Prussia. And this Ordinance helped to end a misfortune suffered by the country
people which was threatening to depopulate the countryside. For it was precisely in
the last" (18th) "century that the landowners, once they had started to concern
themselves with raising the yield of their estates, began to find it advantageous to drive
out some of their subjects and add the peasants' fields to their own demesnes. T h e people
who had been driven out fell victim to poverty, being homeless; moreover, those
who remained on the land were now subjected to completely intolerable burdens,
since they were now expected by the landowners to cultivate the previous peasants'
fields as well, the owners of which would otherwise have facilitated through their
labour the cultivation of the demesne too. This 'expropriation of the peasants' was
especially severe in the eastern part of Germany. When Frederick II conquered Silesia,
many thousand peasant farms there were without any farmers; the cottages lay in
ruins, and the fields were in the hands of the landowners. All the confiscated lands
had to be redistributed, placed in the hands of farm managers, provided with
cattle and implements, and granted to peasants in hereditary and private ownership. T h e same abuses on the island of Rügen were still causing uprisings of
the rural inhabitants when Moritz Arndt was a young man; soldiers were sent,
the rebels were imprisoned, and the peasants sought revenge, ambushing and
murdering individual members of the nobility. In Electoral Saxony too, the same
abuses were a source of disturbances as late as 1790" (G. Freytag [Neue Bilder aus
dem Leben des deutschen Volkes, Leipzig, 1862, pp. 38-39]).
T h i s is a clear d e m o n s t r a t i o n of w h a t t h e n o b l e s e n t i m e n t s of
f e u d a l i s m really a m o u n t e d to!
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NOTES
1

After completing the Economic Manuscripts of 1857-58 (see present edition,
vols 28 and 29), Marx started work on a large economic treatise which was to
cover every aspect of life in capitalist society. T he first step was the publication,
in 1859, of A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy. Part One. In the
Preface to this work, Marx sets out the plan of his ambitious project: "I
examine the system of bourgeois economy in the following order: capital, landed
property, wage-labour; the State, foreign trade, world market... T h e first part of the
first book, dealing with Capital, comprises the following chapters: 1. T h e
commodity; 2. Money or simple circulation; 3. Capital in general, T h e present
part consists of the first two chapters" (see present edition. Vol. 29, p. 261).
From Marx's letters (see present edition, Vol. 40) it is evident that after
publishing Part O n e he intended to start immediately on the second part, which
was to deal with capital in general. However, various circumstances, including
the need to concentrate on Herr Vogt, prevented him from carrying out this
intention. He was busy with preparatory work up to the summer of 1861,
drafting plans, reviewing the 1857-58 Manuscripts and his excerpts on capital
(see present edition, Vol. 29), making new excerpts, etc., and did not proceed to
the actual writing until August. As Marx originally regarded what eventually
became the Manuscript of 1861-63 as the second part of A Contribution to the
Critique of Political Economy, he gave the manuscript the same title, subheading
the first two notebooks "Third Chapter. Capital in General" (see present
edition, Vol. 30). However, the manuscript soon exceeded the planned size,
growing ultimately to 23 notebooks, 1,472 large pages in all.
This volume contains the conclusion of the manuscript (part of Notebook
XX and notebooks XXI, XXII and XXIII). T h e earlier sections, including
Theories of Surplus Value, are in vols 30-33 of the present edition.— 5

2

T h e notes below were made by Marx on the inside front covers of notebooks
XXI-XXIII of the Manuscript of 1861-63. T he table of contents for Notebook
XX, the text of which is included in Vol. 33 and in this volume, is to be found
in Vol. 33, p. 8.
On the inside front cover of Notebook XXI, under the heading "Excerpts
from Works", Marx listed the following titles:
"1) Massie, 1750. 2) Malthus, An Inquiry into the Nature and Progress of Rent,
Lond., 1815. 3) Malthus, The Grounds of an Opinion, 1815.
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"4) A Prize Essay on the Comparative Merits of Competition and Cooperation etc.,
Lond., 1834.
"5) Hodgskin, The Natural and Artificial Right of Property, Lond., 1832.
"6) An Essay on the Political Economy of Nations etc., Lond., 1821.
"7) Trades unions and Strikes, Lond., 1860."
T h e front cover of Notebook XXI bears the date "May 1863".— 7
3

T h e following entry under the heading "Works" is made on the inside front
cover of Notebook XXII:
"1) Trades Unions and Strikes, London, 1860.
"2) Petty's Schriften.
"3) Buat.
"4) (Dickson:) An Essay on the Causes of the Present High Prices of Provisions etc.,
Lond., 1773.
"5) A Short Essay on the Corn Trade etc. (Charles Smith). London, 1758.
"6) Edmund Burke: Thoughts and Details on Scarcity etc. (1795), London,
1800.
"7) Dr. Richard Price, Observations on Reversionary Payments, edit. Lond.,
1803.
"8) An Inquiry into the Connection between the Present High Prices of Provisions,
and the Size of Farms, etc., Lond., 1773."
T h e front cover of this notebook bears the date: "May 1863".— 7

4

T he inside front cover of Notebook XXIII carries the following entry, under
the heading "Works":
"1) An Inquiry into the Connection etc. and the Size of Farms, Lond., 1773. 2) An
Inquiry into the Management of the Poor (Malthusianer), London, 1767.
3) (N. Forster), An Inquiry into the Causes of the Present High Prices of Provisions,
in 2 parts, 1767. 4) A Letter to Sir T. C. Bunbury etc., 1795. 5) Considerations etc.
by Governor Pownall, 1795. 6) Monopoly of Small Farms. T h . Wright. 7) Two
Letters on the Flour Trade etc., 1767. 8) Thoughts on etc. High Prices etc., 1767.
9) E. Corrie, 1791. 10) A Political Enquiry into the Consequences of Enclosing Waste
Lands, 1785. 11) Representation of the Lords etc. (1790) 1800 edit. 12) William
Mitford. 13) Arthur Young, Scarcity, 1800. 14) A Defence of the Landowners,
1814. 15) J. D. Hume, Thoughts on the Corn Laws, 1815. 16) Remarks on the
Commercial Policy, 1815. 17) Buchanan. 18) Ensor. 19) Beckmann. 20) Sismondi: Richesse commerciale, 1803. 21) Sir Dudley North. 22) Discourse ... Encouraging Mechanick Industry, 1689. 23) General Notions of Commerce, 1695. 24) The
East Indian Trade a Most Profitable Trade, 1677. 25) Publich Credit, 1748. 26) New
Buildings, 1678. 27) Josiah Tucker. 28) Exportation of Wool, 1677. 29) Case of
Engl. Wool, 1685. 30) Decay of Clothing Trade, 1691. 31) Sir R. Temple.
32) Trenchard, 1696. 33) Credit, 1707. 34) Loans, 1710. 35) Nicholas Barbon,
1796. 36) Decus et tutamen, 1696. 37) Equal Taxes, 1702. 38) Stock Exchange.
39) Decker, 1744. 40) Taxes, 17[46]. 41) Some Thoughts on the Interest of Money in
General, etc., 1750. 42) National Thoughts. Bounty of Corn. 43) Reason for Increase
of Poor Rates, 1777. 44) Storch. 45) Quesnay. 46) An Essay on Trade and
Commerce, 1770. 47) Cantillon. 48) Forbonnais. 49) Ganilh. 50) Gamier.
51) Condillac. 52) Bounty, 1753. 53) Letters to Men of Reason, 1774. 54) State of
Poor, 1773. 55) B. de l'Abbaye, 1770. 56) Essay on Political Economy, 1828.
59) Observations, 1828. 60) Fletcher, 1827. 61) Essay on Political Economy, 1830.
62) Wakefield. 63) Essential Principles, 1797. 64) Princip. of Trade, 1774. 65) An
Essay on the External Corn Trade. Torrens. 1815."
T h e front cover of this notebook bears the date: "June 1863".— 7
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5

In March 1862 Marx interrupted his systematic analysis of relative surplus
value for the sake of a detailed discussion of bourgeois theories of surplus
value. As a result, Notebook V of the 1861-63 Manuscript was left partly
unfilled. As is evident from Marx's letters to Engels of January 24 and 28, 1863
(see present edition, Vol. 41, pp. 446, 449), he resumed his analysis in late
1862 and early 1863, dealing with relative surplus value, specifically with the
capitalist employment of machinery, and filling in the process Notebook V and
notebooks XIX and XX. T he opening part of the section is to be found in
Vol. 30, pp. 318-46, and Vol. 33, p. 372 et seq.—8

6

In the margin opposite this and the preceding paragraph Marx wrote: "setting
free of capital".—8

7

In the margin opposite this paragraph Marx wrote: "profit gained by means of
accumulation".— 10

8

In the margin opposite this sentence Marx wrote: "setting free".—11

9

Above, in the margin opposite the passage beginning with the words " T h e
capital thus set free", Marx wrote: "machinery and demand for labour".—11

10

Above, in the margin opposite the passage beginning with the words "As an
infinite drive", Marx wrote "productive power of capital".—11

11

Marx deals with these questions in the Economic Manuscripts of 1857-58 (see
present edition, Vol. 28, pp. 362-76), as well as in the Manuscript of 1861-63
(see present edition, Vol. 30, pp. 414-51, Vol. 31, pp. 84-93, 130-51, Vol. 32,
pp. 381-86).—12

12

In the margin opposite this paragraph Marx wrote: "accumulation of property
titles in the total reproduction process". Opposite the next paragraph he put:
"absolute surplus value, (profit) rate".—12

1S

Marx is referring to the third part of his work. In the plan of Chapter III
which he drew up in 1860 it is marked: " H I . Capital and Profit" (see present
edition, Vol. 29, p. 516). In the present manuscript this part is contained in
notebooks XVI and XVII (see present edition, Vol. 33, pp. 69-153).
In the margin opposite this paragraph Marx wrote: "reduction in the
capital advanced" and "rate of profit".—13

14

In the margin opposite this paragraph Marx wrote: "variable capital".—14

15

Marx took over the two foregoing paragraphs, with some alterations, from the
Manuscripts of 1857-58 (see present edition, Vol. 28, p. 316).
In the margin opposite the second paragraph Marx wrote: "decline in
variable capital against constant".— 14

16

Here Marx probably has in mind the item "7) Result of the Production
Process" of Section 1, Chapter III, "Capital in General" (cf. present edition,
Vol. 33, p. 347).
In the Manuscript of 1863-65 Chapter Six bears the title "Results of the
Direct Production Process" (see this volume, p. 335).— 15

17

T h e passage from the words " T he ratio of the part" up to this point was taken
over by Marx, with some alterations, from the Manuscripts of 1857-58 (see
present edition, Vol. 28, pp. 325-26).—16

18

Marx has in mind the Malthusian theory of population, a critical analysis of
which he gave in this manuscript (see present edition, Vol. 31, pp. 347-50,
Vol. 32, pp. 243-45, 432-33), Cf. also the Economic Manuscripts of 1857-58
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(present edition, Vol. 28, pp. 524-27) and the relevant footnote in Section 1 of
Chapter XXV, " T h e General Law of Capitalist Accumulation", of Vol. I of
Capital (present edition, Vol. 35).—17
19

T he passage comprising here the three foregoing paragraphs was taken over by
Marx, with some alterations, from the Manuscripts of 1857-58 (see present
edition, Vol. 28, pp. 326-27).—17

20

T h e three foregoing paragraphs are a somewhat modified version of a passage
from the Manuscripts of 1857-58 (see present edition, Vol. 29, pp. 151-52).—
19

21

T he foregoing paragraph is a somewhat modified version of a passage from the
Manuscripts of 1857-58 (see present edition, Vol. 29, pp. 153-54).—19

22

Marx assumes that the value of the machinery is equivalent to the aggregate
labour time of 10 displaced workers, that is, to 120 hours. Consequently, the
annual depreciation of this machinery amounts to 12 hours.—22-

23

This surplus labour time consists of 2 surplus hours provided by 2 workers and
10 surplus hours of 10 displaced workers. The capitalist who was the first to
apply machinery adds these 10 surplus hours to the value of his product
because its individual value is lower than its social value.—23

24

Marx probably has in mind'Book III, "Wage Labour", of the six books which
he planned to write. Book III was to deal with a number of problems related to
wages (see Note 1).
Marx discussed the effect of unemployment as a labour reserve on the level
of wages in Vol. I of Capital (see present edition, Vol. 35, Part IV, Chapter
XV, Section 5, and Part VII, Chapter XXV, Section 3).—23

25

Marx brings up the subject in the Manuscripts of 1857-58 (see present edition,
Vol. 28, pp. 325-28, 527-29; see also this volume, pp. 16, 17, 18)—28

2fi

Marx is referring here to one of the Supplementary Notebooks (Beihefte) to his
Manuscript of 1861-63 in which, as he wrote to Engels on May 29, 1863, he
made "excerpts from all kinds of earlier literature relating to the part of the
political economy I had elaborated" (see present edition, Vol. 4 1 , p. 474).
Supplementary Notebooks marked with the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H
are extant. Some of these excerpts are to be found in notebooks XXI, XXII
and XXIII of the 1861-63 Manuscript. Page 5 of Supplementary Notebook A
contains a passage copied out from An Essay, in Answer to the Question, whether
does the Principle of Competition, with Separate Individual Interests...?, London,
1834, p. 29, to which Marx refers as A Prize Essay on the Comparative Merits of
Competition and Cooperation, London, 1834. Th e example cited here by Marx is
from this book. See also this volume, p. 165-66.—29

27

"Machinery and labour are in constant competition" (D. Ricardo, Principles of
Political Economy. Third edition, London, 1821, p. 479). See also present
edition, Vol. 32, p. 199.—29

28

On changes in the conditions of the labour process under capitalism see present
edition, Vol. 30, pp. 92-97, 131, 134-35, 146-47, 255 et seq.; Vol. 33, pp. 372
et seq.; this volume, p. 8 et seq. Cf. also present edition, Vol. 29, pp. 81-84.—
30

29

Reference here is to the self-acting mule invented by the British engineer
Richard Roberts in 1825. T h e workers nicknamed this loom the iron man,
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because it automatically performed many of the operations in the spinning
industry which had hitherto been performed manually.
Marx quotes Ure's words about the iron man in Notebook V of the
Manuscript of 1861-63 (see present edition, Vol. 30, p. 342).—30, 35
30

On the role of science in capitalist production see also the Economic
Manuscripts of 1857-58 (present edition, Vol. 29, pp. 84-86, 89-93).—32

31

Marx took this quotation from p. 173 of his Excerpt Notebook VII, which he
filled in London between 1859 and 1863. Marx put it in double square brackets
and wrote after it: "This passage very important to the very concept of
machine labour, namely as involving a motor of some kind of mechanical, not
human, power."—33

32

In the margin opposite this quotation Marx wrote: "domestic work".—43

33

In the margin opposite this quotation Marx wrote: "profit".— 44, 176

34

Th e article " T h e Cotton Districts and Emigration" by the Manchester
manufacturer Edmund Potter was published on March 24, 1863, in The Times,
No. 24514, p. 12, cols. 2-4, as a letter to the Editor dated March 20.
Marx returns to this article in the 1861-63 Manuscript (see this volume,
pp. 47-48, 51-52).—45

36

Quoted from a report on the sitting of the House of Commons on April 27,
1863, published in The Times of April 28, 1863, p. 8, col. 4, under the heading
"The Cotton Famine".— 45

36

T h e 1834 Poor Law (an Act for the Amendment and Better Administration of
Laws Relating to the Poor in England and Wales) permitted only one form of
aid to needy able-bodied persons—their enrolment in prison-type workhouses
where they were engaged in monotonous and exhausting unproductive labour.
T h e people nicknamed them Bastilles for the Poor. The law aimed at making
the poor accept hard working conditions in industry, thus increasing the supply
of cheap labour.—46

37

T h e Corn Laws (first introduced in the fifteenth century) imposed high import
duties on agricultural produce in the interests of the landowners in order to
maintain high prices for these products on the home market. T h e struggle
between the industrial bourgeoisie and the landed aristocracy over the Corn
Laws ended in 1846 with their repeal.—46

38

Here Marx summarises the following passage from Ferrand's speech: "The
men, who kept their mills locked and the workpeople idle,had been making
enormous profits by exports of the raw material." The reference is to the
"cotton famine" caused by the 1861-65 Civil War in the USA.
Concerning this see also K. Marx, "The British Cotton Trade", The
New-York Daily Tribune, No. 6405, October 14, 1861 (present edition, Vol. 19,
pp. 17-20) and K. Marx, "On the Cotton Crisis", Die Presse, Vienna, No. 38,
February 8, 1862 (present edition, Vol. 19, pp. 160-62).—47

39

T h e text on pp. 1273 and 1274 of the manuscript consists almost entirely of
cuttings from The Times of March 24, 1863, pasted onto these pages.—48

40

Marx also quotes this passage in Volume I of Capital, where he makes the
following remark after the quotation: "He means the living labour machines"
(present edition, Vol. 35, Part VII, Chapter XXIII).—48
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41

T he manuscript has the following text below this table: "Thus we obtain [the
following figures] for cotton consumption in the United Kingdom (after
deduction of re-exported cotton)", and a table with figures for 1846-60.—52

42

Marx also used this passage from Richard Jones' book, An Essay on the
Distribution of Wealth..., London, 1831, earlier on in the 1861-63 Manuscript
(see present edition, Vol. 30, p. 169).
He makes a special analysis of Jones' book in the section "Proletarian
Opposition on the Basis of Ricardo" (see present edition, Vol. 33, p. 320 et
seq.).—54

43

T h e cottiers—a category of the rural population consisting of poor or landless
peasants. In Ireland, the cottiers rented small plots of land and cottages from
landlords or real estate agents on extremely onerous terms. Their position
resembled that of the farmhands.—56, 256, 267

44

Marx is giving the gist of this statement by William Thompson: "In speaking of
labour, we have always included ... knowledge... Without this knowledge, it
would be no more than brute force directed to no useful purpose."—57

45

Marx also quotes this passage from Jones earlier on in the 1861-63 Manuscript
(see present edition, Vol. 33, p. 364).
He analyses Jones' book in the section "Proletarian Opposition on the Basis
of Ricardo" of the 1861-63 Manuscript (see present edition, Vol. 33,
pp. 337-71).—58

46

T h e anonymous work The Industry of Nations... (presumably written by Robert
Ellis) describes the Great Exhibition, held in London between May and October
1851. Marx visited the show.—58
"Philosophical instruments" are the object of a whole chapter in The Industry of
Nations.. (Chapter VII, pp. 286-349). The term is used to denote scientific
instruments like precision balances, thermometers, barometers, hydrometers,
theodolites, telescopes, and microscopes. T h e phrase "philosophical instruments" stems from the term "natural philosophy" ("philosophia naturalis"),
which had long been used in England to denote physics and other natural
sciences.—58

47

48
49

50

In the margin opposite this paragraph Marx wrote "profit".—59
T h e poem is to be found in Dugald Stewart's Lectures on Political Economy,
Edinburgh, 1855, Vol. 1, pp. 191-92. Marx gives it in his own German
translation. Passages from Stewart's work are contained in Marx's Excerpt
Notebook VII, which he filled in London between 1859 and 1863. Page 147 of
the notebook has the following entry: "Epigram on watermills by Antipater of
Thessalonica; lived in Augustus' age, and was a contemporary of Vitruvius, who
notices the introduction of watermills as then recent."
Subsequently, in Volume I of Capital, Marx gave the poem in the German
translation by Count Christian zu Stolberg (cf. present edition, Vol. 35, Chapter
XV, Section 3c).—61
In accordance with the plan of the third chapter of A Contribution to the Critique
of Political Economy which he drew up in 1860, Marx intended to examine this
problem in the section "Primitive Accumulation" (see present edition, Vol. 29,
pp. 513-14). In the course of his work on the Manuscript of 1861-63, however,
he made a new plan for the arrangement of the material, under which this
problem was to be dealt with in Section 5 of Part I (see present edition, Vol. 33,
p. 347).
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Here and below, the titles of subsections, given in square brackets, have
been taken from the summary of contents Marx wrote on the inside front cover
of Notebook XX (see present edition, Vol. 33, p. 7).—61
51

In Notebook XXIII Marx makes use of additional material to illustrate these
propositions (see this volume, pp. 290-98).—62

52

For Marx's assessment of the French factory legislation, see present edition,
Vol. 30, pp. 220-21.—62

53

T h e passage quoted by Marx is to be found in Petty's Verbum Sapienti, a
supplement to The Political Anatomy of Ireland.—62

54

Marx wrote about the strike in Preston in two of his articles published in The
New-York Daily Tribune, No. 3904, October 21 and No. 3928, November 18,
1853 (see present edition, Vol. 12, pp. 411-15, 446-48).—63

55

In the margin opposite this quotation Marx wrote "Sismondi".—67

56

In the margin opposite this paragraph Marx wrote: "Malthus' theory of
value".—71, 343

57

Marx apparently has in mind the following passage from Rodbertus' Soziale
Briefe an von Kirchmann. Dritter Brief, Berlin, 1851, pp. 127-28: " T h e profit on
capital can never increase ad infinitum, for profit results merely from the
proportion in which the value of the product is divided. It must, accordingly,
always be but a fraction of this unit. For, even if one abstracts from rent ... this
unit must, apart from the fraction of it used to replace the capital expended, be
divided between the workers and the capitalist. This alone would make it
impossible for profit on capital ever to amount to 100 per cent.... However high
it may be, it must always amount to considerably less."—79

5S

Originally Marx correctly marked this page as 1297, but he wrote the figure 7
rather indistinctly and apparently misread it later as 1, so he marked the
following pages as 1292, 1293 and 1294. On discovering the error, Marx added
"a" to each of the wrong page numbers.—85

59

Marx quotes Locke's work Some Considerations... from Massie's book An Essay on
the Governing Causes of the Natural Rate of Interest..., London, 1750, pp. 10-11.—
89

60

These views were formulated in the following works: William Petty, A Treatise
of Taxes and Contributions..., London, 1667; John Locke, Some Considérations of
the Consequences of the Lowering of Interest, and Raising the Value of Money (1691),
in: The Works, London, 1740. Marx analysed these views on pp. XXII-1397 and
XXIII-1419 of his 1861-63 Manuscript (see this volume, pp. 247, 272-74).—90

61

T h e quotation is from the Section "Of Commerce" in Hume's Essays and
Treatises on Several Subjects. In Two Volumes. Vol. I. A new edition, London,
1764.—90

62

Reference here is to the Section "Of Interest" in Hume's Essays and Treatises on
Several Subjects. In Two Volumes. Vol. I. A new edition, London, 1764.—90

63

Marx includes this work in the list of titles on the inside front cover of
Notebook XXI (cf. Note 2). Th e excerpts from it quoted below are referred to
in the section "Interest" of Notebook X X I I I (see this volume, p. 273).— 91

64

Massie means extracts, which he quoted earlier, from Petty's "Political
Arithmetick..." (Several Essays in Political Arithmetick..., London, 1699), and from
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Locke's Some Considerations of the Consequences of the Lowering of Interest, and
Raising the Value of Money (The Works, London, 1740).—91
65

This is the beginning of Notebook XXI, on the cover of which Marx wrote:
"May 1863". In working on the manuscript of Chapter Six, "Results of the
Direct Production Process", Marx drew extensively on his Manuscript of
1861-63, in particular Notebook XXI. He cut out several pages of this notebook
and pasted them onto pages of the manuscript of Chapter Six. Thus, he
attached p. XXI-1303 to p. 475 (cf. this volume, pp. 96-98 and 433-35),
p. XXI-1305 and the top part of p. XXI-1306 to p. 477 (this volume,
pp. 100-03 and 436-38), and p. XXI-1318 to p. 490 (this volume, pp. 123-25
and 458-59). Here these pages are given in the text of both Notebook XXI and
Chapter Six.
T h e text of some other pages of Notebook XXI was fully or partly
incorporated by Marx into the following sections of Chapter Six: "Supplementary Remarks on the Formal Subsumption of Labour under Capital", "The
Real Subsumption of Labour under Capital", "Gross and Net Product", and
"Mystification of Capital" (cf. this volume, pp. 97-98 and 429, 430, 432; 98 and
435; 101 and 435-38; 102-04 and 430-32; 104-06 and 452; 107-08 and 439-40,
442; 108-11 and 441-42; 120-21 and 440-41; 121-24 and 457; 124-26 and
456-57; 127-28 and 460-61; 136 and 449-50; 138-39 and 449-50; 145-46 and
451-52).—91, 430

66

T h e text of the 1861-63 Manuscript that follows is a direct continuation of the
section " T he Production Process of Capital" (see this volume, p. 86).—93

67

Originally Marx examined the relationship between the formal and the real
subsumption of labour under capital in his analysis of the unity of the labour
process and the valorisation process (see present edition, Vol. 30, pp. 92-95).
He returned to it here, in the addenda to his investigation of the relationship
between absolute and relative surplus value, planning to continue its discussion
in the section on the accumulation of capital, which was also to include a
subsection on primitive accumulation (see this volume, p. 327). In Chapter Six,
"Results of the Direct Production Process"—which, according to Marx's
original plan, was to be the concluding chapter of Volume I of Capital— the
problem is dealt with in the section "Capitalist Production as the Production of
Surplus Value" (see this volume, pp. 327-28).—95

68

In Chapter Six, "Results of the Direct Production Process", Marx counterposes
the means of subsistence as "subjective conditions of labour" to the means of
production as "objective conditions of labour" (see this volume, p. 430).—95

69

These words are rather indistinct in the manuscript and can also be read as
"the process of labour" ("Prozeß der Arbeit").—97, 434

70

Marx means the system aimed at precluding competition among guild
members. It involved discussion of production matters, equal conditions for all
members of the guild, and joint decisions on prices, raw materials, and
quality.—98, 434

71

In transferring p. 1305 to Chapter Six, Marx cut off its top, and thus the first
10 to 14 lines of the text on pp. 1304 and 1305 were lost. T h e text of the
missing part of p. 1305 probably corresponded to that of the last paragraph of
p. 476 in Chapter Six (see this volume, pp. 435-36).—98

72

In the manuscript of Chapter Six, which includes passages from the 1861-63
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Manuscript (see Notes 65 and 71), Marx, after the word "consciousness", added
"(or rather the notion)" (see this volume, p. 435).—98
73

T h e yeomen were a stratum of English freeholders which disappeared
approximately by the mid-18th century, superseded by small tenant farmers.
This was the result of the process of the primitive accumulation of capital, in
particular, of what was known as the enclosure of common lands and their
usurpation by landlords. Skilful archers, the yeomen formed the core of the
English army before firearms came into wide use; they were known for their
staunchness and bravery in battle. Marx wrote that during the English
revolution of the 17th century the yeomen were the main fighting force of
Oliver Cromwell, the leader of the bourgeoisie and the burgeoisified nobility.
English novelists and historians paid tribute to the yeomen's courage and
military skill, and their role as defenders of the independence of the English
nation.
T h e expression "proud yeomanry of England" is probably a paraphrase of
Shakespeare's expressions "good yeomen", "fight gentlemen of England", and
"fight boldly yeomen". See Henry V, etc., Act III, Scene 1, and Richard III.
Act V, Scene III. (See also present edition, Vol. 4, p. 552; Vol. 20, p. 145.) —
101, 256, 265, 315, 437

74

Marx means here the further elaboration of propositions formulated in his
analysis of relative surplus value in the 1861-63 Manuscript (see present
edition, Vol. 30, pp. 262-63). He worked out this idea in more detail in the
manuscript of Chapter Six, on the basis of Cairnes' work The Slave Power: Its
Character, Career, and Probable Designs..., London, 1862 (see this volume,
pp. 471, 438).—108

75

In his Nouveaux principes d'économie politique, ou De la richesse dans ses rapports
avec la population, Seconde édition. Tome second, Paris, 1827, p. 434, Sismondi
wrote: "We tend completely to separate every kind of property from every kind
of labour." Marx quotes this proposition in Capital, Vol. I, Part VIII, Chapter
XXXII, note.—109

76

This paragraph was marked off by Marx in the margin; opposite it he wrote:
"contradictory form of social labour".—109

77

Marx copied passages out of Quesnay's Dialogues... on pp. 23 and 29-31 of
Supplementary Notebook C (see Note 26).—110

78

Marx dwells on relative surplus population in Capital, Vol. I, Chapter XXV,
" T h e General Law of Capitalist Accumulation".—113

79

Marx borrows the term "irrational (imaginary) expression" from mathematics
to denote the price of things having no value, such as land or labour (cf. this
volume, p. 149).—114

80

Marx may have taken information on the subject from The Times, which in
1860-61 published material on the Nine Hours Movement, launched by the
builders' union. See, in particular, the issues of March 13 and June 2,
I860.—116

81

Marx borrows this proposition from an anonymous work, An Inquiry into those
Principles, respecting the Nature of Demand and the Necessity of Consumption...,
London, 1821, p. 104: "Labour would ... be paid after it has ceased." Marx
comes back to it in Chapter Six, "Results of the Direct Production Process" (see
this volume, p. 340) and in Capital, Vol. I, Part III, Chapter VI, footnote.—117

484
82

Marx has in mind the third part, "Capital and Profit", of the 1861-63
Manuscript. It was one of the versions of Volume III of Capital. See Note
13.—118

83

In the Manuscripts of 1857-58 and in Volume III of Capital Marx pointed to
the ahistorical approach taken by Carey, who compared the rate of interest in
the early stages of capitalism with that under developed capitalism (see present
edition, Vol. 29, p. 227; Capital, Vol. Ill, Part V, Chapter XXXVI, present
edition, Vol. 37).—119

84

Marx refers here to the section on the primitive accumulation of capital, which
he included as item 6 in his outline of Part I of Capital (see present edition,
Vol. 33, p. 347). Subsequently, Marx dealt with the subject in Volume I of
Capital (Chapter XXXI, "Genesis of the Industrial Capitalist", present edition,
Vol. 35, Part VIII. Chapter XXXI).—120

85

T h e words "capital employs labour" are a paraphrase of Ricardo's "capital, or
... the means of employing labour". In another passage Ricardo speaks of
capital as "funds" which "would be paid to the labouring class", as "funds"
which "employed this class" (D. Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy,
and Taxation. Third edition, London, 1821, pp. 92, 511-12). Marx analysed
these propositions of Ricardo in his manuscript (see present edition, Vol. 32,
pp. 56, 302-03).—122, 457

86

T he word "profit" written three times in the margins of these pages suggests
that Marx intended to use part of the text that follows (pp. 1318-20 of his
manuscript) in the section "Capital and Profit".— 125

87

Marx refers to a review of the article "Effect of the Employment of Machinery
etc. upon the Happiness of the Working Classes". T h e review, presumably by
William Ellis, was published in The Westminster Review, London, Vol. 5, No. 9,
January-April 1826. Marx made a synopsis of the review in London Excerpt
Notebook IX (1850-53), and included its title in his list of literature in
Notebook I. In the Manuscripts of 1857-58 Marx describes the author of the
review as a "philistine" (see present edition, Vol. 29, p. 170).—127

88

In Volume I of Capital Marx cites examples illustrating the effect of large-scale
machine production on workers' labour and living conditions (see Part IV,
Chapter XV and Part VII, Chapter XXV).—128

89

Marx has in mind Saucissard, a character in Paul de Kock's novel L'amant de la
lune, a cunning drunkard (cf. present edition, Vol. 11, p. 269).—137

90

Marx means Wage Labour, a work he intended to write in accordance with his
"plan of six books".—139, 342, 448

91

This is a slip of the pen: it should be "1327".—140

s2

T he term "average price" (Durchschnittspreis) was used by Marx in the 1861-63
Manuscript to denote the price of production (cf. present edition, Vol. 30,
pp. 400-01 and Vol. 31, pp. 326-27).—142

93

T h e quoted passage is not from Malthus, but from William Pickering, editor of
the second (posthumous) edition of Malthus' book.—146, 452

94

This is a passage from Eden's work, The State of the Poor: or, an history of the
labouring classes in England, from the Conquest to the present period... In three
volumes. Vol. I, London, 1797, p. 48, which Marx is quoting from
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H. C. Carey's Principles of Political Economy. Part the first: Of the Laws of the
Production and Distribution of Wealth, Philadelphia, 1837, p. 61.—146
95

Marx intended to make use of this quotation in dealing with rent as is evident
from his note "rent" made in the margin.—147

96

Marx intended to make use of these passages in dealing with profit as is
evident from his note "profit" made in the margin.—150, 219

97

T h e term "cost price" (Kostenpreis or Kostpreis) is used by Marx in three
different meanings: 1) the cost of production for the capitalist (c + v); 2) the
"immanent cost of production" of the commodity (c + v+s), which is identical
with the value of the commodity, and 3) the price of production (c + v +
average profit).
In notebooks X-XIII of the manuscript, the term "cost price" is used to
mean the price of production or the average price. Marx treats these terms as
identical there (see present edition, Vol. 31, pp. 402-03, 559).
In notebooks XIV and XV Marx uses the term to mean either the price of
production or the production cost for the capitalist (see present edition,
Vol. 32, pp. 261, 271, 461-62).
Marx uses the term "Kostenpreis" in three different meanings because in
classical political economy, the word "Kosten" also had three meanings, to
which effect he made a special note (see present edition, Vol. 32, pp. 269-73,
512-13): 1) that which is advanced by the capitalist, 2) the price of the
advanced capital plus average profit, and 3) real (immanent) production cost of
the commodity itself.
Jean Baptiste Say further complicated the matter by defining "production
cost" as "that which is paid for the productive services of labour, capital and
land" (J. B. Say, Traité d'économie politique... Seconde édition, Tome III,
Paris, 1814, p. 453). Marx rejected this interpretation (see present edition,
Vol. 31, pp. 361, 439; Vol 32, p. "102).— 154

98

Marx intended to use the last two quotations in investigating profit. This is
evident from the line marking them in the margin and the words "rate of
profit" written opposite them.—161

99

Laputa—an imaginary flying island described in Part Three of Jonathan Swift's
Travels into Several Remote Nations of the World. In four parts. By Lemuel
Gulliver. London, 1726. The Laputans engage in various kinds of pseudoscience.—162, 270

100 Marx has in mind the following works: John Locke, Some Considerations of the
Consequences of the Lowering of Interest, and Raising the Value of Money (1691). In:
The Works. Vols. 1-4. 7th ed., Vol. 2, London, 1768; [W. Ogilvie,] An Essay on
the Right of Property in Land with respect to its foundation in the law of nature, its
present establishment by the municipal law of Europe and the regulations by which it
might be rendered more beneficial to the lower ranks of mankind, London, 1781; Th.
Spence, The End of Oppression; or a quartern loaf for twopence; being a dialogue
between an old mechanic and a young one, London, 1795.— 165
101

Marx has in mind pages 2 and 3 of his Excerpt Notebook "Beiheft C" (see
Note 26) which contains a synopsis of Buchanan'« Observations on the Subjects
Treated of in Dr. Smith's "Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations", Edinburgh, London, 1814. The excerpts on pp. 2 and 3 pertain to
productive and non-productive labour, which Marx commented on in the
Manuscript of 1861-63 (see present edition, Vol. 31, p. 186).—165
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2

T he Consolidated Society of Bookbinders was one of the earliest English trades
unions (founded in London in 1779-80). Th. J. Dunning, who became its
secretary in 1843, wrote a book on its history and a number of documents
setting out its programme.— 169, 343

3

Marx has in mind p. 17 sqq. of his Supplementary Notebook A containing
excerpts from Th. J. Dunning's work Trades' Unions and Strikes: Their Philosophy
and Intention, London, 1860, which he is quoting here.— 170

14

Marx discussed this in Book Two of Capital, the first manuscript of which he
wrote in 1865.—182, 207, 220, 386, 449

5

For an analysis of the mystification of the capitalist production relations
resulting from the fact that vulgar political economy treats capital only as
interest-bearing capital see present edition, Vol. 32, pp. 458, 490, 494-96,
520.-—184

6

"Capital ... consists of wealth saved from revenue, and used with a view to
profit" (R. Jones, Text-book of Lectures on the Political Economy of Nations,
Delivered at the East India College, Haileybury, Hertford, 1852, p. 16). Cf. present
edition, Vol. 33, p. 337; Capital, Vol. I, Part VII, Chapter XXIV, Section 1,
footnote.—185

7

Marx means the section on competition in the book on capital, which he
intended to write in accordance with his "plan of six books".—188

8

Marx apparently means those passages in Quesnay's works in which he
advocates large-scale capitalist agriculture (see present edition, Vol. 30,
pp. 372-73. See also this volume, p. 196 and the next note.—195

9

Quesnay discusses this ("richesses d'exploitation") in his works, Maximes
générales du gouvernement économique d'un royaume agricole... and Analyse du
Tableau économique. (In: Physiocrates. Quesnay, Dupont de Nemours, Mercier de la
Rivière, L'Abbé Bandeau, Le Trosne, avec une introduction..., des commentaires et des
notices historiques, par M. Eugène Daire, Première partie, Paris, 1846, pp. 62,
96).—196

0

Vertical lines and the repeated note "rent" in the margin suggest that Marx
intended to develop the propositions he set out on pp. 1365-66 of his
manuscript (see this volume, pp. 196-99) later, in his analysis of ground
rent.—199

1

Marx copied the text that follows (pp. 198-203) from the Manuscripts of
1857-58 (see present edition, Vol. 28, pp. 379-82), making a number of
alterations and additions.—199

2

Vertical lines and the repeated note "rate of profit" in the margin suggest that
Marx planned to make use of the calculations and arguments that follow (see
this volume, pp. 210-11) in an analysis of profit.—210

13

Marx marked the following two paragraphs with a vertical line in the margin
and wrote opposite them: "Transformation of labour and product in
reproduction. Real metamorphosis of capital in reproduction".—216

14

Marx marked the following passage down to the words " T h e difference for
class I however", p. 225, with a vertical line and wrote in the margin:
"Reproduction of constant and variable capital. Exchange. Overproduction.
Circulation. Accumulation. Ditto. Ditto."—220
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115

In the two preceding sentences Marx meant by class I the production of
constant capital and by class II, the production of means of subsistence. From
this point on he uses these designations the other way round.—223

116

Th e passage that follows, up to the words "positing themselves as historical
presuppositions for a future society" (pp. 231-38),was taken over by Marx from
the Manuscripts of 1857-58, with some changes and additions (see present
edition, Vol. 28, pp. 383-89).—231

117

There is also a table of the reproduction process with a commentary to it in
Marx's letter to Engels of July 6, 1863 (see present edition, Vol. 4 1,
pp. 485-87).—238

118

Th e following passage, up to the words "dissolution of relations more fortunate
for the immediate producer" (pp. 243-47), was taken over by Marx from the
Manuscripts of 1857-58, with some changes and additions (see present edition,
Vol. 28, pp. 389-92).—243

11H

Petty continues: "... since there is food enough for this supernumerary 100
also, how they should come by it?"—248

120

Marx made excerpts from this work by Petty, published in the collection:
VV. Petty. Several Essays in Political Arithmetick, 4th edition, London, 1755 (see
also present edition, Vol. 30, p. 286).—249

121

This refers to the excerpts from du Bois's work contained in Marx's
Supplementary Notebook A to the 1861-63 Manuscript, pp. 27-32. T h e page
numbers Marx gives in citing du Bois below refer to this notebook.— 250

122

On pp. 176 et seq. of Notebook VII (London, 1859-63) Marx writes the
following about Young's views: "(We already find in Young, almost literally,
what was later propounded by Ricardo; namely, that everything comes down to
the net produce. This net produce should always be regarded as the main thing
and ultimate purpose, while the population should always be seen only as a
means for its production. Incidentally, the latter would then follow as a matter
of course)".
In Capital Marx describes Young as "a fanatical upholder of surplusproduce" (Vol. I, Part III, Chapter IX, Section 4, footnote).— 251

123

Marx has in mind Notebook VII; its first 64 pages contain the concluding
part of the Manuscripts of 1857-58, while the rest of it is filled with excerpts
from works by various authors which Marx made in 1859-63. Page 245
of this Notebook has a reference to pp. 39 and 45 of An Inquiry...— 251,
322

124

Marx means the supporters of the currency principle, one of the schools of the
quantity theory of money widely subscribed to in Britain in the first half of the
19th century. According to this theory, the value and price of commodities are
determined by the quantity of money in circulation, and economic crises are
caused mainly by violations of the laws of money circulation. T h e proponents
of the quantity theory sought to maintain the stability of money circulation by
means of obligatory gold backing of bank notes.
Marx showed the untenability of the currency principle in A Contribution
In the Critique of Political Economy (present edition. Vol. 29, pp. 412-15).—
252
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125

In his Supplementary Notebook B, Marx made the following remark about
Burke: "Spence's poem aptly parodies the cant this fellow had recourse to even
vis-à-vis the upper classes" (p. 29). Cf. also this volume, p. 269.— 254

126

Marx means his Supplementary Notebook B, which, on pp. 31-34, contains
excerpts from R. Price's Observations on Reversionary Payments..., 6th ed.,
London, 1803.—255

127

Inclosing — the eviction of peasants from their land by feudal lords. The plots
thus set free were then enclosed with fences, ditches, etc. This practice assumed
its classical form in England between the late 15th and early 19th centuries. It
put an end to communal landownership and the class of small landowners.—
255

128

Marx first used the term "price of production" on p. XII-614 of this
manuscript (present edition, Vol. 31, p. 543); later on he mostly used, instead
of it, the term "cost price" (see Note 97).— 259

12y

T h e reference is to ihe revolution of 1688 (the overthrow of the Stuart dynasty
and the enthronement of William III of Orange), after which the constitutional
monarchy was consolidated in England on the basis of a compromise between
the landed aristocracy and the bourgeoisie.— 260

130

Here and down to the bottom the manuscript page is damaged. The text in
square brackets is a restoration according to the quoted sources and
Supplementary Notebook B.— 260

131

In Observations on Reversionary Payments..., Vol. II, London, 1803, Price quotes
Francis Bacon.— 260

132 T h i s p a g e of t h e m a n u s c r i p t bears t h e inscription: "Critique
Notebook XXIII".—
261

of Political

Economy.

133

A further analysis of this example of Arbuthnot's is to be found in Chapter Six,
"Results of the Direct Production Process" (see this volume, pp. 368-69).— 262

134

John Arbuthnot says: "When I appear so strong an advocate for free import
and export, it will be conceived that I am not less strenuous for a perfect
freedom in markets...."—262

135

In his work Über Theorie und Praxis in der Landwirtschaft, Brunswick, 1856,
p. 23, Justus von Liebig wrote: "In agriculture, there is no more important
factor than that of time."—263, 412

136

Opposite the last three paragraphs Marx wrote "profit" three times.— 263, 414

137 T h i s p r o p o s i t i o n is c o n t a i n e d o n p . 10 of F o r s t e r ' s book (see also this v o l u m e ,
pp. 150-51). Excerpts from Forster's work are to be found on p p . 8 et seq. of
Marx's S u p p l e m e n t a ry Notebook B . — 264

138 This page of Marx's notebook contains excerpts from pp. 91-92 of Forster's
book.—264, 415
139

For Anderson's view of differential
pp. 344-51 and 3 7 2 - 7 4 . - 2 6 5

rent

see present

edition,

Vol. 31,

140 T h e passage q u o t e d is from A d a m Smith's An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes
of the Wealth of Nations.... Marx r e p r o d u c e s it from a footnote in Mitford's
book.—268
141

Marx wrote "circulation" in the margin opposite this quotation.— 269
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142

Pages 21-22 of Supplementary Notebook B contain excerpts from Address to the
Two

Houses

of Parliament

on the Importance

of the Corn

Laws

to the

National

Revenue, London, 1815, pp. 8-11 and 3 2 . - 2 6 9
143

Pages 4-5 of Supplementary Notebook C contain excerpts from vols I and II of
Johann Beckmann's five-volume work, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Erfindungen.
Marx copied out passages from pp. 123-27 of Vol. I, Leipzig, 1786, and from
pp. 57-58, 101, 261-75 of Vol. II, Leipzig, 1788.—271

144 T h e excerpts from North's work
Supplementary Notebook C.— 272
145

are to be found

on

pp.

12-14 of

Originally Marx wrote "from 1688" here, but later on he deleted the figure
"1688" and put a question mark instead. On pp. XI — 507-08 Marx gives data
on the movement of wheat prices from 1641 (present edition, Vol. 31,
pp. 363-64).—272

146 p a ges 12-13 of Supplementary Notebook C contain the following quotation
from North's book (pp. 11-12): ["What do these people want, who cry out for
Money? I will begin with the Beggar... it is not money, but bread, and other
necessaries for life that he wants... T h e farmer complains, for the want of
money ... he thinks that were more money in the country, he should have a
price for his goods. Then it seems money is not his want, but a price for his
corn, and cattel, which he would sell, but cannot ... why he cannot get a
price?... 1. Either there is too much corn and cattel in the country, so that most
who come to market have need of selling, as he has, and few of buying; or
2. There wants the usual vent abroad, by transportation, as in time of war,
when trade is unsafe, or not permitted; or, 3. T he consumption fails, as when
men, by reason of poverty, do not spend so much in their houses as formerly
they did; wherefore it is not the increase of specifick money, which would at all
advance the farmers goods, but the removal of any of these three causes, which
do truly keep down the market.
"The merchant and shop-keeper want money in the same manner, that is,
they want a vent for the goods they deal in, by reason that the markets
fail".] —274
147

Page 14 of Supplementary Notebook C contains
which pertain to the "ebbing and flowing" of a
Marx gives one of these excerpts in Capital,
Section 3, a. "Hoarding", footnote (present edition,

excerpts from North's work
country's money circulation.
Vol. I, Part I, Chapter III,
Vol. 35).— 275

148 T h e title p a g e of t h e b o o k h a s " 1 6 9 0 " as t h e p u b l i c a t i o n d a t e , a n d t h e n o t e :
"Licens'd, Aug. 23d. 1689".—275
149

Marx left the greater part of this page unfilled.— 275

150 This i s incorrect. T h e book is by J o h n Asgill.— 280
151

Marx quotes this passage from An Essay on Credit ... in Capital, Vol. I,
Chapter III, Section 3, b. "Means of Payment", footnote (present edition,
Vol. 35).—280

152

Marx quotes the relevant passage in Capital, Vol. I, Chapter III, Section 3, b.
"Means of Payment", footnote (present edition, Vol. 35).— 280

153 i n Vol. I of Capital

( C h a p t e r I I I , Section 2, c. " C o i n a n d Symbols of V a l u e " ,

footnote) Marx wrote: "From the fact that gold and silver, so far as they are
coins, or exclusively serve as the medium of circulation, become mere tokens of
themselves, Nicholas Barbon deduces the right of Governments 'to raise
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money', that is, to give to the weight of silver that is called a shilling the name
of a greater weight, such as a crown; and so to pay creditors shillings, instead
of crowns. 'Money does wear and grow lighter by often telling over.... It is the
denomination and currency of the money that men regard in bargaining, and
not the quantity of silver... 'Tis the public authority upon the metal that makes
it

money.'11

(Nicholas

Barbon,

A

Discourse Concerning Coining the New

Money

Lighter..., London, 1696, pp. 29, 30, 25.) See present edition, Vol. 35.—281
154

A paraphrase of two lines from the poem Hudibras, Part II, Song I, by Samuel
Butler. He has:
"For what is worth in any thing
But so much money as 'twill bring?" — 283

155 P a g e s 12-15 of S u p p l e m e n t a r y N o t e b o o k F c o n t a i n e x c e r p t s from p p . 4-54 of
Some Thoughts..., w h i c h is q u o t e d h e r e . — 2 8 4
156 P a g e 19 of S u p p l e m e n t a r y N o t e b o o k F c o n t a i n e x c e r p t s from
C h a r l e s T o w n s h e n d ' s w o r k National Thoughts....— 2 8 5
157

p p . 1-36 of

Marx wrote "rents" in the margin opposite this sentence.— 285

158 w h e n n u m b e r i n g t h e p a g e s , M a r x missed o u t " 1 4 3 2 " . — 2 8 8
159

Marx reproduces the Tableau économique (somewhat abridged) as it is presented
by Quesnay in his Analyse du Tableau économique (see Physiocrates..., Première
partie, Paris, 1846, p. 65). He gives it in the same form in his letter to Engels
of July 6, 1863 (see present edition, Vol. 41, pp. 485-87).
Marx analyses Quesnay's Tableau économique on pp. X—422-37 of the
1861-63 Manuscript (see present edition, Vol. 31, pp. 204-40) and in Chapter X (written by him) of Part II of Engels' Anti-Dühring (present edition,
Vol. 25, pp. 211-43). See also Capital, Vol. II, Chapter XIX (present edition,
Vol. 36).—289

160 M a r x a s s u m e s h e r e t h a t , a c c o r d i n g t o Q u e s n a y , only one-fifth of t h e g r o s s
a g r i c u l t u r a l p r o d u c t d o e s n o t e n t e r into circulation b u t is u s e d by t h e
"productive class" in natura. (Sec also present edition, Vol. 3 1 , p p . 227 et seq.)
M a r x r e t u r n s t o this p o i n t in C h a p t e r X (written by h i m ) of P a r t II of
E n g e l s ' Anti-Dühring
( p r e s e n t e d i t i o n , V o l . 2 5 , p p . 2 3 3 - 3 4 ) . T h e r e h e details
his i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Q u e s n a y ' s views o n t h e r e p l a c e m e n t of c i r c u l a t i ng capital
in a g r i c u l t u r e . F r o m this l a t e r analysis it follows t h a t , a c c o r d i n g to Q u e s n a y ,
two-fifths of t h e f a r m e r s ' gross p r o d u c t , u s e d in natura, goes to r e p l a c e t h e i r

circulating capital.— 289
161

"Profit upon alienation" or "profit upon expropriation" are terms used by James
Steuart. Marx cites and analyses them at the beginning of the section "Theories
of Surplus Value" (see present edition, Vol. 30, p. 385).—290, 312

162

This title is used in Daire's edition Physiocrates..., Première partie, Paris, 1846,
for two dialogues by Quesnay: "Du commerce. Premier dialogue entre M.H. et
M.N." and "Sur les travaux des artisans. Second dialogue". Marx is quoting
from the first dialogue.— 290

163 x h e p a s s a g e q u o t e d by M a r x is n o t f r o m P.S. D u p o n t d e N e m o u r s ' De

l'origine

et des progrès d'une science nouvelle, but from his Maximes du docteur Quesnay, ou
Résumé de ses principes d'économie sociale, which is related to the former in
content.— 290
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64

See "First Preliminary Discourse". In: M. Postlethwayt, The Universal Dictionary
of Trade and Commerce..., 4th ed., Vol. I, London, 1774, p. 14. See also Capital,
Vol. I, Part III, Chapter X, Section 5 . - 2 9 2 , 294

165

In Volume I of Capital Marx says that by the price of labour the author of An
Essay on Trade and Commerce means the nominal daily or weekly wages
(Part VI, Chapter XX, footnote; present edition, Vol. 35).—293

166 Marx repeatedly quotes from the works of Vanderlint and Forster, whom he
describes as "defenders of the working-classes", in Volume I of Capital
(present edition, Vol. 35). See also this volume, pp. 151, 264-65.— 297
167

Marx apparently means here an English edition of the book, Aanwysing der
heilasme politike Gronden en Maximen van de Republike van Holland en
West-Friesland, attributed to Jan de Witt and first published in Leiden in 1662.
As has been established, however, de Witt only wrote two chapters, whereas the
rest was written by Pieter de la Court, a Dutch economist and entrepreneur.—
298

168 x h e laws of settlement, introduced in England in 1662, virtually deprived farm
workers of the right to move from one place to another. A component part of
the Poor Laws, they provided for the judicial return of farm workers to the
places of their birth or permanent residence. This enabled the employers to
keep wages at the minimum level.— 298, 305
169

Actually, Cunningham is quoting here another work by Young, namely, The
Expediency of Allowing the Free Exportation of Corn..., London, 1770, pp. 18,
19-20.—298

170

Pages 20-32 and 40-52 of Supplementary Notebook G contain excerpts from
[J. Cunningham,] An Essay on Trade and Commerce..., London, 1770.— 300

171

In the second half of the 18th and the first half of the 19th century, Economists
was a name used in France for the Physiocrats. By the 1850s the word acquired
a more general meaning and ceased to denote exponents of one specific
economic doctrine.—301, 312, 313

72

Marx wrote "corn" in the margin opposite this sentence.— 304

73

T h e Navigation Acts were passed in Britain to protect British shipping against
foreign competition. Th e best known was that of 1651, directed mainly against
the Dutch, who controlled most of the sea trade. It prohibited the import of
any goods that were not carried by British ships or ships of the country where
the goods were produced, and laid down that British coasting trade and trade
with any of Britain's colonies could only be carried on by British ships. T h e
Navigation Acts were modified in the early 19th century and repealed in 1849,
except for the regulations on coasting trade, which were revoked in 1854.— 304

74

Marx wrote "rent" in the margin opposite this sentence.— 306

75

Under the Poor Laws, introduced in England in the 16th century, a special tax
was levied on every parish in favour of the poor; parishioners who could not
support themselves and their families were paid allowances out of the poor
relief fund.—307

7fi

A reference to the wars which Britain waged as a member of the European
coalitions against the French Republic and Napoleonic France. During these
wars, which lasted, with intervals, from 1792 to 1815, the British ruling circles
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established a reign of terror in their country, putting down several revolts and
passing laws banning workers' associations.— 307, 310, 316
177

Later Marx quoted this passage in Capital, Vol. I, Part V, "The Production of
Absolute and of Relative Surplus Value", Chapter XVII, IV (1.), footnote
(present edition, Vol. 35).— 307

178

Here Marx put the note: "(see continuation on p. 1448)". Accordingly, the
paragraph written in the lower part of p. XXIII-1448 and separated from the
rest of the text with a line is given here, as the immediate continuation of the
foregoing.— 309
Marx quotes Blakey in Capital, Vol. I, Part VIII, Chapter XXVII, footnote
(present edition, Vol. 35).
In his England and America, Vol. I, London, 1833, pp. 66-67, Wakefield
cites the case of a Mrs. Hibner who was sentenced to be hanged for murdering
teenagers from poor families employed in her workshop.— 310

179

180

Almost all the passages copied by Marx from p. 6 of the anonymous work in
question (pp. 32-33 of Marx's Supplementary Notebook H) are given below.—
311
181 By "manufacturers" the anonymous author means both workers (whom he
occasionally calls "labouring manufacturers") and industrial entrepreneurs
(whom he also calls "masters employers"). By "artificers" he means both wage
workers and artisans proper.— 311
182 p a g e s 3 6 - 3 7 of S u p p l e m e n t a r y N o t e b o o k H c o n t a i n e x c e r p t s f r o m p p . 31-33 of
G r a y ' s The Essential Principles... p u b l i s h e d a n o n y m o u s l y . — 312
183 p a g e s 3 8 - 3 9 of S u p p l e m e n t a r y N o t e b o o k H c o n t a i n e x c e r p t s from p p . 5 1 - 5 4 of

the anonymous work The Essential Principles....— 313
184 The Empire of the Great Moguls, f o u n d e d in 1 5 26 b y t h e ' M o g u l s , i n v a d e r s of
Turkish descent, b e c a me very powerful in the mid-seventccnth century when it
c o n q u e r e d t h e g r e a t e r p a r t of I n d i a a n d p a r t of A f g h a n i s t a n . Later, h o w e v e r ,

the Empire began to decline due to popular movements and increasing
separatist tendencies. In the early half of the eighteenth century the Empire of
the Great Moguls practically ceased to exist. Nominally, the Great Moguls
remained the rulers of India until 1858, when the British authorities put an
end to the dynasty.— 313
185 x h i s is an e r r o r : t h e e x c e r p t f r o m The Times of July 2, 1 8 6 3 , is t o b e f o u n d o n
p a g e 186 — only a p a r t of w h i c h h a s b e e n p r e s e r v e d — of S u p p l e m e n t a r y
Notebook H . — 3 1 5
186

In the margin opposite this paragraph Marx wrote: "price of labour and
surplus value".— 318

187

In the margin
labour".—319

opposite

this

paragraph

Marx

wrote:

"depreciation

of

188 \ f a r x d e a l t with t h e s e B l u e B o o k s (Report from the Select Committee on Petitions
Relating to the Corn Laws of This Kingdom... a n d Reports Respecting Grain, and the

Corn Laws) in
Vol. 35).—319

Capital,

Vol. I,

Part VI,

Chapter XXI

(present

edition,

189

In the margin opposite this sentence Marx wrote "wages".— 319

190

Marx left the bottom part of p. XXIII-1460 unfilled. He may have intended to
put there excerpts from Martyn's book: some are to be found in Supplemen-
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tary Notebook D and were used in Volume I of Capital. See present edition,
Vol. 30, p. 2 8 7 . - 3 2 7
191

Marx took over the text under item "4)", with some alterations, from the
Manuscripts of 1857-58 (see present edition, Vol. 28, pp. 412-13).—329

' 9 2 Marx left the greater part of p. XXIII-1463 unfilled.—329
193

It is unknown which edition of J. Hind's The Elements of Algebra was used by
Marx. In the 1839 edition, the passage he cites here is on pp. 245-56.— 336

194

T h e lower half of p. XXIII-1472 (the last page of the Manuscript of 1861-63)
remained unfilled.— 336

195

In August 1863, Marx embarked on a new stage in his work on Capital: he
proceeded to "make a fair copy of the political economy for the printers (and
give it a final polish)" (present edition, Vol. 41, p. 474). However, rather than
being a fair copy, the resultant manuscript — produced between the summer of
1863 and the summer of 1864—became a third rought draft of Book One of
Capital, based on the plan Marx had made in December 1862 (see present
edition, Vol. 33, p. 347). T h e bulk of the manuscript has not reached us. What
has survived are "Chapter Six. Results of the Direct Production Process", a
number of separate pages from other chapters, and several unplaced footnotes.
Marx did not date the manuscript. However, the manufacturer's watermarks and the imprint "1864" on the paper, and also a comparison of the text
of this manuscript with that of the first manuscript of Book Two of Capital,
completed at the beginning of 1865, give an idea of the time it was written.
T h e separate pages precede Chapter Six. Their pagination and content
indicate that they belong to the first five chapters. That they were written
earlier is also evident from the watermarks and the imprint "1863" on pp. 24
and 25 as well as on pp. 96-107, which were later incorporated into Chapter
Six.
T h e unplaced footnotes, given at the end of this volume, also throw light on
the contents of Book One of Capital. There is no indication of the period when
they were written apart from the fact that in one of the notes Marx quotes a
source dated 1866 (see this volume, p. 469).— 337

196 Pages 24 and 25 apparently belong to the first chapter ("The Conversion of
Money into Capital") of the part of the 1863-64 Manuscript which has not
reached us. T h e beginning of the first sentence on p. 24 was on p. 23, which is
not extant. T h e text on pp. 339-42, up to the words "As in theory", is based on
the first section of the Manuscript of 1861-63 (see present edition, Vol. 30,
pp. 42-54).—339
197 Xhe extant part of the manuscript does not contain the text of Note 51.— 339
198 T h e extant part of the manuscript does not contain the text of Note 48. Marx
probably wrote it in editing the manuscript later on.— 340
199 This refers to the missing part of the Manuscript of 1863-64, to which this
page belonged (cf. Capital, Vol. I, Part II, Chapter VI; present edition,
Vol. 35).—341
200

In his further work on the text Marx made use of Note 53 to substantiate his
arguments concerning relative surplus value (see Capital, Vol. I, Part IV,
Chapter XII, footnote; present edition, Vol. 35).— 341

201

Marx made use of the foregoing text (from p. 339 of this volume onwards) and
notes 52-53 in Volume I of Capital, as is evident from their almost literal
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coincidence with the text in Capital (see Capital, Vol. I, Part II, Chapter VI;
present edition, Vol. 35).— 341
202 These quotations have nothing to do with Marx's own text on p. 263 of his
manuscript; in all probability, they are the continuation of a note on p. 262,
which has not reached us. The beginning of the quotation from pp. 14-15 of
Senior's book is missing in the manuscript and is given here in square brackets
(cf. this volume, p. 148).—349
203

This item probably belongs to the section "The So-Called Primitive Accumulation" of Chapter Five, "The Process of Accumulation of Capital", in the
manuscript of 1863-64 (cf. also Capital, Vol. I, Part VIII, Chapter XXVI;
present edition, Vol. 35).— 350

204 A reference to [A. Goudar,] Les intérêts de la France mal entendus, dans les
branches de l'agriculture, du commerce, de la population, des finances, de la marine, et
de l'industrie: Par un citoyen. Vol. 1, Amsterdam, 1757. This work is mentioned
in Ch. Smith's book Three Tracts on the Corn-Trade and Corn-Laws, Second
edition, London, 1766, of which Marx made a synopsis in Supplementary
Notebook B.—362
205 Xhe price of one yard fell by >/i because the aggregate value of the product
had trebled (from £120 to £360), while the quantity of the product had
increased fourfold (from 1,200 to 4,800 yards).—367
206 y n e figure £120 is incorrect, since originally the calculation was 96c+20u+28s,
which,
if calculated
per
100 units of
advanced
capital, gives
83c + 17u + 24s =£124.— 370
207

This refers to the missing part of the Manuscript of 1863-64 and to sections
that Marx planned to write for this chapter (see this volume, p. 357,
384-466).—375

208 A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. Capital, Vol. I, Part III,
Chapter IXI.—377
209 A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. Capital, Vol. I, Part IV,
Chapter XII).—380
210

In the preface to the first edition of his book Die Grundlagen der
Nationalökonomie, Wilhelm Röscher described himself as the Thucydides of
political economy.— 382

211

A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. Capital, Vol. I, Part II,
Chapter V).—383

212

Marx reproduced the last three sentences in the first edition of Vol. I of
Capital as a transition to the questions he deals with in Vol. II (see K. Marx,
Das Kapital, Erster Band, Hamburg, 1867), but did not include them in any of
the subsequent editions.— 384

213

Fluxion and fluens are concepts of the calculus of fluxions, the earliest form of
differential and integral calculus, developed by Newton. He used the term
fluens to denote the values of a system which change simultaneously and
constantly, depending on time, and the term fluxion to denote the velocity with
which the fluens changes. Thus, fluxions are time derivatives of fluenses.— 385,
402

214

Marx apparently means that A ( c + v ) = A c + i t i and, since the increment of c is
constant, the difference is equal to A v.— 386

Notes
215
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T h e manuscript does not contain Note 1). It was probably to refer the reader
to Marx's determination of use value given in A Contribution to the Critique of
Political Economy. Part One (sec present edition, Vol. 29, p. 270).— 388

216 \ reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. also Capital, Vol. I,
Part VI, Chapter X I X ) . - 3 9 1 , 399
217

A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. present edition, Vol. 30,
pp. 40-41, and Capital, Vol. I, Part III, Chapter XI).—396

218

Note 2) is missing from the text of the manuscript. Marx apparently left its
number by mistake when he decided to transfer the note to another place. See
this volume, p. 3 9 9 . - 3 9 8

219

The manuscript docs not contain the text of Note 2).— 399

220

A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. present edition, Vol. 28,
p. 188; Vol. 32, pp. 35-37, 408-09; Vol. 33, pp. 256-57, 285-86 and Capital,
Vol. I, Part II).—401

221

Page 262 has not reached us. For pp. 263-64 see this volume, pp. 348-50).—
403

222

T h e text that follows, originally belonging to the missing part of the
manuscript, was later incorporated by Marx into Chapter Six, which affected
the pagination, pp. 96-107 becoming 469a-469m.— 403
A comparison of the text of this section (pp. 469a-469m) with the third
chapter of the Manuscript of 1861-63 shows that Marx used the latter as a basis
for the text given here (see present edition, Vol. 30, pp. 141-59).— 403

223

"Semper aliquid haeret", part of the saying "Audacter calumniare, semper aliquid
haeret" ("If you slander somebody long enough, some of it is bound to stick").

224

Marx apparently means the Society for Promoting the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge, founded by Henry Broom in Britain in 1827. It sought to achieve
its aim by publishing popular and inexpensive books.— 406

225

This work is also mentioned by Thomas Hodgskin himself in his pamphlet The
Natural and Artificial Right of Property Contrasted..., London, 1832, pp. 165-66.
Marx noted this in his synopsis of Hodgskin's pamphlet (see Supplementary
Notebook A, p. 12).—407

226 This refers to the missing part of the 1863-64 Manuscript (cf. Capital, Vol. I,
Part II).— 409
227

This refers to the missing part of the 1863-64 Manuscript (cf. Capital, Vol. I,
Part III, Chapter VII).—410

228 T he Civil War in the United States between the economically and socially
progressive states of the North and the states of the South, dominated by
slave-owners, which lasted from April 1861 to April 1865.
T h e effect the US Civil War had on the economic situation in Britain was
analysed in a number of reports issued by the British chambers of commerce
and in articles published in The Economist, such as " T h e Board of Trade
Return. T h e Trade with the United States", No. 922, May 4, 1861, pp. 480-81,
a n d , "Th e Difficult Position of English Commerce with Reference to the
American Civil War", No. 925, May 18, 1861, pp. 534-35. The Morning Post of
May 16, 1864, suggested that the American Civil War had helped Britain to
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avoid a crisis. Marx examined the problem in the articles "The Crisis in
England", written on about November 1, 1861, (Die Presse, No. 305, November 6,
1861), and "British Commerce", written on November 2, 1861 and published
in The New-York Daily Tribune, No. 6440, November 23, 1861 (see present
edition, Vol. 19).—414
229

Marx criticises Proudhon's "axiom" in The Poverty of Philosophy (present edition,
Vol. 6, pp. 152-60), in the Economic Manuscripts of 1857-58 (present edition,
Vol. 28, p. 531), and in Capital, Vol. I, Part V, Chapter XVI (present edition,
Vol. 35).—419

230 A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. Capital, Vol. I, Part V,
Chapter XVI).—426
231

A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. present edition, Vol. 30,
pp. 54-60; Capital, Vol. I, Part II).—426

232

A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. Capital, Vol. I, Part IV,
Chapter XIII).—428

233

T he quotation that follows was written by Marx on an unnumbered separate
sheet.—432

234

A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. Capital, Vol. I, Part VI,
Chapter XXI).—436

235 A reference to the missing' part of the manuscript (cf. Capital, Vol. I, Part IV,
Chapter XV).—440
236

23

A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. Capital, Vol. I, Part VII,
Chapter XXIV).—441

? Marx dealt with the subject at greater length in the Economic Manuscript of
1861-63, first in Theories of Surplus Value as part of his analysis of bourgeois
political economy (see present edition, Vol. 31, pp. 7-130) and then in the part
of the manuscript devoted to relative surplus value (see this volume,
pp. 121-46). T he conclusions formulated here are largely based on those
studies.— 442

238

A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. Capital, Vol. I, Part V,
Chapter XVIII).—444

239

Marx probably means Part III, "The Law of the Tendency of the Rate of Profit
to Fall", of Vol. Ill of Capital.—452

240 This is, in all probability, Marx's first mention of the fourth book of Capital,
"On the History of the Theory", which he planned to write. He also refers to
Book IV in his letter to Ludwig Kugelmann of October 13, 1866 (see present
edition, Vol. 42, p. 328). T h e fifth section of the Manuscript of 1861-63 —
Theories of Surplus Value—was the first rough draft of the fourth book of
Capital. On the views of the Physiocrats see present edition, Vol. 30,
pp. 3 5 2 - 7 6 . - 4 5 4
241

A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf.
Part III).—460

242

A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. Capital, Vol. I, Part VII,
Chapter XXV).—460, 464

Capital, Vol. I,

Notes
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A reference to the missing part of the manuscript (cf. Capital, Vol. I, Part II,
Chapter IV).—461

244 There is no such note in the manuscript. Marx probably has in mind the
American economist Carey, who examined the relationship between the growth
of population and the growth of capital in his work Principles of Political
Economy, Philadelphia, 1837.—464
245

T h e following is another draft of the beginning of Chapter Six (cf. present
edition, Vol. 29, pp. 252-53).—466

246 Here the manuscript of the third and last section of the chapter breaks
off.—466
247

Marx means the mass Irish emigration to the USA after 1848 (cf. Capital,
Vol. I, Part VII, Chapter XXV).—468

248

Marx means the pandemic of plague that swept Europe in 1347-50. According
to some estimates, it took a toll of about 25 million, approximately a quarter of
the entire population of Europe at that time (see also Capital, Vol. I, Part VII,
Chapter XXV).—468
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NAME INDEX

A
Addington,
Stephen
(1729-1796)—
English clergyman and economist,
author of a number of textbooks.—
255, 258
Anderson, James (1739-1808)—Scottish
economist, who elaborated the basic
principles of the differential rent
theory.—156, 190, 265, 311, 315,
319

losopher, naturalist and historian.—
260
Bailey, Samuel
(1791-1870)—English
economist and philosopher, opposed
Ricardos labour theory of value.—
58, 71

Arbuthnot, John (18th cent.)—English
farmer.—150, 258, 262, 263, 316,
368

Barbon, Nicholas
(c. 1640-1698)—
F.nglish economist, anticipated the
state theory of money.— 281, 282,
283, 303
Bastiat, Frederic (1801-1850)—French
economist, preached harmony of
class interests in bourgeois society.—
139, 153, 381, 406, 408, 414, 451,
460
Baudeau, Nicolas (1730-1792)—French
abbot, economist, follower of the
Physiocrats.—216, 290, 322

Aristotle (384-322 B.C.)—Greek
losopher.—405, 445

phi-

Beardi de l'Abbaye (1704-1771)—French
agricultural writer.—307, 313

Arndt,
Ernst Moritz
(1769-1860)—
German
writer,
historian
and
philologist; took part in the national
struggle against Napoleon's rule; deputy to the Frankfurt National Assembly (Right Centre) in 1848-49.—
471

Beckmann,
Johann
(1739-1811) —
German naturalist and agricultural
writer.—165, 271

Anne (1665-1714)—Queen of Great
Britain and Ireland (1702-14).—300
Antipater of Thessalonica
B.C.)—Greek poet.—61

(1st

cent.

Asgill,
John
(1659-1738)—English
economist and politician, M. P.—280
B
Bacon, Francis, Baron Verulam, Viscount
St. Albans (1561-1626) —English phi-

Bekker,
Immanuel
(1785-1871)—
German philologist and critic, produced good editions of several Greek
authors.—445
Bellers, John
(1654-1725)—English
economist; author of Utopian projects
of social reform.—274
Berkeley, George
(1685-1753)—Irish
bishop,
subjective
idealist
philosopher; in his economic works re-
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garded labour as the main source of
wealth; exponent of the nominalistic
theory of money.— 166

Cazenove, John (1788-1879)—English
vulgar economist, disciple of Malthus,
whose works he published.—66, 409

Blakey, Robert (1795-1878)—English
philosopher.—310

Chalmers,
Thomas
(1780-1847) —
Scottish Protestant theologian, economist, follower of Malthus.— 234, 409

Boxhorn, Marcus Zuerius (1612-1653)—
Dutch critic and historian.—165
Bray, John
Francis
(1809-1897)—
English economist; Utopian socialist,
follower of Robert Owen, developed
the theory of "labour money".—407

Charles I (1600-1649)—King of Great
Britain and Ireland (1625-49), executed during the English Revolution.—261

Brougham and Vaux, Henry Peter, Baron
(1778-1868)—British statesman, lawyer and writer, Whig.—407

Charles II (1630-1685) —King of Great
Britain and Ireland (1660-85).—272

Buat-Nançay, Louis Gabriel, comte du
(1731-1787)—French historian and
economist, epigone of the Physiocrats.—250-51
Buchanan, David (1779-1848)—English
journalist and economist, follower
and commentator of Adam Smith.—
165, 271, 316, 460
Bunbury, Sir T. C.—English
and M. P.—265

economist

Burke, Edmund
(1729-1797)—British
statesman
and
political
writer,
Whig M. P.; supported the Tories
from 1791 onwards; at the beginning
of his career supported liberal principles, subsequently opponent of the
French Revolution.—253, 254, 269

Charles V (1500-1558)—Holy Roman
Emperor (1519-56) and King of
Spain under the name of Charles
(Carlos) I (1516-56).—300
Cherbuliez, Antoine Elisée (1797-1869)—
Swiss economist, tried to combine the
teaching of Sismondi with elements
of Ricardo's theory.—127, 405, 460
Child, Sir Josiah (1630-1699)—English
economist and banker, merchant;
Mercantilist; President of the Court
of Directors of the East India Company (1681-83 and 1686-88).—272,
275, 277, 283, 298
Cicero (Marcus Tullius Cicero) (106-43
B.C.)—Roman statesman, orator and
philosopher; helped expose Catiline's
conspiracy in 63 B.C.—61
Clement, Simon (18th
merchant.—275

C
Caimes, John Elliot (1823-1875) —
British economist and journalist, opposed slavery in the US South.—69,
102, 421, 438
Cantillon, Richard (1680-1734)—English economist, predecessor of the
Physiocrats.—300-01, 302
Carbutt—41
Carey, Henry Charles (1793-1879)—
American economist, advocated harmony of class interests in capitalist
society.—44, 119, 147, 148, 190, 409

cent.)—English

Cobbett, William
(c.
1762-1835)—
British politician and radical journalist; published Cobbett's Annual Register from 1802.—256
Condillac, Etienne Bonnot de (17151780)—French
philosopher
and
economist, follower of John Locke.—
303
Congleton, Henry Brook Parnell, Baron
(from
1841) (1776-1842)—British
statesman, economist, Whig M. P.—
316, 318
Corrie, Edgar (18th cent.)—English
merchant and economist.—265
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Cowell, John W.—member of the Factories
Inquiry
Commission
in
1833.—40
Cromwell, Oliver (1599-1658)—leader
of the English Revolution, Lord Protector of England, Scotland and Ireland from 1653.—261
Culpeper, Sir Thomas (1578-1662) —
English economist, advocate of Mercantilism.—272
Cunningham,
John
(1729-1773) —
English economist.—290, 293, 29499, 295-97, 299-300, 306, 315
Cuslodi, Pietro
(1771-1842)—Italian
economist, published works by Italian
economists of the late 16th-early 19th
centuries.— 322

D
Daire, Louis François Eugène (17981847)—French economist, publisher
of works on political economy.—301,
303, 322, 325, 341
Decker, Sir Matthew (1679-1749) —
English merchant and economist,
predecessor of Adam Smith, M. P.—
283, 304
Defoe, Daniel (c. 1661-1731) —English
writer and journalist; author of The
Life and Strange Surprising Adventures
of Robinson Crusoe of York. Mariner.—
281, 283
Destutt de Tracy, Antoine Louis Claude,
comte de ( 1754-1836) — French economist and philosopher, advocate of
constitutional monarchy.—461
Dickson, Adam
(1721-1776)—English
economist, author of a number of
important works on the history of
agriculture.—251-52
Diodorus Siculus (c. 90-21 B.C.)—Greek
historian.—176
Dombasle, Christophe Joseph Alexandre
Mathieu
de
(1777-1843) —French
agriculturalist
and
economist.—
351

Drake, James
(1667-1707)—English
journalist, Tory, physician.—282
Dufferin and Ava, Frederick Temple
Hamilton-Temple-Blackwood, Marquess
of (1826-1902)—British peer, author
and scholar; Governor-General of
Canada (1872-78).—468, 469
Dunning, Thomas Joseph (1799-1873)—
English trade union leader and journalist.—121, 169, 170, 343, 345
Dupin, Pierre Charles, Baron (from
1824) (1784-1873)—French economist, mathematician and politician.—
351
Dupont de Nemours, Pierre Samuel (17391817)—French politician and economist, Physiocrat.— 290
Dureau de la Malle, Adolphe Jules César
Auguste (1777-1857)—French poet
and historian.—341
E
Eden, Sir Frederick Morton (17661809)—English economist and historian, disciple of Adam Smith.—
146, 147, 162, 234, 269, 319-21
Edmonds, Thomas Rowe (1803-1889) —
English economist, Utopian socialist,
drew socialist conclusions from Ricardo's theory.—103, 432
Edward III (1312-1377) —King of England (1327-77).—295, 341
Edward VI (1537-1553) —King of England (1547-53).—261, 295, 300
Elizabeth I (1533-1603)—Queen of England and Ireland (1558-1603).—
261, 286, 300
Ensor, George (1769-1843)—English
journalist, critic of Malthusianism.—
271
Euler, Leonhard (1707-1783)—mathematician and physicist of Swiss descent, worked at the St. Petersburg
(1727-41 and 1766-83) and Berlin
(1741-66) academies of sciences.—
330
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F
Ferrand, William
Bushfield— English
landowner, Tory.—45, 47, 69
Fletcher, M.— English economist of the
early 19th century, opponent of
Malthusianism.— 307
Forbonnais, François Véron Duverger de
(1722-1800)—French economist, supporter of the quantity theory of
money.—301-02
Forcade, Eugène (1820-1869) —French
journalist and vulgar economist.—
382
Forster, Nathaniel
(c. 1726-1790) —
English clergyman, author of a
number of works on economics, upheld the workers' interests.— 151.
264, 297
Franklin,
Benjamin
(1706-1790) —
American physicist, economist and
politician; took part in the American
War of Independence.—284
Frederick II (the Great) (1712-1786) —
King of Prussia (1740-86).— 256,
47 f
Freytag (Freitag), Gustav (1816-1895)—
German playwright and novelist.—
471
G
Ganilh, Charles (1758-1836)—French
politician and economist, epigone of
the Mercantilists.— 301-02
Gamier
Germain,
marquis
(17541821)^—French economist and politician, monarchist; follower of the
Physiocrats, translator and critic of
Adam Smith.—302
Gee, Joshua (18th cent.)—English merchant, Mercantilist.—298
Genovesi, Antonio (1712-1769)—Italian
philosopher and economist.— 322
George I (1660-1727) —King of Great
Britain and Ireland (1714-27).—
283

George II (1683-1760)—King of Great
Britain and Ireland, Elector of
Hanover (1727-60).—44, 59
George III (1738-1820)—King of Great
Britain and Ireland (1760-1820).—
147
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von
1832)—German poet.—415

(1749-

Gordon, Sir John (1798-after 1862) —
Irish physician, mayor of Cork in
1855.—340
Gray, John (1798-1850)—English economist, Utopian socialist, follower of
Robert Owen, proponent of the
"labour money" theory.—311-316
H
Hassall, Arthur Hill (1817-1894) —
British physician, microscopist and
naturalist.—340
Helvétius, Claude Adrien (1715-1771)—
French philosopher of the Enlightenment, atheist.—264
Henry VII (1457-1509)—King of England (1458-1509).—260
Henry VIII (1491-1547)—King of England (1509-47) and Ireland (154147).—261
Hibner— 310
Hind,
John
(1796-1866)—English
mathematician.—336
Hobbes, Thomas (1588-1679)—English
philosopher.—86-87
Hobhouse, John Cam, Baron Broughton de
Gyfford (1786-1869)—British Whig
statesman, President of the Board of
Control for India (1835-41 and 184652).—38
Hodgskin,
English
Utopian
clusions
44, 54,
Horace
279

Thomas
(1787-1869)—
economist and journalist,
socialist; drew socialist confrom the Ricardian theory.—
149, 167, 323, 407

(65-8

B.C.)—Roman

poet.—
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Horsley, William (c. 1701-c. 1776) —
translator of German and French
political and economic literature into
English.—283

Lahr, John (1814-1856)—British journalist and economist.—407

Howell,
Thomas Jones
(d. 1858) —
factory inspector in Britain.—33

Lauderdale, James (1759-1839) — British
politician and economist, criticised
Adam Smith's theory.—14, 316, 31718, 324

( 1711 -17 76)—Scottish
Hume, David
philosopher, historian and economist.—89-90, 93

Leibniz (Leibnitz), Gottfried Wilhelm
(1646-1716)—German
philosopher
and mathematician.—332

Hume, James Deacon (1774-1842) —
English economist, Free-Trader.—
161, 162, 269, 277, 316

Le Trosne, Guillaume François (17281780) — French economist, Physiocrat.—290, 325
Liebig, Justus, Baron von (1803-1873) —
German chemist.—263

I
Ireland, John—secretary of the British
co-operative
society founded
in
I860.—161

J
James I (1566-1625)—King of Great
Britain and Ireland (1603-25).—
286
James II (1633-1701) —King of England, Scotland and Ireland (168588).—257
Jenyns, Soame (1704-1787) —English
writer and politician, M. P.—265
Johnston, William—British

lawyer.—56

Jones, Richard
(1790-1855)—English
economist.—54, 58, 185, 216
K
Kent, Nathaniel (1737-1810) —English
agronomist.—261

Locke, John (1632-1704)—English dualist philosopher and economist.—87,
88, 89, 91, 154, 165, 247, 272, 273,
279, 280, 281, 284, 285, 311, 321,
471
Longe, Francis Davy (1831-1910)—
English lawyer, in 1863 was in the
Children's
Employment
Commission.—344

M
Macaulay, Thomas Babington, Baron
(1800-1859) —English historian and
politician, Whig M. P.; as member of
the Supreme Council of India (183438) took part in drafting a penal
code for India, which was adopted in
I860.—257, 275
M(a)cCulloch,
John Ramsay (17891864)—Scottish economist, vulgarised David Ricardo's theory.—51, 54,
56, 256

Laborde, Alexandre Louis Joseph, comte de
( 1774-1842) — French
archaeologist
and politician.—57

Malthus, Thomas Robert (1766-1834)—
English clergyman and economist,
author of a population theory.—59,
70, 146, 151, 153, 155, 156, 157-59,
160-61. 162, 166, 167, 170, 271,
279, 315, 316, 319, 320, 341, 409,
417, 452

Laing,
Samuel
(1810-1897)—British
politician and journalist, Liberal
M. P.—106. 177. 467

Martineau,
Harriet
(1802-1876)—
English writer, supporter of moderate social reforms.—406

L
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Martyn (Martin), Henry (d. 1721) —
English lawyer and politician.— 327
Massie, Joseph (d. 1784)—English writer on trade and finance; formed a
collection of fifteen hundred treatises
on economics, 1557-1763.—89-90,
91, 93, 273
Mercier de la Riviere, Paul Pierre (17201793)—French economist, Physiocrat.—326
Mill, James (1773-1836)—British historian,
economist
and
positivist
philosopher, follower of Ricardo's
theory.—310-11, 417
Mill, John Stuart (1806-1873)—British
economist and positivist philosopher,
epigone of classical political economists,
son of James Mill.—127, 405, 460
Milton,
John
(1608-1674)—English
poet; prominent in the English Revolution.—136, 237, 448
Mirabeau, Honoré Gabriel Victor Riqueti,
comte de (1749-1791)—leading figure
in the French Revolution, advocate of
constitutional monarchy.—256
Mitford, William (1744-1827) —English
historian, Tory M. P.— 268
Molesworth, Sir William (1810-1855)—
British statesman, Mayfair Radical,
member of the House of Commons;
First Commissioner of the Board of
Works and Public Buildings (185355), Secretary of State for the Colonies (1855).—86
Molinari, Gustave de (1819-1912) —
Belgian economist and journalist.—
105, 301, 303

cal; wrote several books on religion,
politics and economics.—256
Newnham, G. L.—English lawyer.— 31920
North, Sir Dudley (1641-1691)—English
economist, one of the first representatives
of
classical
political
economy.—247, 272, 273-74, 275
O
Ogilvie, William (1736-1819)—English
professor of humanity and advocate
of common ownership of land.— 165
Opdyke, George (1805-1880)—American
entrepreneur,
politician
and
economist.—56
Owen, Robert (1771-1858)—British Utopian socialist.—54
P
Paley, William (1743-1805) —English
theologian,
philosopher
and
economist.—165
Paoletti,
Ferdinando
(1717-1801) —
Italian
priest
and
economist,
Physiocrat.—322
Papillon, Thomas (1623-1702)—English
merchant and politician, M.P.—275,
277
Parnell—see Congleton, Henry Brook Parnell, Baron
Parry, Charles Henry (1779-1860)—
English physician, author of a
number of works on economics and
politics, Free Trader.—320-21

Morgan, William (1750-1833)—British
economist, author of
pamphlets
against the growth of military expenditures and national debt; publisher
of Richard Price's works.—254

Peel, Sir Robert (1750-1830) —British
politician and diplomat, father of
Prime Minister Sir Robert Peel; member of the House of Commons;
Junior Lord of the Admiralty.—
38, 41

N

Petty, Sir William (1623-1687) —English
economist and statistician, founder of
English classical political economy.—
62, 89, 91, 170, 171, 172, 173,

Newman, Francis William (1805-1897) —
English philologist and writer, radi-
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174-75, 247, 248, 249, 250, 272-73,
284, 298, 341
Pindar (c. 522-c. 442 B.C.)—Greek
lyric poet, famous for his odes.— 315
Pitt, William
(the Younger) (17591806)—British
statesman,
Tory;
Prime Minister (1783-1801, 180406).—253
Pollexfen, John (born c. 1638) — English
merchant and economist; advocated
abolition of the East India Company's
monopoly.—298
Postlethwayt, Malachy
(1707-1767) —
English economist.—292, 294, 316
Potter, Edmund—British
manufacturer
and politician, Free Trader, M.P.—
45, 47-48, 51-52

Redgrave, Alexander—English
of factories.—351

inspector

Ricardo, David (1772-1823)—English
economist.—11, 18, 29, 55, 66-67,
105, 116, 157, 162', 193, 211, 250,
266, 316, 317, 320, 403, 405, 412,
416, 417-18, 452, 453, 460, 467, 471
Robertson,
George
(c. 1750-1832) —
English topographical writer.— 307
Rodbertus-Jagetzow, Johann Karl (18051875)—German economist.— 79
Röscher, Wilhelm Georg Friedrich (18171894)—German economist, founder
of the historical school in political
economy.—381-82, 418

Pownall, Thomas (1722-1805)—English
statesman,
governor
of
Massachusetts, Whig M.P.—265

Rossi, Pellegrino Luigi Edoardo, Count
(1787-1848) — Italian
economist,
lawyer and politician; vulgarised
Adam Smith's and David Ricardo's
theories.—405, 412

Price, Richard
(1723-1791)—English
radical journalist, economist and
philosopher.—254, 255, 258, 259,
260-61

Rothschild, Lionel Nathan, Baron (18081879)—head of the Rothschild banking house in London; Whig M.P.
(from 1858).—406

Proudhon, Pierre Joseph (1809-1865)—
French
writer,
economist
and
sociologist;
early
anarchist.—
329, 378, 381-82, 383, 419

Rumford, Count of—see Thompson, Benjamin, Count of Rumford

S
Q
Quesnay, François (1694-1774) — French
economist, founder of the Physiocratic school; physician.—110, 195, 196,
280, 289, 290
R
Ramsay, Sir George (1800-1871)—one
of the last English classical political
economists.— 66, 146, 266, 404

Say, Jean Baptiste (1767-1832)—French
economist, vulgarised Adam Smith's
theory.—67, 139, 229, 325, 409, 451
Schulz-Bodmer, Wilhelm (1797-1860) —
German publicist, democrat.—59-60
Senior, Nassau William (1790-1864) —
English economist, vulgarised Ricardo's theory.—55, 148, 311, 349, 405,
418
Shakespeare, William
(1564-1616)—
English dramatist and poet.—101,
437

Ravenstone, Piercy (d. 1830) — English
Ricardian economist; opposed Malthus; upheld the workers' interests.—
470

Sinclair, Sir John (1754-1835)—Scottish
politician and agronomist, M.P.—315

Redesdale, John Freeman-Mitford, Baron
(from 1802) (1748-1830) —English
lawyer and politician.—307

Sismondi, Jean Charles Leonard Simonde
de (1773-1842)—Swiss economist, exponent of economic romanticism.—
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54, 57, 67, 109, 271-72, 358, 361,
409, 418, 423

conclusions from Ricardo's theory.—
57

Smith,
Adam
(1723-1790)—Scottish
economist.—26, 70, 115, 116, 151,
157, 161, 162, 165, 176, 251, 259,
260, 266, 269, 271, 287, 288, 302,
311, 313, 317, 320, 324, 362, 417,
454, 460

Thucydides (c. 460-395 B.C.)—Greek
historian, author of the History of the
Peloponnesian War.— 382-83

Smith, Charles (1713-1777)—English
writer on the corn trade.—253, 267
Spence, Thomas (1750-1814)—English
Utopian socialist, advocated the abolition of private ownership of land and
the establishment of a kind of agrarian socialism.— 165, 311
Spence, William (1783-1860)—English
entomologist, also studied economics.—311, 316

Torrens, Robert (1780-1864)—English
economist;
vulgarised
Ricardo's
theory.—55, 219, 315-18, 341, 345,
405, 417
Townshend,
Charles
(1725-1767)—
English statesman, M.P. from 1747,
Whig, Chancellor of the Exchequer
(1766).—285
Tremenheere, Hugh Seymour (18041893) — British official and journalist,
member of various government commissions inspecting labour conditions.—340

Steuarl,
Sir
James
(1712-1780) —
British economist, one of the last
representatives of Mercantilism.—
104, 108, 256, 432

Trenchard, John (1662-1723)—English
writer and economist.—280

Storch, Heinrich Friedrich von (17661835)—Russian economist, statistician and historian; follower of classical political economy; German by
birth.—67, 141, 281, 286, 287, 288,
303, 340, 405

Tucker, Josiah (1712-1799) —English
clergyman and economist, follower of
Adam Smith.—277

T
Temple, Sir Richard
(1634-1697)—
English politician and economist.—
280
Temple, Sir William
(1628-1699) —
English statesman, diplomat and
Mercantilist.—292, 298, 315
Thompson, Benjamin, Count of Rumford
(1753-1814)—English
officer
of
American descent; was for a time in
the service of the Bavarian government; organised workhouses for beggars and compiled recipes for paupers' broths made up of cheap substitutes.—310
Thompson, William
(c. 1785-1833) —
Irish economist, Utopian socialist, follower of Robert Owen; drew socialist

Trosne—see
François

Le

Trosne,

Guillaume

Tuckett, John Debell (d. 1864)—English
journalist.—44
Turgot, Anne Robert Jacques, baron de
l'Aulne (1727-1781) — French economist and statesman; Physiocrat.—
341
Turner—English

clergyman.—166

U
Vre,
Andrew
(1778-1857)—English
chemist and economist; Free Trader;
opposed shortening of the working
day.—30, 35-43, 54, 63, 124, 166,
294, 459

V
Vanderlint, Jacob (d. 1740)—English
economic writer; timber merchant.—
279, 297, 311, 314, 316, 341
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Verri, Pietro (1728-1797)— Italian economist, one of the first critics of the
Physiocrats.—322
Vespasian (Titus Flavius Sabinus Vespasianus) (A.D. 9-79) — Roman Emperor (A.D. 69-79).—121
Victoria (1819-1901)—Queen of Great
Britain and Ireland (1837-1901).—33
Villiers, Charles Pelham (1802-1898)—
British politician and lawyer, Free
Trader, M.P.—47

Wayland,
Francis
(1796-1865)—
American clergyman, author of
popular textbooks on ethics and
political economy.—323, 407-08
West, Sir Edward (1782-1828)—English
economist, representative of classical
political economy.—70, 73, 74, 316,
317
Whatley, George (18th-cent.)—English
economist, specialist on trade.— 315

Virgil (Publius Vergilius Maro) (70-19
B.C.)—Roman poet.—469

Witt, Johan de (1625-1672)—Dutch
statesman, virtual ruler of the province of Holland (1653-72).—298

W

Wright, Thomas (1711-1786)—English
economist, agriculturist.— 265

Wade, John (1778-1857)— English writer, economist and historian.— 63,
127, 415, 460
Wakefield,
Edward
Gibbon
(17961862)—English
statesman
and
economist, author of the theory of
colonisation.—307, 308, 310, 325,
362, 417

Y
Young, Arthur
(1741-1820)—English
agronomist and
economist.—105,
106, 250, 268, 298, 299, 314, 315,
320
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Ceres (Demeter) (Gr. myth.)—goddess
of agriculture, fertility and matrimony.— 61
Chronos (Cronus)—a Titan dethroned
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Mammon—idol of wealth among some
ancient peoples.—38
Robinson
Crusoe—hero
of
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Defoe's novel The Life and Strange Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe
of York, Mariner,— 427
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47, 352, 371, 410, 414-22, 428-29, 46263, 468-69, 477-81, 494-95, 507, 518,
520-21, 523-24; 33, 12-16, 21, 37-43,
44, 47, 49-50, 52-57, 62, 63, 72, 79-80,
105, 126-27, 147, 148, 156-58, 160,
161, 163-64, 167, 170, 191-92, 232,
240, 244-46, 300; 34, 107, 110-11, 11314, 139, 143-45, 198, 203, 246, 274,
295, 302, 304, 357-62, 373-77, 380,
381, 386, 390, 398-401, 409, 418, 443,
450
Sec also Commodity capital; Commodity
circulation; Commodity production; Exchange value; Price; Product of labour;
Purchase and sale; Supply and demand;
Trade (commerce); Use value
Commodity capital —32, 140-41, 419, 46869, 478, 486-87; 33, 15, 42-45, 48, 50,
57, 58, 60, 87-89, 157, 158, 164, 166,
167, 215-17; 34, 186, 187
Sec also Capital; Circulation; Circulation of capital; Turnover of capital
Commodity circulation — 30, 9-14, 15-21,
23-26, 28-30, 32-35, 38-40, 69, 102,
105, 265, 266, 269, 310, 312, 314; 31,
83, 133, 171, 204, 210-11, 223-24, 225,
237; 32, 143-44, 246, 300, 317, 347,
401, 413, 415, 417, 423-24, 453, 468,
478-79, 518; 33, 12-16, 18-21, 62, 164,
299-301
See ' also Circulation of capital; Commodity; Commodity capital; Commodity production; Competition; Exchange; Market;
Mercantile (commercial, merchant's) capital; Purchase and sale; Supply and demand; Trade (commerce); Turnover of capital
Commodity production — 30, 38-39, 67-69,
97, 105, 265-69, 312, 313, 378; 31, 17,
26-27, 99, 101-02, 131, 133, 192, 207,
223; 32, 58, 132, 133, 138-40, 212-13,
246-47, 263-65, 300-01, 316-17, 32122, 324, 388, 390, 391, 401-03, 412-13,
415, 417, 418, 421-25, 428, 445-46,
453,467, 491,494, 507, 518; 33, 12, 1418, 39, 60-61, 159-60, 164, 377; 34, 328,
360
Sec also Commodity; Mode oj production;
Production
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290, 330, 408; 31, 82, 178-80; 32, 101,
Competition — 30, 142, 195, 197, 239, 271,
132-34, 146-50, 156-57, 163-64, 203287, 310, 312, 334-35, 361, 362, 381;
04, 248, 307-08, 391, 415-17, 420-21,
31, 132, 253, 260, 262-65, 274-75, 303,
425-26, 479, 527; 33, 38, 39, 79, 126,
356, 390, 413, 435-36, 440, 456-57,
131, 134-36, 149, 176, 209, 228, 244,
459, 464, 485, 511, 520, 542, 560; 32,
245, 477; 34, 55, 63, 65, 76, 83, 96, 98,
70-71, 116, 158, 162, 225, 258, 277,
112, 133, 137, 167, 195, 198, 217434, 441, 461, 514, 516; 33, 11-13, 3523, 225, 226, 229, 267, 268, 271, 279,
36, 72, 74-76, 80-81, 92, 101-02, 108280, 294, 303, 308, 409, 427, 442,
09, 111, 113, 135, 142, 149, 153, 179449
80, 211-12, 243, 279, 282-83, 374, 386,
492-93; 34, 24, 28-29, 42, 56, 59, 77, 93,
— productive (industrial)—30, 57153, 21.6, 217, 238, 257, 262, 291, 316,
58, 60-63, 65-66, 68, 76, 79, 88, 93317
94, 103, 106, 115, 135, 137, 146, 156,
323, 404, 408, 418, 438; 31, 85-93,
Compulsion —34, 93, 95, 102, 103
135-40, 143, 147-48, 152-53, 195,
Concentration and centralisation of production
208, 226, 227; 32, 103, 113-18, 122,
and capital —30, 142, 168-69, 259,
146-48, 408, 411-12, 479, 481, 527;
260, 269-70, 289, 295, 296; 31, 26, 114,
33, 39, 50-51, 79, 165, 172, 209,
128, 341; 32, 151-52, 404-06, 444-46,
211, 227, 230, 235, 244
449, 535; 33, 108, 140, 144, 368, 376,
425-33, 458-70, 478; 34, 15, 107, 108,
— individual (personal)—30, 59, 62,
113, 125, 187, 188, 189, 192, 198-99,
63, 65, 76, 135, 137, 138, 146, 404230, 238, 307
05, 407-08, 417-19, 438, 444; 31, 85See also Accumulation of capital
93, 130-31, 133, 135-39, 143, 148,
152, 227; 32, 114-17, 118, 146-48,
Concrete, useful labour — 30, 55, 60, 71,
157, 410-12; 33, 39, 51, 79, 165, 182,
74-79, 81-83, 90-91, 124-27, 261; 31,
185, 207, 209, 211, 228, 234, 235,
12, 13, 21, 27, 177; 32, 316-18, 325-26,
244
408-09, 519
— worker's — 30, 51, 115-18, 135,
Constant capital—30, 96, 116, 118, 129138-40, 144, 174, 236. 240, 244-45,
30, 165-68, 176-79, 188, 189, 202-03,
290, 330; 32, 40, 191-92, 423-26; 33,
208-09, 236, 248-49, 296, 303, 322,
126, 131, 134-36
326, 329, 332-35, 346, 347, 387, 404,
409-13, 431, 433, 439, 442, 444-51; 31,
— capitalist's — 30, 99, 396; 32, 197,
384-85; 33, 149, 213
13, 69-70, 86-87, 90-91, 93, 113-14,
130, 139-40, 143-49, 152-53, 256, 287,
— unproductive — 30, 135, 137-38
— of services — 30, 135, 137
295, 400-01, 469; 32, 49-51, 87, 88,
91-92, 94, 103-07, 112, 117-22, 203,
—- costs of— 30, 116, 355-56; 33,
282, 363, 379, 383-84, 468, 482, 52439-40
25; 33, 36, 70, 77-80, 84-88, 97, 106— consumption fund — 30, 94, 140,
07, 111, 118, 131, 136-37, 139, 152141, 144, 145, 157, 404, 407-09, 413;
53, 185, 190-94, 196-202, 209, 21133, 169, 213, 222, 236
14, 217-19, 227, 232-36, 255-56, 273,
— bourgeois economists on — 30, 48,
306, 375-82, 477, 480-81; 34, 12-15,
69, 114, 135, 137-38, 156, 157
107, 125, 126, 167, 175, 178, 182, 188,
Contradiction —30, 28, 41, 48, 85, 86, 89,
106, 184, 358, 360, 373, 377, 378, 380,
199, 203, 204, 216, 218-28, 241-43, 259,
393-95, 397, 398, 408, 411; 01, 11, 28,
269, 316-17, 324, 358, 363-65, 376,
394
56, 81, 128, 168, 177, 254, 266, 289,
338, 359, 377, 390-91, 394, 399, 401,
Consumption —30, 38, 63, 65, 68-69, 94,
431, 546, 560, 566; 32, 33, 131-32, 142,
97, 103, 105-07, 133, 146, 157, 235,
148-49, 163, 223, 247-48, 261, 274,
237, 238, 240, 244-45, 265, 280-81,
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275, 277-78, 308, 317, 324, 349, 353,
— bankers — 31, 217-18, 352; 32, 116,
391, 393-95, 409, 449, 474, 494-95,
257; 33, 184-85
497-98, 500-01, 519; 33, 125, 170, 241,
— banknotes — 31, 221, 224, 239; 33,
284, 378, 480, 482; 34, 17, 19, 28, 71194
73, 109, 110, 116, 118, 142, 234, 278,
See also Interest (econ.); Loan capital; Paper
280, 308, 403
money; Usurers' capital, usury, usurers
Cooperation —30, 168-69, 255-63, 267, Crises of overproduction — see Economic
269. 271, 278-79, 288, 290-92, 311,
crises
320-21, 340; 32, 151, 157, 404, 497-98,
Customs duties —34,
257, 283, 285
504; 33, 89, 107, 124, 140, 375-76, 381,
See also Foreign (international) trade
390, 420, 422-24, 439, 441-42, 444,
477-78, 480-81, 483, 484, 489, 497; 34,
14, 17, 25, 30, 31, 60, 108, 113, 123,
D
146, 150, 165, 166, 456
Costs of circulation — 31, 235; 33, 44-45, Depreciation (wear and tear) of fixed capi155-60, 163-66, 176, 178, 185, 195,
tal—30, 63, 118-20, 127-29, 165, 325244-45
27, 332-33, 417, 435, 438-40, 444, 44851; 31, 68, 70, 253, 291; 32, 69, 112,
Costs of consumption — see Consumption
251, 257; 33, 136-38, 146-47, 153, 167,
Costs of production —30, 43, 47, 50-51, 116,
176, 185, 199, 204-05, 209-10, 218-19,
133-34, 140, 162-63, 169, 182, 253,
247, 372-73, 377; 34, 8, 11, 14, 19-22,
287, 355, 390; 31, 23-24, 30, 38, 107,
25, 31, 32, 195, 225-27
132, 170, 186, 197, 220, 261, 274, 287,
Depression — see Economic crises
304-05, 368; 32, 253-54, 265, 269-71,
Discoveries (scientific)—33, 442; 34, 58
334-35, 349-50, 476, 478, 504, 512-13;
Distribution —30, 24, 30, 32, 64-65, 69,
33, 7-8, 36-37, 39-41, 74-75, 78-79, 81145, 148, 155, 158, 179, 195, 389, 399,
82, 85-86, 89-92, 109, 113, 126, 128,
412; 31, 74-76, 111-13, 130-32, 175,
134-37, 143, 154, 158-60, 163, 164,
264, 275, 281, 302, 362, 378-79, 416;
173, 221-22, 229-30, 232, 245, 250-51,
32, 53, 88, 94, 115, 151, 248, 274, 276,
280, 420-21; 34, 100, 125, 139-41, 153,
460, 478, 499; 33, 75, 83-84, 93, 99,
154, 157-59, 228, 266
103, 104, 216, 281, 351; 34, 221, 224,
— as value — 30, 79, 162-63, 413; 31,
225
40, 48, 59-60, 65, 68, 105; 32, 54-55,
270-71, 513; 33, 39-41, 78-79, 81-82,
See also Accumulation of capital; Con91-92, 126, 154, 221, 229-30, 245
sumption; Profit; Rent; Reproduction; Revenue (income); Surplus value; Wages
— as price of production — 31, 424;
Division of labour —30, 55, 163-64, 198,
32, 30, 54-55, 253-54, 269-73, 512199, 255-56, 264-69, 271, 273, 287-93,
13; 33, 36-37, 173-74, 232, 250-51
299-300, 310-16, 320-23, 445-46; 31,
See also Price of production; Value
182, 194, 203, 383, 455; 32, 40, 58, 115,
Countryside —31, 384, 453-56; 32, 108,
133, 139, 151, 157, 161, 182, 207, 401403, 541; 34, 101, 162, 438
05, 406, 413, 422, 423, 498, 535; 33, 18,
Credit and banking system — '31, 209, 217-18,
39, 53, 124, 140, 149, 165, 168, 191,
352, 434-35; 32, 114, 116, 125, 127,
218, 241-42, 254, 275, 385, 396, 478,
141-46, 162, 257, 309-10, 453-62, 464480, 481, 483-85; 34, 17, 19, 24-26, 40,
65, 487-88, 508-09, 518-19, 527-29,
54, 61, 101, 102, 108, 123, 126, 146,
531;.33, 11, 170, 177, 180, 184-85, 223;
167, 185, 187, 204, 269, 286, 288, 359,
34, 257, 272, 288
458
— banks — 31, 224-25, 352; 32, 125,
Duties — see Customs duties
154; 33, 74, 183, 211
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Economic crises —30, 53, 78, 96, 219; 32,
101-02, 116, 122-37, 138-47, 150-54,
157, 162-63, 242-45, 246-47, 248, 25253, 274, 306-10, 415, 517-18; 33, 18, 92,
142, 178; 34, 47, 109, 221-23, 225-26,
408
— criticism of bourgeois theories of—
32, 101-02, 124-25, 128-35, 142-45,
147, 154-55, 156-64, 242-48, 289-90,
308-09
Economic laws — 30, 66, 89, 101, 159,
170, 182, 250, 271, 287, 310, 313, 317,
320, 353, 380, 383, 386-87, 393-97; 31,
25, 241, 270, 380; 32, 14, 33-36, 163,
204, 207, 274; 33, 72-73, 75, 129, 143,
148, 383; 34, 71, 133, 193, 196, 236,
258, 295, 452, 453
— laws of surplus value — 31, 37, 69,
281, 418; 32, 9-10, 45-47, 59-60; 33,
101-02, 155-56, 185; 34, 19
— profit as the stimulus, aim and regulator of capitalist production—31,
251, 543, 545
— laws of profit — 31. 275, 301-05,
325-26; 32, 9-10, 46, 59-60; 33, 69,
91, 94, 96-97, 99, 104-07, 110-15,
118, 150
— law of supply and demand — 31,
132, 253, 265,'430-31, 464; 34, 81,
253, 305
— laws of circulation and exchange-30, 34, 52-53, 67, 72, 73, 86-89.10506; 32, 39, 210-11, 214-15, 482-83,
529; 33, 49; 34, 233, 259-61, 301
— laws of wages- -33, 109: 34, 64, 65,
77, 139
See also Law of value: Rent— Ricardian law of; Tendency of the rate
of profit to fall
Economic relations — 30, 38-39, 42-43, 45,
47, 51, 53-55, 56, 69, 74, 89-90, 94, 95,
103-06, 131-32, 137, 145-46, 158, 159,
174, 180, 182-83, 211, 398; 31, 377.
390, 469; 33, 34, 72, 73, 147, 439, 441,
469; 34, 142, 143, 199, 200
See also Capitalist relations of production; Social relations

Efficiency of labour — see Productivity (productive power) of labour
Egypt — see Antiquity — Egypt
England (Great Britain)—30, 168, 181,
193, 200, 215-30, 232, 303-04, 317,
331, 336, 337, 338, 343, 359; 31, 252,
279, 289, 350-51, 367, 384, 449, 45859, 519, 542; 32, 14, 44, 72, 93-95, 107,
114, 129, 155, 160-61, 170, 199-200,
204-05, 207-08, 243, 253, 309, 370,
394, 420, 465, 497. 531, 537; 33, 38-39,
84, 92, 107, 212, 223, 224, 229, 230,
231. 243, 278-81, 322-23, 325-26, 32930, 333-35, 341, 349-50, 353, 364-65,
367, 372-74, 383-84, 386-87, 392, 399,
402, 406-09, 421, 425-39, 448-53, 455,
457-70, 471-77, 489-501; J f 32, 37, 39,
40. 41, 43-54, 56-59, 62-63, 67, 69, 77,
78, 101. 119-21, 141, 146, 147, 173,
193-95, 197, 251-52, 268, 273, 275,
278, 283, 291-300, 304-08, 310, 313,
316, 318, 321, 340
See also Ireland; •Scotland
Europe —33, 333, 341, 353-57, 367; 34, 96,
270-71, 293, 421
Excess surplus value — 31, 253, 265
Exchange —30, 9-10, 21-22, 24-26, 33-38.
313-14; 31, 12-14, 16, 83, 208, 212; 32,
33, 35-36,39, 105, 121-22, 139,210-11,
214, 279-80, 294, 313-19, 325-28, 33637, 381-85, 527, 529; 33, 13-15, 19-21,
55, 171-87, 192-93, 212, 214, 234-37,
479; 34, 89, 130-34, 137-40, 152, 167,
203, 209, 222-26, 231, 233-34, 303-04,
360, 447
See also Commodity; Commodity circulation; Competition; Exchange value; Money;
Price; Purchase and sale; Reproduction;
•Supply and demand; Value; Wage labour; Wages
Exchange value —30, 11-13, 16-21, 23, 25,
28, 35, 40-41, 67, 78-79, 84, 97, 99,
134, 168, 172, 197-98, 291, 298, 382,
449; 31, 99, 100, 168, 179, 199, 208; 32,
127, 135, 227, 246, 313, 314, 31618, 323-24. 3.35, 429, 461; 33, 12-13,
90, 147, 179; 34, 90, 98, 100-01,
114-15, 130, 137, 138, 200, 221,
281. 457
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See also Commodity; Market value;
04, 201-03, 413, 468, 522-23; 33, 38, 79,
Money; Value
84, 88, 94, 103-05, 108, 114, 125-28,
Exploitation of labour capacity by capi133, 136-38, 140, 146-48, 153, 166-67,
tal— 30, 164-65; 171, 173, 174-75,
176, 199, 205-07, 209-10, 242, 247,
178, 181, 183-86, 194, 195, 196, 214,
310-11, 359, 376-77, 379-80, 482; 34,
216, 218-20, 222, 235, 250, 263, 269,
19-30, 37-39, 217, 218, 222, 223, 226,
304, 330-32, 338-39, 386-89, 392-94;
242, 286-88, 326, 456
31, 70-71, 77-78, 176, 264; 32, 73, 253,
Sec also Depreciation (wear and tear) of
272, 379-80, 385-86, 407, 423-24, 434fixed capital
35, 438, 440-44, 452, 457-58, 494-98,
Foreign (international) trade — 30, 210,
503-06; 33, 10, 29, 33-34, 41-42, 63, 73,
296, 357; 32, 9, 11-12, 58, 70-73, 110,
77-80, 89, 90, 106-07, 110-12, 125,
123, 187, 294, 376-81, 387-88, 531; 33,
140-42, 149, 165, 208-09, 385-86, 423,
19, 113-14, 169, 190, 352, 366, 383-84,
434, 494-96; 34, 9, 119-20, 175, 196,
386-87, 402, 406, 442; 34, 27, 46-48,
392, 428, 429
52, 221, 223, 257-58, 268, 277, 278,
See also Economic laws; Industrial reserve
323, 324
army; Intensity of labour; Labour; PauperSee also Market; Trade (commerce)
ism; Surplus value — relative; Surplus
Form of value —30, 155, 359, 392-94,
labour; Wage labour; Wages; Working
401; 31, 27, 29, 98-99, 214-15, 365,
day
397-99; 32, 315-20, 326-27, 340-42,
346-47, 520-21; 33, 64, 70
See also Exchange value; Money; Value
F
Formal and real subsumption of labour
under capital—30, 92-94, 136-37, 143,
Factory, workshop —30, 180, 216, 217, 220188-89, 262-63, 270-71, 279, 291, 311;
24, 228-29, 231, 255, 267-71, 274, 286,
33, 348, 349, 355-56, 386, 480; 34, 93288, 300, 303, 312-14, 316, 317, 32096, 102-08, 112, 116-21, 187,327,426,
21, 325, 329-31, 337; 31, 271; 33, 151,
427, 429, 440
381, 404, 439, 441, 491, 493, 495, 496,
See also Exploitation of labour capacity
498-99; 34, 31, 33-39, 41, 43, 45-46,
by capital; Labour
67, 113, 120, 123, 125, 144, 191-93, 204,
France —30, 220, 221, 359, 361, 373219, 223, 279, 294, 353
74; 31, 22, 279, 349, 449; 32, 252, 529;
See also Industry — large-scale; Ma34, 58, 62, 264, 293, 299
chines, machinery
Farmers, farm system —30, 206, 209, 212, Free time —30, 180, 190-92, 196, 199, 301;
31, 112; 32, 390-91; 33, 386; 34, 431
215, 405-06; 31, 309; 33, 92, 206, 207,
See also Labour time; Working day
218; 34, 96, 104, 105, 253, 254, 262Free Traders —34, 262, 316
63, 267, 278-79, 285, 320, 321, 432
See also Landed property; Lease, tenant(s) Funds
— labour (wages) fund — 32, 185, 187,
Female labour —30, 46, 227, 302, 319,
191, 202, 204, 376; 34, 212-16, 231
331; 33, 425-31, 435-37, 440, 458-63,
— reserve fund — 30, 214; 31, 25; 33,
466, 473, 475-76, 485, 488, 491-92,
43-45, 51, 59, 178, 193; 34, 228
494-95, 499-500; 34, 24, 27, 43, 108,
294, 307, 315
Fixed capital—30, 62-63, 102, 118-20,
G
127-29, 140, 149, 165-67, 224, 259,
273, 279, 296, 305, 319, 321-30, 340,
Germany —31, 22, 117, 354, 383-84, 459341, 353, 408-10, 413; 31, 83, 141-42,
223, 262, 295, 361, 421; 32, 27-28, 10361; 34, 58, 92, 264
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Gold and silver—30, 34, 96; 31, 10, 2829, 179, 199, 425, 513; 32, 9, 321-22,
457, 531, 543; 33, 11, 46, 130, 176.
Î90-204, 228-37, 324; 34, 12, 100,
198, 274, 275, 347, 404
Government securities — 31, 545; 32, 12728; 33, 184
Greece — see Antiquity — Greece
Guilds, guild system--30, 94, 135, 187.
270, 294, 316; 31, 459; 32, 465, 466,
533, 534; 33, 64, 406, 444; 34, 25, 9697, 101-02, 306, 438
See also Middle Ages; Society—feudal
(feudalism); Handicrafts, handicraftsmen
H
Handicrafts, handicraftsmen — 30, 32, 94,
187-90, 231, 277, 282-85, 295, 297-98,
302, 304, 316-17, 323-25, 330-31, 343,
344; 31, 20; 32, 196, 419, 465-66; 33, 10,
295. 442, 444, 481, 483-84, 498; 34. 2427, 29, 54, 96-98, 103, 104, 109, 113,
141-43, 145, 153, 269, 300, 328, 424,
434, 435, 440
Historical materialism, materialist conception of history —30, 38-39
Holland—32, 169, 531, 537; 33, 341,
367; 34, 280, 282. 294, 299, 315
I
India —32, 42, 114, 371; 33. 9-10, 20, 334,
348, 356, 361; 34, 48, 92, 118, 119, 193,
214. 313
Industrial capital—32, 463-66, 531, 533;
33, 11, 14, 36, 43, 53, 63-64, 67-68,
155-57, 205-06, 344
See also Productive capital
Industrial {»-oft (employer's profit) -—32,
490, 492-95, 497-98,' 504
Industrial reserve army — 31. 111-12, 12829, 155-56. 186, 252; 32. 110, 180, 18287, 188-89, 196. 206, 244, 255, 377
See also Relative overpopulation
Industrial revolution — 30, 329; 33. 352,
388-94, 403. 421, 442, 468. 480

Industry
— manufacture — 30, 267-70, 274,
276, 285, 286, 292, 295-96, 304, 31011, 316, 320-25, 329-30, 355, 357,
358; 31, 455; 32, 182, 207, 404, 419,
465. 466, 537; 33, 381. 388-90, 392,
393, 402-06, 409, 412-15, 418-21,
424, 439-48, 484, 486-89, 495, 500;
34. 25-27, 60, 96, 123, 145, 255-56,
258-60. 295-96, 324, 328
— domestic — .?/, 15, 20; 32, 207, 466;
33, 340, 366; 34, 103, 119-20
— large-scale — .'», 287, 312, 358,
362,368; 31, 253, 256, 277, 281, 341;
32, 117, 153, 158,204,207,288,41819, 432-33, 461, 465, 466, 530; 33,
441, 444, 481, 494-95; 34, 56. 62,
109, 113, 119. 120, 146, 291, 296,
316, 324, 327
See also Factory, workshop: Guilds,
guild system; Handicrafts, handicraftsmen;
Machines, machinery; Production
Instrumental materials — see Matières instrumentales
Instruments of labour (tools) — see Means
of labour
Instruments of production (tools) —See Means
of production
Intensity of labour—30, 169-70, 197-98,
301-02, 335, 338; 31. 251, 252, 483; 32.
42, 435, 440-41, 443, 497; 33, 123. 38287, 473, 500; 34. 20, 23, 40, 74, 98-104,
181, 343, 395, 424
Interest (econ.) — 30, 94, 273, 453, 456-59,
461-64, 469-72, 474-78, 487-90, 49298, 507-13, 519-22, 526, 527, 540-41;
33, 7-12, 16, 22, 63. 69, 99, 104, 157,
159. 170, 172, 188, 190, 204, 206, 207,
210, 212, 217, 223, 225, 347, 348; 34.
42. 119, 173-74, 184. 229, 241, 242,
243. 284, 329-55
- - rate of— 31, 449; 32, 431-32. 45862, 465, 469, 471, 509, 540-41;
33, 10, 17, 21-22, 155, 278, 348,
368; 34, 91, 119, 173, 272. 330,
333-36
— Price's compound interest — 33, 71,
222-25
Interests —30, 185, 198, 361, 396; 32, 197.
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209, 244, 253, 275, 388, 394, 429, 501;
34, 99, 201
Inventions —30, 11, 216, 305, 309, 322,
332-33, 338-41; 33, 140-41, 349-50,
352, 374, 385, 391, 396-97, 400, 403,
404, 406, 408, 421, 448, 451, 468, 474,
488; 34, 26, 29, 32, 35, 37, 58, 127, 151,
166, 454
Ireland—31, 196, 266, 335; 34, 56-57,
69, 153, 250, 258, 296, 298, 313, 321,
467
Italy — 31, 265; 32, 160-61, 465; 33, 1920

L
Labour—30, 11, 54, 56, 58-61, 63, 70-71,
75, 79, 93, 94, 95, 97, 98, 124, 127, 13134, 136, 143, 155, 160-61, 169, 171,
252-53, 292, 357, 360; 32, 51-52, 14748, 264, 279-80, 303, 331, 364-66, 388,
397-402, 404-06, 408-09, 427, 445-46,
449, 467-68, 473, 488-91, 494, 502-03,
506, 528, 535, 542-43; 33, 264, 343,
354, 356, 444, 479; 34, 146, 167, 291,
296, 297, 403, 411, 425, 459-60
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335, 382, 384, 519, 544; 32, 30; 34, 153,
251, 255, 257-60, 271, 278, 285, 315
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— factory — 30, 169-70, 216, 218-19.
227, 228, 317-18, 336-38; 33, 470-74,
476-77, 485, 491-93, 499; 34, 33, 38,
62, 67, 68, 295
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Market value —31, 131-32, 356, 428-32,
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— Malthusianism — 30, 14, 28, 138,
152, 205; 31, 77-78, 195-96, 345-51.
372, 388; 32, 201, 209-34, 238, 24245, 248, 250, 252-54, 261-62, 267,
269, 308, 377, 380, 439; 33, 70, 71,
73, 76, 100, 103-05, 113-14, 128,
223; 34, 170
— Proudhonism — 30, 153-54, 180,
345-46, 372, 416; 32, 464, 526-31,
535; 34, 378-81, 417
Sec also Economic laws; Mercantilism
(Mercantile System); Monetary System;

Subject Index
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Quesnay's Tableau économique; Socialist
See also Economic, laws; Law of value;
Ricardians
Market price; Price
Population —30,
163-64, 169, 186-90, Primitive accumulation of
capital—30,
194, 205, 233, 253, 290, 293, 294, 295,
111-12, 131, 136, 188, 290, 311-12; 32,
302-03, 314, 412; 31, 360, 362, 369, 370,
110, 244, 392-93, 438-39; 33, 336; 34,
385, 458, 523-24, 534; 32, 73, 108, 123,
232, 235-36, 258, 307, 327, 328
166,169-70,184-85,228,294-95,297-98,
Product of labour —30, 58-59, 67-69, 71,
376, 378-81, 393, 403, 432-33, 438-39,
73-75, 80-81, 86, 94-95, 98, 140, 143,
543; 34, 18, 94, 101-04, 158, 162-65,
149-54, 158, 162, 172-74, 179, 190-91,
170, 176, 181, 265, 271, 296, 305, 468
200, 260-61, 264, 313; 31, 99, 107, 108,
Sec also Industrial reserve army; Politi116-17, 140, 293-94, 296; 32, 106-07,
cal economy — Malthusianism; Relative
119, 132-33, 146, 264-65, 271-72, 300overpopulation
02, 382-86, 407-08, 411-13, 422-26,
445-46, 514; 33, 12, 14, 55, 60, 136,
Price — 30, 15-18, 24, 25, 30, 34, 50, 66,
193, 213, 235
67, 70, 85, 107, 129-30, 235-36, 310,
328, 335, 351-52, 376, 400, 414, 426;
Production—30, 38-39, 48, 69, 74, 89. 91,
31, 132, 252, 267, 482, 542-43; 32, 9,
132, 148, 149, 176, 180-81, 190, 19244, 53, 93-94, 106-09, 125-27, 135-36,
93, 197-98, 252, 259, 273, 275, 287,
145-47, 162, 333-34, 508-10, 518-21,
298, 301, 303, 321, 325-27, 333-34,
529; 33, 12-13, 16-18, 22-26, 29-30, 32352-53, 358, 366; 31, 13, 15, 20, 30-31,
35, 60, 75, 84, 93, 156, 158, 241, 24794, 106, 112, 181-85, 189, 192, 347-50;
50, 324; 34, 63, 77, 113, 115-17, 142,
32, 109-10, 169, 180, 182, 243-44', 247148, 155, 157, 162, 166, 251-53, 25948, 308, 313-14, 348, 391, 403, 420,
62, 264-66, 278, 284, 285, 287-88, 295421, 426, 449, 461, 479-82, 496, 500,
98, 304, 315-19, 364-75, 381
507, 508, 518; 33, 9, 13-15, 18, 38, 69See also Costs of production; Exchange
70, 134, 141, 142, 144, 217, 246, 300value; Form of value; Land—monopo01, 340, 342, 354, 365, 386, 403, 493;
ly price on, — price (value) of; Mar34, 32-34, 56, 101, 102, 109-10, 113,
ket price; Price of production; Value;
143, 144, 186, 187, 192, 198, 204, 205,
Wages
207-08, 212, 221, 230, 245, 325, 327,
328, 349-50, 358-59, 385, 412, 416-17,
Price of production —31, 260, 262-64, 274438-40, 443, 446, 451-52, 461, 468
75, 304, 325, 356, 358-59, 373, 402,
See also Agriculture; Capitalist rela424, 431-37, 462-63, 485, 511, 539,
tions of production; Factory, workshop; In542; 32, 21-32, 69, 70, 253-54, 262,
dustry— large-scale; Labour; Means of
269-73, 289, 349-53, 460, 509-10, 515production; Mode of production; Reproduc16, 524-25; 33, 35-37, 40-41, 67-68,
tion
156, 170, 173-74, 179, 230-32, 261; 34,
153, 377
Productive and unproductive labour — 30, 65,
— production costs as — 33, 36, 37,
159-60, 190-91, 231, 312, 354-56, 358173, 174, 232, 250, 251
59, 377, 392; 31, 8-22, 26-28, 80, 82, 97,
118-19, 156, 166, 193-94, 197, 342; 32,
— law of- -31, 301-05, 326
174, 186-87, 196, 390; 33, 44, 123-24,
— bourgeois economists on identity of
126-27; 34, 32, 64, 87, 90, 104, 128-46,
value and price of production — 31,
153, 165, 227, 237, 308, 381, 442-52,
260-62, 268-69, 359, 361, 381, 388,
461
402, 424-25, 432, 439, 441, 456-57,
See also labour
462-63, 465, 514, 529-31, 537, 54647; 32, 9, 21-23, 30, 55, 60, 69, 100,
Productive capital—30, 31, 65, 89, 103,
223, 225, 258, 261, 269-70, 344, 349.
111; 31, 156, 238, 365; 32, 147, 462,
363
467, 468; 33, 35-36, 38, 40-42, 47-53,
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58-64, 108, 155-57, 164-68, 180-84,
190, 210-13, 234-36; 34. 98, 146, 167,
218, 237, 324, 452
Sec also Capital
Productive forces —30. 38, 112, 118, 13637, 145, 160, 168, 187-88, 237. 242-45.
247-50. 252-53, 257-64, 267, 272, 274.
276, 277, 280, 289, 302, 305, 309, 311.
318. 321, 322, 330; 31. 110, 168. 177,
255. 345, 348; 32. 51, 153, 157-60, 163,
167-68, 191, 201, 204. 243, 246-48,
274, 303, 306, 310, 390, 392, 419, 430,
433-34, 449, 489, 543: 33. 73. 110. 114,
125, 144, 146-47, 340, 353, 386, 442:
34, 10, 11, 13-18, 121-30, 185. 196,204,
230, 324, 340, 453-56
Productivity of capital — 34. 122, 127-30,
150, 455-58
Productivity (productive power) of labour - 30. 43-44, 79, 80, 112. 127,' 160, 167,
194, 195. 204. 234-37, 243-45, 247.
250, 252, 255. 257-62, 264, 271-74,
276-78, 280, 305, 319, 322-28, 334.
357. 376-77; 31. 16, 55, 60. 77. 83. 177.
187, 191, 194, 200, 201, 251. 314, 327,
341, 348, 362. 374, 375, 459. 465, 512.
532, 577; 32. 41-42, 51, 53-54. 58, 70,
73. 102, 149-51, 160, 168-69, 183. 19394. 196-98, 204. 254, 271, 296, 304,
306, 310, 3.35, 379-80, 392, 394, 397.
399. 404, 406, 427, 433-35, 443, 444,
466, 488. 516, 542; 33, 23, 25, 26. 2935, 84. 88-90. 94, 98, 106. 108-11. 120.
130-31, 133, 135-37, 138-40. 144-45,
147-50. 152, 191. 287. 289. 296, 305,
314, 355, 374-75, 382, 385-86. 467.
477-78; 34. 8-11, 14-15, 21, 27. 29. 45,
61, 64-66, 93-94, 106-10, 117, 126-29,
143. 150. 167. 186, 188. 191-95, 198.
204. 227, 230, 323, 372
Profit —30, 14, 29, 31, 109-10, 113, 12829, 152. 158, 162, 163, 165, 178, 201.
203, 206-09, 219. 224, 234-35, 247-49,
303, 332-35, 338, 345, 348. 355-56,
367, 385-88. 391-92, 395-97, 400. 413;
31, 176, 511, 54.3, 545; 32, 12-13, 15,
30-31. 54-55, 87, 91, 97, 102, 118-19,
212-14, 225-26, 230-31, 253-54. 256-

57. 261-62, 271, 273, 274, 294-95, 304,
307-08, 310, 318, 360-61, 464, 477-78,
483-87, 498, 506-07, 512-13, 530; 33, 710, 37, 41-42, 139, 155-58, 165, 170-72,
175, 181, 187-88, 190, 196-202, 206-13,
217, 219-22, 229-30, 233, 245, 247,
249-51, 283, 337-40, 380, 480; 34,8, 10,
13, 23, 67, 71, 90-93, 105, 120, 125,
150, 153-54, 160-61, 168, 210, 241-42,
264. 283-84, 290, 308, 321, 409
169; 32,
493-98,
— gross — .?/,
503-08
- average — .?/, 270, 274, 275, 290,
302-04, 325-26, 402, 415-16; 32, 22,
223, 258, 273, 289, 460, 483, 484,
512-13; .?5, 36,49, 63, 67, 75,97-100,
102. 104, 154-56, 233, 242
- - excess — 31, 253, 256, 268, 305,
325-29, 332, 335, 355, 373, 461, 526;
32, 11-12, 31, 71-72,88, 103, 304; 33,
311, 320, 322-23, 332
rale of— 30. 169, 178, 229, 333,
410-1 1;.?/, 36-38, 60, 69-70, 73, 256,
319-20, 416, 418; 32, 11-12, 17-21,
23, 28, 60-61, 71-73, 93-94, 100-01,
103, 288, 294-95, 432-33, 462, 469,
475: .?.?, 7-10, 16, 23-35, 77-78, 85,
87-94, 104-10, 1 12-16, 120, 128, 141,
147-50, 160-61, 233, 269, 292, 312,
335-36, 368, 377, 494; 34, 16, 148,
157-58, 210, 310, 316-17
— average (general) rate of—31, 260,
264, 301. 304, 305, 326, 401, 408,
413, 431-32, 436, 530; 32, 28, 57-58,
63-64, 68-73, 258, 261, 277, 289,
296, 451, 483; 33, 91-101, 104, 111,
130, 142, 209, 242, 247, 261, 278,
280, 351, 365
— capitalists' and bourgeois economists' notions of—31, 377, 444, 446:
32, 10, 46, 51, 54, 63-64, 67, 100-02^
211, 214-17, 229, 275-77, 289, 29798, 359, 365, 372, 373, 388, 451, 471,
474-75, 484-85, 492-93, 495-96, 505;
33, 64, 71-76, 78, 82, 100-03, 108-09,
112-14, 130, 242-43, 251, 351
See also Economic laws; Industrial profit
(employer's profit); Profit from trade;
Profit upon alienation; Rent; Revenue

Subject Index
(income); Tendency of the rate of profit
to fall
Profit from trade —31, 150; 32, 11-12, 7172, 103, 498; 33, 11-12, 35-37, 41-42,
48-50, 62-64, 67-68, 107, 154-58, 165,
170, 173-76. 185-86, 188, 207, 208,
226-28, 241, 242, 317
Profit upon alienation- 31, 38, 45-46; 32,
211, 215, 267, 269, 280, 356, 359, 372,
475, 487, 541; 33, 35, 241
Properly —30, 37-38, 93, 98, 111-12, 131,
132^ 135, 139-43, 157, 160, 170, 17374, 180, 189, 196-97, 212, 214-15, 252,
303, 422; 31, 274-75; 32, 423, 454, 458,
488, 533-35; 33, 9-10, 277, 343; 34, 42,
51-52, 54, 87-89, 95, 106-09, 118, 119,
142, 183, 201, 213, 227, 233-34, 24546, 256, 264, 271, 275, 286, 293, 302,
328-29, 462
— private — 30, 37, 98, 111-12, 131.
135, 140, 142, 143, 157, 160, 172-73,
196, 214, 384, 391; 31, 271; 32. 405,
470-71, 473-74, 491, 492, 534; 34. 87
See also Appropriation: Landed property
Purchase and sale — 30, 2-29, 35-41, 54.
65-66, 74, 82, 87, 99, 104, 105, 106.
112, 116, 132, 138, 159, 183-84, 265,
270, 313-16, 370; 31, 149, 193, 236-39;
32, 122, 126, 131, 133, 135, 144, 161,
248, 267, 278, 301-02, 307-08, 468-69,
478-79, 522-23; 33, 44, 64, 74, 157-58,
164-66, 227; 34, 82, 95, 96, 99-103, 117,
215, 223, 290, 312, 325
See also Commodity; Commodity circulation; Competition; Exchange value; Price;
Supply and demand; Trade (commerce)
Q.
Quesnay's Tableau économique — 30, 362;
31, 204, 207-12, 225-40
See also Political economy—Physiocrats; Reproduction
R
Railways — 30, 257; 31, 113; 32, 419-20;
33, 140, 153, 393; 34, 56, 108, 113. 193.
218, 223, 440
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Rate of surplus value —30, 169, 176-79,
186. 194, 210, 229, 253. 257, 269, 332;
31, 41, 54-55, 61-62, 70-73, 76, 254,
319-20, 416, 418, 432; 32, 44-45, 60,
72-74, 93, 97, 100-01, 294-95, 433-34,
483-84, 524; 33, 96-98, 106-07, 109-16,
119, 123, 127-28, 135, 142-43, 147,
150, 160-61, 379, 423; 34, 8-9, 14, 16,
19, 64, 76. 78-79. 110, 157, 368-69,
371. 372
See also Profit — rate of
Rate materials — 30, 57, 60, 62, 64, 66,
76-77, 109-10, 130, 153, 155, 161-62,
165-67. 170. 174-76, 179, 187, 188.20003, 236, 264. 296, 298, 321-23. 326-28,
343, 346, 439; 31. 25, 113-14. 295. 30910, 314, 343; 32, 15. 72, 145-46. 162,
468; 33, 17, 70. 79-81. 84-85, 88, 105,
108, 130-37, 148, 159, 171, 178-79,
205, 209, 210, 211, 228, 229, 232-34.
237, 290-91. 376. 382-84; 34. 20, 22-23.
59, 95, 120, 125, 144, 156, 157, 181.
191, 200. 204, 216. 218, 219. 224, 232,
241, 388. 412
See also Circulating capital: Matières
instrumentales; Material of labour
Relations of production see Capitalist relations of production; Economic relations
Relative overpopulation —31, 155, 252; 34,
10, 11, 16, 18, 25. 26, 28, 31, 69, 101,
107, 113, 181, 205-07. 229. 230
See also Industrial reserve army
Religion -30, 361; 32. 157. 158, 409
Rent —30, 147, 155. 158, 179, 206. 21214, 345, 348, 351, 356. 358-68, 388-92,
398. 400; 57, 252, 255, 269, 271, 27577, 305. 309-12, 334-36, 373-74, 512,
519. 523, 539, 541, 543, 546. 551-52,
568-70; 32, 9-10, 12, 18, 29-31, 91, 94,
173-74, 288, 304, 367-68, 422, 450,
476-77, 484-87, 489, 498-99, 502, SHIS, 519-22, 530-31; 33, 69, 104, 159,
188, 190-93, 205-08, 210-11, 217. 233,
283-84. 292, 311, 320-22, 325-26, 33233; 34. 89. 142, 153-54, 158-61, 172-75,
241, 249, 251-53, 265-66, 269-72, 27680, 283-84, 287, 301, 306-07, 320-21.
333, 453
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— absolute — 31, 325-27, 332, 370,
388-89, 462, 464, 473-74, 485, 508,
509, 514-16, 523, 529, 539-41,.546,
551-52, 556; 32, 13, 22-23, 29-31,
289
— differential — 31, 305, 309, 355-56,
370, 373, 431, 461-62, 474, 486,
489, 505, 508-09, 522, 539; 32, 18,
31, 87, 93, 293-94, 470, 516; 33, 285,
326-27; 34, 175
— differential, I — 31, 253, 327-28,
332, 461, 487, 523, 524, 572
— differential, 11 — .?/, 276-77, 327,
487, 529, 541-44
— Ricardian law of— 31, 265-68, 322,
327-29, 335-37, 344-45, 352, 354,
362, 388-89, 457, 462-63, 490, 513,
522-26, 546-47; 32, 73-74, 92-93, 97
See also Landed properly
Rentier —33, 205, 207, 208, 210, 279, 283
284
Reproduction —30, 43-44, 48-49, 52, 53,
104, 119, 139, 142, 144, 146, 157, 17375, 177-78, 180, 212, 234-37, 240, 242,
244, 264, 272, 290, 302, 314, 319, 322,
328-33, 335, 353, 380, 411, 451; 31, 8,
84-94, 113-14, 141-52, 204-08, 218-26,
238-40, 292, 296-97; 32, 103-06, 11417, 121-22, 124-26, 140, 143, 169, 233,
282, 335, 386, 402, 412-13, 416-20,
425, 449, 453, 478-82, 512-13; 33, 1519, 40, 49-58, 61, 63, 79, 98, 105. 161,
164, 167-69, 176-82, 185, 187, 189-215,
217-22, 228-38, 244, 245, 247-51; 34,
11. 64, 72, 197-200, 207-12, 216, 219,
223-28, 243, 245, 322. 326, 327, 376.
462
— simple —J?/, 130-49; 32, 109. 113,
121, 382-83, 480. 517; 33. 17-18,
168-69, 187, 209-13, 233. 235, 248,
303
— extended— 31, 130, 199-200; 32,
151-54, 382, 385-86, 405-07, 449; 33,
263, 287
See also Qiiesnay's Tableau économique
Revenue (income)—30, 31, 146, 155, 158,
303, 312, 314, 355, 361, 367, 399, 400^
402, 404-08, 411, 427, 444, 446, 44951; 31, 7, 12-13, 115-19, 134, 150-51,

154, 186-87, 317; 32, 67-68, 109, 17375, 184-89, 193-98, 200, 381-86, 449;
33, 10-11, 43, 60-62, 93-94, 169-73,
175, 177, 183-86, 188-90, 192-93, 198,
201, 203-05, 207-14, 217-20, 228, 23033, 235, 237-38, 330-32; 34, 11, 104,
124-25, 153, 183-85, 223-24, 241-43,
257, 287-88, 301, 445, 446, 453, 469
See also Interest (econ.j; Profit; Rent;
Wages
Rome — see Antiquity — Rome

S
Scotland —31, 351, 449, 519, 533, 569;
34, 251-53, 257, 271, 321
Securities—see Bills of exchange; Government securities; Loans; National debt;
Shares, joint-slock companies
Services —30, 136-37; 31, 15-17, 19, 22,
24, 112, 164, 179, 186, 194, 199-200;
32, 132, 385, 426, 537; 34, 94, 137-40,
145, 178, 223, 226, 227, 302, 445, 446,
448, 451
Shares, joint-stock companies — 31, 545; 32,
127-28, 423; 33, 184; 34, 252
Slavery—see Society — slaveowning (slavery ]
Social labour —30, 11, 55, 60, 79, 136,
199, 231, 359, 392; 31, 27, 29, 83, 99,
101, 272, 399; 32, 393, 446, 519; 33,
321, 340
Social relations —30, 154, 262, 292, 31415. 360; 31, 13, 14, 27, 182; 32, 36-37.
53-54, 204, 227, 278-79, 316-17, 324,
334, 398-99, 401, 406, 426-27, 433,
451, 472-73, 484-85, 493-95, 513-14;
33, 71; 34, 95, 234, 327
See also Capitalist relations of production; Economic relations
Socialist Ricardians — 30, 163-65, 203,
252, 289-93, 305; 32, 373-76, 388-95,
397-401, 407-08, 429-46, 496-97, 500;
33, 253-55
Society — 30, 30, 31,44, 63, 78-79,92, 131,
144, 190-92, 196, 237, 252, 271-72,
303, 310-13, 316, 321, 353, 360, 412;
31, 21, 182, 242, 455; 32, 49, 96, 156,

Subject Index
158, 179-80, 183, 189, 215, 263, 306,
308, 422, 426, 428, 461, 488, 492; 34,
18, 67, 166, 167
— primitive — 30, 65, 97-98, 292, 297,
306, 412; 33, 20, 340
— slaveowning (slavery)—30, 131,
143, 183, 184, 196-98, 214, 262, 276;
31, 197, 446, 516; 32, 70, 96, 133,
157, 282, 378, 496; 33, 13, 16, 321,
336, 486; 34, 70, 96, 98-101, 103,
108, 246, 247, 268, 295, 328
— feudal (feudalism)— 30, 358, 36062; 31, 174, 182, 453, 456; 32, 403,
531-35, 540; 34, 119, 257, 270, 273,
313, 468
— bourgeois — 30, 38, 53, 87, 92, 140,
147-48, 159, 160, 168, 174, 184-85,
189-92, 197, 198, 252, 257, 260, 292,
302-03, 312-14, 316, 358, 360-62; 32,
124, 198, 204, 243-44, 278-79, 287,
317, 324, 434, 472-73, 493-95, 531,
534-35; 33, 20, 92, 340, 369, 396,
403; 34, 86, 142, 242-43
State, the, state power — 30, 182, 184, 216,
259, 282, 361, 373; 31, 30, 179, 182,
197, 209, 278, 335, 379; 32, 101, 188,
204, 243, 244, 463, 465; 33, 103, 184,
192-94, 338, 357, 491; 34, 28, 96,
291-92, 295, 300
See also Law(s); Legislation; Taxes,
taxation
Supply and demand—30, 310, 401; 31,
133, 261, 362, 488, 490; 32, 125, 13536, 196, 254-55, 284-87, 290-93, 299,
378, 444-45; 33, 46, 178, 248, 386; 34,
11, 23, 64, 81, 219, 253, 284, 291, 297,
324
See also Competition; Economic crises;
Market; Market price; Price; Purchase and
sale
Surplus labour —30, 85-86, 88, 110, 16667, 172, 175, 193-99, 202, 204, 212-16,
224-25, 231, 239-42, 247-54, 257, 262,
303, 318-20, 322, 332-33, 357-58, 391,
399, 412; 31, 25, 107, 110, 112, 377,
500, 539; 32, 15, 41-42, 151, 174, 272,
376-78, 380-81, 387, 433, 483, 511,
543; 33, 11-12, 17, 23, 81-83, 89, 98,
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108-09, 111, 379, 493; 34. 8, 13, 17, 21.
22, 62, 63, 74, 80, 93-95, 97, 99, 102,
123, 153, 154, 155, 200, 213, 215, 246,
315, 428
See also Labour; Necessary labour
Surplus product —30, 32, 180, 190-92,
229, 231; 31, 9, 107, 176, 187, 366; 32,
53, 61-62, 87, 117-23, 157, 237, 374,
376-80, 387; 33, 98; 34, 94, 155, 172,
179-80, 191, 443
See also Surplus value
Surplus value —30, 12, 25, 28, 90-92, 9596,99, 115, 117, 119, 121, 136-37, 143,
165-66, 168, 171, 176, 185-86, 190, 191,
202, 218-20, 229, 234-35, 237, 23940, 242, 243, 260, 269, 303, 311,
319-20, 322, 328-29, 338-39, 348,
351, 363, 372-73, 413; 31, 70, 107-08,
126, 179, 274, 397, 416, 418, 422, 444,
539; 32, 11-13, 60-61, 68, 87, 91-92, 94,
109-10, 117-20, 125-26, 170, 175, 204,
253, 276-77, 335, 343, 374, 382, 44041, 452, 469, 478-80, 482-87, 510, 513,
516, 524, 526-27, 543; 33, 7, 8, 23, 37,
69-71,90-93, 108-11, 115, 118-20, 123,
128-31, 133, 135, 139, 143, 147-50,
157, 161-63, 168, 172, 174, 175, 182,
189, 209-13, 216-18, 228-30, 232, 235,
236, 245-46, 259-60, 293, 372, 423,
477, 493; 34, 8-10, 15-23, 64, 69, 77, 80,
86, 87, 93, 94, 104, 105, 119, 125-26,
129-31, 142, 151, 155-57, 178-79, 19091, 194, 198-205, 207-09, 211, 215,
219, 220, 222, 227-29, 231, 241-43,
251, 254, 311-12, 363, 366, 368-74,
376, 379, 381-84, 399, 421
— absolute — 30, 165, 167, 172, 180,
192, 194, 233, 241-42, 246, 251, 257,
311,357, 374; 31, 251,255,304,319;
32, 41-44, 73-74, 392; 33, 84, 130,
292, 324, 375, 385, 479; 34, 9-10, 15,
19, 61, 93, 95, 105-06, 425, 429, 439
— relative — 30, 159, 165, 194, 23334, 236, 240-42, 244-47, 250-51, 253,
257, 311, 322, 329, 336, 357-58, 399;
31, 201, 278, 319, 483; 32, 42, 74,
399;33, 84, 107, 123, 130-31, 142-43,
149-50, 275, 369, 376, 382-83, 38586, 477, 480-81; 34, 8-12, 14, 15, 19,
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61,75,77,93-95, 105, 106, 109, 117.
167, 182, 185, 428
— bourgeois economists on — 30, 14,
26-28,48,89, 107, 110, 155-56, 179,
206-09. 348, 352, 354, 356, 358, 360,
362-66, 370, 374, 378, 381, 385-87,
388, 390-92, 394, 398, 402; 32, 9-10,
31-32, 41-42, 52, 57, 96-97, 174,
191-92, 210-11, 227, 275, 277, 373,
388-89, 476; 33, 7, 72-76, 101-02
See also Economic laws; Profit; Rate of
surplus value; Rent; Revenue (income)

T
Taxes, taxation —30, 158, 179, 361, 374;
31, 188, 209, 456; 32, 18-19, 243, 422;
33, 18, 206, 223; 34, 140-41, 279-80,
283, 291-93, 296-300, 446
Technological composition of capital — 31,
497, 498, 520; 32, 88, 89; 33, 168, 304,
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